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PREFACE.

as re-I^HE text adopted for this edition is that of Bekkei,
- printed at the Oxford University Press. Here and there

I have ventured on changes, the reasons for which I have given
in each case. They do not profess to rest on the authority of
manuscripts, but on my own view of their advisability, or on
the authority of others, whether editors or commentators. In
editing any Greek or Latin writer, the question of the autho-
rity of various manuscripts is one which many editors must
leave unapproached. The sound judgment requisite in such
matters must be the result of large experience and study of
that particular branch of editorial work. It seems to me a
complete specialty, and one who has not been led, either by
inchnation or pursuits, to give it special attention, could not
hope that any weight should attach to his decisions, and had
better therefore acquiesce in the conclusions of those who are
recognised as authority on the point. Unfortunately, in the
particular case of Aristotle, the silence preserved by the editors
of the great Berlin edition,—the basis, it seems acknowledged,
of any subsequent editions,—as to the value of the manuscripts
whose various readings they insert, and as to the grounds of
their preference of the readings they adopt, leaves us in igno-
rance, so far as their judgment is concerned, of what amount
of assistance might be derived from manuscripts. But it

would seem, from the concurrent testimony of those who have
turned their attention to the Politics of Aristotle, that the
amount is not large. Not to dwell on the dictum of Niebuhr
on this point, the German critic who, more than any other of
those I have met with, urges the expediency of a careful colla-
tion of MSS., does so with the avowal that, when all is done,
the text of Bekker must remain the basis; and Spengel, whose
labours seem to me in quality the most valuable, not only
accepts this text, but remarks, that any manuscript assistance
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is out of the question. " The only source left is conjectural

criticism." The difficulties of the Politics, so far as they are

difficulties of the text, must be remedied by attentive study,

and by conjecture resting on such study. Such is all I have

to offer, and I have resisted as much as possible all temptation

to alteration, where not absolutely indispensable. The greatest

opening for such alteration appears to be presented by the

punctuation. A careful attention to this, in the Politics, as in

other works of Aristotle, will often give the clue to a difficult

passage ; and this is a point on which, I presume, all editors

are equally free. I have therefore in many passages altered the

stopping, but I have done so without increasing the number of

stops, the sparing use of vhich is, I conceive, a great improve-

ment in recent editions of the classics.

As a general rule, I have introduced no parenthesis where

there did not exist one in the text adopted. In certain cases,

I have enclosed paragraphs of various and at times consider-

able length in brackets. In doing so, I have not intended to

intimate that such paragraphs are not Aristotle's, a point I feel

quite incompetent to decide, but merely to show that in my
view of the context they interfere, either as repetitions or as

unseasonable digressions, with the connexion of the thought.

And as it is in this connexion that the great difficulty often

lies, I have, so far as I was able, endeavoured to clear away

any obstacle to its perception.

There is one change of some importance which I have

made in the edition from which I reprint. I have altered the

order of the books, and adopted the arrangement already

familiar to students of the Politics, as that used by M. St.

Hilaire in his edition and translation. It seems useless to

repeat in detail the various critical arguments in favour of this

change. They may be found stated in the Preface to the

edition just quoted, and elsewhere, as in the work of M.

Nickes. The main argument in favour of the change is, as

far as I can see, the greater clearness of method, and the

greater facility of tracing the order of thought which the new

arrangement gives. But, though I feel very strongly that

the change rests on solid ground and oifers real advantages,

I might have adhered to the old order had there been no
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edition in -which it was changed. The convenience of uni-

formity of reference is such an attraction that I miglit have

been induced to sacrifice to it. But when once the change

has been made, the case is altered. Such convenience no

longer exists, and a subsequent editor need have little scruple

in selecting that method which seems to his judgment abso-

lutely the best.

And I cannot but think that an attentive study of the

work will lead most readers to acquiesce in the order adopted

as most in keeping with the real order of thought, however

much they may wish that the old order had remained undis-

turbed on the ground of convenience. For the new arrange-

ment brings into close juxtaposition two books, VI. and VII.

(IV. VI.), whose separation is clearly the result of some

accident, and whose re-arrangement is advocated, as I have

elsewhere remarked, even by the staunchest opponents of the

change in general. Again by placing IV. V. (VII. VIII.)

immediately after III., the new order makes Aristotle's aristo-

cracy or ideal state, the second of the two correct forms of

government, follow directly on his treatment of monarchy or

the first, and precede his treatment of Politeia or the third.

Whereas, in the existing arrangement, this third form is inter-

posed between the first and second. Lastly, after the analysis

of the two first ideal forms has been gone through, he pro-

ceeds, by a separate treatment of the elements of the third

form, to prepare the way for a treatment of those elements in

combination,—in other words, for the treatment of that third

form. Its discussion over, he goes through the problems con-

nected with existing governments, their formation and their

organisation, he elaborates, that is, the statics of Greek society.

Then, in the absence of any theory or expectation of change,

there is nothing left for him but to treat of the diseases to

which that society was liable, its chronic state of dissension,

its acute one of revolution. This, the more logical order, is

entirely put out of sight by the actual arrangement, and I feel

convinced that its restoration is a real gain in studying the

work. I need not add more on this point, as I have touched

on it occasionally in the body of the work.

For the purposes of convenient handling of this edition,

a
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I have prefixed to each book a short summary. In this I have

aimed at giving the simple outline of the connexion, and an

easy means of finding what is the general purport of each

chapter. I have added also marginal headings to enable the

reader more easily to catch the main object of the page, or to

refer to what he has previously read. For the pui-poses of

reference I have placed the pages of the Berlin Quarto Edition

by the side of the text. And in any quotations from other

works of Aristotle, I have given a double reference, to that

edition and to the Oxford reprint of it.

In the notes, when offering translations of my own, I have

marked them by single, when borrowing the words of others,

I have used double inverted commas.

For the matter of the notes, my object has been to make

them as much of a help as possible to the understanding of

the text, not as a vehicle for learned discussion. In a work

like the Politics, more than in some others, it would seem the

main duty of an editor to facilitate the study of the work

itself, to place the student in a condition to master it with as

little difficulty as possible, and so to penetrate himself with its

spirit and its thought. He should therefore not have his

attention called ofi" at every turn by the suggestion of diffi-

culties on questions of alien interest. I have endeavoured to

carry out this my view of what an editor should do, and if at

times I have wandered in my notes from the strict interpreta-

tion of Aristotle, or from the necessary elucidation of his

statements, and obtruded opinions of my own, I trust I shall

be thought to have been sparing in such deviations, and to

have exercised a fair self-command in not interfering with the

appreciation of the work itself. The greatness of its author

and the importance of the subject alike acted as a check. And

it is in furtherance of this view that I have ventured on a

translation of most of the difficult passages.

I have given an Index of the proper names that occur in

the work, as well as one of the words and expressions. This

latter will, I trust, be found, if far from complete, yet suffi-

ciently copious to make it a great advance on any existing

index. Its incompleteness is due to my not having had it in

my power, at the time I was engaged in it, to give it that
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1

constant, unintermitting attention which it required. I was

compelled by circumstances to complete my part of the work

whilst engaged as tutor in Oxford, and to leave in great

measure the arrangement of the materials I had collected to

two of my friends who are in no way responsible for any defect

in the materials themselves.

The works I have used in preparing this edition are,

—

I. Editions of the whole or parts of it

:

Petri Victorii Commentarii in Aristotelem de Re-

ptiUicd. Florence, 1576.

Aristotelis Politica. Schneider. Frankfort, 1809.. Corai. Paris,

1821.

Aristotelis de Politica. GottUng. Jena. 1824.

Ai-istoteles. Bekker. Berlin, 1 831.

Politique d'Aristote. St. Hilaire. Paris, 1837.

Aristotelis Politica. Stahr. Lcipsic, 1839. Greek

and German.

Ai'istoteles de Politid Carthaginiensium. Kluge.

Wratislavia, 1824.. Neumann. Heidelberg, 1827.

II. Commentaries :

Philosophie des Aristoteles. Biese. Berlin, 1842,

De Aristotelis Politicorum libris. Nickes. Bonn,

1851.

Ueber die Politik des Aristoteles, L. Spengel in the

Abliandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in

Munchen, Band i Abth. Also, by the same

writer, Ueber die unter dem Namen des Aristoteles

erhaltenen Ethischen Schriften. 1841.

III. Works bearing on Aristotle's life and philosophy

generally :

Aristotelia. Stahr. Halle, 1830.

Aristoteles und seine academischen Zeitgenossen und

naclisten Nachfolger. C. A. Brandis. Berlin, 1853.

Other works, both German and French, I have consulted.
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but with very little advantage; and I think it unnecessary to

add their titles. Works on the subjects treated in the Politics

I have quoted in the notes, and need not add any distinct

reference to them here.

My greatest obligations are, as will be clear from the

notes, to Mr. Grote, so far as the work is one of historical

philosophy. In editing a work, which is the resume of Greek

political experience, the natural source to which to look for

assistance was the best history of Greece on a large scale. In

tliat would of course be found, so far as historical documents

warranted, the proper accompaniment to the isolated facts

mentioned or alluded to by Aristotle. And the range of the

historian of Greece should not be narrower than that of the

philosopher who drew his lessons not merely from Greek

political experience, but from the history and circumstances

of the various nations Avhich had come in contact with Greece.

On all historical points I have carefully consulted Mr. Grote's

great work, and have referred to it as the best source for others

to consult. And I need hardly add that not on mere his-

torical points, but on all questions of political philosophy, as

viewed by the light of Greek history, the value of his work can

hardly be overrated. This is not diminished in any degree by

the difference of views which at times will be seen to exist.

I can only add my regret that I have been obliged to forego

the advantages which the next volume of Mr. Grote's work

promises to the student of Aristotle and of Greek philosophy

in general.

One other acknowledgment I have to make, that of the

assistance I have received from friends. For no one of the ojdI-

nions expressed in any part of the work is any one but myself

responsible. I have no reason to think that they are shared by

those who have helped me. For the care bestowed in revis-

ing and suggesting improvements in my notes, and in correcting

the proofs, my best thanks are due to Messrs. Harrison and

Thorley, Fellows of Wadham College, Oxford, and for the

arrangement and correction of the Index a similar acknow-

ledgment is due to Messrs. C. GriiBth and Ellaby, of Wadham
College. Many others have assisted me, both friends and

pupils, but I must content myself with a general acknowledg-
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ment. This I could not do in the former case, from the

amount of trouble and attention which has been given.

My object throughout has been, as far as possible, to

facilitate the study of the work itself in the original language.

But in the present state of opinion in England on educational

questions, I hope I shall not be considered out of place in

making some additional remarks on this point. He who edits

a work of classical antiquity may be thought to be working

in support of the dominant theory, which looks on all really

high education as having necessarily for its basis the study of

the languages of Greece and Rome, and, if silent, such a con-

struction of his purpose would be fair, and one which he

could hardly object to. Therefore, though aware that my
opinion is likely to meet with no sympathy, even in quarters

Avhere I should most wish it, and at the risk of giving great

offence in others, I cannot consent to remain silent, and even

in appearance to adopt the theory above given. After a fair

acquaintance with all the arguments generally adduced in its

favour in or out of Oxford, Avith all the weight in its support

lent by many years passed in the study of the languages in

question, and as many almost in teaching them, I have been

led to form an opinion entirely hostile to the prevailing

practice, and^ to look with more than distrust on the arguments

on which it is based. I do not feel disposed here to do much
more than protest against this theory, the great idol of the

educated among the upper and middle classes. But I may,

before passing to my own view of the subject, express my
hope that, like many other of the fictions on which their

existence has reposed, this part too and foundation of our

institutions is crumbling beneath them, that the process may
be speedy, and the substitution of a sounder system as rapid as

is consistent with its intelligent adoption. At the general rate

of our movement in such matters, this rapidity will have

nothing alarmmg in it.

It is not from any intrinsic value in these languages over

others that I would wish to see their rational study still

generally prevail. But as essential links in the great chain

of the histox'ical tradition of the human race, for the informa-

tion the works written in them contain, lastly for the poets
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whom the just consent of mankind places so high—these

grounds seem to me adequate without having recourse to any

theory that it is necessary to train the mind hy the study of

language, or to cultivate the taste by models of more perfect

beauty than the languages of modern Europe contain. I

cannot see the truth of either the one or the other of these

positions. In proportion as the social science, of which I

conceive the Politics of Aristotle to be the foundation and

ancient master-work, assumes more and more its due promi-

nence, and exercises its legitimate control over all subordinate

studies, its students, with the increasing value they attach to

history, will not neglect those two languages, in which, for a

period of more than a thousand years, most of the philosophy,

history, and poetry of the race are deposited, nor will such a

view of them lower them in comparison with the one Avhich is

now predominant. To read them for what they contain of

knowledge and of beauty, and from an historical point of

view, will be at the least as desirable as to read them as the

majority have hitherto done,—and I do but speak of the

majority,—as supplying the means of primary intellectual dis-

cipline, as supplying the materials for Latin and Greek com-

position, or, as the most enduring result, as the sources from

which to draw apt quotation, embodying, in vivid expressions,

the experience of daily life, a purpose generally satisfied by

the knowledge of Horace. From the different point of view

here proposed they will be relieved from their present posi-

tion, and from the load of odium which now attaches to them

in the minds of most English gentlemen, save the cultivated

and successful few, as the instruments of youthful torture, as

the ungrateful study on which they were made to waste their

early years and the fresh vigour of their faculties. They feel

truly that the knowledge they gained of them was worth

nothing to them at the time, and has since entirely disappeared,

and there remains with them only the remembrance of the

disagreeable process by which it was acquired.

If we could get rid of the half superstitious value we now

attach to the classical languages, and look on them much in

the same light as we do on the cultivated languages of modern

Europe, Italian, French, Spanish, and German, they would
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gain by the exchange. They would then be studied more as

those languages are studied, and probably at a later period of

life. It is wise to proceed from the easier to the harder, and the

living languages are easier for many reasons than the dead.

should have less of what is called sound scholarship, con-

siderably more in all probability of true philological attainment.

And we should gain time in our education for many things

now neglected. The languages themselves would present

attractions for the reasons above indicated, which would be

appreciable by the maturer mind of the student, and are

wholly unappreciable by the majority of boys. And to these

their legitimate attractions I should think it better to leave

them. If less generally studied at first, this would be an evil

compensated by the more intelligent and willing character of

the study actually given. And as sounder educational views

gradually prevail, that which M. Comte selects as the charac-

teristic of the intellectual movement of this century, the pre-

valence of the historical point of view, will modify any ten-

dency to the undue neglect of Greek and Latin, by asserting

for them their just historical claims to attention and respect.

Were it then possible^ I should be the last to wish the know-

ledge of such works as the Politics limited to that gained

from a translation. The great philosophers, the great histo-

rians, the great poets, should all be studied in their original

language, though, as it has been well remarked, this is quite

essential for the poets, not so for the two former classes.

Wandsworth, Nov. i, 1855.
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INTRODUCTION.

IT would be a Avaste of time to prefix a life of Aristotle to

each separate treatise as it is publisher!. For the purposes

of this introduction nothing more is needed than a brief refer-

ence to the facts of his life, so far as they may serve to convey

an idea of the range of his political experience. There is no

occasion to do more than recal the facts of : his birth at Stagira,

and the position of his father as physician at the court of

Macedon under Amyntas ; his early visit to Athens at the age

of seventeen ; his stay there of nearly twenty years ; his resi-

dence with Hermias at Atarneus, on the coast of Asia Minor ;

liis second residence of uncertain length in Macedonia as the

tutor of Alexander ; his return to Athens, and his second resi-

dence there of twelve years at the least ; lastly, his retirement,

a little before his death, to Chalcis in Euboea. This is a suf-

ficient notice of his life for an introduction to the Politics.

For this will enable us to appreciate the opportunities he en-

joyed, at a very eventful period in the history of Greece and of

the world, of vivifying his rich knowledge of the past history

of his country, and the actual condition of its outlying states,

by his experience of their present circumstances, and his con-

tact with the states nearer the centre.

We cannot doubt but that, with his keen observation, he

would attend closely to the course of political events. And in

one respect he was very favourably placed. He had all the

advantages of a spectator; he could not mix directly in politi-

cal life, even had he wished to do so. Stagira, even before its

destruction, offered him no opportunities, and at Athens he

was a stranger. He could then, with the greater composure,

make the events he witnessed the subject of his philosophical

contemplation. And it may be useful very shortly to run

through these events, and remind ourselves of the changes he

had seen.

63
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His earliest recollections would be connected with Mace-

donian aflfairs. He could look back on the weakness of Mace-

don and its political insignificance in relation to the leading

Greek states. For at the court of Amyntas no hopes could

have been entertained of the subsequent rapid rise of that king-

dom to greatness. Aristotle was old enough to remember the

change introduced into Greek politics by the break up of the

Spartan supremacy in consequence of the defeat at Leuctra.

He was at Athens during the closing period of the short

supremacy of Thebes, and from that centre he witnessed the

sudden collapse of Theban power on the death of Epaminon-

das. In the period of his early manhood and ripening judg-

ment lie could watch from Athens the anarchy of Greece, when

no state seemed able to make an effort after empire, or offer a

rallying point to her dispersed energies. And during the same

period he could also watch the commencement of Philip's reign,

his victorious assertion of his position as king of Macedon

against rivals at home and foreign enemies, his growth at the

expense of the neighbouring countries, whether barbarian

tribes or Greek colonies. And Ai'istotle, as Demosthenes,

must have been well aware what the result of such progress

must be. At the court of Hermias, whilst familiarising him-

self with the new aspect of Greek life which the coast of Asia

Minor would present to him, and whilst ^gaining a more inti-

mate acquaintance with the power of Persia in that western

portion of her empire, he would hear of the stride made by

Philip, which was marked by the destruction of his own birth-

place, in common with the kindred towns in its neighbourhood,

and by the subsequent interference of that monarch in the

affairs of Thessaly and northern Greece. Driven from Asia by

a revolution, ¥hich illustrated his theory of the short duration

of tyrannies, even in good hands, Aristotle seems to have

remained at Mitylene, till there reached him an invitation from

Philip to undertake the education of Alexander. It is uncer-

tain how long this connexion lasted, but probably about four

years. It seems clear that it must have ended some consider-

able time before the war which was decided .at Chaeronea.

Putting aside all reference to the effects of such a connexion

on Alexander, it was one which gave Aristotle a most com-
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manding view of the actual politics of the day. He was again

at the very centre of political power, which had finally quitted

Greece proper. During the war with Athens, Aristotle may
have thought it unsafe to return there, and he may have

resided at his native place, which had been rebuilt by Philip

at his intercession, and which is said to have received a consti-

tution at his hands. At any rate it is probable that he did not

return to Athens till Alexander had established his supremacy

over Greece, and so had removed any danger to which an inti-

macy such as his with the royal family of Macedon might have

exposed him at Athens. During the expedition into Asia, and

the lifetime of Alexander, Aristotle remained at Athens teach-

ing his numerous disciples, maturing his philosophical views,

and gradually working out the encyclopedic system which was

the object of his comprehensive intellect. When the king's

death made it unsafe for him to continue there, he removed to

Chalcis, carrying with him, apparently, the seeds of the disease

which shortly after proved fatal. He died at the age of sixty-

three.

After this brief retrospect of Aristotle's life, and of the

events he witnessed, I proceed to consider his political system

from a more general point of view. And the first question that

presents itself is—What was the starting point he chose ? On
what basis did he rest his system ? To this the answer is, I

think, clear. He rested on no priori ground, but on the

experience of the past. And this answer naturally suggests

the next question : What was the exact value he attached to

that experience as the basis for future political action. The

answer in this case also admits of little doubt. It may be dif-

ficult to say what were his views in the immediate or distant

future, but for the past we can speak confidently. He offers

no definite estimate of the length of time during which the race

had existed and had been gathering experience. But he looks

back on the period past as a long one {<^ ,-
), during which constant discoveries had been made.

To borrow his own language : Time had been a discoverer in

these matters, or had rendered good help in the process of dis-

covering. So that his construction, like that of Bacon, would

be partus tcmporis, the birth of time. What then had time
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accumulated in the shape of materials for the political philoso-

pher to use in his work of modifying the existing or construct-

ing the ideal state ? Aristotle found ready to his hands the

idea of property, both animate and inanimate, the idea of the

family and the idea of the state. And this last, the state, was

not the social organisation of Egyptian or barbarian experi-

ence, but the complex, refined idea, which had been elaborated

in Greece, and found its most complete expression in Athens.

On these three ideas, the inheritance of the past, Aristotle

takes his stand, and evidently thinks them adequate, when pro-

perly developed and modified. Without any blindness to

existing evils, whether they arose from the misuse or bad

arrangement of property ; or, secondly, from the isolating ten-

dencies which lurked in the institution of the family
;

or,

lastly, from the constant dissensions which seemed almost

inherent in the actual states, he still, with the master judgment

which in him was never sufi'ered to relax its vigilance, steadily

refused to let such evils overpower him, or lead him, as they

had led his master, Plato, to an insurrection against the

experience of the past. Eight education should form right

habits, and the sway of those habits should be riveted by right

social institutions. And the result of such education, habits,

and institutions should be that the selfish use of property

should be corrected, but that property should not be threatened

;

that the citizen should learn that he could not isolate himself

or his family, that he was a member of a body, but that he

should keep his full individuality. And if the inequalities

of property were softened by this moral remedy, and the irrita-

tion consequent thereon assuaged ; if the efforts of the citizens

were all made, as the result of a right conviction, to converge

towards the promotion of the common good, then the third

class of evils, those of constant dissension, would disappear,

as being essentially the effect of the other two classes.

The existing ideas, then, the actual materials, seemed

adequate to Aristotle. There is no trace of his looking

forward to any important change, to the introduction of any

widely different elements into the political problem. The

definite policy to be adopted in the immediate future cannot

be gathered from his own words. Whilst full of allusions to
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history, he is very silent on the present and the future. This

silence was the natural result of his position. It Avould not

he unreasonable to conjecture that he looked to the peaceful

organisation of the several Greek states in themselves, and in

their mutual relations under the sheltering presidency of

Macedon. At a later period Polybius accepted this condition

for his country, under the supremacy of Eome, and did all in

his power to urge its acceptance hy the Greeks. In his time,

Polybius naturally would feel a keener preference for Eome,

justified hy her superiority in organisation over Macedon, and

by the fuller sense, which the last two centuries had produced,

of the hopelessness of any good effects arising from the pro-

longation of Greek independence. An analogous but more

hopeful position under Macedon, Aristotle may have accepted

for the Greece of his time. And in his denunciation of war

as an end, in his condemnation of all states in which it held

this place, in his decided preference of the life of repose and

intellectual activity both for the individual and the state, I

should read his indirect advice to his countrymen to

acquiesce in their political inferiority, and to turn themselves

from any thoughts of empire to the settled and definitive

organisation of a peaceful existence. It was right, it was

wise in Demosthenes, his great contemporary, to take a

different view. An Athenian citizen, the inheritor of the

traditions of Themistocles and Pericles, Demosthenes was

justified in trying to rouse his countrymen to resist a semi-

barbarous power at Cheeronea, as they had resisted that of the

Persian empire at Marathon. He was justified in wishing to

retain the leadership of the world in the hands of Greece, and

in looking on her independence as the first object. And as

he felt Athens answer to his call, he may have thought suc-

cessful resistance not impossible, though his heroic spirit

needed not success to guide his efforts. But Aristotle's posi-

tion was such as to make a different view both natural and

just.

It set him free from all the influences that might have

warped his judgment, and enlightened by a wider experience,

he cannot have shared any of the deceptive hopes excited by

the exertions of Athens. He knew the power and resources
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of MacecloB, be knew the genius of her rulers better than

Demosthenes, and he couhl, if not with greater clear-sighted-

ness, at least with greater calmness, appreciate the relative

weakness of Athens. And his position, as I have remarked

already, enforced inaction. He was strictly without a country

in the narrower sense. He was . He was a

citizen of Greece, but not of any Greek state. His sympathies

were with the Greek world and with the Greek race, and so of

course most with Athens, as the truest representative of that

race. But at the same time he had no temptation to feel the

more special, more local Athenian sympathies. It would not,

for instance, shock him, as it would Demosthenes, that

Athens, in common with the rest of Greece, should acknow-

ledge Macedonian supremacy, whilst still preserving her

separate city existence. And he Avould more readily than

other Greek statesmen sympathize with the conquest of Asia

by Alexander. Hopeless of Greek independence, and still

more by experience distrustful of the possibility of any com-

bination of the Greek states amongst themselves, it was to

him a great advantage to renew, with the changes time had

made requisite, the policy of earlier statesmen, and give a

wise direction to the forces of Greece, by leading them against

Persia. Such a policy diverted the attention of the diflferent

states from their own internal quarrels. It strengthened the

power of him who was named their general-in-chief, the King

of Macedon, and by strengthening his power, it not only made

resistance on the part of the Greeks more hopeless, but it

made also acquiescence less discreditable. Again, it was

calculated to soothe the feelings of the Greek nation, in that

it brought within the influence of the civilization peculiarly

their own, so large a portion of the world. It was not by her

own efforts, it was true, that Greece conquered Persia, and

exacted a due atonement for the aggressions of Darius and of

Xerxes. Yet the impulse which guided the young conqueror

was of purely Greek origin, and he was politic enough to

make it clear that he felt it to be so. Nor even at that late

period of Greek history was it a shght gain to attain the con-

viction that henceforth all danger from Persia was at an end,

that the throne of the great king was filled by a Greek.
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Further than this, if Aristotle felt any alarm at the

growing power of Carthage, the western rival of Greece, he

must have seen in the immense development of Greek power,

consequent on Alexander's conquests, a sufficient assurance

against such danger. Till the king's death, too, it was

natural to hope that the West, no less than the ast, would

see his victorious ai'ms, and then if Persia and Carthage were

once removed from the calculations of statesmen, there was no

other power on the political horizon which could at that par-

ticular juncture be taken into account.

With this general view of the position of his country, as

an aggregate of independent states under the hegemony of

Macedon, which hegemony should concentrate and direct her

efforts to the gradual reduction and civilization of the world,

the main problem for the political philosopher would be, the

right internal organisation of each of the component parts of

that aggregate. The solution of this problem required a most

careful examination of their existing state, and this condition,

we know, Aristotle amply fulfilled. " Probably," says M.
Brandis, ''Alexander's liberality enabled the Stagirite'to acquire

at a great expense a collection of books which for the times

was very considerable, and to make inquiries into the consti-

tutions of so many states, some of them very distant." What-

ever the means, we are well aware from the testimony of others

what the result was, though unfortunately it is almost entirely

lost to us,—so far, that is, as the inquiries themselves are

concerned. The philosophical and general view, based on

these inquiries, lies before us in the Politics.

The most remarkable feature in Aristotle's political system

is this : that he not only accepted the materials bequeathed to

him by the past as the necessary basis of his construction,

but that he considered them adequate. The problem he set

before himself was a definitive organisation of society, and

for this he thought he had all the data requisite. There is

nothing to show that he looked on his solution as provisional.

The Greek state, with its existing elements, was to him the

ultimate fonn of society, only these elements must be well

combined. It is essential not to lose sight of this, his pecuUar

point of view, when we are trying to estimate the value and
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bearing of his work, and to learn its right use as the funda-

mental treatise in political science. It is strictly political, in

the narrowest, most definite sense that can he attached to the

word. It is calculated, that is, for a number of, of

free and equal citizens ; it is calculated, that is, primarily and

essentially for Greek experience. It is the record of that

experience which, for all historical purposes, ended with

Aristotle. He had registered the pheenomena of Greek

society, and in this work he draws from that register the

general inferences it warranted, and builds on this result a

construction which should adequately embody all that he

found of value.

But as Greece, as a nation, dating from that time, lost its

position, and as the several Greek states became more and

more decomposed, the construction of Aristotle, so far as his

own country is concerned, throws light upon the past history,

but did not serve as a guide or type for the re-organisation of

any of those dying states. It is invaluable for the first

object, it had no opportunity of becoming ^aluable for the

second. For the philosopher, as for the historian, the real

life of Greece was ended.

With this peculiarly Greek stamp, this stamp of the city

life of a body of independent states indelibly impressed upon

it, it is needless to add that for many of the subsequent

periods of history the work presents no direct teaching. It

allows not in any sense for the great revolutions that have

occurred since the time when with Aristotle, Demosthenes,

and Alexander, the history of Greece proper closes. Its

interest since then has been historical rather than directly

political. The organisation of a small community, complete

in itself, has not, since then, been the great question of

political science. It is a question that has arisen at intervals,

but it has been, in the main, exceptional. Cicero might turn

his attention to the internal organisation of Eome, and treat

of Kome as though it were a Greek city. But the real pj-oblem,

the great interest of Roman history, had escaped Cicero. He

was blind as the blindest to that transformation of Rome's

position which had influenced the popular leaders, more or less

consciously for some time, and of Avhich the dictator Csesar
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and bis imperial successors, were the organs and tlie repre-

sentatives. Kome, as a city governing the world for its own

narrow interests, was to Cicero as much as to such men as

Hortensius, the limit of his vision, and hence his failure as a

statesman. The Eoman empire, as an incorporation of the

civilized world, was not within his ken, and naturally still less

within that of Aristotle ; nor does it borrow any light directly

from his speculations. He held views as to the inherent

superiority of the Greek race, which were incompatible with

such an incorporation; and these same views, foolishly cherished

by his countrymen at a time when their ludicrous inappro-

priateness was conspicuous to all, rendered them, almost more

than any other nation, incapable of sharing in the benefits of

the imperial system.

Nor again are the Politics of Aristotle, if allowed to be in-

applicable directly to the incorporation of the world by Rome,

more applicable to the ensuing periods, whether of destruc-

tion by the barbarians, or reconstruction under the influence

of feudalism and Catholicism, or, in the last place, to the later

state system of Europe. I have heard it remarked that the

book has a parochial character about it, meaning by this that

its interests and its questions are on so small a scale. And
the remark is so far just that this is the impression produced

at first by the comparatively dwarf scale of Greek history on

the student of the following periods. For he has to deal

habitually with vast empires, either in their organisation or

decay, with the combinations of western Europe, united by

many ties for common defence, or later with the mutual

action of a system of great kingdoms. And from this point of

view it may deserve notice that the work has, compared with

Aristotle's other works, excited but little attention, speaking

generally. I believe I am right in saying that, till recently, it

was chiefly in Italy that attention was paid to it ; and this excep-

tion is easily explained. For in the middle ages there recurred

in the Italian republics many of the phenomena of Greek so-

ciety. The manner, consequently, in which, in the Politics, poli-

tical problems are presented and treated, was likely to be ap-

preciated there, as soon as ever the revival of the knowledge

of Greek, or the translation of the work into Latin, had ren-
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dered it accessible. It might have bad, of course, a similar

interest for the communes of France, or the commercial to\¥ns

of Flanders and Germany, but, so far as we know, the literary

movement was much less active there.

In our own day, however, after the lapse of more than twenty

centuries, such is the state of society, that the political philo-

sopher may turn his attention to the Politics of Aristotle, if

not for a direct solution of some of the problems which arise,

yet for much indirect guidance. Over and above their interest,

that is, from the historical point of view—an interest which

never has been lost, as we may see from the great works of

historians and political philosophers in all times—they may
now once again have a direct political interest. For if, as M.

Auguste Comte thinks, the great kingdoms of modern Europe

are destined ultimately, and that at no very distant period, to

break up into smaller wholes, more analogous in size and re-

quirements to the states of Greek expei'ience, in such case the

work that embodies that experience will present a new attrac-

tion, and will be resorted to for the light it sheds on the true

principles of the strictly political organisation. And even

leaving out of view this contingency, it is justly remarked by

the same philosopher, that in the present prevalence of theories

subversive of property and the family, and through them sub-

versive of the whole social organisation, men may refresh their

convictions in favour of these institutions, and gain strength

against their opponents, from the careful study of Aristotle's

remarks on the dangerous reveries of Plato, the philosophical

originator of most of the social errors of our day.

So far for Aristotle's general treatment of the subject of

politics, and for the consequent neglect of his work during a

long period by all but the professed student ; lastly, for the

marked revival of attention to it in the last half century. Viewed

philosophically, the object that he set before himself was

synthetical and constructive. Accepting, that is, the elements

offered him by the past as adequate, he aimed at such a com-

bination and modification of them as should be satisfactory for

the future guidance of the statesman. In this, as in other de-

partments of human knowledge, it was a systematic construc-

tion that he wished to leave behind him ; but—I speak with
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great hesitation on such a subject—in this, more than in the

other departments, he thought his construction in its leading

features finaL That he was wrong in such an idea need

scarcely be stated. His attempt at a synthesis was premature,

but that does not detract from its philosophical value. It was

an important gain, that in political science an account should

be taken of the results attained, and that that science should be

made to take its place in the co-ordination of the sciences—in

other words, in the elaboration of the great system of philo-

sophy. Aristotle was the first adequately to conceive this elabo-

ration as the great problem proposed to the intellect of man,

and it is this conception which constitutes one of his main

claims to the philosophical pre-eminence which he holds by

the very general consent of mankind.

I need not go through the historical argument to show

that his attempt was premature. I need but point out that

Macedon failed to oifer to the world a sufficient organisation,

and that though the conquests of Alexander contributed to

the extension of Greek civilization, the break up of his empire

after his death, and the terrible struggles consequent there-

upon, contributed, together with internal decay, to a quite

proportionate diminution of its internal vigour: We see

that other powers, then out of the range of observation, had

to appear on the stage, and that Greece in her exhaustion had

to repose under the sway of Eome. We can trace in the two

thousand years that have passed since the great attempt of

Aristotle at a pohtical construction, the growth of new

elements which must powerfully modify such a construction

in all but its fundamental ideas.

For instance, to take two capital points, — first, the

position of the industrial classes ; secondly, the question of

religion and the spiritual power. I have no intention of

entering at present on the question of slavery, but it is clear

from our after-experience that slavery is not the permanent

condition of the industnal classes, any more than it was their

universal condition even in Aristotle's time. The recurrence

from time to time in the Politics of the problem. What should

be the place allotted in the state to the fi-ee artisan ? is suffi-

cient to show that the acceptance of slavery as an institution
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did not, even for him, clear the subject of the labourer of all

difficulties. And we can trace the germ of all subsequent dis-

cussions on the right social organisation of the proletariat, in

the brief but repeated remarks of Aristotle on the,
or artisan population, which this recurring question drew from

him. For the second point, that of religion and the spiritual

power, a distinction must be drawn in limine. Whilst on the

subject of religion, socially and politically considered, we are

in possession of Aristotle's views, we have not, on the other

hand, his treatment of the educational question. We see that

he acquiesced in the polytheism of his day as the religion of

the state, and that on various occasions he connects his regu-

lations with it, by placing them under its sanction. He
acquiesces, but we do not gather that he goes further. Any
active influence of the gods in the affairs of man, whether

viewed socially or individually, he would seem not to allow.

Such is the natural inference from his statements in the

Ethics and Politics. Intent on systematizing the concep-

tions of man relative to the world without, relative to his own

nature, and to the arrangements of society, the relations of

man to the gods assume with him a secondary importance, or

rather are practically ignored.

But on the subject of the spiritual power the case is

different. Intimately connected as it is with the question of

education, it may be that, had we his full treatment of educa-

tion, we should, either explicitly or implicitly, have at the

same time a spiritual power constituted. As it is, his con-

struction remained essentially temporal, and the constitution

of an independent spiritual power, side by side with the

temporal, was left for the Catholicism of the middle ages. The

work then done remains in principle true, though the altered

conditions of society require its complete modification in all

but its principle.

I have treated then of the primary intention and direct

application of the Politics. I have also touched on their

historical interest and the degree to which the lessons con-

tained in the work are now applicable. But I would not rest

my advocacy of their study on these grounds alone, but

strictly, on the more definite one, that they are the first great
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systematic work on Political Science, and that that science, as

every other, requires for its proper study that it should be

studied historically, and traced from its origin downwards.

By so doing we see the various problems arise, and are led to

no fanciful, a priori, reconstruction of society, but to Avatch

its actual construction as the records of history reveal it to

us. The easier problem precedes the harder, the simpler the

more complex. Of course our first notions of politics will be

derived from the state of things around us, in the midst of

which we have grown up ; but the scientific correction of

these first notions must be looked for elsewhere. It must be

looked for in the study of the history of man, so far as it pre-

sents a connected series of events, combined with the study of

the great works which at different periods have been written

with the object of eliciting from past history and registering

for future guidance its lessons on man and on society. Such

works are but rare. There is no one before our own day com-

parable to that of Aristotle. In fact, since his time the student

of political science will find, with very few exceptions, more

direct instruction in the woi'ks of the principal historians

than in writers who have specifically treated of politics. This

at least is the conclusion I have been led to form, so far as I

have studied the works of later writers, and I have found

nothing to modify it in the criticisms of others.

There is one point more on which I would touch in the

most general manner, and with it conclude this introduction.

In it my only object has been to throw light on Aristotle's

general view, and the position he holds in the ranks of poli-

tical philosophers. It is with the same object that I would

draw attention to the fact that Aristotle is essentially relative

in his judgments. All institutions are weighed by him with

reference to the nature of man, and the circumstances in which

he is placed; not with reference to any absolute standard.

This is true of both parts of his political treatise—of the Ethics

no less than of the Politics ; and if true of the former, it seems

to me a natural consequence that it should be true of the latter.

The domain of morality is generally considered less relative

than that of political science. It is, in fact, the stronghold of

the opposite opinion. But this is a consideration for the editor
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of the Ethics. I have drawn attention to the point in conse-

quence of the very general neglect of this relative point of view

in all historical questions,—a neglect which appears to me to

make false historical judgments prevalent amongst us, and to

vitiate, consequently, the reasonings on the science which can

rest on no other basis than sound historical conclusions.

··*··*·****

·*·**·
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THIS first book of tlie Politics forms the connecting link between

the Ethics and the Politics, properly so called. It is in reality

a treatise on CEconomics, in the sense Aristotle attached to the

word. It is introductory and subordinate. It takes the lower and

more elementary social union as the indispensable preliminary to the

higher ; the family as opposed to the state. But it is a social union

that it takes, and not the individual man. "We are at once brought

into contact with an association. As, at the opening of tlie Ethics,

every exertion of the individual man was said to aim at some defi-

nite good, so here every association of man is said to have the same

character, that largest association under which all others fall more

distinctly than any other. But to inquire into the organization of

these various associations of man would be a waste of time, were it

true that there is but one real difference in governments, that of

number, the view of some philosophers, to whom a family is but a

small state, a state but a large family, so that the principles of go-

vernment are in both the same. This however is an error ; an error

which will appear to be so in the sequel. Sufficient here to mention

it ; we may then pass on to shew how that largest and sovereign as-

sociation had its origin, trace it from its earliest beginnings upwards,

and examine its component parts.

The first association is that between male and female, the second

that between master and servant. Both are based on the natural

•wants of man, and the two together form the family. This increases

and forms the village. Multiply villages over the face of a district,

and you have the tribe, an aggregate of equal units capable of in-

definite extension. Draw the bond of union tighter, concentrate or

enlarge the village, and you have the state or city, the highest social

organization which the Greek mind conceived, an organic whole not

capable of indefinite extension, but in itself satisfying all the wants

of man in his highest capacity. The union is natural—for the na-

ture of man is man in his highest perfection, and the natural asso-

ciation will be the highest form of association. It is prior to the

individual in conception, for it is only in relation to it that the indi-

vidual can be properly conceived. And yet, though such, it was

J. P. 1
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necessary that it should have an originator, and he who did originate

it was the greatest of benefactors. For man may fall lower than the

beasts by virtue of those very faculties which, if properly employed,

enable liim to rise far above them. And this proper employment is

only found in the political society, with its restraints of law and

justice.

Such in outline is the origin of society and its justification. Phy-

sically, the part may be treated prior to the whole, and the unit in

the social fabric is the family. That, if viewed strictly with relation

to the state, offers us first the free and equal citizen in the husband

and father
;
secondly, the wife and mother for the continuation of the

social union ;
thirdly, the children, tlie generation which is to take

the place of the actual one. But for the man to discharge his duties

as a citizen, for the woman to be a proper mother of citizens, for the

children to be trained to be citizens ; the strict family, which these

constitute, must base itself on certain conditions. It must have the

means of subsistence, and these in quantity and kind such as to

guarantee leisure. It must have the proper instruments for its

work. These are found in the slave and in property, the living and

the lifeless instrument. But the instruments so employed by the

family only touch the state through the family, so they are treated

of fully in this first book, which treats of the family, whilst the

women and children, who much more closely and immediately con-

cern the state, are treated of very slightly. Their relations to one

another, or to the common head, are given, and the distinction is

marked between the excellence required in them, and that required

in the citizens. But the production of this excellence in either is the

work of education, and that is a state question, and can only be

satisfactorily treated at a later period, when we have sketched out

the constitution of the state of which they are to be members—as

all education must bear direct reference to the constitution.

To return to the point more fully treated, that of tlie instruments

or necessary basis of the family life, with its twofold division into

living and hfeless—slave and property. The first is more important

than the second, and requires more attention.

Men are not equal in faculties any more than in outward form.

Some are calculated for rule, others for subjection ; the one guide,

the other follow ; and the relation between the ruler and the ruled,

the master and servant is, if there be wisdom applied, a wholesome

one for both. But a servant to Aristotle, as to the ancients, uni-

versally, whether oriental, Greek, or Roman, was a slave, and the
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relation therefore between master and slave, if there were goodness

and wisdom in the master, was a wholesome one for both. That at

times men were slaves who should have been masters, whether from

exceptional cases of superiority in the barbarian, or from the acci-

dents of war, in the case of the Greek, would not in Aristotle's eyes

vitiate the institution. In the instances supposed there was an evil,

but on the whole the institution remained good. The slave, if rightly

a slave, would be unfortunate if not a slave ; so the free artizan was

really less fortunate than the slave, he had the evil without the good,

the mental and political inferiority without the care and guidance

which the relation to a master secured the slave.

With regard to the second division, that of inanimate property,

true wealth would consist in that amount of property, that com-

mand over the means of subsistence which should be strictly subser-

vient to the purposes of the family. Once let the amount pass that

limit, and property becomes an end in itself, it ceases to be good, its

pursuit is to be blamed. In the former case it is natural and laud-

able, in the latter, contrary to nature, and the object of blame. So

that the acquisition of property is in the one ease natural, oeconomi-

cal, subservient to the higher wants of the family, and limited by

those wants ; and the science which treats of it, directs its attention

to the whole question of the sustenance of the family, whether that

sustenance be derived from its independent, isolated exertions, or

require an union with others and is derived from exchange. The

various modes, therefore, by which man secures his subsistence, and

the phenomena of exchange are equally in due limits a part of this

true science.

In the other case, the acquisition of property, no longer a means

but an end, is open to objections, and is contrary to nature, though

not in all its branches equally blameable. It is the natural conse-

quence of the former, for once extend the relations of man in respect

of exchange beyond the family or village, and you want a medium.

This medium is money, which once introduced leads to an immense

development of commerce, becomes in men's minds not the repre-

sentative of wealth, but wealth itself, ceases to be a mere means, and

is pursued indefinitely as an end in itself. All this Aristotle objects

to, but reserves his highest blame for that part of commerce where

money itself is the material of the transactions ; all interest is au

object of his disapprobation.

From the theory he turns to the practice, but enters into no great

detail.

So that the book falls into the following divisions under these

1—2
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four' heads: Civil Society, Slavery, Property, and the Family

Relations.

Ch. 1 is a simple introduction of the subject.

2 contains the origin of all society, and the various degrees

of the social union.

3—7 inclusive treat of Slavery—with his own view put forward

first, and then the objections.

8—11 Property—treated similarly.

12 The relation between the members of the family in point of

government.

13 Tlie various excellencies of the governed, or subject

elements.

A short connecting chapter closes the book.
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in as equivalents to -
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, but they are not really so, and it

is in the proper judgment on this tran-

sition that, as it seems to me, lies

the solution of the question of slavery.

The last relation is one which may
always and will always wholesomely

exist. The former was a sound one in

its time—has ceased to be so now.

3 ' Nature has marked the distinc-

tion between male and female, slave

and master ;' for on the productions of

nature there is no stamp of poverty as

there is on the Delphian knife, made

to serve several purposes.] There seems no-

thing but the actual context from which

we can gain any light on the subject

of this instrument.

"yap] 'ita enim,' 'for so only,

under this condition that it should not

serve many purposes but one, ' &c.

4 iv Tois] Though na-

ture has marked these distinctions, yet

amongst the barbarians you find them

obhterated, the woman and the slave

are there undistinguishable,

€ Toh, TOis

Toh. Comp. Ed. Rev., Oct.

1853, p. 380. "The East maybe said

to be the land of equahty, for there the

highest personages are separated from

the lowest members of society by an

outward barrier only, and one which

an unforeseen event may at any mo-

ment overturn." And again : "The
feeling of equality between masters and

servants"— "the patriarchal house-

hold system also extends to the slaves,

indeed the latter are often the favourite

children, and their portion that of Ben-

jamin." This view of the passage dif-

fers from the ordinary one, which makes

the remark only apply to the woman
and the slave, but then the next clause

loses its significance, as does the quo-

tation from Euripides, and the infer-

ence it is made to support. To the

Greek all non-Hellenes were slaves,

proper objects for government, and

finding their true interest in beiug go-

verned by them.

The quotation is from Eur. Iph.

Aul. 1400. Ed. Dind.

5 Sects. 3, 4 are parenthetical

;

the are given in 2.] 'in its primary and simplest

foi-m.' Hesiod, Wwhs and Days, 405.

Gottl.
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\ ' It is the association of those

whom/ &c.'] "havinga separate meal-

bin and fireplace," says Mr Grote (ill.

78), reading^, as does St

Hil., and Vet. Tr. Beliker reads-, ' eating together.

'

&e/c€v] opposed to eis, that association

which is formed for meeting our daily

wants is the family ; that in which

more than our every day wants are

supplied is in its primary form the vil-

lage.

6 oii's] 'the association of those who,

in the language of some, are sucliled

by the same milk.' Comp. Nieb. Rom.

Hist. I. 303, not. 79 c.

5tb ] refers to the oldas,
the preceding remark being parenthe-

tical. For the general subject see Mr
Grote's paraphrase (ll. 88). "Aristotle,

in his general theory of government,

lays down the position, that the earli-

est sources of obedience and authority

among mankind are personal, exhibit-

ing themselves most perfectly in the

type of paternal supremacy ; and that

therefore the kingly government, as

most conformable to this stage of social

sentiment, became probably the first

established every where." Comp. Eth.

VHI. xii. 4, 5. p. 1160, b 24.

'] the non-Hellenic nations,

whether Persian, Scythian, Phoenician,

or other. Comp. Thuc. 11. 80, where

some of the lUyrian tribes are men-

tioned as exceptions.] This reasoning holds good

of the civil colonies of Greece, which

originally were governed from the me-

tropohs.

7 ] OTL€. The state described by

Homer, Od. IX. 114, involves the go-

vernment of the eldest, and a time

prior to the foi-mation of an association

of famihes, prior to the' tovs.
Toi)s ] explained by the

Stl. Comp. Grote, n. 80, also I. 5,

"as the gods have houses and wives

like men, so the present dynasty of

gods must have a past to repose upon."
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8 Comp. Grote, 11. 34 1) for tlie

Greek view generally of the village and

the city : "the former social union was
unsatisfactory;" and again, p. 344,

"the village was nothing more than a

fraction and subordinate, appertaining

as a limb to the organized body called

the city. But the city and the state

are in his mind and in his language

one and the same ; whUe no organiza-

tion less than the city can satisfy the

exigencies of an intelligent freeman,

the city is itself a perfect and self-

sufiBcient whole, admitting no incor-

poration into any higher pohtical

unity.

"

-; Tr^pas] ' having attain-

ed the full limit of complete satisfac-

tion of all our wants.' Comp. Efh. v.

X. 4. 1 1 34, 26 :,£ -. ] After defining the

state he proceeds to establish two pro-

positions, that it is, natural, and

that it is prior to the famUy and the

individual. If the first associations,

those of the family and village, are

sanctioned by nature, using the word

in its truest sense, that association in

which they find their completion wiU

be so too ; it is their natural end ; and

this natural end of each thing, that

state in which each thing finds its

fullest development, this it is which

he means by the word nature. The

period of gTowth must have passed for

the society as for the individual before

either one or the other can be said to

be perfect, to have attained nature.

yap, 'that which each

thing is when its growth is accom-

phshed, that we say it is by nature in

each case, whether it be man, horse,

or family.'

9 ( ^
The object we aim at, the end, is

higher than the exertions we make to

attain it, the means. Complete satis-

faction of our wants is an end we set

before us, and it is an end secured by
the state, and secured by the state

through the instrumentahty of those

lower associations, the family and the

village, which develope into the state.} It is needless to

multiply quotations to shew that this

is Aristotle's view tliroughout. The

1st chapter of the Ethics is sufficient

for the purpose.
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...] II. IX. 63. Comp.

Grote, II. 114, not. 2, for the full

sense of these words. They denote

one excluded from, i the phratry, or

family ; 2 the^ or - ; 3

the hestia or hearth, the relations of

guest and suppliant. The first two

seem more legitimately within Aristo-

tle's notion of diroXis.

10 'He who is an ahen to the city

is by virtue of that in a state of war
;

his hand is against every man, he

stands alone like an unguarded piece

in draughts.' I know of no support

for this sense, but I have never seen

any other.

^] 'but that.' This is a com-

mon use of the word in A. ; fre-

quent instances occur in the Politics.

Compare Bonitz, Metaph. ad 162, a 6.

Waitz, ad Organ. 58, b 7, gives a

number of instances.

07'] ' rational speech.'

1 1 ] is the inarticulate cry of

animals
;
language, says de Tracy, but

not developed.] 'so far, and so far only,

has nature reached in their case.'] chosen

apparently as the widest expression,

including all others.

12] either - K.T.\,;

ormascuhne, -', 'the association of those who

have the perception. ' This I prefer.

] Comp. Mh. VIII. xiv.

7. -, 17, for a sense in which the

family precedes the state. For the

general language comp. Categ. xii. p.

14, 16. Spengel, p. 7, note 8, collects

several parallel passages.
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13, ...] 'equivocally, as

one might use the term 'hand' of a stone

hand. For the hand when its natural

purpose can no longer be served by it,

when consequently it is destroyed, will

be on a level with a hand of stone, and

can only be called a hand improperly,''.
Tip ^py rg ^/]

Compare the definition of given

Eth. II. V. 2. p. iio6, i6; also Eih.

III. X. 6. p. 1 115, b 22, and below, iv.

4, 5 (vii.).

14 This section seems parenthetical

and superfluous. The clause el yip —» justifies the ; 'for unless

each one is self complete when separate

from all others he is but a part, and

must be judged as a part ; will stand,

that is, in no different relation to the

whole of which he is a part, from that

in which other parts do to their wholes.'

The next clause, ^, sup-

ports the, and is to the same

efiect as § 9, very vigorously stated :

the ! from his nature be-

ing inadequate, the . of § 9,

being below the social union, as the

^! is above it ; the former

clause provided for the case of one

who was competent to join in this

union, but was cut ofi' from it,

dVoXis.

15 ovvl 'True there is by

nature in us the impulse to join in a

society such as I have described, in a

state ; stiU he who was the first to

combine men, to organize this state,

was the greatest of benefactors.' The

language implies a time in the concep-

tion of Aristotle when no state existed.

Compare the passage quoted above

from Niebuhr.

16 Comp. Eth. VII. vii. 7, 1150, i.

', ...] 'Man is bom
with arms,' , equivalent to

birXois ; 'these arms are his intellectual

faculties, his moral instincts,' which

A. here calls , which

consistently he should have called. Comp. Eth.

VI. xiii. p. 1144. Rhet. I. i. 4, 20, 1355,

] in the strictest sense is com-

plete moral virtue
;^ involves

the existence of that virtue.
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] ' So armed man is, ' &c.] Man needs the re-

straints of law and justice,, in one word,; ; this is

emphatically the creature of society,

of the political union ; for the admi-

nistration ofjustice() is an arrange-

ment depending on political society,

and this administration is but the de-

cision what is just between man and

man, and the term just imphes justice.

Comp. Mh. V. X. 4. p. 11 34, 26. Cic.

de Nat. Dear. i. xh. 116. 986 b. Ed.

Nobbe. 'Est enim pietas justitia ad-

versus Decs cum quibus quid potest

nobis esse juris, quum homini nulla

cum Deo sit communitas.'

III. I Trepi] This suffi-

ciently indicates the purpose of the

book,, sc. T7?s.
aWis] 'of which in its turn the

house consists.'

2 This is simply in defence of his

terminology : the term ya^iKos is

wanted in Eth. V. x. 9. p. 1134,

b 15, where he speaks of irpbs, and the same want is

felt in Eth. vill. xiii. 4. p. 1161, 22.

3-] very large

part.' He says himself -
\os ttKoOtos, Eth. I. i. 3. p. 1094, 9.

irphi dvayKalav xpeiav] ' The

practical solution for the wants of ordi-

nary life.' Trpbs '&, 'wth a vie'w

to the scientific theory of the subject.', 'better than

the present notions on the subject.'
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4 6 yap] This explains the, and is by an alteration in

the stopping connected more closely

with it. So also

is brought into close connexion with4.
IV. I There is something very

awkward about this sentence as it

stands. The simplest way seems to be

to make mark the apodosia. 'Since

then property is an element in the

family, the art of acquiring property

will enter into the management of the

family. That property is such is clear

from the fact that without food and

clothing, the necessaries of life, it is

impossible to live, much less to live

well ; and as in all the definite arts

the proper instruments for the work

must necessarily be ready to the hand

of the workman, if the work is to be

accomplished, so it is in the manage-

ment of the family. ' If with Victorius

and the "Vet. Tr. we adopt the more

symmetrical reading of ,
'so his proper instruments must be

ready to the hand of the master of the

family.' If the genitive is kept it

must be construed with, a con-

struction of which we have an instance

later. III. iii. 3, t^s.
2 - ei'Set] 'is in kind but an

instrument,' 'does not differ in kind

from the instrument used in the arts.', of the last

section.] as the pilot had instru-

ments of two kinds, so it wiU be with

the head of the family. The instru-

ment in this case, whether animate or

inanimate, is denoted by the word, and the aggregate of such in-

struments by KTrjcris. Compare Mh.

V. X. 8. p. 1134, b 10.

8pyavov dpydvav] 'one instru-

ment in the place of many,' not, as St

Hil. says, "le premier de tous," agree-

ing with Vict, as quoted by Schneider
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in the passage. The translation given

refers it more definitely to the superior

adaptability of the slave.

3 II. xviii. 376.

4 /] 'Instruments,

in the sense in which the word is

generally applied, are for production,

whereas in this comprehensive

sense is the unproductive part of a

man's property.' As unproductive it

is called. Compare Eth. vi.

ii. 5. p. 1139, b I. 5, 4. 1140, b6.

Trolrjais] Eth. vi. iv. i.

p. 1 140, 4.

Kcil] The instruments of the

two respectively.

5 6] as being

TTpbs '.
rh '\ In the passage referred

to above on § 2, Eik. v. x. 8, he uses

the same language, dicrirep;

.̂
€7(59?5] ' Hence whilst

the master is only a master in refer-

ence to his slave, and in no sense be-

longs to him, but is in the main con-

sidered quite in a different capacity,

the slave, on the other hand, is not

merely to be viewed from this point of

view amongst others, that he is the

slave of a master, but he is absolutely

and entirely that master's, he has no

other side of his existence distinct from

his master's.'

6 It is the essential idea of slavery

that in it the person becomes a thing,

and loses all his rights as a person.

He stands related to human society

only in and through his master, he

has no proper Ufe and no proper hap-

piness.
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V. I But then comes the question

:

Is there such a being ? As a fact it

was not doubtful that there were such;

society was based on the existence of

such. But is there such a being natu-

rally ? Has nature given her sanction

to the fact 1 Is it for the real interest

of some, is it just for some, that they

should be in this state, or is slavery in

principle a violation of nature 1 These

are the points at issue in the next two

chapters, and Aristotle's answers are

in favour of slavery.

})] 'by theory.' 71CO-, 'from actual experience.'

1 'The distinction of ruler and

ruled appears even at birth, some take

their stand on one side, some on the

other.' InequaUtyand consequent sub-

ordination are facts which you cannot

get rid of, and which may be shewn to

be for the interest of mankind gene-

rally, -. Nor is this all.

' There are distinctions in the kind of

rule depending on the rulers and the

ruled, and in proportion as these are

better the rule is in itself nobler.'

3 6'7 ^] They come into relation.

h - . Eth. V. iii.

16. p. 1 130, 2. They form a system

with parts working together for a com-

mon end. That end is their work, and

the work will be better done in pro-

portion as the parts are better.

7] ' for wherever you have a

combination of several parts and some

one common result, whether those

parts be continuous, as in the natural

body, or distinct, as in the body poli-

tic, there you have evidently the dis-

tinction between ruler and ruled.' In

Eth. . V. 4. p. 1 106, 16, we have the

terms .
4 ^KT-^s;;] "Bei der ge-

sammtenNatur vorzugsweise." Stahr.

Correctly as to the sense. 'This subor-

dination is found in all nature, but is
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found more particularly, is more truly

inherent in the things that have life.'

yap. 'I say in all nature, for even

in those things which have no life

there is a certain rule exercised, such

as the power of harmony.' Compare

Wordsworth's Ode on tlie power of

Sound, XII.({\ This word has been

frequently discussed. The result of

the discussion seems to be that it often

means nothing more than 'another,'

' an inquiry foreign to the present

inquiry.' In this actual passage this

meaning is sufficient. The whole sub-

ject is treated by Eavaisson, Mdaphy-

sique d'Aristot. Part. III. Livre I.

ch. i. Vol. I. pp. 224 and foil.

Stahr ends the period at ^^,
and it is I think plainer so.

' To begin with.'

5 Set ] It might be urged

that practically this is not always the

case. But, says Aristotle, you must

not take a bad instance, but a good.

To judge any thing truly, you must

take it at its best, look at it such as it

is by nature, using nature of course' as

above, I. 2. 8.

ii' ^] 'and in him this is

clear,', that the soul rules, the

body obeys.

6 '] 'in any animal.'

yap] Compare EtJi. V,

15, 9· P- 1 138, b5.] that is, for the good of

the soul.] Cicero, de Rep. III. xxv.

21. p. 1 161. b. Ed. Nobbe, takes a

different view :
' Nam ut animus cor-

pori dicitur imperare, dicitur etiam

libidini ; sed corpori, lit Eex civibus

suis, aut parens liberis ; libidini autem

ut servis dominus, quod earn coercet

et frangit.' fipefis, in Aristotle, is

larger, equivalent to the -·
of the Ethics, I. xiii.

iv ols] 'and in these cases it is quite

clear.'
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Xyo, .
] ' put the two on a level

in point of government, or to reverse

the order, is in all cases injurious.'

7 , ...] 'Again, the case is

exactly the same as between man and

the other animals,' and does not hold

merely in man's individual nature.

yap, ...] Compare

Bacon on Atheism, Vol. I. p. 53. Ed.

Montagu.

Tvyxdvec yap^ So above,

. 2. TT)v, safety was the

object of the union.

Thv (xxnbv, ...] From the indivi-

dual man he passed to man in relation

to the animals, then to man in relation

to woman, now he has reached the last

stage, the relations of men to each

other.

8 ] -
, that of a master over slaves, the

point he wants to come to.

Tois] ., -, , .
9 This must

. .

not be pressed too far, but taken as an

assertion of the general rule, that the

slave was so by virtue of a natural in-

feriority. It does not exclude, as is

clear from the next chapter, the possi-

bility of an unjust slavery, of an inver-

sion of the natural order. It does not

exclude what Cicero speaks of, "genus

injustae servitutis, quum hi STint alte-

rius, qui sui possunt esse." De Rep.

in. xxv. 21. 1 161, 6.'] Only so far.' Compare I.

II. 2. t6

iroieiv.

yap] The construction is

irregular, but the sense is clear. This

definition still leaves the slave, as

man, a higher position than the ani-

mals ; the is exclusive both

ways ; the slave shares in reason, but

only to a certain point.

xpeia] ' The use to which the

two are put,' the slave and the animal,

'varies but httle.'

2
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7) ·\ ' The assistance

given with the body,' the dative of the

instrument, '
'mitihrem Kbrper." Stahr.

lo But an objector might urge :

The animals differ from man in out-

ward form, the slave and the freeman

his master do not so differ. It is the

tendency of nature, answers Aristotle,

to do this, to mark a difference, but a

tendency often defeated ; as a practical

fact we often see the very reverse the

case, TroWdKis -.
ipyacrias"] ' Such cfiBces, or services.'

euros , ...] One of the

many places where a remark is intro-

duced with so httle need for it, so

little propos, that one suspects ano-

ther hand.$€$] ' those who fall

short.' Compare Herod, v. 47 for the

effect in a Greek city of a striking

superiority in beauty. Compare also

Grote, VIII. pp. 217,-218, on the Athe-

nian treatment of Dorieus.

II »] 'with far more

justice would the distinction hold good

in the case of the soul.'

6tl^ oSy] After weighing the ob-

jections he comes then decidedly to a

conclusion in favour of slavery. 'There

are some by nature free, others by

nature slaves, and for these their state

as slaves is both advantageous and

just,' . The

mental differences are sufficient, where

nature has failed to mark the bodily.

VI. I o'l \ ' those

who put forward the exactly opposite

view, they too in a certain sense are

right.' There is an ambiguity in the

language.
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\ 3 SovXov. Kai 3 S", . ' 3 - 3

,] 'by law also' as well

as.
b yap^ "The law I mean,

is a species of recognised agreement.'

Compare Hermann (C. F.) § 9. 4, and

the references there given, especially

Xen. Cyr. vn. 5, 73, yap iv

atdi0s, -
\,

Trj \€.
2 ] ' It is this

justice then that many writers on in-

stitutions indict as unconstitutional.'] 'superior in

mere strength.'] the last opinion that it is

monstrous.] the opposite one that this

state is the right one, and the wise are

not agreed on this point.

3 Before entering on the two next

sections I would remark, that the

course of the reasoning would be un-

interrupted if we at once went on with

§ 5, "5 ' Tives, ...
The intervening part is a subsidiary

explanation. ' The origin of this dis-

pute, that which makes it capable of

being a dispute, is that in a certain

sense it is true that virtue, with ade-

quate means at its disposal, is even

more than any other power able to

force its way ; it is true further that

he who is master is so always by vir-

tue of a real superiority in some point,

so that his power of compulsion seems

not to be separable from virtue, and

the only discussion that can take place

is on this point: Is it, or is it not,

right that such power, partly simple

power, partly moral superiority, should

be accepted ? Looking at the conse-

quences that follow if you adopt this

principle, some have been led to seek

the only sanction for rule in the mu-

tual consent of the parties, the ruler

and subject. Unable to concede this,

as in fact impracticable, others have ac-

quiesced in the simple test of superior

might, without any considerations of

the moral element, as an adequate de-

finition of justice. And these are the

only two admissible opinions, since if

you distinguish them one from the

other, and when distinguished put them

both on one side, the third opinion,

which with reference to the other two

is caUed "Kdyoi, is seen to be de-

void of force or plausibility, the opi-

nion, namely, that the better ought

not by virtue of his excellence to rule

over the inferior, whether that rule be

such as you may call government in a

political sense, or the absolute govern-

ment of a master over slaves,'.' Such is the best ren-

dering I can give of this difficult pas-

sage. To follow it in detail.

2—2
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Slavery. 7-^0-^^?, Xoyovg,', mi \, § ',
4 SiKalou ^, Sia3 , (5', , §( ^
, 3 \

5^'. " <5' , ',
( 3 ) 8

SiKaiav, . yap^ §-3 , §~
SovXov ' 3 ,-^^

6 ^, ^ . ^^, ,,
SovXov, ^ .'^'

'] is 'to interchange, to al-

ternate.' "Ut in utramque partem dis-

putari et did possit." Schneider. Stahr

agrees :
" was fiir beide Ansichten

Griinde aufzustellen verstattet." The
arguments run into one another, and

the confusion that arises enables both

sides plausibly to maintain their re-

spective positions.

Tvepl ToO] ' about the right,'

Vi^hether it is right or no.

4 ] ' because of this dis-

pute.'

^Trei] Stahr diifers as to

this passage, and construes it :
" Since

now of these opposed views, the

grounds alleged in support of the one,

viz. that the superior in excellence

ought not therefore to rule and govern,

cannot hold, and have no power to con-

vince in them, therefore &c.," taking

away the stop at^ and making

the apodosis. I refer-
to the distinction between the two

views, to the distinction between

the two together and the third.'] ' By virtue of its excel-

lence.'

I dpxeiv '] opposed to

j

and, and this-
sition must be kept in sight carefully.

5 ' ] ' But at the

same time they virtually deny it.'

el ] ' if otherwise.'

6^] ' The Greeks do

not intend to speak of themselves as

slaves, they never think of themselves

in that light, but only the barbarians.'- yap] ' For they must

allow that there are some who are

slaves wherever they are, others just

the contrary.'
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€ ^ (5' §. Slavery.

Se " yap 7

'irap '^,
§ ' ,̂, §

d' '
$ ((

;

Se ,\ cDOC Sio- 8

SovXov \^. ,' 1255,) ^
^ , -. " ^ , \ 9

SoCXoi , 8' ]§ , Sou~

8 §'70, , 3 -, , \^. §] =. Comp. Eth. V. 10.

(7) I. p. 1 134. b 19, ^
; and

again, a little below in the same chap-

ter, ,
MaSe h!.

7] Theodectes of Phaselis,

a pupil and friend of Aiistotle^ a rhe-

torician and dramatic writer.

8 8 \y^v^ ' The use

of language of this sort does in fact

make the distinctions between slave

and firee, well bom and low bom,

depend on moral differences,' and as-

sumes that those moral differences are

hereditary and ineffaceable. There

may be a tendency to the perpetuation

of such distinctions in man, says Ari-

stotle, but it is by no means always a

tendency that becomes a law. '
' Fortes

creantur fortibus et bonis," is anything

but universally true.

9 The result then is, that the objec-

tion to the conclusion of ch. 5 is

allowed not to be without ground, and

that it is tme that some are not by

nature slaves, others by nature free, if

you intei-pret aright the some and the

others, ol, ol .
iv] 'in certain cases the distinc-

tion is drawn.'^ 'with the power

for which they are naturally qualified,

consequently with that of a master

over slaves, if they are qualified for it.'

As the rest of the sentence stands,

would have been more regu-

lar, or the omission of the last

would be desirable ; but in any case the

sense is clear.

10 ] 'That the power

should be badly exercised is against

the interests of both equally, .'
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Slavery. ^^J^g \ ^v^rj,

§ SodXog ^, -^
Se. Sio

SovXcp Se'7ry| >]' Sh ,,.
7 SI \ So-, oSe ,. yap S SoXv,(^ yap ),
2 Sk '. " 8-

Xeya , 8' '
S 63 6, S '

\ 'As there is tliis relation be-

tween the slave and master, there is

also some common interest between

the two, and good feehng towards one

another in all cases where nature dic-

tates this relation, -
vois ; when this is not the case, but

they stand related as master and slave

only by law and force, then there is no

common interest, no opening for aflEec-

tion.' Compare Eth. viir. xiii. 6, 7. p.

1 161, 30 sqq. on the existence of friend-

ship between master and slave, where

the relation in itself scarcely receives

so favourable a judgment.

VII. He has stated what a slave is

in his view, and that slavery is an in-

stitution natural and desirable, without

denying that there are cases when it is

not so. He returns in this chapter to

a point which was touched on in ch. i,

and again in ch. 3, § 4 : Is the govern-

ment of slaves a science, is it further

identical with the government of a

household and a state, are aU govern-

ments in short identical ? The answer

to this last is, he thinks, evident, from

what has been said. The government

differs with the difference of the go-

verned, ch. 5, § 2, (. So the

government of the free will differ from

that of the slave. And all govern-

ments are not identical, for whilst a

family is a monarchy, pohtical govern-

ment is the rule over free and equal

men. The former leaves no freedom

to its subjects, but the will of the head

is supreme law, the latter allows for

the idea of freedom.

2 '] 'because of any

knowledge that he has, but simply be-

cause he is such, a master ;' it is the

statement of a fact, an actual relation,

not involving any qualifications.

' ay ei'77] ' Still you may
speak of a science with reference to

masters and slaves.' The knowledge

which slaves require to make them

good servants may be called. The knowledge which a mas-

ter requires for the right use of slaves

would be-. But

when possible this is transferred to

subordinates. Distinct from both these

branches of knowledge stands a third,

the acquisition of slaves.
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i'TralSevev € eSlSacrKe€\^ . ' 3

TrXeiov , 6\^070 (?,
<5',

hovkov, .
, ^- 4

^ ^ 6 ^8, ' -- Sou-. S' § ^
SoOXov 3, ^. Sio - 5, ,

|

Se . Sh, ,. § '^ 8-." '\ -- 8 1256,- \ 6^
.

acquiring slaves which is just and

lawful.'

VIII. I The slave was singled out

from other property as restiag on other

grounds, and requiring quite a sepa-

rate discussion. He now turns from

the to the Sf/yavoy,

from the living to the hfeless instru-

ment, so to complete the subject of

property,, which is by I. IV. 3,!.] the method he had adopted

in the treatment of the slave he would

naturally continue in the treatment of

the rest of property.] mean that art of

iyKVKXia] 'the or^

dinaiy services, the common duties of

servants.'

3 ;] Philemon the

elder. Suidas under . Meineke,

Com. GrcBC. iv. p. 16, takes it as.
I should construe it as, ' one slave is

before another—better than.'

5 ] 'this office.'

rj] 'mis in

pohtical life, or cultivate specidative

studies,' the two alternatives for the

Greek freeman.-] Comp. below, ch. vin.

§12.] .
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Property, Trj 6\, \ , -^ Tr] Trj avSpiavTO-' yap , ' opyava

2, ^ . Xy 3 , ^
kpyov, ] , avSpiavTO-

Sh -. "
Trj -), 8. yap ,
Se · yap

', Sk

3 3, 8. yap

\, 6'
ypy -

rf yvo, ]
4 ; '§ y ,
Sio / \

yap , §]
-] There are

three questions : is the art of acquiring

property identical with the art of ma-

naging a family ? or, 2ndly, is it a part

of it? or, 3rdly, is it instrumental to it?

Adopt this last, and there still remains

the distinction as to the mode in which

it is instrumental. The first is an-

swered in the negative.€] 'the art of making-

shuttles.'

2 ] ' besides,

'

or ' if it be not.'

'irepov et5oi\ 'distinct in kind,' "une

science part." St Hil.5] ' involves a

thorough discussion, ' to get at the dif-

ferent senses.

3 d yap iari] Grant that it is the

province of him who has to provide

wealth to consider from what sources

he is to acquire money and property,

(t^s ^ yap ) yet this

does not clear up the point ; property

and wealth are terms of wide extent.

Many branches may come under them

with which we are not concerned, and

each branch may require consideration.

So that some may be

within the province of the 6;,
whilst the larger part of it is not. And
the first and most natural branch is

that of agriculture, as concerned vidth

the food of man. In fact it would be

as well to generalise at once, and con-

sider all such occupations as concern

the food of men, ttju

-.
4 ,] ' Not however that this

question of food is simple ; the food of

men differs widely as does that of ani-

mals, and according to the difference

of food is the difference of life.'
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yap 3 , 5, Sia

oya 3 ap7oya ^aya· \ '. -
3 ' , ).

oyv ap7oyv >;. § \ yap- 6. apyoTaTOi

yap yva
(5' ,. , 7, >^, ", \, " ,̂

5 .\ 'facilities.' ou =. The plural pronoun seems to

me quite in keeping with his usually

rather lax use of the pronouns, in-

fluenced here perhaps by the plural

involved in the terms-, &c.

6 yap] Aristotle accounts for

the different modes of life by reference

to the difference of food ; for that the

modes of life do differ widely is a simple

fact.

Aristotle seems to put the nomad,

pastoral life the lowest, on the ground

that it requires the least exertion. To

him also the hunter life would rise in

proportion, as under it is placed the

catching of slaves, whose importance

he could not underrate. Later writers

on the same subject put the hunter low-

est. I need only refer to M. Dunoyer,

LihertS dm, Travail, Vol. I. Compare

Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations, In-

troduction, or Mill's Political Ecorwmy,

Introd. Chapter. The ground is its

uncertain character and its alternations

of extreme fatigue and indulgence,

tending to degrade the man.

TOis -^] depends on 6.·^.
'The cattle require change for their pas-

ture, the men are compelled to move

with them, for the field they cultivate

has, as it were, life and motion,' "un
champ vivant."

7 X^^reias] This quiet mention

of privateering or piracy, the buccaneer

life, is illustrated by Od. IX. 254, for

the earlier period of Greece, and by

Thuc. I. 5 for a later period than

Homer's and for the continental tribes

of his own day, of whom he says oh

65 KoXws . Compare also

II. 32, for the Locrians m. 51.

' Such as suits for fishing.'
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Property. . -€§
8 eiaiv, ye ^ Si

1256 ,,,,,' Se8 ",€§€, rj, §6 \ \], Se-
9 pev. Se ,

Xpela], S'ov.

SSoev, ,
10\. yap ^'

tUv

Sva - ,· S ', yevo-

ev fJ-expi, -
11 . SrjXov 0 ]-

\
' , Sia

Sia , S', ,
8 ipyaalav]

' all, that is, that depend on their

unaided labour,' their native industry

merely, and do not look to barter and

trade. This is the primitive and lower

stage of social development, and is re-

presented by the Arab of the desert,

the piratical tribes of the Malay Ar-

chipelago, the Esquimaux, and the

Eed Indian. For,6, native,

self-grown, see Liddell and Scott, Lex.

where the word- is quoted as

equivalent to the expression

ipyaffiav.

yl'les] Practically this is the

general rule
;

rarely do we find an

entire exclusion of barter. And the

precariousness of the hunter's life ren-

ders the admixture of tillage ahnost

indispensable.

9 5 ac ^] 'just as their

wants may compel them, so do they

frame their life.'] ' property in this sense is

evidently given to all by Nature her-

self, not merely at once, at the very

moment of then- birth, but also when

they are arrived at maturity.

'

10 ] I have

no knowledge of natural history, but it

would seem that the term vermijjarous

is obsolete, that in fact oviparous and

viviparous are exhaustive.

1^€] 'all viviparous creatures

have in themselves a certain supply of

food for their young in the shape of

that which is called mUk.'

11] =^', § g.

Compare v. 5. 5, ^.
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ye Property.

eveKev, € \ < .
€1 , dvay- 12

Twv ". Sio \ .
yap , ^ ^ -^,, . '^ 33

3 " -^,- (^. y 14. yap

dyaOrjv ^ ,^
' ^ Keirai.

yap ' 8 yap 15

opyavov §, 6 8

12 areX^s] 'incomplete.' Compare
below,. II, wah dreXijs.] -ei] 'War then,

so far as it is natural, or an institution

of nature, will be a certain form of the

art of acquiring ; for war includes, as a

branch of it, the hunter's art, which

you are bound to employ against the

animals, and also against all men who
naturally calculated for subjects are in-

clined to dispute this decree of nature
;

and you are bound to do this on the

ground that war for such an object is

naturally just.' Compare IV. 11. 15.

"La guerre est un moyen naturel

d'acqu^rir, " says St Hil.
,
construing the€ with.

1 3 ' One form then of the art of ac-

quiring property is a branch of (Eco-

nomics.' So far we have got.

, ...] 'For there must either

be already in existence, or it must take

measures that there exist a supply of

those things which are necessary for

life, and useful for the association of

men either in states or families, and

which admit of accumulation.' 8,

'quod,' does not lose its relative

sense.

14 ] ' and wealth, so far

as it is true wealth, or wealth in its

true sense, is composed of these ob-

jects.'

yap] ' I say -, for there

are two kinds, and the adequate sup-

ply of such property as this is not, in

the language of Solon, without a

limit.'

Solon : ReUiquiae. Fr. xn. ed. Bergk.

It is also given with a shght variation

in the fragments of Theognis, 227.

True wealth is a means to an end.
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TToXiTiKwu. " '4 /caret

ipvariu , \ Si ,
3.

9 " Se ' , ,
257 Kokdv,^, ^ ^ SoKel· \

T>j -)^- Sia '. S'

Ttj . ^'

S' , Si'
2\ . §-. 8 -^, 3 ' ' } ", ' (5' ,^ ^ \. -
3 yap^. \ yap 6§^ \ ^^

>J
^, '

yap . 3 ^
4 . yap, " ,
but it is absurd to suppose a means

without a limit.

15 8tl Toiuvv] This concluding

clause, like the similar one at the end

of Ch. v., gives Aristotle's positive

conclusion. So far as vsrealth is looked

on as the command of the necessary

instruments for family and political

life, so far the science that treats of it

is one in accordance with nature, and

properly within the province of the

political writer.

' -^ 'the grounds on which.'

IX. I yfvoi] the hepov elSoj

of VIII. 2, Ch. VIII. having given

us the5.
' '] ' And it is this species that

has given rise to the opinion that

wealth and property have no limit.'

yeiTviaffiv'l = yeiTOviav, 'neigh-

bourhood,' 'near connexion of the

two.'\ It is not the necessary

accompaniment of society in any shape;

it is rather the result of experience,

the result, in fact, of the sense of need

and the vrish to remedy that need.

This remedying of a need felt is the

object of art. Compare Ethics, i. iv.

15. p. 1097, 5, yap rb ivdeis.
2 7]] sc. xpijais. ' The

use of it as a shoe, and its use in

exchange.'

3 ydp (^ heKev 7^70^6^]

Ti-ue of its ultimate, but not of its

primary, destination.

4, ...] Aristotle allows

the natural origin of commerce. It is
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a question of degree into wMch it re-

solves itself. ] Here is the sense

of want (t6 iySe^s), and that want is

the result of a natural arrangement.

So man naturally seeks a remedy, and

art or skill steps in.

T7js] in its true sense,

that of the last chapter, which in § i8

he speaks of as ai/ayKaias—
—rijs Trepl-.] retail trade seems the

common sense, but it may here well

stand for trade in general.

yap] ' Had it been so, the ex-

change would have ceased when it had

reached the point of suppljdng the de-

ficiency felt.' But where is the hmit

to be fixed—what is ? Look-

ing at the human race as a whole con-

nected, amongst other bonds, by this

powerful one of mutual wants, of need

of mutual service, any attempt to say

where the limit of trade shall be seems

arbitrary, and leads to endless difficul-

ties. It will be always a question of

practical sense.

5 8 ipyov] 'There is

no opening for it.' = rijj-

...] ' only when the

a more extended

\lKTIi.

vXdovos,

intercourse is

scale.'

yap, ..\.] sc. -§ oMq.,

' had all things in common.'

ol , ...] The others by virtue

of their being apart would have, looked

at as a whole, many things in common{), but different parts

of the whole would have different parts

of that common stock ( ).
Tliese different objects they would

want, and would necessarily be led to

exchange
,
one with the other, and

would adopt the method yet in use

among many of the barbarous nations,

namely, actual barter. Such, para-

phrased, seems the sense of the pas-

sage. But Ai-istotle does not seem to

see with sufficient clearness that this is

what all commerce ultimately is, and

ever must be, an exchange of objects of

use, 'un troc des produits.' It is

only to faciUtate this that the compli-

cated commercial system of his own or

of our times has been introduced.

6] 'The art ofmaking

money.' Here used in its bad sense,
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Property, yap . e/c

eyeveT \0yov. ^ yap yivo-ya § \, vy -
8^, yap

avayKaiwv Sio Waya
SiSovai , -

)6 ,8 apypo, ' ,y , Se-, )
and as equivalent to, § 4,

and . 4, and to the, of

the same section.

eis,] So there was a

previous want felt ; this appears from

Eth. X. iii. 6. p. 1
1 73 7.

T-iJs \ ' It is

needed to enable man to attain his fuU

completeness, to gratify all his natural

wants '—a state which though

he is conceived not to have at-

tained. Compare the expression t^s

'%, Eth. VII. xiii. 3. p.

"53; 14·

7 Ta!;T7?s] is the TOiairry}

TiK-f)— is the —
\0yov, by a natural sequence, 'as

a logical consequence there arose ano-

ther kind.' Compare Eth. I. xi. 4. p.

1 100, 23. '.\ 'more widely extended.'

avayKT)i\ Some medium became

absolutely iadispensable.

8 yap, ...] ' Something more

portable was required, the majority of

commodities being very inconvenient

in this respect.'

8 , ...] 'which it-

self was something useful for the daily

pui-poses of life, and was in use easily

manageable.'^. ] 'by size and

weight.' '] ' deter-

mined in value by men putting a

stamp upon it, in order that it may
save them from the trouble of weigh-

ing it.'

Compare Adam Smith, Bk. i. ch. iv.

and for this actual definition Michel

Chevaher, Vol. ni. ch. iii. p. 36. It

is very good as a definition. It takes

for money something which is an arti-

cle of commerce, and capable at the

same time of becoming a medium of

exchange. "Aristote," says M. Che-

valier, "dont le nom ^tait entoure

d'un si grand respect pendant les

sifecles du moyen age, n'avait cepen-

dant point admis la notion d'apres la-

queUe la monnaie ne serait qu'un signe.

II avait au contraire, parfaitement ex-

pos^ dans sa Politique, I'origine de la

monnaie, et il en avait bien dtitermin^

les caractferes prinoipaux. On enjugera

par I'extrait suivant." He then quotes

M. St Hilaire's translation of the pas-

sage, and adds : "En ces termes la

question est admirablement pos^e et

r^solue en m^me temps. II n'y a de

signe dans la monnaie que I'empreinte

qu'elle porte, et sous ce signe il y a

ins^parablement la substance."
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<€' 6 yap I*'Operty.. 8 9 12578 -,, , Si"

8,. Sio ^" -, k'pyov ^- .̂ \ yap' , Sia. 3 n§ ,,§ § , -·, .§ §

9 odv, . . .] 'When
then money had been already intro-

duced on the demand of this neces-

sary species of exchange.' This is one

rendering of the , or it may be, as a

second step in the process, ' from this

necessary exchange there arose the

second species.'] 'Trade.';'] ' simple per-

haps in its forms.'] 'more systematic,' or

' scientific,' I. 3.\\6] SC. rh.
10 So/cei, . . .] And this lat-

ter species absorbs the name, for in

proportion as becomes

more reduced to a system it seems to

pay more and more attention to money
as the higher and more difficult part of

the art. 5 ^ ael

yiverai ' yap eS

ev. Eth. II. . . .

05, 9·

^pyov '] Compare Eth. VI.

iv. 4· · II 40; II· T^j/Tj

&̂, yva, ... Compare also

Mel. I. ii. I. p. 1355, 26.] This again brings it under, whose definition is Eth. Yl. iv.

3. p. 1 140, 10, .
ydp, ...] ' for indeed not un-

frequently men identify wealth with

money ;' the thing signified with the

sign ; the exchangeable property with

the instrument of exchange. An old

error of very great tenacity.

II ] 'merely conventional.'] 'nothing.' The substantival

sense.

, ...] ' both because, if those

who employ it choose to change it, it

becomes of no value.'

$ ^] ' The insatiate

desire of his prayer.' The sentence
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_. Sio' erepov -
12 -, €. yup

€Tepa - 6 ,, Se ,' Sia €\. SoKei irepi· yap \
137€ , Sij

6 .
\

(^ yap^, 3 ( yap^,, § 6

14 . (5',- yap k'pyov. Sio,
§ yap^ , '

15 .
requires to complete it.

11 rbv TrXovTov] ' the real wealth.'

r^v, 'the true science

of acquiring wealth.'

.

] 'and whilst this {
,) the natural one is part of the

management of the family,

'

] 'The first

element and the ultimate limit
;

'

the beginning and the end of the

process.

13 , ..\.~\ Money, the

means to the, becomes the

end to the ; finite there-

fore to the former, it is infinite to the

latter. Compare Ch. VIII. § 14.

14 TTjs '^] This clause

is difiicult, from its abruptness. The

thought meant to be conveyed seems

to be as follows : In the former species,

the false art of acquiring wealth, mo-

ney is the avowed object, and is sought

for without any limit. In the second

and true species, which is subordinate

to the higher objects of the family,{) and is not merely con-

cerned with making money(-) there is a Hmit to wealth and to

the efibrts made to secure it ; that

limit is fixed by those higher objects ;% yap , yap, ' for

the making of money is not the object

of the family life.'

rfi] 'Though in one sense.'

c-vveyyvs} 'The nearness

of the senses of the words.' Compare

Eth. V. ii. I. p. 1 129, 27,

ffiveyyvi etvaL tt]v.
15. yap, ...] 'For

the two uses of the same article run
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eKarepa -^. yap Property.

-^, ' ,
eTepov, ^' ^. ' SoKec

elvai epyov, ~
Seiv ^ ' a-weipov.

Se 3-€( cnrovSa^eiv , 6
eu € aireipov 1258, \ . 8.

\ Xrjv, ", ] -, ], 8 Sia -. yap , i?

Sia^^, Si, *]^. 8 yap ^ ,§ pay \, <5'

vyav. 8 "^, 8
, 3 3.

avayaa^, \ , Si^, '·
avayaa, 8

into one another and become confused,

and each of the two respectively comes

under the science that deals with pro-

perty.' ] rather -
ffis, at least this seems much the easier

form. 'It is the same piece of pro-

perty that we use, but the use to

which we put it is not the same.'

Bekker's text is defended by Klotz,

(Jahn and Klotz, Ann. Phil et Peed.

VI. xvii. I, p. 20,) who translates it

:

' desselben Gebrauchs ist namlich ein

Eigenthum.' But I do not see that

this explains the Greek. Stahr changes

A. P.

it as I do, with the remark, 'vulgo

ineptfe.'] sc. .
TT]v ] ' Their

property in money.'

16 eu ] 'grasp

at, make an effort after living well :'

the eS (Tjv is ambiguous.

17 ' &\\3 aiVias] 'by the instru-

mentality of something else.'] Compare Plat.

Rep. I. 346, on the subject of-.
1 8 ] ' meet, combine in

forwarding.'

3
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Property. '^-^ , ^- -, '.̂
Se \ -^"
] €\ ,

^6 yap \ "
7\3], ,

§ nrapaSovvai ytjv

' 3, §, 8-
2 . yap ,, ^ \^ \^. \ yap

Sia ,
^ yavv

3, avayav. (5'

8, , ,, ,· §, , 3. yap ^pyov

yap yva,

-] justified by the; in the

preceding line.

The conclusion of the chapter distin-

guishes very clearly the two branches

of the science, the one not necessaiy,

the other indispensable, with its proper

object, the maintenance of the family,

and having its due limit set by that

object.

X. I Tlie distinction drawn in

Ch. IX. carries with it a clear answer

to the original question : is the science

that treats of property the province of

the father of a fiunily and the states-

man ? It is not so, it is a subordinate

science to theirs, but the necessary

condition of theirs : -
Xeiv. It and its results must be pre-

supposed. For this seems the full

force of.
iK ] 'then, as the next

step.'

2 yap-, ...] 'For

if we answered the question differently

then it might become a difficulty,' &c.

3 ] sc. ,
yap, ...] Compare above

Ch. VIII. § 9, lo, for the reasoning

out of what is here concisely stated.

In itself the passage is obscure, but

put side by side with the former one

need present no difficulty. ' For it is

the business of nature to provide food

for that which is bom ; for everything

finds its sustenance in vhat remams

of that from which it is born.'
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\ , ^ S 4, ', S, ,
Se \^8 ( 1258' ' ^, -

Sia '
' . , 5

8 .. '-, 6 Se

'.
4 7\%\ = ivayKaias of

9, 18, and /iera/SXT)ri/cijs just below.

~^^ 5{\ For Aristotle's

view of interest, compare Mr Grote

III. 143, and foil. : "We hardlyunder-

stand how it can ever have been pro-

nounced unworthy of an honourable

citizen to lend money on interest
;
yet

such is the declared opinion of Aris-

totle and other superior men of anti-

quity."

ykp ] " unnatural, as

being made by one man at the expense

of another," Grote, ibid. In this'
lies the fallacy. Between the

parties trading there is no opposition

of interests, but community. Compare

M. Bastiat, Harmonies Economiques, p.

147 : "Que Ton considfere les relations

dtomme k homme, de famille k fa-

mille, de province k province, de nation

k nation, d'h^misphfere k h^misphfere,

de capitaliste k ouvrier, de propri^taire

k prol^taire,ilest Evident, ce me semble,

qu'on ne pent ni risoudre, ni meme
aborder le problfeme social k aucun de

ses points de vue avant d'avoir choisi

entre ces deux maximes : Le profit de

I'un est le dommage de I'autre. Le profit

de I'un est le profit de I'autre." The

problem so stated is discussed at great

length in what follows, and solved,

difierently from Aristotle, in favour of

the last of the two maxims.

7)] 'The trade of a

petty usurer;' its use here is quite

general. L. and S. sub voc. On this

subject compare Boeckh, Publ. Econ.

of Athens, pp. 170, 171, ist edit.

5 ... b t6kos...

'has got its name.' Compare Grote,

III. 143, n. 2, "the well-known dic-

tum of Aristotle, that money being

naturally barren, to extract offspring

from it must necessarily be contrary

to nature."

Bacon, {EenryVII.'Edit. Montagu.

Vol. III. p. 227,) calls usury the bas-

tard use of money. Compare also

Gibbon, V. 415, 416, and note. On the

whole subject compare Paley, Moral

and Political Philosophy, iii. Ch. x.

It has been much discussed of late,

especially in France. There is a small

tract containing a discussion of the

whole subject between MM. Proudhon

and Bastiat, Gratnite du Credit, also

another tract by the last-named author.

Capital et Rente, both of which are

admirably clear.] 'money-making, busi-

ness, trade.'

3 2
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Se 3[€,
-^ Set SieXOelv. 3e

€ Oewpiav eXevOepov €', ^." -^, \ ,, Se

2 . Sei yap-, '
yap -. ). 'ypya,
8 -^ , -

yia?, ). ,
3 yy.vv. ^-, S y-

(: , -
ya·§ §, § ' -^, 3 3, 8.

4 ^' , 3 -
-^. § §-. yap

XI. I ^, . . .]
'whilst in speculation they are free,

in practice they are limited.'] The construction is

loose. His object is to divide the

science into its branches. The first

concerns, which word is here

limited to animals, though it is of

much larger application by Ch. IV. 4,

where it is equivalent to Spyavov-, ' one branch of the science con-

cerns animals, and it is useful to have

practical acquaintance vith the_ sub-

ject.'

2 };] tillage
; ^,

cultivation of trees. Compare Demosth.

491, for the same distinction, -
Tovpyias. This is of much less import-

ance since the introduction of sugar.

No wi-iter on agriculture would now

give it the prominence that Virgil

does.

3 €] sc. Trj,
that which is most strictly within the

province of the : avay-^.=5 ']
This has three subdivisions. Its first,{) is trade, again open to a

threefold division, commerce by sea,

(), by land {opya), and

selhng in shops {). The

fij-st two are the divisions of that

which has been called I'industrie voi-

turifere.'] 'return, profit.'] ' The wages of labour.'

4 ] The labour for which

wages are paid is either skilled or un-

skilled.
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\ , Se, '. S 8 5· e'S -. ). S '
] , Sk, Se 8. [^EtVI 6

, S' -, Soaa S -, S 8 .~^
<5') \, '^ ^

Srj 'ooSp 1259

^^ , Se, · Se8. Si, S. g. \

] ' such as do not bear fruit

and multiply.

'

5 poy€a] ' to go into mi-

nute detail, might be useful for busi-

ness purposes, but it would be out of

place to dwell on the subject here.'

The simplest and truest division of

the different branches of industry that

I am acquainted with is that given by

M. Dunoyer, Liberie du Travail, Vol.

II. p. 114. It is fourfold, so far as

man's industry deals with things : L'in-

dustrie extractive, voiturifere, manu-

facturifere, agricole. These last two

are treated separately; as the first

brings into play for the production of

its results, powers without life, me-

chanical, physical, or chemical ; the

latter calls to its aid the vital powers.

By the first of the four man appro-

priates whatever there is in nature

which is useful to him, by the second

he transports, by the third and fourth

he transforms, only by a different

agency in each case.

6 This section seems out of place.

The remarks are true, but interrupt

the connexion, and are in no way
needed here.'\< ] Compare

Hth. VI. iv. 5. p. 1 1 40, 18.

7 (] This refers to the

subject that precedes § 6, and not to

that section itself.

Of Chares and ApoUodorus nothing

seems known.

^-,] 'scattered

notices and observations.' ,

Si' ...] 'as to the means by

which some have succeeded.'

8 ] This is mentioned by

Grote, II. 155, "the first commence-

ment of scientific prediction amongst

the Greeks."
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Properly, .\· yap -
6,' eKelvw Sia -,-^

9 Se .^ yap Sia,
ooya, ^-, ^ 6[yow

SiaSoOvai »/ / -, 6lyo - 78
S' 6 , \,-, ^
78^ paSiov ,,' \ -7§.^^" S\ ',, 8 -. Sio ,^ yap -

11. / 8^ 8, Sh,, ' '
12 .

6 ^, y ,,-,] "une
speculation lucrative," St Hil.; rather,

'a money-making device.'

, ...] 'but though

it is attributed to him on account of

his philosophical knowledge, yet &c.'

9 ^^] Compare Eth. vi. vii.

5· p. 1 141, b. 5 : QaXrjf toi)s-
, ' )

etvai, '- -', ....] ' deposit of money, ' i

'an-hes.'-] =^, Liddell

and Scott, 'oil-presses.'] 'raising the price.'

10 On the subject of monopolies

compare Boeckh, Vol. I. p. 73, ist

Ed.

11 01' , '...] 'with-

out raising the price much.'

Toi$ €'\ For his 50

talents he got 150: 200 per cent,

profit.
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§- , ,
^. ^- ]- --.

Property.

8,, ', 3, 8· \ - ,, ^ -^, -, ·, -, \. / -̂.
Si, -] -, )3- \ , ",^. ^' \

TheFamily
Relations.

[259

13 ' Some statesmen even limit their

notion of statesmanship to this point.'

The importance of correct financial

arrangements made itself felt even in

the ancient world. It has come with

us to be so prominent that financial

ability is almost the only one popu-

larly recognised, and has a very undue

share of honour paid to it.

XII. I i-wel M'\ The apodosis to

this Schneider finds at the beginning

of the next chapter,,, and

rightly., -] Ch. III. § I.

Apxeiv] supply , as Klotz] iXevSipas larjs.

re /9] ' There must be some

rule in both cases, for, &c.', . . .] 'put-

ting aside exceptional cases which

2 eu , . . .] This is intro-

duced to qualify the. The

strict idea of such rule would involve

an interchange of the relation, the

ruled would in turn take the place of

ruler. For the citizens of a state are

on a level, free and equal, and equally

quahfied therefore to exercise power.

Still during the given period of his

power the ruler is marked off from the

ruled. But as between husband and

wife, the distinction is not temporary

but perpetual : it is not attained by

artificial methods, but marked by

nature.] Impersonal—on cherche. ' It

is an object that there should be a

difference.'] 'the insignia of office.'

'.%\ Herod. 11. 172.

3 ae/] ,
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Relations.

TheFamily ^p^g .^ Q\y ' . Se

^]- yap ),
\ , ^. Sio " '

re( re,. yap^ §, yv -
6 yvva.

13 ' ^̂^,
'7\ , -

2 , \ 3. -
/ ,

6pyav \3, \ avSpia SiKaio-

] , >f 8-. e^et yap

3. ' yap , 8 \

oyo,^ §.
yvao 3, ,
3 yvaa \^ \ §,

4 , ;] Elh. VIII.. 4. .6. .
24., -. . .] II. 1. 544- 'After

calling him, ..., he added

the term .' '',
laying stress on the preposition.

yap] ' For though there must

be a natural distinction between the

king and his subjects, he must still in

kind be the same.' This holds good

between the elder and the younger,

the father and child
;
they are of the

same kind, they differ in age.

XIII. I ] sc.

.
2 The statement that mm-e atten-

tion is to be paid to the excellence of

the free man than to that of the slave

suggests the question : what is this

excellence of the slave ?

Tas dpyaviKas ]
' Beside his excellence as an instru-

ment and a servant.'

^^] sup-

ply TiS, from. Gotthng.

3 ;] ' reason.' ^,
'the question.'

6%] It must be allowed

that the child is; in one
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S>] TOUT ecTTiv '^^^^^^^/, . yap §, Sia

^ 3 ; § yap

yap \
'§ §, § 8. § 5

§ 3 ,. ' yap 6-§, ^; '' 6, 1260"
',

yap 36- -.,, \ .
\^· )^

8, -, \ . § -
sense. Eth. ill.. 5· . 1119· . 5· Is

he not only;, but also -
Are we, that is, to determine the

sense which we attach to the former

epithet by that which we generally

attach to the latter, and say that he

is capable of reaching the lowest and

highest moral condition 1

4 ] This reading is quite right.

As we have had mentioned the three

who are naturally under rule, the slave,

the wife, and the child, it follows that

the enquiry extends to the whole class

which they form. The question is a

parallel one to that discussed in III.

4 : Have the citizen and the ruler the

same excellence ? Here it is not the

but the^.'] perpetuo, Victorius, 'once

for all ;' "a jamais," St Hil., . . .] The difference in

degi-ee imphes sameness in kind. But

here, as so often in the work, it must

be remembered that the statement is

aporematic, that is, forms part of a

discussion, so that it will not warrant

a direct inference as to Aristotle's

view on the subject.

5 rbv ] sc. -
yaOias. €, sc..

6·] "C'est ce que nous avons

d^jk, dit," is St Hilaire's translation.

Schneider supphes ^. Heinsius, as

quoted by Schneider, agrees with St Hi-

laire. ' 'Und daraufwird man gleichvon

vorn herein bei der Seele hingefiihrt."

Stahr. No one of these is satisfactory.

'And this at once suggests to us to look

at the soul and its constitution, and see

whether we cannot get some hght

there : Are there not in the soul parts

with a relation to one another ? and

what is the excellence of these parts ?—
is it the same or different? why there

we allow it to be different V So I in-

terpret the passage. Compare CEc. I.

iv. I. p. 1344, 10: ' ·/
KoiTOS $.

'] used here as Ch. VII. 5,, simply as explaining

6 ; and the genitive is

explained by the ., . . .] guided by this
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"Relations. ,
, , „ \ , ,/ ,. yap 6~

^ eXevOepov \^' -
^, ' 36. 6 8? , § , \

8 6 ^ , '.
avajKaiov ? ' 3-, , '" . Sio

^ ( yap ], 6 § ^,
9, .
}] , -

.8, ovS' \,-, ' avSpla, ^'-
10. ^' . , Se

\ yap,^, ,
yap ^ ,
parallel we may consider clear tlie

other case which we were discussing,

and all similar cases.] So that we
may consider nature to sanction, for

the majority of instances, the distinc-

tion between ruler and ruled. The

particular forms that distinction wiU

assume are a further question. They

diflfer in each case, akXov yap,
. . .

7 yap 5, . . .] The

slave can have no will, as he is in no

sense his own, so he needs no delibera-

tive faculty to guide him. The woman

has will and the faculty of deliberation,

but its decisions wait for sanction, they

are per se of no force. The child is,

in this respect as in others, incom-

plete.

8] supply, or some

such word, 'as much as each needs or

has allotted to him for the discharge of

his own proper work.'

The ruler must have. Com-

pare below. III. 4. This is -), the perfect combination of the

moral and the intellectual elements of

virtue. £th. vi. xiii.

;] 'strictly.'

9] In the 5th book of

Plato's Rcpuhlic.

10 \ ' in detail.'

yap, ..'] Compare iJ/A.

II. vii. I. p. 1107, 29: Toh Tas

TTpd^CiS \6yois ol \, oi ' pipovi.
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Topyla?, . Sio Sel,- 6 '^^^j'^^'^'"''-^

irepi, - ·

yvvaiKL ,' avSp] . 6 , SrjXov

OTL ,. Se 2
Soo ^. Sk ~

8\, SfjXov, Si' Sia

^^] . ",- ,,
yap §'' ,. 6 yap8 3

', §, \8· 6 yap - 1260^ 6 8 , -
«5' ', ^ . 4

8 3^, ' ^8
1 1] sc. ''.
yvvaiKl Soph. Aj. 293·

iirel ', . . .] Since the child is

incomplete, his excellence as well as

himself will be incomplete (
-) ; both will have reference to

the perfect, fuU-grown man, under

whose guidance he is.

12 oas~\ 'only so much.'

apa , . . .] 'will it not be

necessary for the artisans to have

vh-tue V

13 57 ]" " 1st

hier nicht etwa ein sehr bedeutender

Unterschied." Stahr. ' Is not this a

case which differs most widely from

the others.' The slave stands nearer

to the family than the artisan does,

and is therefore better oif. The other

has a share of virtue proportionate

only to his participation in the slave's

condition. He is a slave, but a slave

without the advantage of slavery, he is

unattached ; he is dveu;, dvev

TToXiTeias, and as being so cannot se-

cure his own real good. Compare Eth.

VI. ix. p. 1 142, 9. No passage marks

more distinctly the low estimation in

which Aristotle held the free artisan,

the prol^tarre of his days. No passage

can give a livelier idea of the wide in-

terval between his political ideas and

our own—the political ideas of a so-

ciety based on war and slavery, and

those of one based on free industry.

14] Such as it was started

in § 1 2 before the question occurred as

to the artisan.' -, ...] More fully this

would stand -' -.
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''8'^ ^///. Sio Xeyov^LV §^
yap 3 7§.

15 TrejOi ^] ^ ,, -, , \ 3
8€ 3 , )^

yap ,
S', 3 ^,7§ 73 , ' -^ \

6 \ .
3^§' -, .
", ,, -, - , --^ '\.

* Bekker ras.

] And if they need so much vir-

tue they will need the right reason of

their master to guide them to it, and

in the application of it. The mere or-

dering will not suffice, there must be

some reasoning with slaves, nay, more

even than with children. His lan-

guage here as elsewhere is very con-

ciliatory in regard to slaves, and throws

considerable light on the very great

difference that exists between the

slavery of the ancient world and that

of the modern.

15 So far then for these points.

The further treatment of them must

be postponed. For beyond the point

at which we have now arrived the

members of the family assume a poli-

tical character, and must be viewed no

longer simply with reference to the

family, but to the state.

TO KoKQs] sc. '.
Trepl Ttts] Bekker retains

the article. Nickes rejects it, and with

good ground. Compare III. i. irfpl

.!, and III. i. J. -.
irpbs '] If so you must

first decide on this constitution.

16, K.T.\.] 'we turn from

this present book (the Economics), as

complete.'



BOOK 11. SUMMARY.

THE second book of the Politics requires but little introduction.

It is a simple review of the experience of the past ; a review, on

the one hand, of the various theories broached by political writers ; on

the other, of such eminent states as had, by their singularity or suc-

cess, attracted the attention of the political student. So that a

simple enumeration of its contents seems sufficient ; no analysis is

required. Whatever difficulties it presents will find tlieir more

fitting treatment in the notes.

The largest portion and most detailed treatment is given to tlie

theories of Plato, as set forth in, 1st, the Republic, which is examined

in Ch. 1—5 ; 2ndly, the Laws in Ch. 6.

Ch. 7 The constitution of Plialeas of Chalcedon.

8 That of Hippodamus of Miletus.

9 The Spartan Constitution.

10 The Cretan.

11 The Carthaginian.

12 Miscellaneous notices of Athens, and of the various law-

givers of Greece, with their respective peculiarities.

The justification and ground of this elaborate review of the past,

whether from the point of view of theory or experience, may be

found in Aristotle's own words in c. 5, § 16: Ae?

avro //, •' -^/, ev ok ' el (^ -yap/€ , , to?? -^-
€<;.

And for the critical, negative tone in which he passes before him

the various constitutions, whether theoretic or actual, the groimd

for that is given in Ch. I. § 1. Unless something more were sho\\Ti

to be wanting, Aristotle need not have entered on the present

enquiry.

The insertion of so fragmentary a notice of the Athenian

constitution is as curious as the omission of a more detailed one.

For from the remains existing of his work on the Polities, we
know he had studied it in the greatest detail. What is actually

given renders the chapter very suspicious. Had that larger
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work, it is possible the question might have admitted of solution,

wliy he has not criticised Athens, as he has Sparta, Crete, and

Carthage? Is it that it was superfluous for him to do so, as his

own ideal constitution, of which we have a large fragment in the

4th and .5th books (vii. vni. of the old arrangement), is in the main

a modification of Athens ? He was a true Athenian, says Niebuhr,

"ein Athener von Herz, wenn auch nicht von Geburt" ilber alte

Geschichte, iii. 54. He may have seen in Athens and its con-

stitution great deficiencies, but he also may have seen in it the

highest product of Greek political experience; and as such may
have, in all his treatment of the subject, kept it in sight. If so,

a detailed criticism would not be required. Adopting very largely

its elaborate forms and minute details, his own positive creation

would be to any Athenian a sufficient criticism of the institutions

of his country. The comparison would be one he could hardly

avoid. It would be also clearly undesirable for one in Aristotle's

position, a foreigner at Athens and in no sense mixing in the po-

litical affairs of his adopted country, to press on the notice of the

Athenians any imfavourable criticisms. Abstinence from such cri-

ticism may fairly be required of strangers by the government of

any country in which they are resident.

And it is clear, I think, from the whole of the book that

Aristotle did not conceive himself under the necessity of handing

down for future times and altered circumstances the pohtical facts

of his day. On the contrary, he looked on the Greek state, mo-

difiable and modified in conformity with experience, as the ultimate

form of human society. So that if he was exempt from the duty

of criticising, he was under none of the obligations of the historian.

It was not as an historian, but as a political philosopher, that

he observed the Hellenic constitutions, and registered the results

of his observations.
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] Plato's

- , J . , ,, „ Republic.,
ev-, Sel ^^-, ^, ' -

SoKovcrai . ]
^-, 8 ""

SoKtj ', Sia >' '^, Sia^ ^, ^, <5e 2

(^^.
yap , ,

§ . -
yap ,

6 yap

I. I , ...]
This, as Spengel remarks, shows that

Aristotle had the intention of himself

constructing a constitution, as Plato

and Phaleas had done. Spengel's re-

marks on the general object of the

book are very good, and his short

essay, Uebe7- die PolitiJc von Aristoteles,

published in the Abhandlungen of the

Munich Academy of Sciences, is

throughout very valuable.'] 'to refine.'

);, ...] This,

as Nickes rightly sees, justifies Aris-

totle in dwelling mainly on the points

he objects to. And as the works criti-

cised were then accessible, and the

constitutions treated of actually in ex-

istence, there was no need to guard

statements which may at times appear

one-sided.

TT]v ] ' to

have taken upon us this branch of our

inquiry.'

2 - yap] By I. I, &c. the

city was a. It must be a

of something. What shaU be

the limit 1 What shall its members

have in common ?

ykp eis &] There can be no reasonable

doubt, I should tliink, that Bekker is

right in adopting this reading against

the MSS. This unity of place is in
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R^jaibHc
^ '^'^^ '«? 7?, Se -. evSey^eTUi,

^ ,', ^- yap ~, ·· yap 6

8, 3, Trj ;

^"^ §, Si \
6,., ' ,, ,

2 .· 6. -'
keeping witli the whole Greek view

of a city as given in I. ii. 8 and foil.;

and see the notes there.

3 irbTepov] Granting then that

there must be something in common,

is it better that all things should be

in common or not ?

ydp] 'For it is at any

rate possible.'] Is the actual

practice really better for men, or shall

we adopt Plato's view ? This is the

point.

II. I ' -ijv] 'Tlie ground

on which Socrates rests the necessity

for adopting this legislation does not

seem to be a legitimate consequence

from his arguments.' He does not

seem to attain the result which he

aims at. This clause has reference to

the means by which Socrates tries to

attain his end ; the next to the end

itself, the unity of the state.

2 ^ ^, ...] mean the

statement that it is best that the city

should in all cases attain unity in the

highest degree possible. For this is

the fundamental position taken by So-

crates.' It is too broad a statement

in Aristotle's view, and must be

limited. Mere unity is not the ob-

ject.

ydp TL, ..'] 'For by its

nature the state involves a certain

number.' If you try to get rid of

this condition, you by so doing de-

stroy the state. It is ft-om the indi-

vidual you get the clearest notion of

imity; as you leave the individual you

recede from unity, and vice versa, as

you redescend in the scale, and re-

approach the individual, you get more

unity.
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,

'

' € ' Spav, ^
yap . 3' , ' -

^. )·, »} ' · -
»]. ,'. , '. - 4' ' ,

3 But it is not merely number

tliat is implied in the idea of a state(! , e/c'), but a number

formed of dissimilar units. An alli-

ance—a tribe—both these may be

formed of simUar parts
;
they are but

aggregates. A state is a whole.

yap- ^ Com-
pare £th. V. viii. 8-9. p. 1133, 16,

yap iK yivcTai ...' 6'5 '.] mere number,

for the strength which number gives,

is the object of an alliance, although

the elements that compose it are the

same in kind.] 'support.' This remark

is parenthetical, and should be marked
as such by the stopping.

wairep av ] The question with

regard to an alliance is the same as

that with regard to a weight. ' Une
alliance est comme une balance

I'emporte toujours le plateau le plus

charg^.' StHil.~\ sc. eTvai e'Cdei.
, ...] The change which

took place ia Arcadia by the founda-

A. P.

tion of Megalopolis, and the consequent

centralisation of the Arcadians, was ii

effect the change from a tribe into a

state, an ^Ovos into a. It was

the latest instance of such an event,

of a.
] This answers to the

in yap . The

states of an alliance are not formed or

blended into one, the members of a

tribe or race are under no limitation.

Both, as aggregates, may be indefi-

nitely extended by the addition of any

number of similar parts. This is not

the case with a whole, which is not

susceptible of indefinite extension, and

must be composed of dissimilar parts

all tending to one common end.

4, ...] And it is because

the parts of a state are dissimUar, and

act and react on one another in their

common relations to the whole and

their varied relations one to the other,

that for the preservation of the social

system you require reciprocity which

shall keep them in harmonious action.

Etk. V. viii. 6. p. 1
1 32, B. 33,

yap avoKoyov, ...

4
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iT'^^biic
''"'^'^ ev' eivai · yap

-, '
5^. 8, \
6\ ] .

Se , -
26 SrjXov ] -,

8 Sia ,
3 , ,, Se

7 . yap-
^' , ,

Sr]

-] Is not tliis reference

doubtful ? Is not the suffi-

cient exactness for Aristotle ?

Toh, ...] 'Since even in

the free and equal,' who are as much

alike as possible, 'there must neces-

sarily be this,' sc. .
With such there must be an inter-

change, and power must be held by

them in turns on some definite prin-

ciple.

5 ] This is abrupt.

The meaning seems to be :
' True, the

result is then that :' It must be allow-

ed that. It meets an objection, and

meets it by accepting it. It is de-

sirable that the same people should

continue shoemakers, and not be at

one time shoemakers, at another car-

penters. So it is desirable, if attain-

able, that the holders of power should

be unchanged. But it is not always

attainable. When aU are in nature

equal it would not be possible
; besides,

it is but fair that power, whether it be

a good or an evil, as it is in Plato's

view, should be shared equally, &c.

6 '] sc. ael;.

^eiy] I put a comma after this,

and make the apodosis begin with

' so too in regard to political society,

it is clear that it is better,' &c.

TovTOis , ...] This passage

seems to me hopeless as it stands.

The best sense I can make of it is as

follows ; 'iv , in these cases

then (the marking the apodosis) it

is better (supplying) to imitate,,

or come as near as possible to, the aU

holding power by those who are equal

yielding in their turn fairly to those

who originally yielded to them.' This

rendering reads for , but the

same sense may be extracted from the

by making the whole clause the

subject of.
7 yap, ...] Tor so the

one rule, and the others are ruled in

turn, and for the time they are con-

sidered to be different.'

7ej'0|aecoi] For the expression

compare. ix. iv. 4. p. 1166, 20., ...] 'Whilst

then they exercise theii- power on the

same principles, the particular offices

they hold will be different in each
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^^^^^^

etvai Xeyovcrl, - —-—

—

·. " \ 8. yap, · y ^ ,.' ,.̂
' , - 3,8 ^

X0yov, Xy
yap' 6". yap Sittov. 2, ^' ' 6' yap

yvvaiKa § , \
S . S'" yuvai^i ] ,

, ^ . \ 3

case.' But here again I do not feel

that I understand the bearing of the

remark, nor its connexion.

Toivw] This resumes the

main thread of the discussion, which

has been interrupted by the passage

from 6€ to .
Extreme unity is not to be aimed at

:

a state implies a limit to unity and

diversity in its members, however near

equahty they may approach. So that

if attained, unity would destroy the

state,- and cannot therefore be its

excellence.

8 For this comp. I. ll. 5, and foil.

y -] ' And then

only in fact does a community claim

to be a state, when it can be shown by
the result that the association of the

given number is complete in itself.'.

III. I So far for the end aimed at.

Unity, vidthout due qualifications of

the term, is not that end. But grant-

ing that it were, are the means adopted

right?

TOVT-] or as in II.

I . ] ' It is evi-

dent that not even this is proved to

be the result in theory of aU saying,

&c.'

2 5] distributively, 'all and

each.'

\ 'But in the case before us.'

wavres, 5 '% ] col-

lectively, 'all but not each.' The

body of the elder will stand in a given

relation to the body of the younger,

4—2
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E^public
^"^^'"^ , . -7\· Xeyeiv,

\ Sia

SiTTOv -\·
Sio wSl \, '

4, ^ ^' . 8. yap -
yap iSiwv -

^, 3 , .- yap 6Xypo, § -
5 - . ylvovTai, - -

1202, 6 '·
6Xypov.

but there will be no connexion between

the individual members of the two.

3 yap TTticres ,
. . .] The simplest way of taking

this seems to be :
' For words like

'all,' 'both/ Odd,' 'even,' from their

ambiguity even in formal treatises

give rise to fallacious reasoning.'

ipiffTiKovs \\·^^ properly

reasonings, where the object is not to

establish truth but to gain a victory

over your opponent, where the sound-

ness or unsoundness of the reasoning

is not the main point, but its imme-

diate effect in silencing the opposite

party.

] I do not refer this to what im-

mediately precedes, but rather to the

whole subject. The result of this am-

biguity of the word is, that you have

carefully to distinguish the one sense

fi-om the other ; and if you do so clear

up the matter it wiU be found that

whilst in the first sense the language,

if used, would imply a noble state of

things, but one not attainable, in the

second sense it does not bear a mean-

ing which would have any tendency to

produce harmony.

4 From this criticism of the lan-

guage used we pass to real difficulties.

There wUl be an absence of the sense

of property, and a consequent absence

of interest. Nor merely so, but a

positive neglect, on the ground that

others are looking after the matter.

This is verified by every-day experi-

ence in the case of servants.

5 ] 'Each citizen

has a thousand children, and no indi-

vidual connexion to bind him to any

one of the thousand. They are all

equally the children of all, and all will

be equally indifferent to them.', . . .] This very hard.

Is the to be taken as referring

to Plato's system, is it retrospective ?—

·

or is it prospective, an anticipation in

fact of the ? Per-

haps this last way is the true one.

Not only will they all equally neglect

the childi-en, but there wUl be this

further evil. The connexion, such as

it is, will sit very lightly upon them.
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et) ,^ , Seivog," ,, 8·§ yap. - - ', ay

^-^ ,', 6 yap 6 ^, ^' --/,, ', \^- , §
yap 'iSiov^. ' 88 1^ \^ \ -

\ ' yap,.
["^

yap ,

Plato's

Republic.

.
\ . <770

' According as one is prosperous or the

contrary, each of the citizens will ac-

cept him as his son or reject him,

whatever may be the number of which

he forms one. In the one case he will

say he is mine, in the other he is so

and so's { rj hdvos) ; and this

will be his mode of speaking of each

of the thousand, and yet his language

wiU rest on no footing of certainty,

for no one knows who has had a son,

or whose son if born has lived.'

6, K. T. .] 'And yet, allow-

ing the practicability of the scheme, is

it better for each one in this sense to

use the term mine, applying it equally

to,' &c. 1

7 h yap . . .] is simply

explanatory of the % -

. The yap carries on the

jrpbs!] 'by blood.'] 'in the first place -, of oneself, or those inti-

mately connected with oneself.'] ' The way Plato

would have it.'

8 ^ ' 51 ..] 'Not

however but that, do what you will, it

is impossible to escape this difficulty,'

&c.

Tas] 'convictions.'

9 ] Herod. IV. i8o,

cLv OiK-Q , -5. Comp. for the

general subject, rv. 104, the case of

the Agathyrsi, and I. 216 of the Mas-

sagetse.
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Il'^'^^^bU
'^^^' UTroSiSovai?, wcrirep

4·. " Se 8',
\ ^ '''

''' ,̂
ayvooivTUiv, twv -, .2'. /, ' ,, '

3 . ', '" ' 6 , '

4 ^^^, . "
1202 ^, .', 6 '

^ $ Bekker.

,] Mentioned again in

Hist. Anim. vil. vi. p. 586, 13.

IV. I Tois iKovaiovs] This

seems to me superfluous, a later addi-

tion. With one MS. I should omit it.

$ avyyeyeias] ' not

distant in relationship.'

irpbs sc. ei'i?., ,] 'But they must

both happen more frequently.' Com-

pare on this subject Grote, i. 34, not.

In the text pp. 33, 34. He considers

these! post-Homeric, and in their

origin probably Lydian.

2 and 3 The reference is to Plato,

Hep. III. 403.

4 TOis-] This depends on

Koiyds, not on, as it would

seem to do at first sight.\ sc. .
5 St' ] ' and the contraiy

of the ground alleged by Socrates for

his regulation.'
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irepi ?. re j^''^^*^]^^

yap eivai

(/' yap ^, ^

eiraivel^ " SoKei

'ipyov,

Xyo'
Sia yva

Svo^ ' vy 7' 8 Trj avayKaiov

vSaprj yva Sia , \
Xyv . yap 8

yXuKi) 8^, -^
avayKaiov Trj Trj TOiavTrj,, §. § yap 98 ,
€ 'iSiov aya7v' ^ -.

yvova, ypyv
" Bekker.

6 ,] 'affection,' not 'friend-

ship,' 'caritas,' not ' amicitia.'] ' which is both generally

thought to be.'

ipuTLKoh \byoii\ The Symposium

of Plato, 191, 1, and foil.] I prefer leaving this

out, and reading .
The seems to have crept in

from the next hne. ; Svras iva

yeyofimi is the langviage of Plato,

Symp. 192. D. The attempt at exces-

sive friendship is destructive.

8' ^ wpbs^
' So the result is, that less than in any

case need we take into account in a

constitution constructed on these prin-

ciples the intimacy or kindness which

these names imply.' By this render-

ing is made the direct ob-

ject of (.€, in the sense of

' attending to.'

rj vlbv ,
$ (\$] The construc-

tion is hard. The simplest way is to

repeat, and construe it,

'either that a father should care for

any as his sons, or a son care for any

one as his father, or brothers care for

each other as brothers.'

9 ^'] 'natural affection.'

Stahr translates it, " das mit Miihe

erworbene, that which we have ac-

quired with effort, and which we value

accordingly ;" but this does not seem

required by the passage.
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EepubUc '^^X"^'^'^^ ^''f , ^' ,
e^ei ',88 \

SiSoaaiv. \ \ -
avajKULOV, ·

yap '§
'3 ^, Sia('. 8 .

_5
' Se \^, ^,

2 . ^ ' -- -
1263, § ,, ^' ,

] ^, 8,
^ {^,, 8 §

* ei's Bekker.

10 %/$ dWovs-] So I read it, leaving out the

preposition els. ol rots is

equivalent to ol ei's$:-
, and the construction then is-^ ;;, . . .'] ' So as to be on

their guard on account of their rela-

tionship against doing anything of the

kind.' Did they so address them it

would lead to caution.

v. I So far for the community of

•mvsa and children. The next point

for consideration in Plato's system is

his view of property, and the question

is : ought there to be private property

or not ?

2 , . . .]
'This might be treated of quite separate

and apart from the regulations,' &c.

"] sc. Trepl .] The actual plots of ground,

the la,nd. Three forms of community

of property given, i The land sepa-

rate, the produce thrown into a com-

mon stock. 2 The laud common and

worked in common, the produce di-

vided to meet the wants of the citizens.

3 Both land and produce in common.
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iSiag -^- (Xeyovrai
-^^^^^^^^, '^, '' 3- \, ^^' \ yap

yvovv avayKaiov

y\aa yva ^ oX'iya Se', 8.
3 4-, \ . 8 S"^ '· §6 yap §-.

8 ,"^ " yXo.
5^, 3 -' ^ , §vya'

^ yap ayadov. Xy 8 ^-
§.

3 yap , (5' 8. yap 6

§»] yXaa, ^'^ 'ISiov78' ^' ^
^ .! Bekker. ·" TrtSs Bekker.

3 4] not, a distinct

body of cultivators.

, ...] 'It would be a

different case and easier to deal

with.'] I omit this as an

unnecessary addition suggested by the

immediately fol-

lowing.

4 yap, ..\.] The sentence

is not complete. In the place of the

participle should stand

the verb. 'They clash.'

5 -] "les moeurs." We have

in English no one word sufficiently

comprehensive— ' opinion and the ha-

bits of the people.'

oi 8iev^yKai] ' would in no

slight degree be superior.'

5 TTus] The indefinite form is the

one here required by the sense.

6 -, ...] 'By being

kept distinct will not give rise to com-

plaints, and they will be pursued with

larger results as each man concentrates

his attention on what is his own,' and

so feels the stimulus of property.
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R^^^^brc
"^^^ ,

ev '^, \ ev

7 <5e^ . iSiav yap^ , §-,\8 8^ -, S'" \, ^
8 . '

^

SLa , ] Se-. §',
'iSiov, Sk 8

'iSiov ' yap -
1263 ^ ,' .

9 -^· Sh, 8,^, -, \-
8, §, -

Sov , ). -[ §-^, "
] Compare the quo-

tation of the same proverb in the He-

public, V. 449. C.--^] ' sketched out

</, an outline, a fii-st sketch.

ttolu] ' places at the ser-

vice of his friends.'

8 This is the exact conclusion of

Art. XXXVIII. Compare Wilson,

Bampton Led. 1851, Lect. vii. p. 231.\ ' men capable of this state,

competent so to deal with their pro-

perty.'

Tpbs] ' even for the plea-

sure of the thing.'

) yap , . . .] For the

fonn of the expression compare Eth.

X. i. 3. p. 1 172, 33, wore. And so again, Eth. X. ii. 4.

p. 1173,22. For the substance, comp.

Eth. IX. iv. I. p. 1166, I, .
irpbs Tois: ...^

Trpbs . The element

of self, of the personal, it is impossible

to eradicate. It is a vain endeavour

to seek to do so. To control and

guide and subordinate self-love to be-

nevolence, the personal to the relative,

the individual to the society—this is

the true object.] This subject is treated

Eth. IX. viii. Butlei-'s SiTiiions, XII.
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yap€ , ^ -
-^^^^^^^^8· Trf

;.- - "

8^· 6 airoSi-,, --
Sia -, ^3

8 '-. § Sia ^ 2,8€ -·̂ -
3 , 8 - 3, .8 6 . 8,. 3 4, ' .•, ^' , (5', ' -.

8 , ', Sia - 5,̂ ' Sia^, ' §,
12 (Sy] 'And yet of these.''] simply negative, ' on

account of there being no such com-

munity whether of wives or property.'^, . . .] 'But we
have but few instances of men who
have this community to compare with

many who hold their goods as pri-

vate property.'

] ' Those imder

the conditions of such community.'

13 a'lTLOv 5i, K.T.XJ] 'The cause of

Socrates' failure must be considered to

he in the idea which was his ground-

work not being right.

'

IS ] 'under the condi-

tion of number.' Ch. II. 2.
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E^public
'^^^^ eOeai Trj- ,.3 ) }.pr|

1264 6 . ^ 3§ ^,
'7" ,

yap8, , (5'

17 yvov. ^ yvoo, '
'iSoi )

yap3 )
", , 3 .§
ypyv ' ^§

8. ' oCSe 6 -, ' 6"
paSiov. § ' ye

yva, § Sico-, \ ypyo § -^ Sa, Se 73
L Trj] used in a very general

sense, 'intellectual cultivation.' \-
dvev. Thuc. II. 40.

16 yap »» ,
. . .] For we naay say generally

that all the requisites for true political

conclusionshavebeen discovered by this

C time, but in some cases they have not

been brought together, and so the fair

inferences have not been drawn from

them. In these cases there is a want

of knowledge on the subject, in other

cases the knowledge is not wanting,

but its apphcation. The world's ex-

perience was in his view sufficient ; in

poHtical science a synthesis was the

thing needed. It was early to arrive

at this conviction.

17/ ', . . .] This can-ies

us back to the dSwaros

', § 13. Practically (5 ip-yoii) it

would be found so. Form a state, and

divisions and separations will be found

absolutely indispensable ; so that the

unity you aim at wiU disappear in the

process.

18 Hitherto the vhole of his re-

marks have been concerned with the

governing body ; but they by the very

term are but a part of a whole. What
is to be the system of that whole

—

what the relations of its parts ? On
this Socrates is silent. Yet it is a

question which concerns the mass,

the majority of the population, and

cannot well be set aside. There should

be a definite answer given to two

questions : In what relation is this

mass of the governed to stand to its

governors ? and, indly, within itself

on what principles is it to act and be

regulated ?

r^s \ TToXireias] of the whole

formed by the and the go-

verned.
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iSloug , ei yap -
-^^^^^^-, ^

;

—- ',
',

^', ^ -- \ . 2
^e, , ). -", ", yap

Suo- ,]. - ,
Se ^ } .

^ 8, } - 2," }, 6^ Sia -
^, } },^^ ^ .

Se - 22" - - }-- - } --
}^. ' & 23

eiVe , ^^. KaJ TrejOi ^,- }^ } ,
^' ' priSiov, ^,- -. ' - 24 1264

^^ Bekker.

19 !, . . .] 'what in-

ducements could they have to submit

to the rule?'

Ti] ' invent some device.'

10 Trap' eftreivois] with the mass of

the citizens in the Platonic state, the

of § 1 8.

2 1 ] 'To these as well as

to actually existing states.';] ' and yet his edu-

cation is only meant for his rulers.'

22] 'a rent.'

23 However, be these results neces-

sary, and all equally necessary or not,

one thing is clear, no statement is

made on the subject.

Looking at the whole context I have

but Uttle doubt that instead of-
we should read, which

lies hidden under the various reading. In § 1 8 we had ;, as previously we have had

the \$ ; he comes now to the

other distinct member of that whole.
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Tnc ·\: Its*no.
Republic.

Platos §1,
aypwv avSpeg ',^, Sei ^

25" §, ovS^. -
8 6"

yap . ^' ^ ,
20 ^ 8 8.-,

yap ore 6 ^ ^^^ 6• ^, ' . §
_, apyvpov, -^

S 8 -
27. "iTl § § -, ^§ -. 8^, -• 8. yap^ yap^^ , 8 §, Se

28^, §,; yap Si]. 6"
', ^.

Plato's 86 8
(5 ·

" Bekkei' here reads [KdV ei Koival al KTrjaeis ai yewpywv yvvoiKes.^

tlie, and very briefly states

the question about them.

24 This is a very fragmentary treat-

ment of the subject. One of several

possible forms is given, and the objec-

tion to which it is open stated. Were

the others not given, or are they lost ?·€\ 'shall manage the house-

hold.'

el, -...] This may as well be

left out.] ' To go to the ani-

mals for your illustration, for they

have no share of family life.'

27 yap , . . .] 'For

happiness does not come under the

same class,' &c.

VI. I ^:] That is

to say, it is open, as the republic is, to



II. 6.] . 63^ . yap ev Plato's

, ,7, , , , ^ , ' ,
' ^ Laws.

Trepi oXiywi/ ^, irepi € —
] , €^ Sei, "Trepl,. yap Suo ^, , 8

'
^' -. Se )

^, -^ ,-
, 6",

? ' § -,
\ ,. 4 1265

',
'., -. ^ \ - g, - -' \ ,- ", ·

>] ,, -
many grave objections, and those in

many cases similar ones. For the two
coincide in a great degTee, with this

difference, that 'the Laws' enter more
into detail.

2 ei's roi)s yeupyo0s— eis , ...]
These prepositions are superfluous, but

the sense is clear, and no MS. omits

them, it seems
; otherwise I should be

glad to get rid of them.

€K] sc. .
3 Tois X070is] 'by discus-

sions foreign to the subject of the con-

stitution.'

4] ' more generally at-

tainable.'

5 avayKalwvl So

below, Ch. IX. 2, we have-/. In both cases the

meaning is the same. The great ob-

ject for the Greek freeman was to have

leisure. He must therefore be free

from all the drudgery of life, free from

the necessity of daily labour for daily

bread. ] This institution

seems but a fair and logical develop-

ment of his general view as to the

position of woman.] .
should be added. Plato, Legy. p.

7,37· D.
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Plato's . To irepirrov -
Laws. , , \ \ \ \ \ , \ \

. Aoyoi ^
^, Se ' ', eirei \€ Sei ,

apyoi- ^^, \
J -., 8

S' Sei §, j^wpav .
3 - ,
el § Xrjv ' yap avay--^ -,

8" ^. Si 70§-
', 'iSiov , 3

3 ,
-, . ^

6 Tliis just and high compHment

to his master's wi'itings is not easy to

translate. It bears witness, if such

were needed, to Aristotle's careful

study and correct appreciation of their

beauties, as well as their more solid

merits. I venture the following transla-

tion :
' All the dialogues of Plato alike

are characterised by brilhancy, grace,

originality, and profound enquiry.

'

TrepiTTov] seems to be the negative

of ' commonplace,' ' dull.'] supply ^.
iird, . . .] This is one of those

passages which bear so distinctly the

stamp of Greek thought and Greek

experience. To appreciate it we are

obliged to recaU as well as we can the

narrow Mmits of space and number

within which the independent commu-

nities, the 065 of Greece, were con-

fined. The large and populous Athens

drew its supplies from all quai-ters
;

but both Plato and Aristotle would

wish their state to be more complete in

itself.

TOVTOVs] Comp. Herodt. IX. 28,

Trepl' ', for the number of

attendants as well as for the expres-

sion.

7 5e?^ oiV] This is repeated iv.

iv. 2. 'You are free, it is true, to form

your hypothesis according to your

wishes, on the condition, however,

that you do not presuppose an impos-

sibility.' ] The state as

well as the individual may have a

social existence. These are "interpo-

htical " relations.

8 ^] 'accept,' 'allow,'

' acquiesce in this social existence

either for the individual or for the

state.' A state may refuse, as Corcyra

did, to mix itself up wdth other states,

but it must be prepared for self- defence.
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Sei, € Siopiarai
^

yap eiva'i Seiv —, el ' yap. € - 9

^ ?. \-
{x<^ph yap ,

§ '), y ^
-^, (^^ , § ,)

\ ^ .
8 \ ).- , ' -
Sm yvvvv, 8
\ . 8 §

yp 8] 3 ', ^' vy
^apaCya ^, -
-] Comp. note on Ch. V. 8.

yap . Plato, Z/eg(/. V. 737. D.] 'by defining it

more clearly.'

-yap, K. T. .] sc..
' For this term, soberly or moderately,

is too general.'

9 xwpls yap 66, ...] 'For

when separate the two will be severally

consequents of different kinds of life,

the one of a life of luxury, the other of

a Ufe of hardship.'

^7ri7r6yws] sc. f^c.

^7€] Strictly speaking, -
does not concern property. By

Eth. III. xiii. 14. pp. 1117, 1118, it is

Umited to quite a different sphere ; but

it is capable of extension. If the only

virtues or habits, e|eis, that are con-

cerned with property are these two of

and, then they

J. P.

will be the only two that can be put in

practice with regard to it, .
Comp. Eth. I. ix. 9. p. 1098, b. 31 :

iv -

iv

cvepyelg. ; and again, V. iii. 15.

p. 1120, b. 30:

€, rfXe/as aperrjs, . . . make the reasoning

clearer I have enclosed in brackets

from ohv to ^.] 'The original

number.'

yewvv] ' however large

the number of children bom.' Comp.

IV. xvi. 4 : yevvvv.
II ] 'In Plato's state' far

greater exactness wUl be required than

is required in existing states.

TOiis apyai] 'the supernume-

raries."

5
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eav . Se Seiy, /-
yevvav, / »/ -

3, €. ,
ev , ', Se Ttev'ia .

KUKOvpy'iav. 8 6,, 33 \-,· 8 -
4 ., 3,\ 3, ^-,
5 ,,
3 ' ',, -
*] " -

6 , . ,, -, -
13 pylaii] 'crime.'

Pheidon. Oomp. Grote, ii. 396, 42 1,

note. Date uncertain. His object is

'stated to be :
" An unchangeable num-

ber both of citizens and of lots of land,

without any attempt to alter the un-

equal ratio of the lots, one to the

other." Mr Grote thinks that he is

different from Pheidon of Argos.

14] 'the warp.' ,
'the woof.'

15,] From Plato, Ze^^'.

V. 744. E. this appears -inaccurate

;

; therefore has been sug-

gested, but a caa-eful consideration jus-

tifies Aristotle, for Plato allows for the

case of a man's acquiring more than

four times the miuimtun.] Plat. Lege/. 745. E.

:

', re

·-/! .
6 € yap -'] Gomp.

III. . 4 '

{/') -.
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twv , Pl^^tos, S' , '
yap , ,. Xiyov- 17

§ ^^, Sio .§
yap ^ 6Xyapa ) -, XyGV, 8 ypvv oXiyap^iav, 8-

3 Sia· Se ' -, 1266'. ' 8ya -
\,. Xyov" yvv· yap yv. " ,' 6Xyapa · ^ yXvv

6Xyapav. ' - 9" yap ^, ^vay, ', ^' 6Xyap6v,,yv. oXiyap- 20

\ '
1 7] Comp. for this

subject VI. ix. 7, 8, and Grote, 11. 539.

18 ] Comp. for this use of the

word, Mh. II. vii. i.

oSv] 'Better than Plato.'

Or it may be quite general. In pro-

portion as there is a greater admix-

ture of elements, is the result hkely to

be a good one. Comp. for the general

subject Guizot's Civilisation en Europe,

Legon 11". pp. 34-44.

19] to oligai'chy and demo-

cracy. ] simply ' to elect or

create magistrates.'

20 On this passage compare Plato,

Legg. vi. 756. b-e. AE are compelled

under penalty to elect out of the first

and second classes. When it comes to

the third class, the first three are com-

5—2
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* yap ,' ,
— ' , . -,^
21 . ^ -.
22 .- -, \ -, 7lXXr] ^'^ '

yap -, ] -. .
7 EiVi \,

\,
" Bekker.

pelled to elect, the fourth may decline.

So again when it comes to the fourth

class, all may elect, but the third and

fourth may decline, the first two can-

not with impunity.] Stahr changes this

into tQ)v, as do others ; and

the change seems required.

11 drj, ...] This is to

me difficult, and the commentators

give but little help. As far as I can

see, the only way is, with Stahr, to

limit the meaning to the electors. The

rest of his translation I cannot agree

with, ;, which he makes part

of the predicate, I think should be

part of the subject, ol -
wXdovs."} 'the democratical

party.'

22 ^]] 'comes on.'

iiriKlvSwov} would

be more regular ; but such inaccura-

cies are not unfrequent in Aristotle.

At the close of this review of Plato's

Laws, I may remark that I have con-

fined myself to the throvwng what

light I could on Aristotle's text and

meaning. More general questions, as

to the relation between his views and

those of Plato on political subjects, I

have kept clear of. In a short Ap-

pendix I hope to add some remarks on

these points.

VII. I] The sense of this

word is always determined by the con-

text. It means here ' men who have

not scientifically studied the subject,

and men who have not mixed in pub-

lic aflFairs.

'
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' ? eyyuTepov Pl^leas.

oJi^ei? yap€ ] -, -,' . 2- \·' . Sio

6 1.§ ' ]3 ' . 8- 3 '^\ , ^' 8^ , § 6~
SiSovai

8 , SiSovai

§. § 4

Sv , §8 , '-. § 3 § 5, , -
\] -, , ]·. 3 6

] sc. The two constitutions

of Plato.

2 hoKei yip, /...] Comp. Arnold's

Lect. on Mod. Hist. p. , ist Ed. :

'

' No man who thinks seriously about

it can doubt the vast moral importance

of institutions and laws relating to pro-

perty," &c. &c.

Phaleas of Chalcedon, not known
from other sources.\ Looking at the it seems

that would be the better read-

ing, and so some read. ' Primus' how-

ever is given by Vet. Tr., and ac-

quiesced in by the best authorities.

Comp. Grote, ll. 523: "Phaleas of

Chalcedon is expressly mentioned as

the first author."

iVas] Equality of possessions is the

doctrine under discussion, a different

dream from that of Plato, but one

equally erroneous, and perhaps more

calculated to excite and mislead the

mass of a suffering population, if at

the same time it be very ignorant.

For it is easier to grasp than the com-

plex arrangements community of wives

and property involves.

3 ras-^ sc. iroieiv.

'That states already actually settled

and organized should do it.'

5 -] ' it is incumbent on

them.'

inrepalp-Q] 'rise above.'

6 hioTi] = &Ti. Comp. note on I.

II. 10.



70 .^ elg, §€'€,
\' €(€, ' kw-

Xvei . Se \, wairep ev

irwXe'iv, eav Sei^rj-
7. ' ^ Siacrw^eiv.

Se \ Aeu/cct^a§ 670£»/ -
yap '

3^. '- , 3' ., , ^ -^. §
·^ ' ,

8 '. ^' \, ^' yap Set, S' -3 . ' ''yv Xyv· ' yap3
3' , \

9 7!·8. iraiSeiav Sei Xyv,
] oi)Sev· yap

\,'). - tf. " Sia -
2] This allusion to Solon does

not seem to imply any thing more

specific tlian that Solon recognised the

important bearing on the political so-

ciety of the arrangements with regard

to property.

iv Ao/cpois] The Epizephyrian Lo-

crians for whom Zaleucus legislated.

II. xii. 6.

5'\ ' To keep unaltered

throughout.' The infinitive depends

on 63. This provision existed

in the Jewish law. Comp. Lev. xxv.

7] Comp. Grote, iii. 539,

4.?, for a notice of the earlv historv

of Leucas. The details of its consti-

tutional history are very scanty.

yap in, . r. .] 'For the result

was that the appointed qualification

was no longer required before entrance

into office.'

8 A due equality might be esta-

blished, and yet there would be no

guarantee for its existence. The ar-

rangement would be open to imme-

diate disturbance ; for a disturbing

cause is ever at hand in the passions

of men.

Htl, . . .] ' Tliat he will be

found himself to allow this.'
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Sk epov yap

a ,
Trepi -, Se , '' 1267

£1» ] >]8e eaffkos.

S"" 01 Sia 8, n, \§€
Sia piyodv , - ). -

yap ' ,
Sia 3']. Sia 2, , '
3. ], Se' S", '

Si ,' yap 8. \ 13] ' But the case is re-

versed with regard to each of the two.'

iav '] Comp. Plato, Legg. vi.

757. a.: ·/ ev %
·€6€<. -

daioi ' Toh yap^
-yiyvoiT . II. IX. 319·

11 d/vos] (, ' when

he thinks the remedy lies in equality

of property.' Men commit injustice,

violate their social duty, not merely

to satisfy the cravings of hunger or

to \vard off cold, but also to gratify

their passions and desires, and that on

a far greater scale than can be called

necessary, ^
Tas ; their desires for

wealth, honour, and other external

goods.] sc. ^.
12 'Nor, again, is this second enough;

the statement is not yet complete.

Men will even form desires for external

goods in order to secure the enjoyment

of the pleasures which are unaccom-

panied with pain
;

those, namely,

which do not involve any previous

sense of want. With these three evils

to meet what are the remedies avail-

able ? Against the first the remedy

lies in a small property and labour.

To meet the second, the virtue of self-

control is requii-ed. For the third,

granting that there are men who would

command the pleasures which depend

on themselves alone, the pleasures

which are free from pain, they should

not look for a remedy to any quarter

but intellectual cultivation. All other

pleasures requne the aid of others, are

not complete in themselves.' Such is

the meaning of this section, I believe,

rais dvev\ TjSovaii is equivalent

to .] sc..
Comp. for the distinction between-^ and' '-

\, Eth.. vi. 1. . 1147) b. 24, and. 2. bis. p. 54) 15·

yhp ]
Comp. Eth. . vii. 4· · 77; ^7-

13 Comp. Eur. Phcen. 534)

Milton, Par. Lost, VJ. 60.
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Phaleas. aSiKOVcri ye ' Sia ,' Sia

avayKaia, _ ' , Sio, ] -
, 6

14 . " ,
Set Se ' ). e^^wOev.
avayKatov - -

15 (, Trepi odSev. Se" Sel yap, ] -, 8
\', (5'8 , ' 6Xyv^§ ). .

6 §, § § ,.' Sia ,'
1? '. -.8 ', -,^^ ^^ ,

yap

§ i.Tapv

^ yvvov. -' -
] For liis crimes are the

greatest. Comp. Grote, ill. 57, note.

This passage is quoted -with others in

niustration of the view taken of the

despot by philosophers.

15 ] 'not even.'

16 8ti \] Po-

verty then is not in itself a good.

Wealth is desirable as enabhng man to

attain his full liberty, the complete

exercise of all his faculties up to their

natural limit.

' ws &v, ..\.] 'but only

in cases in which they would do so had

the party assailed not so much pro-

perty in its possession.' The wealth

should never be the temptation to an

attack.

1 7 For Autophradates, see Smith,

Biog. Diet.

18 Koi yap, K.T.X.] In fact, this

very equality contains in it an element

of discord.
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-, ^ ov^ev ? elireiv.
Phj^^eas.

yap ^ ayavaKTOteu, Sio \-. ^' , 1267'3\, <5' 8 >? -, aei SeovTUi , ?
uTreipog yap , -. .'/h 2

ovcrias, Trj -, Se^' ,
) ^. J <5' § 2' yap y ',
§ 8 -, .^ ,. (5' - 22, y 01

\ ^ . ' 23' 8 pyaovo, 3'3 , ). -
",, . 1.\

·86 ,
' yav .^ 8 ^, \ 8

19] The pay of dicasts

and members of the assembly.

20 odv \ ' In such

matters the real principle is.'

eTnet/ceis] =, cf. § i8.

The respectable part — the upper

classes. The word is used, that is, in

a pohtical sense, as is; just

below.

21 From objections to the great

principle of Phaleas' constitution, he

comes now to one or two objections on

points of detail.

-] ' moveables.'

22 ol, . . .] The arti-

sans and tradesmen considered in the

hght of slaves belonging to the public.

23 The cases which he quotes as

different from the arrangements of

Phaleas are, from our want of know-

ledge on the subject, useless as illus-

trations. Comp. Grote, ill. 542.'^'] 'wished to establish.'

VIII, I For Hippodamus, see

Smith, Bid. Biog., and Grote, VI. 27.
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^mus''*
'^ Siaipecriv evpe Ueipaia,/' Sia§ ^ - \, Se §- \ -, 3 \ - ,-

2 .' §8, § 8· yap', §, § -
3 . ^ -, , 88, iSiav( ,, ',, 3
4 iSiav. '3 ]3, ,, 3 ^, 8 -8 §· 3' -

1268 5 , 3 8 Sia^^ 3, -, , 8' ^, (5', 3 8 , Siopi-. ·
6€ ] ' rather

eccentric from ostentation.'

irepupyoTepov, ...] 'somewhat

extravagantly, both from the quantity

and expensive ornaments of his hair.

'

\6yios , .. .] and wishing to be

well-informed on all subjects of natural

science, "a man of considerable attain-

ments in the physical philosophy of

the age." The word occurs

later, iv. (vii.) x. 3. Comp. Herod. I.

I. II. 3.

I cannot but think this whole de-

scription of Hippodamus very suspi-

cious, not as to the truth of it in it-

self, but as to its being Ai-istotle's. It

would be more consistent with Theo-

phrastus. It seems to me one of the

many places in which you may rea-

sonably suspect a later hand.

3 ' coy] used without any regard

to the number, as the equivalent of^.
4 /, . . .] a supreme

court of appeal.

5 el^ 5] ' If he

simply gave sentence against the ac-

cused.'-^ yap] The subject is
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jap eiriopKeiv , Sh - Hippoda-

Trepl []', -, , '-
? \ '. 6. '

>j· ""' ^' -
]. \^ , '" .
yap ) )( 8-, -, ^ ,· , ^ 9

}
ttw? ',

-' ,, -
\ ]

rj? ', -
, or some similar expression.

' The present arrangement.'

6 , .. .] ' as though this

had not yet been enacted by law in

other cases.'

7. ..^ 'would

find a difficulty in his division of the

whole body of his citizens.'

9 , . . .] ' with-

out going so far as this, it is clear that

for them to share in all the offices is

impossible.'] a magistracy men-

tioned VIII. (v.) vi. 6, as existing at

Larissa, but one on which there seems

no information.^, .. .] 'If not ad-

mitted to a share in the government,

how can they feel friendly to that

government V And if not friendly they

wiU want coercion. ' That must be

allowed for, and the armed class must

be stronger than both the others to-

gether. But it is not easy for them

to be so unless they are numerous
;

and if numerous, and so the stronger,

then why admit the others at all ?'
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Lippoda- ^( elvar Tracra yap SeiTai ,
SiayiyveaOat. ev TroXecriv -· 8 ypyo -

Xoy ,
11 (5' ^'^, §[ ypyov. Se, " }'],

yepyov, ' /cat

yyov, S'' 6· (5' -
iSia ypyovv \ ,,8, '

12 .8 \ yepyova,
1268 yp-y 8, \ y^', § ' -

13· ^' ^' 6 ,
SiaipodvTa yypav,

10 /^] ' support them-

selves.'

iSiq. yewpyovcTiv] ' Not merely is the

land they cultivate their own, but they

cultivate it entirely for themselves ;'

the produce is not any of it thrown

into a common stock, or made avail-

able for the others.

11 Tive%"] sc. o'l yep·

yoVvTes .
12] 'will be a difficulty.'

yewpyrjffei olKias] 'maintain by

agriculture.'

evdvi] 'at once,' without any divi-

sion taking place. There need be no

distinction between common and pri-

vate land.

7^s, ...] This would

seem to be nothing more than 'from

the same lots of land.' So it is taken

by Schneider and Stahr : "aus ein

und denselben ihnen durchs Loos

ertheilten Grundstucken."

13] 'distinguishing.'

Trjs Kpicrews yeypav] I

understand this to be a concentrated

expression. In full it would be :

When the issue taken is simple, and

therefore the verdict to be given should

be simple, , 'the decision,' pro-

perly is made to do double duty, to

represent both the form of the indict-

ment and the form of the decision.

TrXeioaiv] In all cases of arbitra-

tion there is necessarily more than

one party, and their respective claims

admit of discussion and distinctions.

The arbitrator therefore, or arbitrators,

may discuss these claims with one ano-

ther, and draw distinctions as to their

amount. In a court of justice this is

not so. The defendant as a single

party stands before the court for a

decision simply. Is he or is he not

guilty on the point raised ? There is no

need of distinctions as to amount
;
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/cat ylveaOai ^^. ev \
SiaiTt]\ ^(^ yap^, § ^ ,
\ -- ^ ,^ , 4

6 , ^' ^'^
6 yap', 6 Sh 3, 6, 6 , §, 6 Se'
) St] SrjXov , Se8, ^'. J 5

SaXoy ^^ ',

^'^ 3,'
y^ypaiTTai· yap^ 6-3, '·' 8-

6^ '. 6
] S, ,'-
yap ,

Tvyrj,. (5' -
^ yap -, ^. 3'7 paSiov ^ - ^7, ' . ^ (5', ] ^, §-
there is no need for discussion among

the judges. It were better that each

gave his unbiassed opinion. I offer

this view with hesitation on a subject

which I am not familiar with.

14 SiKafj/uevos] ' the plaintiff
.

'

15 rrji 5taAo7T7S ] "The

counting of the votes.';] ' on good grounds.' to, ' the indictment.'

16 ] an odd use

of the word in which the specific sense

is to be dropped as much as possible,

'fair to the ear.'

?X6t yap;] ' for it opens

a door to vexatious cavillings against

the old law.' Again, in;
the most general sense is all that can

be retained, as far as I see.

17'] 'set out,' 'state

at length.' Comp. Plato, Bep. vii.

' 535- B.
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Hippoda-
mus.

Tiov. yap, , So^eiev -
eivai yovv -/, \

\ 8,
eirei tovtwv , SijXov

avajKaiov '-, ^' -
' ' yap' -

\,^
yap ", \ yvvaa -. '^ ,, .vr| ,-^ 6§
yyvv, . ^]-

(5' - ', ' yyv ', -^ \ -, \ Xya yyvv,^. 8 §
yypavo . yap ]

-^,
ypava· yap avayKaiov ypa-

, 8 ^ . 'E/c

8 ^et yap, . . .] He first gives

the reasons favour of cliange to the

middle of § 22.

19!] rather 'customs'

than laws, ' instituta.' Comparing 76-

y in § 21, here we have' &.] Thuc. I. 5, 6.] Comp. Grote, II. 112,

note.

20 iv -]] Grote, 11. 126, not. :

" If the accuser produced in support

of his charge a certain number of wit-

nesses from his own kindred, the per-

son was held peremptorily guilty."5 ] Oomp. Eurip.

Or. 1534: ''^ .

21 1/( , ...] ' fact what

men look for in all cases is not the old

but the good.', Tivbs] Compare

a passage in Plato, Legg. III. 677. a.:

yeyovh/ai^ re ydaois dWois

TToWoh, %
yivo%. Compare also PoU-

ticus, 270.! ] The construction

is the same as , On aleveKvith

quite ordinary men in inteUigence, or

even simply below the ordinary stand-

ard.'

22 iK , ...] 'On

these grounds then it is evident that
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Hippoda-
11VU8.

cpavepov €, Se -. ^ , -3- Xveiv ,' \
yap ,. ^vSo ^ 24

yap. 6 yap 8 ' -, Sia, § -\8. , 25

\ \ ], ', ).
', yap 8. Sio^ yap .

^6 , 9

\ , ) - ^^'*·*·

|/?, -, ' ' . " 2

there must be a change in some laws,

and at certain times ; but looking at it

from a different point of view, it would

seem that great caution is required.'

23 -] 'both in the legislator and the

executive magistrates.'-] is the citizen under the

law.

24 yap] 'Whatever force the

law has to secure obedience is entirely-

dependent on habit.' Comp. Arnold's

Rome, Vol. 11. p. 55: "The ancient

heathen world craved, what all men
must crave, an authoritative rule of

conduct ; and not finding it elsewhere,

they imagined it to exist in the funda-

mental and original laws of each par-

ticular race or people. To destroy this

sanction without having any thing

to substitute in its place, was deeply

perilous ; and reason has been but too

seldom possessed of power sufficient to

recommend its truths to the mass of

mankind by their own sole authority."

25 ;]
' Is it open

to any given person to propose the

change, or to some definite number V

IX. I al, ...]
'There are two points for considera-

tion ; the one, is any given part of

their legislation right or wong when
viewed with reference to the best pos-

sible arrangement 1 the other, is it

contrary to the idea and general sys-

tem of the constitution actually esta-

blished
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bparta.
^^^, ^^^^ ] ^ -

iirapyeiv, Se-, paSiov. yap -, §^ ?·- yap eSpvov aTvyJj-

3 8. 3 . ovSev

12698 ' (5' yvLa,",^ -
Sia \ -' § ,- yvv -^ ,^- , ^^, -
·^ Sia -

4-, ^,- ] M-yvv. §§, y pyS,
§ yap' ,' . §^ , -

5 . " yvaa
\8. yap

1 ' ^»] ' lei-

sure, freedom from attention to the

first necessities of life.' This is allowed

by all to be the basis of existence for

the Greek freeman. To secure it slaves

were necessary, and in the case of

Sparta these were the Helots. In

principle this body of men was neces-

sary, and yet practically the relations

between them and their masters were

very unsatisfactory. Nor was this the

case only in Lacediemon. Thessaly

was an instance of the same thing.

Crete was free from the evils under

which the others suffered, but this

might be traced to peculiar causes.

Tj... vfvearfia] Compare

Grote, II. 369 and foU.5€] ' watching for.'

3 It was the common interest of

the cities of Crete to make common

cause against the serf population., ...] These then were

not Penestse, but tribes more in the

position of the Laconian Perioeci.

4] 'If left unchecked.'

·;, ' if harshly treated.'

oh ] 'AVhen this is

the actual result they arrive at in re-

gard to their Helots.'

5 %] =

of § I. and irphs-
= .
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jvvrj, SrjXou eyyv? Sla3> Sei ^1'^

' re avSpwv ,
ev eyei irepi ,

eivai Sei . OTrep 6

€€ yap 6 elvai-, 8 -
, § ^ -. - 7»] ,
-^,, ^ '-, 6/ - 8^ " '8·. Sio', 8. 9',, ^' §,'' ,^ .^ §''

] ' divided into two

equal parts.'

'' 8<rais, ...] We have the

same language in I. xm. 15, 16.

6 Sirep ] ' This actually was

the result at Sparta.'

7 To gratify this unbridled luxury-

money will be wanted, especially if

the men are inclined to submit to the

government of the women. A high

value therefore will be set on wealth.

Comp. Grote, ll. 513.

8 Police yap] The yap refers to the

words yevQv.] Eih. . . 3· · 79'
b. 9, the same word occurs but spelt

differently,$, ' easily led,'

. P.

'inclined to.'

'] sc. TO yvvaiKOKpaTuaSai.] ' during the

period of the Spartan Empire.'

9 yv] I. Vll. 2, the word

occurs with a substantive,.(, . . .] Mr Grote, in

his notice of this passage, 11. 507, note

3, thinks that Aristotle is hard on

the Spartan women, that "he pro-

bably had formed to himself exagge-

rated notions of what their courage

under such circumstances ought to

have been, as the result of their pecu-

liar training. "We may add that their

violent demonstrations on that trying

occasion may well have arisen quite

6
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^P'^'"'^'^- · € yap ovSev,-
ev , Se-/ -
'.

1270 II . yap Sia( riroXvv,^ ^§,-' 8^ Sia( yap ^, Si ,
2 (5', ., StjXov .
«' , 8

^3 , ] . 8,, - -', -
as much froin the agony of wounded

honour as from fear, when we consider

what an event the appearance of a con-

quering army in Sparta was." Com-

pare also, Vol. X. 304, the account of

the Theban Invasion alluded to by Ari-

stotle.] The lax discipline of the

Spartan women can be accounted for

without difficulty.

1 1 ^] ' They lived away

from.', .. .] On these early

wars of Sparta with its neighbours, see

Grote, Vol. 11. 555, and foil, chapters

VII. Tin., ,. .] ' So far as they

themselves went they presented them-

selves to then- legislator ready pre-

pared for his operations.' Does not

the whole passage seem to imply that

Aristotle placed Lycurgus much later

than he is usually placed, after these

wars in fact ; whereas the general view

is that the Spartan successes in these

wars were in a great degree attribut-

able to his measures of reform.

yap ^ -;]
Compare on this subject Arnold's Lec-

tures on Modem History, Lect. I. pp.

TO, II.

5 ', .. .] ' but as they

resisted, he desisted.' Grote, 11. 508.

12 ] The women.

13 ov, .-. . .] 'not only to

introduce a certain disorder and inde-

corum into the social relations within

its own natural sphere, but to contri-

bute considerably to the tendency to

avarice.''^ '
would seem more natural, connecting

it with TToXiTeias ; or the neuter plural,

if it is connected with Trepl

yvvaiKas. As it stands it must be

connected grammatically with ^-, and TTjS\6 must be looked on as equi-



II· 9·] .. yap Trepi - ^^*"*^·

(€ . yap 14

\1, 8
SioTrep -. ^ Sia· yap

', , SiSovai ^
) ^' ^ ·^ avayKaiov' '. 5

yuvaiKcov "^3
Svo, yvovv, \ Sia

SiSovai yXa. ^
6Xyv . '^ SoOvai' ^ 3€-
, , )^ SSv.
TOiyapoCv " \ 6• \ , ^ -. yyov § 8 pyv 8^ yap 'Xyv

^wvyv , ' Sia oXyavp-. Xyo (5' - i?

8§ , yva oXiyavOpw-

" Bekker.

valent to €^.
My construction is meant to express

what I consider to be the meaning of

the passage, rather than to keep close

to the Greek words.

^. yap] This mention of avarice

leads me to speak of property.

14 ] why ^, not- 1] If is kept,

then it must be referred to eis;
fjKuv ; but with Stahr I read, as

giving by far the best sense: 'You

have the same result either way.'

15 -^&] The seems

superfluous : if kept it must be 'even.', . . .] 'And if a man
has died intestate, then his heir, who-

ever he may be, has the disposal of

the heiress.*

16 ipyuv] 'By facts'

—the actual course of events.-] Leuctra. Grote, X.

263. It was fatal to Sparta, both on

accoimt of the large relative loss sus-

tained, and also on account of her

diminished prestige.

17 i'Tl , ...] It

would appear (Grote, 11. 549) that

Aristotle is the only authority for this

fact, which is said to imply the acqui-

sition of additional lots of land. On
the other hand, Herodotus, ix. 35, is

very positive in his assertion that Tisa-

menus and Hegias·" \·.
6—2
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Sparta, x/otj/ ^ eivai" . '
, Sia

8 avSpwv . 8 6

1270 §.̂-,-
'8·

, 3 -,, § 8,.' · '^ -, S' 8-,- -
20, ' Sia - . 8}] 3-

\-, \ § 8' 3-, ,. \ Sia^ \ -
" Bekker.

] In Herod. VII. 234·

Demaratus estimates them at 8000.

18 vxevavTloi, . . .] 'Contrary to

what is right when looked at in refer-

ence to this reform.'] 'free from military service,

'

as, I think, Victorius and Schneider

rightly interpret it; not "free fi-om

garrison duty," as Liddell and Scott

translate it.

19 ] rather.] why this tense ? Is it that

in Aristotle's time it mattered httle

whether they were so or not, but

that he is stating the result of histori-

cal experience during the period when

the Spartan Ephors were the most im-

portant body in Greece.

20] The Oxford text reads

' Kvhpioi.s ; but it is better to keep the

reading of the Berhn Edition, p. 1270.

B. 12, and suppose that it refers to

some misconduct of the Ephors in re-

ference to the pubhc mess, which, from

X. 5, bore anciently the name of dv-. I cannot agree with Schneider,

who thinks that misconduct relating

to the syssitia could not be important.

They were one of the most important

features of the whole system, admission

to them was the test of citizenship
;

and we can quite as easily conceive

that theh- mismanagement threatened

the safety of the state, as some miscon-

duct that concerned the small island of

AndiOS.

€'] ' as far as depended

on them.'--] ' to court them.'
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, € \ Sparta.

yap . ' 2-^' yap 6

Sia y, '' ,
7pyav. yap 23

', Kaya9o\ ypoav (^-
yap ^, 6

yap ^. ' 23

^ ,
yap . -

yXv, ,
aoyvova /caret ypaa, - 24

yov · yap,, ." ypvv -] through the dis-

turbance of the kingly functions over

and above the flaws in the Ephoralty.

22 rrjv,
. r. .] is the accusa-

tive before€, the subject of

the verb, not its object. The only

difficulty Ues in,, which I cannot

but consider an inaccuracy, introduced

by a species of attraction to .
Schneider agrees, as does Corai, but

Stahr dissents, and construes the pas-

sage so as to keep ; but surely

the context is against this ; the' ol .% is equivalent to, ol^
etvai .

KayaOoi] in the political

sense— the upper classes, not without

some admisture of the moral sense.

23 !$] This leaves it quite

uncertain what the method was, Grote,

. 463.] ' merely on their own

judgment.'

24 '] 'not in ac-

cordance with, not consistent with,'

Grote, U. 468.] better.
KapTepeiv] Comp. Nieb.

Pref. Vol. I. xxvii. : "Theirs was no

state of unnatural constraint, such aa

under the laws of Sparta, where in the

opinion of other Greeks the contempt

of death was natural, because death

burst an intolerable yoke."
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Sparta, -. eTTieiKwv yap ^
25 7|009 av^pajad'iav ray^ eiireie ( Trj.

ye Sia' eivai -
yap, ^ \, \

1271 ypa. Se 7€78
ayao ^,

26. Se §§€ -
. SioTrep '. 8^ <5'· Se Trj ya\ Siopov,

27 \yov SiSovai § . §' yepvv,] 7§§, ^-' § yap -
28 \ . (5'

6" yap' yepvv' ^\ yap

y-
Sia

29 . Se,,
25 ] 'and yet even then it

would be questionable policy.' Grote,

II· 475·0 , ...] ' But

when so educated that even their law-

giver himself distrusts them.'

26 Grote, V. 483, quotes this judg-

ment as the basis for an inference as

to the effect at Athens of the Elders

sitting for hfe.{\ 'irresponsible,' 'without

accountability.'

(.'] 'check, or control.' Grote,

II. 472.

27 aiTbv] ' to canvass per-

sonally.'

28 &Trep , ...] Compare be-

low, § 37,-. So

here, the legislator has completely

failed in attaining a correct view of

what is required.$ yap, ...] 'For it is

from his wish to make his citizens am-

bitious that he adopts these means in

the election of the Senate.' ,
not Tovs TToXiras, but the sanction

given to personal canvassing.

ovSels ydp] refers to the-
'. I attribute this object to him,

'for evidently no one would ask for

ofKce unless he were ambitious.'

29 ei /iic eVric] The
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6 ovS" '3 3°, §' yoGv

avSpaaiv SiOTrep^ ,
\ Trj eivai. 8
(piSiTia . ^ yap 31, '" Se . Sel, 8
Sairavav, ^ --, yap8 - 32, 8

yap paSiov, Se 6", 3 -". \ 33, ' yap -
'.

order should rather be >
.

dWos] Below, III. xrv. and

foil.

rhv ] ' be

selected with reference to his own life

and conduct.'

30 7oOy] Is not this a

• later stage of feeling, and scarcely to

be supposed existing in the mind of

Lycurgus ?'] ' They were in the habit

of sending out.' Instances will occur

to every one. Grote, ll. 469.-^] On the perpetual dis-

sensions of the Spartan kings, see

Grote, 11. 464.

3 1} This word seems here

to mean not so much a ' meeting' as

a 'contribution.' The passage quoted

from L. and S., Herodotus, I. 64,-, gives the nearest ap-

proach to its meaning here.,^ ' To meet this

expense.'

32 Spos , K.T.X.] ' The right of

citizenship has this Hmit fixed.' From
this arose the body called oi,
the Inferiors, Spartans disfranchised,

but with the power of recovering their

franchise. Grote, II. 482, and 525, not.

33 ^T(pol rives'] Who are meant ?€ yap yivcTai airtos] This is

a statement of which we have hardly

adequate justification. Mr Grote, ix.

327, thinks it founded on the case of

Lysander. Comp. also p. 376, where

the king and admiral are united in

Agesilaus.
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Sparta. aiSlois'^ ^^/ . Kat

34 (5 (5e Trj - ,
1271 ,- . '-,- §^ § -§ §

35 . 8 -̂
Si· ,

36 , . -
S' - ,.§ -", ' Sia-

37 ,] ·
., <5'3.

^ dtoios Bekker.

aiSios] seems the trae read-

ing, and the weight of authority is in

favour of it. Vet. Tr., Stahr, Schn.,

and others, adopt it. In fact, Bekker 's

reading gives a sense contrary to very

plain statements. Xenophon, ffeU. I.

vi. 4. and 11. i. 7.

34 Trj] ' The j)revailing

idea.' Compare the language of Bra-

sidas, Thuc. iv. 126. Plato, Legff. I.

628. E. foU.

35 This mistake of direct-

ing aU their energies towards excel-

lence in war.

^] Eth. IX. viii.

4, 9. p. 1 168. B. 19 ; 1 169. 2 1, the same

expression occurs.

36 Koiva] Compare the

language of King Archidamus, Thuc.

I. 80 ; also Grote, ix. 322, 323, for the

two periods at which the language was

true.

{\ On this see Grote,

II. 493, and his note,

yrjv, ' · the country eastward of Tayge-

tus, since the foundation of Messene

by Epaminondas had been consum-

mated."

37 ToO\ 'of what is

really the interest of the state.

'

] For this tendency,

•with instances of it before Lysander,

and the stimulus applied by Lysander,

Grote, IX. 321, 2.

It seemed needless in the case of

Sparta to do more than refer to Mr
Grote. Any one who wishes to go

further will find all necessary references

there given. Nor is it necessary to

dwell on the unfavourable judgment of

Aristotle on the Spartan institutions.

They arc not likelj' to be overvalued
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• . ,
-, 3 . Crete.

] §,, 83 . 2, ^ -^, §\^
Sia ", ,

now. Ai'istotle's long criticism was

partly due to the prominent position

Sparta had held in earlier Greeli his-

tory, partly also to the fact that Plato,

in his Laws, had criticised them. So

that the chapter of Aristotle is a con-

tinuation of the criticism of that work

given in oh. vi. That had touched

the speculative or ideal part of Plato's

work, this touches one point in the

practical. For the Laws are a discus-

sion between an Athenian, Lacedie-

monian, and Cretan, of their respec-

tive constitutions, and on the princi-

ples on which a new state, if foimded,

should be based.

X. I Unlike Sparta, there is in the

case of Crete no historical importance

to justify much attention to it. A
fragmentary sketch is all that is now
possible. And it is to be remembered

that Crete was not one state but an

aggregate of states, so far as we know.

Hoeck seems to think that Lyctos

(which C. F. Hermann speaks of as

"considered a daughter state of Lace-

dsemon") was the one most present to

the mind of Aristotle. I pass to the

consideration of the text of the chap-

ter, referring any who would inquire

further, to the article on Crete in

Smith's Geogr. Oict., where the sources

of information are indicated.

7rape77iis , . .. ]
' Though it

borders very closely on the Lacedse-

monian, and though it is in some few

points quite as well arranged, yet for

the most part it is less finished.'

yap ^ot/ce, ...] Scarcely any

recent writers accept the view con-

tained in this sentence. Comp. the

article above quoted, p. 704, a.] Eth. I. vii. 17.-, ' are less articulate, distinct.'

Comp. Bonitz, ad Metaph. 986. B. 5

:

" est rem ahquam quasi per

membra et artus distinguere et cerium

in ordinem redigere, ut unius corporis

referant similitudinem."

2 On the various accounts of Ly-

curgus, comp. Grote, n. 452.

iTTLTpoTreiav] 'the guardianship.'

On Charillus, or CharUaus, more

will be said later, VIII. (V.) xii. 12.] ' found exist-

ing.' This surely is the fair and

natural way of translating it, and, if

allowed, points to the previous exist-

ence of Dorian institutions in Crete.
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Tore. Sio -
3 -^, MiVw^ . SoKei ^'' ' »/
yap \, -3
-Trep] yap tiJ -, Tfj ''

4 8. Sio -
6 ', (5', Se ^ '-. " ^' .

5 .
272 , ]

\ y ^' avSpia, ^, ] \^
6 tv. ^.

yap 3 Trj K.p^],
§ 3 § ,, . §
, ,

3 ] to be taken "in its

simple natural sense." Grote, 11. 484,

note 2. ' The neighbouring states.'

On Minos, compare Grote, I. 301,

and foil. ; in p. 310 is pointed out the

distinction between the Minos of the

poets and logographers, and the Minos

of Thucydides and Aristotle.

7/905 7 ] 'To be

naturally qualified for holding the em-

pire of Greece.'] 'It commands.'

yap] refers to.
4] Herodotus, VII. 170.

' dvdXoyov] ' There is a cor-

respondence between the Cretan order

and that of Lacedaemon.'

5 ot] This is quite a dif-

ferent sense from that given § 3. The

sense here is the more technical one of

the dependent population, lower in

position than the Laconian perioeci.

6 ?£ ^, ...] Not only did so-

ciety in Crete as at Sparta rest on the

basis of a large serf population, but

also there is a correspondence between

the two states distinctly traceable,

when you come to consider the rela-

tions of the citizens, the civil society

in each case.' Tois -/] Does this neces-

sarily imply that they were equal in

number 1] That the Cosmi should

exercise this power would be the natu-

ral course when the kingly power had

ceased.



II. 10.] . 91-. /xere-
^' <5' ovSevo? ' ^^ ;§^ ' \ . ..

ev yap.8
, -, ' . S ,)]- 8' yap yvovv \ -

•,
Xopyla, Sh ,, ] ^ \.
8 - 9

6, ^'^ -, ' , -, ,8^, 3} ,..
yap ' ·,

yap · ^' -," , yap, Sia - '-

7] ' to join in rati-

fying.' Compare xi. 6. A simple

assent alone was allowed them.

Trpbrepov] Ch. IX. 32.

8\ ' on fairer terms.', ...] If Bekker's

reading is kept, what sense are we to

attach to the words -
? Are we with Hoeck to inter-

pret it of " the Dorian common land,

the state domains," or with Stahr, "of

the public revenues," " reditus pub-

lici," Schneider ? We know so little

of the facts that it is difficult to deter-

mine which is the right interpretation.

I have felt inclined to change the text

and read : yap yivo-

re -
4. This would point to two

sources from which the public tables

were maintained, the produce of the

public lands whether tUlage or pasture,

and the tribute or rents paid by the

subject population. It seems to me
the easiest and simplest way, but it is

not necessary.

9 wpos TT\v 6\^yoav'\ ' To secure

a sparing diet the lawgiver has taken

many wise measures.' , 'se-

paration.'

10 apxetoc] ' The board.'

€\ at Lacedaemon.
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^'"^^^· € elvai, 68
' , -

11 . ^3 ''^
Sia ^, ). '-

12 . S')]^§ · § -, "-
1272 15 8. ^,8' ,

Se ,
Se^

^4 6.
3 ,

' * Bekker. Bekker.

] This supports the

view given above of the construction

of Ch. IX. § 22.-] Their office then was

not for life.

1 1 Trepl cSf] sc. -,"^ will make sense, but I

am in favour of substituting --.
rb yap, ...] This

shews that the relative at the begin-

ning of the section refers to tovs --
of the preceding one. These are

prerogatives of the Spartan Gerusia.

yipa{\ ' Is a privilege gTeater

than they have a fair claim to.'

12 opposed to. In Crete the people submits

to, in Sparta it positively favours, the

existing order.

ovdi -] And as they

have no opportunity of getting money,

their office is no temptation.

13 TTjs ^ Their re-

medy for this error with reference to

the powers and choice of the Cosmi.] ' not such as a proper

allows, but rather one that

would suit a,' the closest and

worst form of oligarchy. VI. (IV.) v. 2., ...] depend of

course on.] ' in the midst of their office.'] ' to renounce.'

] I do not see the force of

. I should prefer ^.

14] 'The absence of cosmi.

'

The interregnum brought about by

the powerful, similar to the Roman
inteiTegnum, by which the Patricians

sought to elude the necessity of con-

cessions.
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8 Sovvai- SijXov ? Crete.

^ , ' €. Se3\ ^
\ ^ - -. 8ia(pep€i 5
Sia ^ - etvai ,',

\̂.', Sia

yap -. Sio 6, (5'' · yap

-^ ,8 ,." .
§8 }.·§

Carthage.

y '] 'And this makes it clear

if any thing were wanted, that though

the Cretan order of things may have

some points which seem to mark it as

a legitimate constitution, it is not one

in reahty, but rather an oligarchy.'] So below, VII. (VI.)

V. lo, where the word occurs in a

somewhat different sense. Here it is

' dividing so as to form parties.'

15 , ...] 'grant-

ing that those who wish to attack it

have it also in their power to do so.'

^·\{\ plural. Comp. Thuc. ll.

39, \.%. For the effect pro-

duced at Sparta by their institution of

Xenelasy,— the prohibiting the resi-

dence of foreigners—is produced at

Crete by the isolation their insular

position brings with it. ' Their dis-

tance is equivalent to xenelasy.'

16 ] 'on this ground also.'

Comp. Ch. IX. 3.] 'external domi-

nion.' In the historical period Crete

stands perfectly isolated.

^evLKds] The date is said to

be B. C. 344. Phalsecus, the Phocian

leader, crossed into Crete. Thirlwall,

V. 368. Grote, XI. 582, 599. Pausan.

PJioc. u. 5. probably means ' a

war conducted with mercenaries.' Such

were the 8000 men with whom Pha-

laecus retired, ~ , says

Pausanias. Diod. Sic. xvi. 62, 63, also

speaks of. Prom the ac-

counts the Cretans seem to have had

no power to resist in themselves, but at

once to have sought aid from Sparta.

This justifies the language of Aristotle

here.

XI. Before entering on the details

of this chapter on Carthage, I quote

Mr Grote's judgment on the historical

value of the materials we possess

:

"These statements, though coming

from valuable authors, convey so little

information, and are withal so difficult

to reconcile, that both the structure
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Carthage, , S' evia irapa-' . yap

\ -, \
}-§, ·

2, Se 3^ , \, , .
3 e^ei 8 Tfj^, 8 -

apyrjv (^, 8^,
§

4 . §, 8 ,^8 ' -
^ eire Bekker.

and working of the political machine

at Carthage may be said to be un-

known." He adds in a note : "Hee-
ren and Kluge have discussed aU these

passages with ability. But their ma-

terials do not enable them to reach

any certainty."

1 xe/9iTTws] 'remarkably,' deviat-

ing widely from the more usual type.

2 '^%] Stress must be

laid on the word ' ordered' in the sense

of well ordered ;
' disciplined' with us

has this force.

Tbv] The article seems not re-

quired ; if kept the translation is :

' we find an argument in favour of the

skilful arrangements of Carthage in the

fact that whilst it keeps its democratical

element it yet preserves unchanged

the system of its constitution.'

6tl Koi elTreiv] ' worth speak-

ing of.'

3 TO. >] Mo-

vers, Qeschichte der Phmizcr, ii. 492,

thinks these were ^, houses of

the aristocracy, political divisions, not

mere clubs, but much more closely

analogous to Spartan and Cretan sys-

sitia. Grote, X. 551, speaks of "col-

lective banquets of the curias, or the

poHtical associations." But he thinks

the comparison not a happy one.

TrKrjv xeipov, ...] 'with this

advantage however on the part of Car-

thage,' &c.

4 dre] I prefer reading

elra ;
' then there is a difference, and

a difference which is a superiority, in

the having them elected from these

famiUes rather than hereditary.' Grote,

IX. 330, note, considei-s this Cartha-

ginian system substantially the one

wished by Lysander at Sparta ; "not

confined to members of the same

family or Gens, but chosen out of the

principal families or Gentes." The

change of elra for eire is advocated by

Nickes, dc Arkfofelcs Politicorum li-
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' , evTeXeig wcri, - ^'^'^^< ^^- ^ .§. 1273

Sia - 5-' Se ).8 , ^'. §§, ' , 6

^. , 3 - 6

SiSoa^i 8 8^ ',\ \, , Se ^-^ ) ' -,, 8 ^
(^ ^ \^ ~,

Iris, . 54· Ann. I. porro illud differt

(et ita quidem, item ut prcestet) &c.

Stahr reads dre with Bekker, but in-

terprets it " und hier ist es besser."

e!>reXeis] Ordinary.' Bhet.U. 15,3.

p. 1390. B. 24.

5 ' The greatest part of the ob-

jections that would naturally be raised

against Carthage on account of ita

deviations from the best form of

government, are common to it with

all the constitutions we have men-

tioned. Those, on the other hand,

which would be urged on the ground

of its not fulfilling its own idea of an

aristocracy or a Politeia, fall under

two heads. Some of them point to

its leaning too much towards demo-

cracy, others to its leaning too much
towards oligarchy.' After > I

supply dv. I consider

not as his ideal state.

I

but in the more practical sense of

aristocracy, as in § 8.

ToO ^ -yap, ...] "The Kings

and Gerontes, if agreed, need not bring

a matter before the people, if not

agreed they must. In this latter case,

the matters so brought before it were

entirely within the competence of the

people to discuss as well as to de-

cide." Grote, X. 551.] sc. -^.
6 TOis] 'The two others,'

Sparta and Crete.

7 Tttirras] sc. Tas/, 'that

the pentarchies should choose the su-

preme authority, that of the Hundred.'

yap, . . .] "in-

asmuch as they exercised an autho-

rity both before and after their regu-

lar term of magistracy." Arnold, Rom.

Hist. Vol. II. 550.
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Carthage, ^ereoi/, e'i § twv'8(, \ ',-
8 ^. §-§[ ^

Siavoiav 8 · yap^ '^ 3· \
9. -^ oXijap-, 3 , ',' \ .§] yap Svo -, ,
10 . 8 3'

^- yap& ,8,
^"8, 8 8,

11, \ . ,
virh '] ' by the boards of

magistrates.' This passage is discuss-

ed by Arnold, Rom. Hist. . 553, note

10. But I do not see that his sugges-

tion clears up the difficulty. The pas-

sage in the third book, Ch. I. 10, 1 1,

only draws attention to the point the

two governments have in common,

the exclusion of the popular element

from the administration of justice,

leaving quite room for the difference

indicated in the text. The^
iv must, I think, refer to

the dWas '. There remains

the question, why one practice should

be more aristocratical than the other.

8 , . . .] 'The

most decided deviation in the constitu-

tion of Carthage from aristocracy to-

wards oligarchy, is in the adoption of

a view, which gains the assent ofmost

men.'

9. [\ It would seem

better to read : where

it stands, the is not wanted.^ payo]
These then were distinct. The suifetes

were not the commanders in war, the

captains-general.

10- (€] 'not lower

themselves m any way.'] "whether this is to be un-

derstood of paying money to obtain

votes, or, as is much more probable,

that the fees or expenses of entering

on an office were purposely made veiy

heavy, to render it inaccessible to any

but the rich." Ai-nold, Horn. Hist. 11.

548, 9·
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eivai , So^av, Se ^, ^^73 ^

eivai .
S' euXoyov KepSalveiv , SaTra- 12^ yap 8\§, S'^. Sio Sel ,

(-. S\ ~
6, '

-, ^' 3' .
% yap k'pyov . (5'' ,. ' , 4, -

yap, ',. Se

yap

Sia.^ S' 1,5, -
11 ] 'The government.'

This view of Aristotle that the govern-

ment can absolutely direct opinion, is a

remarkable one. It does not seem to

hold good of modem times, when, with

rare exceptions, governments are behind

opinion, if, fortunately, not directly ad-

verse to it. It is a view, however,

which was naturally held by those who,

like the political philosophers of anti-

quity and even of later times, held that

governments could be arbitrarily im-

posed on a people, not that they were

the expressions, or should be, of the

people.

12, . . .] Compare in

Michelet, Hist, de France, Vol. iv.

265, a quotation from the pamphlet

of Cldmengis: "Que si, dit-il, on leur

A. P.

rappelle le pr^cepte de I'Evangile, Bon-

nez gratuitement, ainsi que vous avez

refu, ils r^pondent sans sourciller

:

' Nous n'avons pas regu gratis, nou.s

avons acheti, nous pouvons revendre.'"

el, ..\.] 'If he gave up

the question of the wealth or poverty

of his governing classes.'

13 ] Arnold, Bom. Hkt.

. 550, I.

iv yb.p ' iv0s] Comp. I. XI. 3.

14] 'It is more in

accordance with sound poUcy.'

ws^] Compare Thue.

V. 66, yap dXlyov

dpxovTes .
15 ieyov\ 'They escape the

evils incident to an ohgarchy.'

7
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'''^'''^°'^· re? . yap \
Tro\iT€Lav. epyov, Set Se-

6 etvai Sia . S\

OLTrotTTrj , -
Sia . Hep] -3 ,' , .

12 -^ ^, -
irepi ' ^,, , -· \ -, , , ]/· .

^

2 Jlepl , ', '

, )

iwl ris 70€5] Comp. VII. (VI.)

V. 9 - €$. Am. II.

554) where the different views on the

subject are given. Grote, Vol. x. 545,

"This provision for poor citizens as

emigrants (mainly analogous to the

Eoman colonies), was a standing fea-

ture in the Carthaginian pohtical sys-

tem, serving the double purpose of

obviating discontent among their town

population at home, and of keeping

watch over their dependencies abroad."

^pyov] 'Is the result ofa happy

accident in their position.'

16 !] This is not easy.

Is it 'The laws oifer no remedy to se-

cure quiet,' making the genitive de-

pend on^. "in den Gesetzen

kein Mittel zur Herstellung der Ruhe

gegeben ist" 1 Stahr.

XII. I , . . .]
' never took any part in political af-

fairs, but were in a private station

throughout life.'' '/'] 'framers of laws.'

2^ re yap, . . .] This

is the language, not of Aristotle, but

of those who support Solon,] 'untempered.'

The grounds on which Solon was

spoken of by some as having first con-

stituted the Areopagus, are given,

Grote, III. 98. In p. 167 of the same

volume, Mr Grote has a note on this

whole passage about Solon. In it he

considers that Aristotle's own judg-

ment does not begin tiU § 5,

, . . . I cannot but think that

the passage should be more broken up.

In § 2, we have the view favourable

to Solon. In the first sentence of § 3,

we have a criticism of Ai-istotle on that

view. Then from

down to the opposite view,

unfavourable to Solon. And this again
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yap

TTayia oXiyap^iKov, ' -, . 3, - 1274', ,.· yap, -, . yap , - 4, \ ^. -" ,
is followed by a criticism of Aristotle's,

just as the other had been.

3 e/c]
If the arrangement of the passage just

given is correct, it would foUow that

Aristotle allowed Solon's claim to the

origination of the dikasteries. On this

more below.

yap'] ' The other ele-

ment in the state,' the( of the

previous sentence.

4 ] 'The demo-

cracy of our days,' in no favourable

sense. The language of strong conser-

vatives enumerating with disgust the

various changes by which the present

odious state of things had been brought

about.] 'cat down the powers of.'-/] The opinion I have expressed

above, that Aristotle allowed Solon's

claims to the origination of the dikas-

teries, I give with very great hesita-

tion, for it differs ft-om that of Mr
Grote. But I cannot but think that

Aristotle (if the chapter be reaUy Ari-

stotle's, of which I have strong doubts,

in any case, that the writer of the

chapter) thought the institution of the

older than Pericles, and

changed by him so far, that the mem-
bers of them received pay thencefor-

ward. That the writer was wrong in

this supposition, I am quite ready to

allow, for I accept fuUy Mr Grote's

view of the series of constitutional

changes at Athens. But from the whole

arrangement of the passage, as given

in the note on § 2, I think it is clear

that this was the vmter's view. Mi-

nute accm-acy does not seem to have

been his object, if one is to judge by

the language in § 6 ; and I cannot but

doubt Aristotle's using, as applied to

Pericles, the language of ^-^;!. This I rest not merely on

general grounds, but on a passage in

the Ethics, VI. v. 5. p. 1 140, B. 8,

where Pericles is quoted as the best

known instance of the! or wise

man. And over and above aU points

of detail, I find it difficult to see why
Aristotle, intimately acquainted as he

was vrith the Athenian constitution,

master of it by the most careful study,

(this is seen by his fragments), should

have abstained from an elaborate cri-

ticism on it, and yet thought it worth

while to throw in these few incom-

plete, and, in one point at least, inac-

curate remarks. Still we can onlj'

7 2
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\, ~..
state doubts, and not solve them. The

arguments in favour of the chapter are

given, Nickes, 55, Ann. 2
;

Spengel,

II, note 13, who is very strong in his

attack on Gottling for rejecting it.

Mr Grote also does not hint the shght-

est doubt of its genuineness. Spen-

gel's argument drawn from

seems to me to fail, if that

part is allowed to be, as I think it

should be, the language of an objector.

5 ] 'from an ac-

cidental coincidence of circumstances.'] '
' as much power

as was strictly needful, and no more."

Grote, III. 168.

6 i\ov%, /c. ..] Spengel

proposes to read . Even with

this change, the order of the classes is

incorrectly given, " anderes," he says,

'
' est bei dem Zustande unseres Textes

unbedenklich als corrupt anzunehmen

Vide die Worte ras ', . . . wo
wahrscheinlich stand ; sind

doch in diesem Kapitel weit argere

Fehler."] on the distinction between

theThetic census and theThetes, comp.

Grote, III. 158.

For Zaleucus and Charondas, comp.

Grote, III. 505 ; iv. 560-1.

7 avvayei.v'] ' To fonn a catena.

'

] From Smith, Biogr.

Diet., this would seem the only men-

tion of this personage. ]
' Staying there, for the purpose of ac-

quiring the prophetic art.'
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Xeyovtriv -
. 'E-yeVero Se 6-. (5' 6 ^8, '

Se //-
, 8^, , ', 8

;, §

Various
lawgivers.

',
Sia , -, §,. Sia 12741, ^," 8 ', 6 .

1.§ 'iSiov § SiKai --^-
(^ '^^^, Trj

] -. 'iSiov ,- 2

8 ] ' without

due regard to chronology. ' After \i-

7oyres I put a full stop, so connecting

the remark entirely w^th what pre-

cedes it.»»] The Bacchiad oligarchy

was suhverted by Cypselus about B. C.

655. Grote, III. 53-55. On Philolaus

and his history, comp. Grote, . 394
foU., who places him between B.C. 728

and 700.

96\ 'easily seen.'

TraSous] 'from

his "hatred and horror" of the pas-

sion.'

10 OeriKovs] 'laws respect-

ing the adoption of children.' Comp.

Herod. VI. 57, rjv res^.

.. .] 'That the ori-

ginal number of lots of land might

be preserved.' Comp. Grote, 11. 525,

note 2, where the passage is quoted as

shewing that Aristotle did not suppose

Lycurgus to have intended this.

11 T7]u,---] "the solemn in-

dictment against perjured witnesses

before justice." Grote, iv. 561. Plato,

de Legg. xi. 937, B. Demosthenes, Or.

47. P- 1139-

^'}, /c.T. .] 'In the ex-

actness of his laws he is more finished

even than lawgivers of the present

day.' ", II. . I.

12 ^] Mr Grote acquiesces,

II. 395, note, in the substitution of

this name for that of Philolaus, on the

condition of! meaning " a
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lawgivers
'^' ^' '^^'^ yvvaiKo^v ), S' 6 Trepi, ,

j'ivwvtul, 3 -^
13 ^. Se ,

iSiov, Sia, 8 \' ' S' ' ,, Sia

^, 0 8 ^,
14 . 8 '^, ,' 'iSiov' . -, ,.

fresh equalization." The simple sense

of ' equalization' seems the best, and

is -warranted by a passage in the Ehe-

toric, III. xi. 5. pp. 141 2, 16, rb,,. TriXeiS ev ^-, €
6.] occurs before, II. . .

Trepl , ...] This and

the other point of detail are here men-

tioned for the first time. The first is

given de Legg. I. 640, D.

re -. The second, ibid..
794) ^·

13 On Draco's legislation, Grote,

. fol., "not more rigorous than

the sentiments of the age." He is the

first strictly -.%] Comp. XI. 2,

eiiretv.

Pittacus. Grote, . 268. The par-

ticular law here quoted is mentioned

again, though without its author's

name, Eih. ill. vii. 8. p. 1 113, b. 31,

and Rhet. n. 25, 7. p. 1402, b. 11,

where Pittacus is mentioned. This

last passage makes the suggestion of

Muretus, that for av, we

should read rt, very plau-

sible. Mur. Var. Led. xiv. 21.

14 Androdamas of Rhegium seems

quite unknown.

TttS Kvpiai\ " existantes, " St Hil. :

"whklich bestehenden, " Stahr : 'ac-

tually in force.'



BOOK III. SUMMAEY.

WITH this third book begins a new division of the work. His

predecessors in political science, whether theoretic enquirers,

or statesmen who had put their ideas in practice, have been reviewed

and criticised. The results of that criticism have been partly nega-

tive, that is, have proved that there is yet work left for the political

philosopher—partly positive, for the rejection of erroneous theories

on the extent of association required by union in a state, necessarily

marks out the due limits of that association. Whilst vindicating

the family and private property against the theories of Plato, whilst

supporting inequality against the theory of Phaleas, Aristotle is

strengthening the assumption of the 1st book, that the family and

property are the necessary conditions of the state, and that there are

and ever will be differences among men. Still the constructive part

of his work has not yet been entered upon. He too, like some of

his predecessors, must sketch out an ideal state, a type to which

others may approach, and by their deviation from which others may
be judged. This is done in the three following books. But imfor-

tunately it either was never fully done, or has not survived to our

times. The work, as it stands, is broken off in the midst of his

theory of education ; and on many of the most important questions,

some suggested in his own words, some suggested naturally by the

subject, we are left without Aristotle's answers.

The opening chapters of this third book itself are devoted to the

solution of some simple and fundamental questions.

1st. The question. What is the State ? receives as its first

answer : a given number of citizens. This answer raises the ques-

tion, Who is the citizen ? answered in Ch. I. Some more popular

notions on the subject in Ch. II. lead him to the question, In what

consists the identity of a State ? This is made to depend on the

identity of its constitution (Ch. III.).

2ndly. As constitutions differ, the requirements of the citizen

will differ also. The good citizen will always be so called with

reference to the constitution of which he is a member. If that be

imperfect, he, if perfect as a citizen, will be faulty as a man. In

Aristotle's language the question takes this shape : Is the excellence
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of the man identical with that of the good citizen ? The answer

must be negative except in the ideal state, and even in that ideal

state strict theory compels us to say that it is only in its magistrates

tliat we find the two absolutely coincident. But as in that state the

citizens are in turn citizens and magistrates, in all alike the two will

coincide, but it will be a question of time, it will be only, that is,

when in power, that there will be scope for the full exercise of perfect

virtue. These alternations of perfect and imperfect excellence are the

necessary consequences of the conditions of Aristotle's ideal state,

which is formed of a number of citizens equally good, who must

therefore be in turn rulers and ruled. (Ch. IV.).

3rdly. In such a state the qualifications of the citizens must be

high, and for the attainment of these long training and high educa-

tion are indispensable. But these require leisure. The class then to

which leisure is denied by its circumstances must be excluded. This

is the ground for his answer to the question. Are the artizans,-
, citizens ? They cannot be in the ideal state, such as Aristotle

conceived it. (Ch. V.).

So far by way of preamble. The general test of a good govern-

ment, varieties being granted, is, that it is for the good of the

governed, not that of the governing body. (Ch. VI.). That body

may be one man or more than one. If more than one, it may be a

small minority of the whole or a large majority. In other words, it

may be a monarch—an aristocracy—or a politeia. Such are the

divisions of governments, based on the principle of the number of the

governing body, when the end aimed at by the government is the

right one. But make the interest of the governing body its para-

mount consideration, and still adhere to the same principle of divi-

sion, and your names change ; and the new names are tyranny

—

oligarchy—democracy. These three are called deviations from the

right forms. The members of the two series are looked on as

theoretically on a level, but practically in both there is a difference

in Aristotle's view, a difference even more strongly marked in the

last than in the first. (Ch. YII.). Oligarchy and democracy are

exa mined at somewhat greater length. The characteristic of the first

is found in wealth—that of the second in poverty. Accidentally

wealth resides in the few—poverty in tlie many. (Ch. VIII.).

All governments are based on some claim of right. The true

ground of discussion, when examining the several claims, is this

:

You who claim more, do you contribute more, not as rich men, nor

as artists, but as citizens ? If so, your claim is just ; if not, j'our

claim is unjust. (Ch. IX.).
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Where shall the sovereign power reside? Shall it be in the

many or the few? This is discussed with a leaning to the many.

(Ch. X. XI.).

The state is based on justice, and justice is equality. The ques-

tion is : Equality in what ? A series of difficulties are started, and

the most definite result is this : that legislation involves the idea that

those legislated for are equal in race and in powers. If the fair

limits of this equality are overstepped, those who overstep it are

practically liable to ostracism, theoretically they are the natural

governors of their state. (Ch. XII. XIII.).

The remainder of the book i on Monarchy, the various forms of

the government of one ; and is mainly descriptive, partly specula-

tive. (Compare Mr Cornewall Lewis, On Methods of Observation and
Reasoning on Politics, Vol. I. ch, iii.). Five forms are given : the

Spartan—barbaric—Eesymnete, or elective—heroic—absolute, either

tyranny or ideal monarchy. (Chaps. XIV. XVI.). Hereditary

monarchy is not favoured
; nor, speaking generally, monarchy : but

the judgment on it must depend on the state in which we find it

existing. (Ch. XVII.). He adopts as his own ideal state evidently

not monarchy, but the second form, aristocracy in its ideal sense,

the government of a certain number, which number under the con-

ditions of human nature can hardly be very large, of citizens well

qualified by moral discipline and intellectual training for a wise

exercise of the functions they are called on to discharge.

The opening of the book at once carries us back to the end of the

first book : ' eire\ irep\ (<;^,
he .\< Xektsov,^ ? €9 <;?, -] '//, €\1/
·\ - Trep\ <: <;. (Book II,).

Compare also I. m. 1.
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I. I Trepi] genitive sin-

gular, as opposed to^. See

note on I. xiii. 15.

vdv ydp, ...] That the idea is

not clear, is evident from the fact,

that at present men are at issue, &c.] The constitution is

an aiTangement of a state ; a state is

a whole made up of parts, those parts

are citizens. Who then is the citizen ?

How shall he be defined ?

2 Comp. I. I. 3.

yap, ...] 'For the idea of

the citizen, like that of the state, is by-

no means clear.'

3 rijs/] 'This

name of citizen.'] 'by the simple fact

of residence in a given place.'

4 ;] Only so far.'

ware , ..\.] 'as to be

parties in suits, defendants and plain-

tiffs.'

yap^, ...] 'for this
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would apply to those who are associat-

ed by commercial treaties.' " In law-

suits between citizens of different states

there existed, by virtue of a particular

agreement, an appeal from one state

to the other." These appeals were

the !/, covenants or

treaties for mutual protection, as op-

posed to the system ofsimple reprisals.

Bockh, Puhl. Econ. of Athens, I. 69.

yap$] Schnei-

der, with Vet. Int. and others, leave

this out : Stahr retains it, but puts it

in brackets as suspicious. St Hilaire

retains it, hut his translation scarcely

meets the difficulty. I thmk it may
be defended. In fact, though the pas-

sage is confused, I am incMned to look

on it as hardly clear vrithout these

words. I should include in a paren-

thesis the words yap kol-

vwvovaw. The roiJrois I should refer

to^, the to, . .. 'Mere residence

does not make a citizen ; if it did,

slaves and metics would be citizens.

Nor again, does a certain community

of rights, that, viz. of appearing in

the courts of justice. Again the me-

tics would be citizens Lf it did. Though

it is true they do not always possess

the right in its full integrity, they can

only appear by representation.

'

] Comp. Isocra-

tes. Or. VIII. p. 1 70 : -
Kovs TOiovTOVS, o'/ous irep av, 'to provide

themselves with a patron.'

5 iyyeypaivoi\ 'enrolled in the

list of citizens, ' eis ypa-, the book in which the mem-

bers of the demus were enrolled.

Grote, rv. 178, note.

Toi)s] past the age of 60.; ^, . . .] 'But yet not

quite without a qualification ; we must

add to the statement in the one case

that they are not full citizens, in the

other that they are past the age.'

y\a'\ Open to no objection of

this kind requiring correction.'

ybv'] These two are-^, not.
6 , . . . ] 'a citizen in

the strict sense is defined by no one

other thing so properly as by his sharing

in the administration of justice and in

the government.'
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avayKuiov Se.-

0 5'] The change to the

masculine is abrupt, but caused by

what follows. This makes it clear that

"-PXV^i lie means legislative power,

the power of the.
7 70/)] 'for we have no

name to express that which the two,

the member of the judicial and the

member of the legislative body, have

in common. Let it be then, for dis-

tinction's sake, called "an indefinite

magistracy." "We consider then as

citizens, those who in this sense are

members oftheassociation.'^,
sc. rijs.

8 ovv, . . .] 'The sense of

the word citizen then, which would

best suit all that are called citizens,

may be said to be this.', ..\.] 'in the

case of general names which stand for

individuals differing in kind ;' or,

wherever the things that correspond

to the name differ in kind,' ("die

einzelu zum Grunde liegenden Theile

der Art nach verschieden sind, " Stahr,)

'and one sense is the primary, the

other secondary, &c. : either there is

absolutely no common element, or

one which is very difficult to trace.', 'scantily.' It is the case of

analogous words, or equivocals. -, Categ. i. i. p. i. i.

9.] is the generic term,

the various species differ vei-y widely.\ ambiguous, and if order of

time is meant by the word, then the

statement is not correct.

dvayKoiov erepov] If the whole dif-

fer, it cannot but be that the parts

differ ; the is but part of the.
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" Bekker.

Tlie Citizen

defined.

/), ...] 'looking at this

distinction, we must remember that

the above definition of the citizen will

apply with most propriety in a demo-

cracy.' Stahr puts a full stop at-
\lr-i\i, I prefer altering that after/-

5?7/ios] ' democratical element.'

\/]%\ 'assemblies summoned
as occasion required.' At Athens they

would be extraordinary, as opposed to

the regular assemblies. In the case

supposed by Aiistotle they are the

only ones.

/] "verscheidene Behor-

den." Stahr. 'The administration of

justice is conducted by different parts

of the state.'

1 1 ..<\ II. II. y. See note.

Tlie general object is the same, at

Sparta and at Carthage ; the admi-

nistration of justice is entrusted to the

few, the magistrates ; not to the peo-

ple, assembled in large numbers, as at

Athens. The rives =.' Ixet yap, ...] ' However

the definition of the citizen admits of

correction.'

Tttis] as opposed to iv --.
12 ,'] 'He who is ad-

missible,' to whom the right of access

to office is not closed.$] ' of the state in

which he has this right.'

II. I ] should be

read, ' Now for practical purposes the

citizen is defined to be.' This is sup-
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ported by Vet. Int., who translates it

' autem.'

] ' practically, '

'popularly
.

'

Comp. Poetics, vi. 23, 1450, b.8. -
^;, 'hastily,' 'superficially.'

2^' "siclilustigmachte."

Stahr. I prefer the sense of ' speaking

cautiously, '
' not wishing to speak out.

'

-'] The word stands both

for 'artificers' and 'magistrates.'-] Liddell and Scott give

the word from this passage

as a kind of kettle made at Larissa.

We do not know enough of Gorgias

at Larissa, where he is said to have

spent a considerable time, to make the

anecdote clear.

3 '] 'But the ques-

tion is really simple.

'

av] ' erant,' Vet. Int. I omit

the av, ' If they came up to the defi-

nition, they were citizens.' -
THv, active.

iKetvoi] ' another class involve really

a greater difficulty.', . . .] 'have been ad-

mitted to citizenship after a revolution.'% yap^, . . .] In

this passage Bp Thirlwall, 11. 74, wishes

to insert before, making

the new citizens to be taken from

these classes. Niebuhr, on the other

hand, i?om. SiM. 11. 305, note 702,

wishes to change the order,!^% ,
Mr Grote, IV. 170, note , prefers to

take it as it stands, and construes the

with both and.
A comparison of two other passages,

IV. (VII.) IV. 6,, and again in the

same chapter, § 14, ^^lOis

would lead, I think, to the insertion

of as the simplest way.

4 ] The question ia

not df facto, but dejure.
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, irorepov SiKalwg. '^'^^^^^'^'^"

eVi TrpocraTToprjcreiev, dp' ei SiKaiws, ,
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( yap TOiaaSe , -
^, StjXov }, 3§

'the^State'^. yap ' '-
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' d, ...] 'Must it not follow,

if you allow that a man is a citizen

on wrong grounds, that he is not a

citizen at all ?'

5 $~] sc. €6$
III. I 6%\ ' connects

with,' irpbrepov, I. I.

2 /] 'meet,' 'discharge.'] such for

instance as the laws of the fallen go-

vernment.

&ias, K. T. .] ' on the ground

that there are some constitutions which

exist simply by virtue of superior

force, and not for the common good.'

The reasoning must hold good for

the three forms ofgovernment equally,

says Aristotle. ' If then in any case

you have a democracy resting on mere

force, you must allow that its acts

(tols Tijs Trpafeis), are

the acts of the state in which it exists

(ttjs!, as much as {-
, comp. II. VIII. 2i) the acts of

an oligarchy or tyranny are the acts

of their respective states.' They are

all, they must all be

judged on the same principles.

3 ioiKe ' okeio? ;] 6705

is what follows, wws iroTk . . ..
' The difficulty we have been discuss-

ing seems to have an intimate con-

nexion with the question, how can you

ever say that the state is the same or

not the same but different V

7) 00c, ...] 'The most ob-

vious solution of the difficulty.' Such

seems to be the meaning of fjjTTjo-iS,
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"tiiTstate
^ ^"''"'^ ^^ yap^'
\ , ^'

4 -
7\· yap ' Xeyov "-. ^

5 . yap Srj ' yap -. \-
\ 7pypav· yk -

6 . ]^ -^· yapyo ,, 3 , ^

yvo ,
, . , 8 yvovv,

thougli it is forcing the word to make
it stand for the result of inquiry, in-

stead of inquiry. Compare his use of€$ in II. VIII. 13. Stahr takes

the same view, "Die zunachst liegende

Xiosung dieser Schwierigkeit."

4 , ...] 'The dif-

ficulty when it takes this form, is by

no means hard.', 'milder,'

'gentler.' For as the name of the

city may apply to several, to the in-

habitants of several places, the in-

quiry as to the identity of the different

places meant by the name presents no

difficulty. So I paraphi-aee the-; . . .^-.
, ...] The first ques-

tion arose when the place of residence

was not the same. ' Similarly when

the place is the same.' 'There is

equally also a question,' &c.

5 ' It cannot surely be that the en-

closure within given walls constitutes

identity.'] Compare Herod. I. 178,

191, 'which includes within its circum-

ference a space adapted rather for a

tribe than for a city.'

6 eis dXXop Kaipdu] IV. (VII.) 4.

?5 &] Compare on this subject

Arnold, Thucydides, Preface to Vol.

III. XV. , ...] 'But throw-

ing aside the question of size, and as-

suming that you have men of the same

race inhabiting the same place, then,

&c.'

7^/] Is the identity of the

state dependent on the identity of the

race, which is not impaired by the suc-

cession of generations ? or does it de-

pend on the identity of constitution ?

On this last, says Aristotle.
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Xeyeiv \ ^]|°°g^i^,,
Sia , Se ', e'nrep y^p 1276, Se -
^,^ '§ <^ -

36, ye \ 8, ,
Se , 8^ ^ ,, )

Sk. 8 ,' -̂. ,] , .
8 ^ 4

\ ggj^j^^^^78, . ' ^"^^

- ' '
goodciti-, zen identi-

cal ?

* , TroXireias Bekker.

] these

grounds.'

7 direp yap, /c. ..] Tor if we
allow that the state is an association,

and an association of citizens is a con-

stitution, then when the constitution

becomes in kind other than it was,

and different, it would seem to follow

that the state is no longer the same.'

I read \. If

Bekker's reading is kept, you have
;

one of the two ' TroXtreias' superfluous.

And the next chapter, § 3, shews that

the expression is legitimate,

5' ^.
\

J. .

8] is the predicate.

9 0705 ?repos] The point, as far

as I know, is not discussed in the

books we have.

IV. I After settling who is the

citizen of his state, he proceeds to dis-

cuss a question analogous to that dis-

cussed in I. XIII., and first mooted Eth.

V. V. II. p. 1 1 30, B. 29, ^ yap5 ' dyaBi^ elvai, a statement which anticipates

the conclusion of this chapter.] That of the man
has been given in the Ethics.

8
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Are tHe

good man
and the

good citi-

zen iden-

tical?

XijTTTeov. -7€ ,
). . 8

( yap , 6 Sh

_, 6 8, 6 ^' '^
2^ SijXov 6 ?
'^ , 8. yap kpyov

yap tcov.
3 , ,, ' -' Sio avayjcaiov' 3, SijXov^

S' avSpa -
4. ^^ 8^ ^ ,.

\ .̂
-] Compare 7.. xi. 5·

. II6, 14, on the subject of,
where^ are cited as examples.

6 , ...] 'That

whilst the most exact definition of

each will express properly the pecu-

liar excellence of each, there will be

none the less some common one which

will be adapted to all.' Vict, wishes

to read8, and is followed by Schnei-

der, but it is not necessary.] 'For safety in their

navigation is the object they all have

in common ;' and if they have in com-

mon some one object {kpyov), then they

will have in common some excellence,

yap^ Trpbs rh -yov ,
Eth. VI. ii. 7. p. 1

1 39, 16.

3 ' /] 'and

the association of citizens is their con-

stitution.'

Trpbs \] ' must necessa-

rily be referred to the constitution of

which he is a member,' comp. I. xill.

15. He is but a part, and like other

parts, can only be viewed properly in

relation to the whole. If so, and if

there are several forms of constitu-

tion, it will follow that the citizens

in the different forms will differ, so

that it is impossible for all citizens to

secure the perfect virtue, in other

words, to be perfectly good men.

4 ] A second argu-

ment. 'We may from another point of

view discuss the best constitution, and

arrive at the same conclusion.' -
irepl 9% TroXireias,

"indem man Zweifel und Bedenken

tiber die Moglichkeit der -
Teia vorbringe." Spengel, p. 30.

5 This clause is rather looselj"- ex-

pressed ; I consider it to mean : It is

impossible that a state should have

none but thoroughly good men for its

citizens, yet each citizen must do his
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yap aSuvaTOi' eP § , Sei ^"f
c\> ·/ \ 1 '> ^ 1 1

Sood man
' ' , ' an<l the

' ·. ·. / , , -? > y . / S°0'-^ citi-· , zen iden-

' 8, "^"^§ ^ (' 1277

^, 3 8,̂̂ . ' 6, '^'
"^ ) ^83 } 8,

^,, § -. ^ ^ 7^, 8 8',
St] ·^ § ,

S ^ . 8

* rbv 5i Bekker.

o-wn proper work ; tMs involves some

excellence, that of the citizen, so that

they will all be good citizens. But

then, as they cannot be all quite alike,

though excellent as citizens, they will

not be aU equally excellent as men.; ehai] II. II, 3,

yap yiuerai tt'oXcs .
6 = .
third argument. The mere fact of

the citizens being dissimilar, involves

dissimilar excellence. You would as

little look for its being one and the

same in all, as you would require one

and the same excellence in the front

and rear ranks of a chorus. MuUer,

Eumenides, 63, 64.

7 (] ' That then,'I. II. 10.' 3.pa] 'But will there not

be some case in which we shall find

coincident the exceUence of the good

citizen and the good man ?'

] 'We say then that the

good magistrate must combine moral

goodness and intellectual excellence,

whereas the citizen need not have thi^

latter in its highest form.' 6 -
is the reading I adopt on con-

jecture. We do not require; for

the simple citizen. See below § 18.

8 ^] ' So clear is it

that we draw this distinction, that at

the very outset, the education of the

ruler, it is said, should be diiferent

from that of the ruled. As in fact is

seen to be the case with the sons of

kings, who are taught riding and the

art of war.' For, Gottling

reads, which I should not

have mentioned, but that Mr Lewis

8—2
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Are the

good man
and the

good citi-

zen iden-

tical ?

TraiSelav -,
]^, ^]

\\\ ^,-^ ^. 8
] §6, ^']

6·, -^ ' §,
]-, ] Sia '^ '', ,8 .8 ], ]^ ] .)8 , 8, ' .

adopts it {On Authority, &c., p. 256,

note.) It is surely not necessary.] Fr. jEoI. VII.

9 In the good ruler then we must

look for the perfect virtue of the per-

fect man. But those whom he rules

are, not less than he, citizens of the

state. There is a wide interval be-

tween their functions, there will be

therefore a difference in their respec-

tive excellences. So in a given citizen

the good man and the good ruler coin-

cide, not in all citizens. It was a

strong expression of Jason's sense of

this diflFerence between ruler and sub-

ject, when he said he felt hungry when
not despot. Grote, III. 36, note, 'in-

cessant hunger till he became despot.'

10 aWa, . . .] 'It must not

be forgotten, however, allowing all this,

that by the common voice of men,

praise is attached to the capacity for

filling both positions, that of ruler and

ruled, and the general idea of the ex-

cellence of a citizen, is that he pos-

sesses this capacity, that he can both

rule and submit to rule.'

^ we must supply

€, or some similar word.

ei , ..., ' The good man must

have the virtue of the ruler, the good

citizen must have both ; but both are

not equally objects of praise.'

II , ...] This is

variously taken. Stahr supphes-
vera dvai after, as does

Schneider. "Victorius makes6
depend on. Agreeing with

him, I construe the passage as follows :

'Since then it seems that the ruler

must some time or other learn both(^ ), and yet that

the ruler and the ruled are not bound

to know the same things, whilst the

citizen must know both and fully share

in both, what follows from these posi-

tions may be seen.' The simple an-

swer as to what is required relatively

of the two, the ruler and the ruled, is

that in the best state it is a question

of time. And as far as I can under-

stand the passage, the line of argu-

ment is not continued in tlie next

sentence, but in § 14, yap X^-
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TTOTe SoKei ] Selu top *'^'"?

^ \ > r 1
good man\ -, Se and the

a ^ ' ' ^ - ' - ' ?
'^*!-^, . zen iden-' yap ^· Se

', iroielv ,^ Se avSpairoSooSei. 28 \ ^^.
SovXov <5' eiSi] / yap epyaa'iai.

ev · ^',, ^^ -, 1277

of? . Sio '
Sopyo ,'^ yeva. k'pya Sei 13

ayaOov §€ 8 uya-,
yap yva ^ Se SodXov.' ' yevei.^ yap Xyov 4
], Sel , --, payv payva \^-

Xoayava. Sio ). XeycTai

€, . .. All between these two

points seems to me out of place. It

interrupts the reasoning, and is in

itself superfluous, as it is in fact a re-

petition of points ah-eady adequately

treated in the First Book. Without

presuming to say that it is not Aris-

totle's, I have therefore inclosed it in

brackets simply to mark what I con-

sider the sense of the passage. It has

the air of being put in to explain the

connexion of yap-.
iarc yap] The doctrine is the

same as that of I. vii.

12 ' ddrf] From this to

the end of the section is to me even

more suspicious than the rest. It is

most unnecessary detail.

13 yap ^rt] 'For the result is

that the distinction is eflfiioed.'

14 yap'] ' For the very no-

tion we attach to the power exercised

in a free state is, that it is that which

the ruler learns to exercise by himself

obejdng.' Compare Grote, on the

character of Epaminondas, X. 487,

"An illustrious specimen of that capa-

city and goodwill, both to command
and to be commanded, which Aris-

totle pronounces to form in their com-

bination the characteristic feature of

the worthy citizen."
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Are the

good man
and the

good citi-

zen iden-

tical ?

Are ol

citizens ?

, ^ -. 8, 8 8 -
\ SuvaaOai \ -,", - ' -. \ avSpog Srj , 8- ). ^' \ -^

' ,,' ' ^ , -., ', , ' 6

6, \ ", ,^' '- \ -, -^ ' ,' , 6 (5' -. , ), .
1\ ' .̂

-
15] sc. of the two posi-

tions.

'] 'in both directions,'

'dans les deux sens.'

16 *It follows then that both are

parts of the character of a good man,

even though we allow that the virtues

as they appear in the niler, wear a

different face from that which they do

in the ruled ; I say virtues, for evi-

dently in the good man, when though

free he is yet bound by position to

obey, there will not be merely one

virtue, say justice, but there will

be different kinds of virtue, one kind

by which he shall be qualified to rule,

the other qualified to obey.'

17] 'Their function in

the family management.';, ...] one virtue

there is, and only one, peculiar to the

ruler,, the highest union of

moral virtue with the practical reason.

This is in agreement with his language

in the Ethics, vi. xi. 2. p. 1143, 8,

^ yap .
1 8 ^] This is equivalent

to the of the Ethics in the pas-

sage I have just quoted, which is said

to be.
V. I Thv-] ' Our citizen.'

TTOTepov ] ' Is he only

a citizen ?

'
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, ', el \
^^^°J^^^, re- citizens?

yap'. et§ , ev -; ^ yap 8. 3 ye 2/ 8 ; ^ yap £ 1278

3\ §, oCS' . yap, ', ^' 78 ,' (5' ' yap, '. ' 3

SoSXov ^ Sioirep

. § -
§ ,' , ^' , '

epyv vayav. 4

vayav Xopyov ^,
Se . (5'

{\ Compare on this sub-

ject, Herod. II. 167."] Such as we
have given him., sc. .) yap 5'] Here again,

we have these two classes marked as

distinct. III. ll. 3.

2 ye, ...] So far as that

point is concerned, we are not involved

in any difficulty. There are other

classes in the same state.] ' freedmen .

'

] 'simply,' 'without any

qualification.'] ' on a given supposi-

tion, ' the term must be qualified when

applied to them.

3 5\ ]
'The industrial population consisted

entirely either of slaves or aliens.'

d ] Rejected from the

ideal state, the artisan may yet prac-

tically be a member of the state such

as it exists. If so, his admission ne-

cessitates a qualification with regard

to the excellence we require in a citi-

zen. Such a standard as we set be-

comes now one by which all citizens

are not to be tried, nor all free men,

but only such as are free fi-om the

necessity of working to support them-

4 ' dvayKaiwv] If this read-

ing is kept, which perhaps is the best

way, short as it is :
' With regard to

such occupations, those who serve one

man in such points are slaves, whilst

those who serve the pubHc are artisans

and Thetes.' Looking at the whole

expression I had thought that avay-

was corrupt, and that the true

reading was . But it is

as well to acquiesce in the present

reading.
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citizens?^' SijXov, eicrlv ,

g €'§ eivai /, \, ev

elvai , ev ,
' el ] ev rj

SiSovTai^ ' .
6 Se - ^'^ -( ),8' \
7, § § -. 3

6· 673 ^ ,
8 .' eTrei Si'§

(^Sia -), ^' irapai-8 8, -

yap \] "Die

naliere Beleuclituiig des Gesagten."

Stahr. ' What we have abeady said,

of itself, if explained, clears up the

point.'

5 oi yap ohv] Here we have defi-

nitely the reason why Aristotle ex-

cludes the industrial population. If

by the arrangement of society the rea-

son ceases to hold good, the exclusion

would cease to be required. It is a

problem which seems in a fair way of

solution, in favour of the industrial

population, owing to their numbers,

their organization, and the ultimate

influence on the question of leisure for

education and self-ciiltivation which

machinery will have.

7 ] 'for a space often years.'

That interval must elapse between his

mixing in business and his admission

to office.] Middle. ' The law

di-aws in some of the aliens also,'

"zieht sogar manche Freunde zum
Biirgerrecht." Stahr. Eurip.ilfecZ. 461.

8 ), .. .] 'not how-

ever but that, when from want of ge-

nviine citizens they introduce such as

these, when they have numbers suffi-

cient,' &c.£$ ' &\. Comp.

Thirlwall, HI. 61, for Pericles' clearing

the Athenian register.

yvvcLLK^v] = , where

the mother only was citizen.
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Se ^. '^ , citizens?, \
^,

(( ^
yap 6 ., -. ^°" ^, ^

StjXov , 6, ' \, ' ,.' ^ 8, 6, ,
)., \§ . " ^*^*'^·

\
^ Bekker.

], adopted by Bekker

and others in place of , the

reading of the MSS., is rejected by

Stahr. Nickes agrees with him, Eoocur.

yi. He refers to (Ec. ll. iv. 3, where

Bekker has made the same change, and

supports his view by the argument that

is very rare in Aristotle,

certainly seems to make good sense,

referred to the subject of.
They make citizens those only who

have a father and mother both of

themselves, of the body to which those

who make them belong,' "aus ihrer

Mitte." Stahr.

9 II. IX. 648.£€'] "Dies Verhaltniss

verdeckt ist." Stahr. "Oil Ton a soin

de dissimuler ces difftlrences." St Hil.

Does it mean : where this exclusion,

though not expressed openly in the

laws, is yet tacitly acted on, it is with

a view to deceive those, whether set-

tlers from abroad, or bom in the coun-

try, who are merely living with them,

not really admitted into the state ?

And the object of deceiving them would

be of course to keep them quiet.

10 Ticiis ] ' That in a

given state they are identical, in others

not so, and he in whom they are iden-

tical, is not any citizen of that state

indifferently, but the statesman and

the man who, either singly or with

others, is or can be at the head of the

administration. Spengel proposes to

read^ (p. 29, note 30), but the

change is not necessary.

VI. I After settling these preh-

minary points, we now come to the

main object of the work.

T€&] 'Both gene-

rally, as to magistracies, and especially

the sovereign one.
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tlie°*
^9 . yap

ate. ,7\ ^' . Xiyw

2 § 6 8, <5' oXiyoi--· 8 \, 8 Xoyov. 8", ] 3 ]
3 . ' 8, ] § ^,, Sib ^^

KOivrj ,
4' . -'\, \^ ·

8 \ ) (^] 'the government,'

and the constitution of the state, or

more shortly, the state is its govern-

ment
;
L'iitat, c'est moi, is the language

of all governments, monarchical or

repubHcan. Compare Eth. ix. viii. 6.

p. Il68, b. 29, TroXis

etvai.
2 ] The sovereigTi in

each differs, therefore the constitution

differs, and our common language

allows that it does./] 'We must first take as

a basis for subsequent reasonings, an-

swers to the two questions ; What is

the object of the formation of a state ?

2ndly, How many kinds of govern-

ment are there V

3 iv oh, ...] marks very clearly

the scope of the First Book.] 'even if in no

degree in need of mutual assistance.'

Compare Eth. ix. 9. p. 1169, 6, for

the full discussion of this question., . . .] Still it is not

possible to exclude from the bonds of

union the element of personal advan-

tage which each member of the state

derives from the union, in proportion

to the degree in which each by it is

enabled to hve nobly.

4] sc. TO '. 'But

still men do fonn the social union

for hfe itself, and not for social hfe,

and when formed men keep it together

solely with reference to life and to se-

cure that, unless the hardships which

their life brings with it become past en-

durance.' Comp. Arnold, Rom. Hist. ..

167, "Nations, Uke individuals, cheer-

fully acquiesce in their actual condi-

tion, when it appears to be in any

degree natural or even endurable ; and

their desire of change, whenever they

do feel it, is less the wish of advanc-

ing from good to better, or a fond

craving after novelty, than an irre-

sistible instinct to escape from what

is clearly and intolerably bad, even

though they have no definite prospect

of arriving at good." Also, p. 554.% yap' ]
There is a question as to the place
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rod ^, ^
'^^^^^^'^f^^l\ , ofgovem-

, ' ' ' - ^' ' - '
ment.

vireppaWri . '^ , ^

\'.- ' paSiov

§\' yap ^ ^'. yap ^', 6

SovXo) ^^, ^§, § 8 '
yap^ 3 §-'. 8e \ yva6 7

", 3 , '\ ) ," - 1279, ] ,
yvav, 8 §

yap "^ yva'pvv
\, -. 6 ^ 8

ayaQov Se yevt^Tai ,
these words should hold. Some, as

Schneider with Coray, resting on the

Vet. Int., wish to place them after

TT]u TToKiTiKTjv. If I under-

stand them rightly, it is no matter

where they stand. In either case I

refer them to the social union express-

ed—if their present place is kept, by

the, if their place is al-

tered, by-. Rest

society and the objects of society on

the simple basis of mutual wants, a

lower one than Aristotle would wish

to take, still there results from it,

there is implied in it inherently some-

thing noble, some higher element.

Men cannot unite without eliciting, as

the fruits of their union, something

good. There is honour among thieves,

is an illustration of this statement.

5 ] Here begins the an-

swer to the 2nd question, €!
apxrjs, here called !.] This term may here in-

clude, and probably does, the First

Book. Compare I. v. 4, and note.

6 yap] It does not

answer absolutely to neglect the slave,

any more than any other part of pro-

perty.^

7 ] ' and it is this, not-, that we emphatically call-.'] sc. .
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"ent Mnds'
'^^'^^' ^^^^'<^ · 6 yap,

of govern- Se ^ ylveTai . Sio
'

- '^, ij

9 ", -
€, , rj, ,, '

10 8 Sia-, ' \
\ §

11 . KOivrj,,, \•8\, 8 -.
7 8

of*govern
"^ Tov /cat ,

ments. ' -
2 §. <5e ],- -,

^' -,
6 - -, ,

8 (ti^c- \·] for complete-

ness there is required; .
9 , . . .] Because they

look to the common good.

supply as nominative -
Xts, from.' ']
on these two principles. The expres-

sion is equivalent to a more coimnon

one, ., 'they think it but right.'

7)] 'as is the natural course.'

ev( \(LTOvpydv] 'That all should

serve in turn, and that each, after

holding his office, should again attend

to his own interests.'

10 5e] answering to the -
.

11 '] 'all govern-

ments that.' Comp. Isoc. Panath.

pp. 259, 60, vrhere the same conclu-

sion is come to as to the principles of

governments and their divisions.

VII. 1 '] for our

present purpose.
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Se x^oo? 'iSiov - ^^^^^^-· tf yap ments.^, Sel , ^-, 8 -
(5' , Sia ,
§ Tfj. 8, ,· <5'- yap8 4

§·^, r5' /^ -^, - 1279".,̂. - 6, Se,
Se'." , S', 8

7/ yap , -. . .] For -
5 is ,
Kcivwvia. rod '. -. Comp. I. I. and note.

3 T(Sc '\ ' In tlie case

of the monarchies we usually call the

constitution which looks to the com-

mon interest.' With t7)v-, I understand.
4 ' eff\0yws1 "Ces dif-

ferences de denomination sont fort

justes," says St Hilaire. I refer it

strictly to the last form of govern-

ment, and translate the passage :
' The

result is such as you might reasonably

expect ; for whilst it is possible to find

one man or a few of eminent virtue,

in proportion as you increase the num-
ber, it becomes difficult to find them
trained and finished generally; if to any

excellence, it will be warlike excellence

that will be developed in tliem. It is

one of which large numbers are sus-

cejjtible, and sowe find that in this form

of government the supreme power re-

sides in the military class, and it is

open to those who have got full ar-

mour.' Comp. III. XVII. 4. The pas-

sage is an avowal, that though in

strict theory he places the three forms

on a level, all equally right, practically

there is an intei-val, and the third form

is, from the nature of the case, not

susceptible of such perfection as the

first and second. It is the same con-

clusion as that of Eth. vill. xii. 2. p.

6, ^6, . This

will come more prominently forward

later, VI. (IV.) viii.
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Division a-Koowv Se (\ ovSeuia
01 govern- ' ' '

'
'

meiits. .
g lAei oe eiireiv

The cor- yap e^et ,
rupt orms.

^^^j -, ] .2' \ -^, '}],-, oXiyap^ia '

^, -'.
3 (5' . yap, ^

ij , '] ,
^ , ^ -

yov , oXiyap^^iav ,
. I] 'these last.' For

it seems clear from what follows, that

it is not the whole number that he is

intending to consider. His attention

is for some time concentrated on oli-

garchy and democracy. These seem

rather out of place, and ought to have

their treatment in Books VI. VII. =

(IV. VI.) Is it that their immense

practical importance, for they were

really the only free forms actually in

work, induces him to deviate from the

more strict logical sequence of his

book ?

Trepi, ...] 'It is strictly

the business of the philosophical in-

quirer in each department, not to over-

look.'

2} ]
* It is the rule of a master over

slaves where there had been a free

political society.' It is superinduced

on such a society previously existing.

"The tyrant," to quote from a passage

which fairly represents the character

of the later tyi-ants of Greece (Ai-nold,

Horn. Hist. I. p. 474), "bad broken

into the field of civihzed society, he

had seated himself on the necks of his

countrymen, to gorge each prevailing

passion of his nature at their cost,

with no principle but the interest of

his own power." The later tyrants

and the earlier desjiots must be kept

distinct.

3 ^] 'at the outset there

arises a difficulty, suggested by the

definition given.' The many might

be wealthy and sovereign ; or again,

the few might be poor and sovereign :

what shall we call such governments ?

The answer Aristotle gives is, that it

is in the wealth and the poverty that

lies the real distinction, the number is

an accident.

K&v d] ' even if anywhere.'
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So^eiep3 irepi .
''^^'g^ween"} eviropla (5' oligarchy

irpoaajopevri , okijap^iav cracy.

€v ^ ·^. e- oXtyoi ,
^^ Se ev ^ ,. - 5', ev ^ rj, , '8( ', 6

'709 3 -, ^ 88, § ^, S'-· Sio -' 8· 83 7

\ ^,, ] , ^ Sia 1280

€'? , oXijapyjav,,8· , '- 8, Sk·
yap oXiyoi, (5' · Si.

4 '] 'under these conditions,'

'from this point of view.'

5 TToXireiiii'] ' of their respec-

tive states.'

6 X07os] ' The course of the ar-

gument.' In this and the following

sections, I have altered Bekker's stop-

ping. Both after$, § 6, and, § 7, I substitute a colon

for a full stop.] In § 7, ^, we have the

particle that answers to the here,

' whilst the being few or many in the

governing body is an accident, &c.,

that by which really the two differ,'

&c.] emphatic, 'everywhere,

without exception.' So that he might

on his own principles, I. VI. 6, look

on it as a fact of nature./] ' So that as

a fact we do not find that the cases

supposed above occur, that the alleged

causes of difference really exist.' The

stress lies on and yivecrdai,

the genitive$ depends on al-

Tias, ras airias^-^.
7 - . . . -] More regularly it would be

, VII. (VI.) vill. 6. Com-

pare Waitz, ad Org. IX. vi. 5,
" Sae-

pius etiam ponitur ubi ^ magis

convenire videtur." He gives many
instances.

8 ' as] 'and wealth in the

one case, numbers in the other, make
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"spective'
>;7(?0/ Se TLva<s Xeyovcri oXiyap-

notions of v/a? , re oXiyapyiKov
justice. , , „ , ' ' ^. yap ,

9^ irpoepyovTai, \ Xeyovaiv, 6' eivai, '-, '
2 '. €
elvar yap,' iracriv .(, , ). . (5'

Trepl ' ' -
3 7rep\ , ,
\ 7payv
, ', ^ ,^

7payao 6ooyo, -, '^,' , . yev^
4 yv.

yap , ^, '-, ^ ', ,
5 '. yov. yap -

each party equally claim the state as

its owu.'

IX. I TiVas opoi/s^] 'what

are the hmits and definitions usually

adopted ?' And in these goyernments

it is peculiarly a question of limits, as

their boundaries are ill-defined.

Tcvbs, . . .]
' They advance only a certain way,

and they fall short of the full state-

ment of strict justice.'

2 t6 oh'] 'the question of the per-

sons to whom.' They omit the relation.

3 ] This agrees with his lan-

guage in the Eth. v. vi. 4. p. 1 131, i8 :

Tj ,. The \vhole of the

chapter quoted, which investigates£, ' distributive jus-

tice,' should be compared.

re - Ois] oh re

yap ', ,
oh -,.
1(-$ oh h oh ' (-) ' and the division will

be made on the same principles in re-

spect of the things divided, and of the

persons to whom they are divided.' It

must necessarily be a relative division.

iv Toh ,-] I doubt this refer-

ence, irporepov I imagine was enough

to Aristotle, who did not wish to sepa-

rate these two works of his by any very

marked distinction. They were to him

integral parts of one whole, and they

have been too little viewed in that

light. They are in fact two books on

political science.] Here again it is clearly for

6V1.

4 TO] ' The capital point.'
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<} oaovirep ,' 6 - notions of

- . / » ·, , , y f . ,/ justice.? jap eivai

SovTi , -. § 6

( yap § '
^' Sia §§^, ,§, Sia }· yap \ \}8, -,- yodv ay- 7

yv 8 ypa<pa\" ' \- 1280, ' ,
^ , §' §)8 §^, 8§.
<5' ^' 8

5 yap ehai] ' For they say it is

not fair.'^ ^^
' either of the principal or of the profits

accruing-.' This is perhaps the sim-

plest. It might, I think, be mascu-

Une :
' either of those who originally

contributed, or of subsequent genera-

tions of shareholders.

6 Wealth or property is but the

basis of the social life : a .
Hence the oligarchical claim becomes

unsound as soon as you rise higher and

state the real object of the social union.

Compare Mr Comewall Lewis, on Opi-

nion, ch. VII. xvii. p. 232, &c.^ ^rju '] Comp.

Eth. X. vi. 8. p. II 77. 8 :,, the equivalent of fijc -
..

,.] Compare II. II. 3·

ras] Ch. I. ^-S-] For a particular instance

of the union of these two nations com-

pare Grote, IV. 275, 6.

The sentence terminates abruptly at

the end of this section, and, gramma-

tically, there is no apodosis. The real

apodosis, in point of sense, begins with

§ 8 :
'

; and were it not

for the XI
of the next clause, the

whole might be ordered, even as it is,

pretty regularly :

— —^— ' —.
7 ] ' common to all the

contracting parties for these objects.'] 'of those who

come under the treaties.'

9
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o^^itites
^^'^'^,'^^'^'-^. ^ Sei ]

the social exi/xeXe? eivai nj y w? ^^], '-
union, /

,' \ , ,
'

t ^ »^ ^
yov. yap

6, . 6,, '
9 . ,. \ ,, ,. * -', ' ' ' ,, '',

6 ' 6 6 6 ^', ,, ]-
II, ' 7£?. ^ ;,, Trj

\ -, ','
8 \6yov] ' and not merely

in name.'

yiveraL yap] ' For otherwise.'] sc., aVo-

Bev is redundant really.] ' a mere treaty ;' a merely

negative thing.] St Hilaire quotes other

passages where he is mentioned by

Aristotle, but it would seem that be-

yond this nothing is known., ...] 'But that this

last is the true light in which to regard

law, as being oios iroieiv ayaOoii, is clear.'

9 ffvvdyoi] 'were even to bring

them together so that.

'

i!yaas] ' Intermarriages ;' ' and

yet,' says Aristotle, 'this is one of the

social acts which more particularly

characterise the union of the citizens

of the same state.' Grote, ii. 340.

10 ' ] ' Not even

so would it attain to the idea of a

state.'

11] 'a defensive alli-

ance.' The passage reads oddly, not in

the way of contrast, but of illustration

of the common language of our day.
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\ „ , , ^ , , - constitutes

aSiKeiv the social

/ / ·'^^ - ^ ·> -t/ union.- avajKaiov,' , (5'

'8, ' \
-, , 13

r ^ \ \ \ \ t t \ The real

^, to. Sio8
^"^j.^^e"

^• \^
S yap. ^, Se. " 3 \ 14 1281

\" (5° , ,§ . ^, ' .^ - ^5, ' §, -
S'. " ",." , 8 .

12 ] 'Security

of rights and property must exist, if

there is to be a state ; but it may
exist, and there need not by virtue of

its existence {) be a state, that will

be, &c.'

rais^ roh 7] 'Fami-

lies and aggregates of families.'5
in the place of" would have been

more consistent with his general lan-

guage.

13 ] This refers to

ev , ..., in § 12 : 'To secure

this,' &c. Comp. Elh. vin. xi. 5. p.

1 161, 18: ' VTTo- TToKi-

-.
rh] sc. , ..

ix. p. 1 169, b.

15 ] sc.\. It is to tliose who

contribute most to forward the true

objects of the society, that the larger

share in the government of the society

properly belongs.$ tl] Some part, and some part

only.

X—XIV. It must be remembered

that these chapters are quite apore-

matic.

9—2
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the su-
^ ^ , ,\ / ·> - <

preme TOP eva iravTwv,
power to

, , « . , 5 ^ ^

reside? ^/€. yap,

irXelovs elvai§€ >, aSi-

2 ', eSo^e yap ,
aSiKiav ^ \eyeiv ',, twv §€,. -^ y, 8

SijXov ^
33. " 6 ,8· yap ,

\ . '
> ^^ ',

).^ \, ", \ ,
§,.

8 \ ',
avay ,'' yap Xyov ^,

^' avayKaiov

5. ' ^ ',' 6Xyappov' yap .'
. I ^xetv] 'to involve

unpleasant consequences.'

yap] ' It can hardly be so, is

the answer, for it was the will of that

part of the state which is rightly sove-

reign.'

2 re ] ' A-
gain, take all together,' sink the ele-

ment of wealth and poverty, and look

merely to number.

7j y dperri] By its definition in EtJi.

II. v. c. p. iio6, 15, the very contrary

is the case : ac 17 -, re ei'^ dwoTeXu.

I

t6] Tj , I.

{

II. 16.

!
3 ' Spa] 'But does it then fol-

low?'] ' The other case supposed

above.'

4 )^] if not invested

with political oiEces. : compare

the Latin 'honores.'

5 Tb dvai, K.T.X.] "Tliat the

sovereign power should reside in a

man and not in the law is bad, liable

as man is to the incidents of passion.'
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yap ^. ITejOi -

Xyo'
6Xyo Si,^ -^, . /

yap, , ^, - 2' ,
opyvv' yap

], \ ylveaOai--- , '
\ . \ 3

k'pya yp, . 4, ]
yypava, ,

ye yypavo, . ei 5

AVhere is

the su-

preme
power to

reside ?

II

Ought the

many to be
sovereign,

or the few
best men ?

$] Only it will now
happen in virtue of the law.

XI. I ^] difficult ; can it be

' would seem to require a solution,' or

' to admit a solution' ? I do not see

what else to make of it, and of the

two I prefer the first. St Hil. gives ;

" peut sembler une solution Equitable

et vraie de la question, quoiqu'elle ne

tranche pas encore toutes les difii-

cult^s."

2 ^ sc.

\~/ .] 'just as.'

apeTrjs ^] Compare, for

the use of these words, I. il. i6.

] The ' Bellua multorum

capitum' of Horace, Ep. I. i. 76.

3 Plato, Rep. IV. 420, c.

4 TOVTiji] sc. .
5 'It is not clear that this lan-

guage can be always applicable, and

that in any people and any large num-

ber there will be this superiority of the

many to the few. Nay, possibly it is

clear that in the case of some it is not

conceivable that it should be applica-

ble. For if carried to its utmost length

it might be appHcable to the inferior

animals.' In the last case he means

that the combination of the several

points in which the animals are supe-

rior to man, might be considered to
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"''\' ^^"^ '^^ 3 ] €'8^ -
sovereign, Sia(popav oXlyoug

best men? (TTTOvSaiovg, Se SrjXov irepi '
~ . 6 Xoyog.

evioi ',
6 ovSev elvai €-. Sio

irpoTcpov Xuaeiev^,
€€6 ' \

7 oaroi £
yap'^ ' -
(^
' ^,

yap-, -
8. \,
9, . yap',,
prove that a given number of animals

collected would be superior to a given

number of men. This is an absurdity
;

but scarcely less absurd would it be

to collect a given number of savages,

and say they were superior to a given

number of educated and civilised

Greeks.

7€/)£ Tt} Eejecting the ex-

treme conclusion, Aristotle thinks that

there may well be cases in which the

position taken in § 2 may hold good,

in which the majority outweighs the

minority. Of course the majority must

be to a certain extent cultivated, and

their political intelligence developed.

They must be above the animals con-

siderably ; and for this good laws are

required. See below, § 19.

6 rT/i* ] sc..
SC. .\ sc. :

' The majo-

rity is composed of such as are not

wealthy and have nothing beyond the

average merit ;' ' no claim to any emi-

nence or distinction.'

8 This conclusion is in perfect keep-

ing with his definition of his citizen,

as given in Ch. I.

''] Compare II. xil. 5.
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"E^et ^' ^ sovereign,

« , ^ ^ \ . , , , , the few, best men?

vyia· , 3
\. 1282

8 SiSovai ,. 8' \ 6 -^-
6 -^ ,̂ aTToSi-^ 3 8 ^. ' 3 2
yap, \, )

\ ,'. ' '3-^, '" Sia 4

9 $\\ sc. (cat.
dreXijs] 'Incomplete.' I.. ii:

10 But then comes an objection.

The election and control of magistrates

implies the power of judging whether

their office has been well performed.

Can any be competent to judge but

those who have had actual experience

by the possession of office ofthe manner

in which its duties should be performed ?

A physician would claim to be judged

by physicians. Why should a magis-

trate be judged by those who are them-

selves not thought competent to be

magistrates ?

11 It is to be remembered that un-

der the term physician we include three

different classes. The man who merely

practises ( -.-%) ; the man who
combines with practice the true know-

ledge of the principles of the science

(0) ;
and, thirdly, the

man who has simply made himself

master of the principles (-
irepl ), and who has not

gone further. Comp. Eth. I. i. 5. 3.

p. 1094, b. 27, for this sense of-
$€.& W] 'and we are in the

habit of trusting for judgment the edu-

cated in this sense, those who know

the theory, as much as those who

know both practice and theory.' rois

:
' those who have complete

knowledge,' who are.
11 TO dpdQs] Compare his

language, Mh. x. x. 20. p. 11 81, 17 :^
6 ~/.] The term is here equi-

valent to.
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many to be
'^^^' \0jov, ctV rj TO Xlav ctpSpaTToSooSes

sovereign,( yap€9 uev €§,
or the few ' J, « . , ^ .

best men? oe( ·^),
6 , T^pya

yiyvuxTKOvari -,
' , 6

aiJTtj (^ S' 6 ^^, \^, 68 ' 6

^5. 86· 3' . §
yap, ', , ^
'!§§' yap'

6, \8 \, 3 payo \ ya
^^^ yXv. 8
\ '> yap .

^7 ' yap 6 ^ 6 ^' 6, ^ \ 6 8'
8 A.y 3 -

14] 'some time back.' XI. 2.

- 6^] This is the assump-

ti(in necessary for his argument in

XI. s-

OTL irepl , ..\.~\ If we
allow that there is force in the objec-

tion in many cases, it does not follow

that it holds in all. There are cases in

which the producer of a result and his

peers are not the only judges nor even

the best—the cases in which the re-

sults have to be used by others, and

when consequently those others are the

best judges. It is not the architect,

but the occupier, who knows the good

and bad points in the house he occupies.

15 Passing then from this objection

he turns to another closely connected

with it, in fact, almost another foi-m

of the same. The inferior part of your

state has greater powers vested in it

than the higher. You tinist more to

those from whom you exact no gua-

rantee, than to those from whom you

require strong ones, such as wealth

and age.

16] ' the present state.' The

answer is, that singly the many are

inferior, say in property for instance,

but then they are not trusted singly.

It is the collective body on which the

trust is reposed, and the collective

body is wealthier than the few wealthy

who are eligible to the offices singly.
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. ^€ 3( · yap 6§ 3. \ Se' -
yovg . 8

S^

oSv Sei eivai, Se,

, ^8-
Xeyeiv Sia paSiov

St]X0i)(rai . elvai

Sel , oSv SrjXov,'8. y,

Ought the

many to be

19 1282]

19 -] That started in

Ch. X.] those points, and

those only.'

abvvaov'] 'are absolutely in-

competent.' Comp. Eth. V. xiv. 4. p.

1137, b. 13.

20 ] 'remains unsolved.'. Ch. X. 5.

I invert the order of the two next

sentences. It is much clearer so to

my mind. The passage then runs as

follows :
' The question started above

remains still unanswered. Only so far

at least is clear, that the laws must

have reference to the constitution. In

that case it must needs be that the

laws will be good or bad just as the

constitution to which they are adapted

is good or bad. The two will vary to-

gether ; and if so, it is clear that the

laws answering to the right constitu-

tions will be just ; those answering to

the forms which are deviations from

the true type, will be unjust.' The

passage cannot, I think, be cleared of

virtual tautology.

The whole chapter leans towards the

conclusion, that the majority should

be in possession of the supreme power.

It is in favour of the democratioal

rather than the oligarchical principle
;

but of course it cannot be made to

shew more than this, that of these two

imperfect forms Aristotle preferred de-

mocracy, the conclusion to which he

came, Eth. vni. xii. p. 1160. The

chapter then does not interfere vrith

his own theory of true government

;

and therefore I cannot agree with

Spengel's language, p. 15, note 18 :

"Dieses ist gegen Platen's Ansicht,

der iiberaU den einzelnen Kundigen

gegeniiber dem ganzen unwissenden

Volke hervorhebt ; ahnlich hatte

Sieyfes seinen Antrag, man soUe das

ausfiihren was die Minoritat, nicht

was die Majoritat wahle, motivirt : car

la majority est toujours bete. Gegen

diesen Satz kampft Ai-istoteles unmit-

telbar, wenn anders das Volk zu ein-

zigem Bewusstseyn gekommen ist."

I suspect that Aristotle with Plato

and with Sieyfes would look, in strict

political theory, to the few wise and not

to the popular element. At the same

time, in the corrupt governments of

Greece, as in that of our own country

or others of the present day, it might

be necessary for a time to redress the
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ifi^'^to^be
"^ ,

sovereign,

or the few „ , ^ ^ ? ' r '

best men?( eivai . ei,
StjXov, § .

12 \
Someequa- , Se \ ev Trjprj

sary. , S' 8, 8
in whaU §, ^,^

Se 3, -, ev Spa
SiKaiov, ] Sev

2 S' ,
Se )..

Sv ,
Sev Saepoev' '
Sapov Saov .

balance by calling in numbers to over-

power the opposition to wholesome

changes on the part of small but

strongly organized classes.

XII. I eTret ^] The question is

where to make the apodosis of the sen-

tence begin. I think Stahr is right in

placing it at '. The rea-

soning then shortly stated is : All look

on - as" ; but

equahty in what ? for evidently it is

not every superiority that constitutes

a claim to a larger share of the benefits

of the association.] His language here is very

similar to that in Eth. I. ii. 3, 4, 5. p.

1094, 25 : TiVos fj-, '. '].'] ' men in general agree

with the conclusions of philosophical

reasoners, ' or better perhaps, ' with our

philosophical arguments in which we

discussed the subject of the moral vir-

tue.' " In welchen tiber die Ethik

Gehandelt worden ist." Stahr.

yap ] ' For they allow that

justice concerns things and persons.'

2 ] Yet though they go so

far with us, there is a point where the

union is interrupted, and therefore the

question must be investigated, ' in re-

gard to what things there is to be

equality, in what inequality V

yap TOVTo] ' For this is a point

not without difiiculty, and one fairly

requiring pohtical science to throw

light on it.'

TOis yap- They press

their language to its strict logical con-

clusion, and say, those who differ have

different rights and different claims.
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el , ^-^^^^^"3";'' TrXeover'ia - ^'^^'-

vwepeyovaiv. in what?

^^^', (pavepov 3
^

yap - SoTeov TrXeove^lav 4^" ovSev yap ,
Set Se epyov SiSovai ] -. ei Se 3 , €

irpoayayovcriv ecTTai. ei yap ' 5- \ ,
evyeveiav , ei( Se ). ^

avaXoy'iav-, SoTeov Sia-

S yap 1283,-
(5' oSv. - 6

'., '
\ . 6Si Sape

6Si ,, ' ' ovS -
o(oS, ToaovSe SijXov '. S 7

dSvvaTOV, SrjXov \ , ei

aSe Se, ovSev Sia Sei

3] ' a larger share, an ad-

vantage in respect of, &c.' Thetermdoes

not imply any disposition of the mind.

4 irpoayayodaLv] ' having carried it

still further.' Eth. I. vii. 17. p. logS,

2 1 : Tracros elvai irpoayayeiv. He does

not seem to have made his meaning

clearer by the next section.

6 There must be some common
measure of the various things we call

good. This is not the case.

ei yap& yeos] ' If a

given degree of greatness is better than

a given degree of wealth, it would fol-

low,' he argues, 'that greatness in

itself might come into comparison with

wealth in itself.' But many of these

ideas are incommensurable, they do

not come within the scope of the poli-

tical philosopher. They are disparates

to him.

7 ?] ' There is good ground

for men's not claiming offices on the

score of eveiy inequality,'
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Some equa-

lity neces-

sary.

Equality

in what ?

13
The re-

spective

claims to

power.

7r\eiov S'' eyeiv,' ei' aywaiv

ToiiTWV3\/ , ', ev --. Sioirep evJeveL

eXeuOepoi \' §· yap ' ^ -
Twv, ou<5' SouXwv. §, SrjXov

\ ' 8 yap, -, ., ',' \. '' /' ,. ' 0 -, '· (5', -, ^ -' ' \
] ' finds its appre-

ciation.'

8 '] 'Taking

the elements that compose a state, it is

only within the limits of these that

there can be any discussion of the re-

spective claims of the parties.'

5ei yap\ ' There must be free men,

and there must be a class paying-

taxes ;' not merely capitecensi. " Cen-

sum ferentes," Victorius translates it.

That the meaning is as I have given

it, I feel sure, but I am not sure as to

the expression.

9 } ' These classes may be

necessary, but it is clear that not less

necessary are justice and bravery.'

XIII. I 'For the mere existence

of a state some of these at least, if not

all, would seem justly to put in their

claim to consideration.'!] ' all states based

on such equality and inequality.'

2] at the end of Ch. X.

;] ' They

have a larger share of the land of the

country, and the land is emphatically

a national interest.' As then, to use

familiar words, they had a greater

stake in the country, they claimed

more power.

in ] Theii- second

claim is theii- greater trustworthiness,

as a general rule, in the common deal-

ings between man and man.

o'l - -/~/$

^'] The reasoning here i.? not
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//· yap, yevvaiorepoi
J^^^^'

dyevvwv, ^' evyeveia . € claims to

SiOTi € € evjeveia yap^ 1_

yevovg. § 8 3€· yap eivai SiKaio-, ri avayKaiov . 4· yap,. dp 1283, Xy ' ' ayaOoi \ irXovaioi \
eyve, ^ -- , -

8, ', & -

^

-
3' 8-, Sia 3 Sia -8 avSpitiv, .

very easy. Is it that the free and

the well-bom claim on somewhat simi-

lar grounds, that their claim is similar,

as they themselves stand at no great

distance from one another ? The free

claim as genuine citizens—the well-

born claim as citizens also, and a for-

tiori as compared with the simply free.

For they urge that the nobler are truer

citizens of the state than the meaner

sort. They slip in the words yevvaio-

Tepoi, with its moral sense, for evyevi-, and ayivvCiv for.
Compare, for the difference of the two

words, Hhet. 11. xv. 3. p. 1390, b. 22 :

evyev^s. yivom-, yev-

6 %%· bwep ; -
vei rois eyev<rv, '

' €€] ' Besides, practically

in every nation high birth, according

to the standard adopted, is honoured.'

Comp. 1. VI. 7.

3 h-i, ...] ' Secondly, the well-

bom urge that there is a reasonable

probabihty of their being better from

their fathers having been better ; for

good birth implies distinction or merit

in the family.'

5] 'Vithnotless justicesurely

then than we allow hereditary merit

shall we allow personal merit to put in

its claim ; for justice in our view is

the virtue essential to every associa-

tion, and justice involves all other

moral virtues ; it is, operas-—
aperrj irpbs.' Eth. V. iii. p. 1 129,

b. 25, and foU.

4 ] Compare X. 2,

the expression, : 'If,

that is, the many are taken in a body

and compared with the few in a body.

'

] ' Simply citizens, and no

more.'

5 TOis yap] ' For it is by

the difference in their sovereign power

that they differ from one another.'
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Active
"^'^' <^'?, "

claims to ^, . ei eiev oXiyoi
power. , r y ·, y „ /^, oei oieAeiv -

^ ', epyov Set, el^ elvai;" -
7 \ , ,
] · ' '-,- , ].

8 ' ] ] -'
ev ,

elvai , ] -
e/V< ,/ -

''] Still, whilst we

allow that each constitution, such as

oligarchy and democracy, carries with

it its own answer to the question, who

are to govern ? there remains to con-

sider, supposing all the elements given

above to co-exist, and so the state not

to come very decidedly under one or

other, or to be as yet not decided, how

are the claims of all to be settled ? So

I paraphrase the passage.

6 ei 57), ...] He takes one case,

that of the virtuous : Suppose that they

are but very few in number, then what

is the arrangement we must adopt ?

The mere fact of their being few is

nothing. The question should be, are

they few for the work required of

them, could they manage the state 1 or

are we to require them to be in num-

ber sufficient to constitute a state by

themselves? If the good are rejected

because they are in a minority, then

what becomes of the claim of the rich ?

If against this it is urged that the rich

claim by virtue of their great supe-

riority in wealth, which compensates

for their inferior numbers, this line of

argument suggests a difficulty which

in fact is general, and meets aU the

claimants ahke. If the aggregate of

rich men claims on the ground of supe-

rior wealth, it would follow that a single

enormously wealthy individual would

be justified in claiming against that

aggregate, if his individual wealth were

greater than that of the body. And a

similar objection may be taken against

all equally : irpoi ·} tovs 5-.
7 rbv &] ' This one though

but one.'

8\ ' stronger.'
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( , Seoi ecvat The re-

'

^
spective. Srj claims to

/ - r, ' ^ ' ' ' ' >- - , ^
power.,

apy^eiv ^' . 9

yap Sr], 8 ,
Xoyov 3 yap

Xyv -, ^ ' ' ?. n, - ,§^. yap

voor|, -,, . S' -
'· " . §

KOivrj 6 - \' , " 1284

^ , 3 6-
\ \. 3,,

9 '] 'of the exist-

ing statements of the claims no one is

completely correct.'

10 % '] resumes

the subject of, XI. 18.

1 1 -] ' inquire into as a diffi-

culty.''] The case supposed above,

viz. that in which the people was

superior as a whole to the upper

classes.

12 TO ' 6pehv ] 'We
must get at what is right in this case

by striking an average and taking

what is fair to both ; and this will be

found by looking to the interest of the

whole state, and the common element

which runs through the whole mass

of citizens.' iVws :
" agqualiter," Vict.

" gleichmassig," Stahr.] ' Now a citizen in

the general.'

TTpbs ] ' with a view to secure

the life according to virtue.'

13-] 'The full com-

plement of a state.' Compare § 6.] depends on.] in other

words, irpds ipyov.
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The re- , ei, ei ,
spective

^ , , r > , ·> >

claims to, - yap
power. 1 >- / ^ ./ 5/ " 1 1 \ >/

_1 ,' 8' yap

14 SrjXov '
avayKaiov \ yv Trj§·

§e ' yap ,
] yap y\oo '

\yov yap '.
Syopov(v ^^ \ '-

15 . Sio^, Sia ' yap

§33 ,'8 Sia^
6 ^. oXoya § ]
^Apyovaa ' 8 '

yap ayv.̂ Sio ^p^yov-

] § -
1? -^ . ] yap

14 HOev, ...] Such a man,

as a god amongst men, will be ahen to

human legislation. The highest form

of human wisdom, -, Eth. VI. viii. finds

its expression in legislation for men,, but does not attempt to rise

above man. It assumes as the mate-

rials it has to deal with, a body of

citizens within certain limits equal in

their powers, moral and intellectual, as

they are equal in their race.'] ' men so far superior

as in the case supposed.' They cannot

be bound by human law, they are

themselves a law, a standard to others

—the ideal, which others may aim at

attaining.

Antisthenes, one of the school of

Socrates. Smith, jBio^ir. X»tc<. "Vhere

are your claws ?"

\ The case of great relative

superiority of any kind, and the diffi-

culty of providing for its due position,

leads naturally to the means adopted

by some states to meet the difficulty

—

the celebrated ostracism. This is a

demooratical invention. But the prin-

ciple is more general, of which he gives

instances.

i6 7] Comp. Grote, I. 320,

note. He considers this legend very

old, as "it ascribes to the ship sen-

tient powers."

ne/jiavSpoi; /3/35] Herod. V.

xcii. § 6, reverses the parts. Compare

Botta, Storia d'Italia, Vol.!. p. 43. ed.

1825, on the method adopted at Lucca.
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Ueplai/Spov eiweiv .1 ovSev Osti'^cism.

Trepi , Se

, 8, Set -^8. yap 8, 8 -,' -
\\ " yap-- ^8^ §. ,^, X/ot;? .( (^
yap ,), 6^ 1284

' . 20, \· yap -, -. 2-
, ' , ·. 22,

19 '] The same method is I

adopted as between states, and not
j

merely within the limits of a single
j

state. It was on this principle Athens
dealt with her subjects() ; Persia

with hers {).
eirel yap eyKpards] ' For as

soon as ever they held their empire

with a firm grasp.'-] ' used to cut them short,

A. P.

keep them down.'

20 ] 'The

question is one that concerns all the

forms of government without excep-

tion, even the right ones.'

21 For Aristotle's view on this

particular point of S3rmmetry, comp.

Grote, IV. 212, note, and for the gene-

ral subject of ostracism, the same vo-

lume, pp. 200, and foil.

10
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Ostracism, Spwaiv.

Sio 6\ -
23 ? 6 .

^ «)'?? 7\§ · Se, ),]^^. iyi-

7€\ ' yap -,
24 TO??. -

iSia , '
8 §, \ . '
67 ,,, ' § ,

25 ', yap Sr] 8 )-, 8' -
^,. , , -,3 .

12 '€ ] 'is not

without a ground of political right.'

C3 ^,] in VIII. (V.)

VI. 15, occurs another form of this

word, ' for factious pur-

poses.'

24 loia\ 'in particular cases.'

25 TttS\ "in the

division of offices," Stahr.

'- &] ' and this

seems the natural course.'$ aiSiovs] ' kings for their

life,' the hero-kings of Mr Carlyle, the

great men whom all should obey and

find their true glory in obeying. So

that the whole discussion has in its

singularly discursive form yet never

lost sight of the one question that

runs through it, beginning with Ch.

IX., and ending here, the question of

the relative claims to a share in the

government of difierent members of

the state. From the absolute equality

of a democracy, Aristotle has arrived

at absolute inequahty, necessitated

in the ideal state by the existence

of some one man of superemiuent

virtue—the only conceivable justifi-

cation of monarchy in its strict sense

—

the only case in which it was to him

reconcileable with justice, with due

regard, that is, for the relative claims

of his citizens. And without this jus-

tice he thought the social union could

never be secure. But, as he allows

for the case of there being one man
competent to fill the station of king

by force of superior merit, one who in

the language of the Ethics, viii. xii.

2. p. 1 160, 64, should be!



III. 14.] . 147" Se e^ei - Monarchy.^ Trepi-
etvai. Se

Trj, ' ,
^' . ^ 8' 2

SXa. paSiov 8 , 1285- - 6 .
^ 8 ' 3, ^ , '

^Xr] -, '-
3 - -^^ -. ' ' - 4§ ,', -

^So . § 3"· 6 -, ^-
§ . 5

TOiS 071^015^, and in the

language of the Politics, VIII. (V.)

X. 38, should rule over willing sub-

jects— as he allows for this case, he is

not unnaturally led to treat of the

whole subject of the rule of one, and

enumerate the various forms of mon-

archical government.

XIV. I] 'to pass to

another point.' The word occurs, Mh.

VI. xiii. 5^. p. 1 144, b. 26, and in the

participle, Eth. I. v. -i. p.

1097, 24.

2 Trepi^xei] sc. . "The

word monarchy comprises several

forms under it, and the system adopted

in those forms is not one and the same

in all.'

3 "For the royal power as it exists

in the Lacedsemonian constitvition, is

thought to answer better to the idea

of monarchy, than any other of the

constitutional forms, and yet it is not

supreme." This is Stahr's view. For

the powers ofthe Spartan kings, comp.

Herod, vi. 56.

4 Vet. Int. 'impe-

riahs.' Hence Victorius wishes to read. Stahr condemns it as un-

necessary. It wiU certainly construe

as it stands, 'ageneralship in the hands

of men invested with full powers, and

that for Ufe.' 'And it is not more

than this, for the power of life and

death is not his, except in reference to

part of his office.' ^v . The

meaning I have given to these words is

favoured by the context, and is the one

adopted by the best commentators.

ev xeipbs] ' martial law.'

ec ] This is an odd

10—2



Monarchy.

.

Se € avai/evde ,-
[Li

( ^'·
yap epoi.

ev elSo?, Sia · -
6 (/ (5' yevog elalv, ^'. -

etSos, \. -
/viKij, eiV/ (5' \-· S'.a yap 3\€ '', Se - //^, ^·^ Svar-

7 )(€. Sia .
8 Sia . ]

§ \ Sia

yap ,
Se ^. yap ],, '

8 ^ . 3 '8,, . "-
)

word for the Homeric times, as ap-

plied to the of the chiefs. But

did Aristotle recognise, as clearly as

modem wi'iters do, the difference be-

tween the political system of his day

and that of earlier times ? Did he not

suffer the language of his own times

to colour that which he applied to

earlier times ?

5 II. u. 391.

yap ;] This, as Mr
Grote remarks, 11. 86, is not in our

present copies. " The Alexandrian

critics,"he adds, "effaced many traces

of old manners."

y0Oi] 'hereditary.'

6 xap' hLoiS ] is the

order.

'] 'In all of these

the power is very similar to that in a

tyranny.' On this language, as ap-

plicable to the Oriental empires, whe-

ther ancient or modern, see Mr Corne-

wall Lewis' remarks. On AutJiorUy in

Matters of Opinion, pp. 192, 3.] Comp. below,

IV. (VII.) 7, on this distinction of

races.] 'ffiquo animo,'

' cheerfully.'

7 7]] 'The guards they em-

ploy :' compare, for the prominent po-

sition given to this subject, the expres-

sion, JlJiet. I. viii. 5, rAos.
8] On this ofEcer, ana-

logous to the Eoman dictator, comp.

Grote, III. 86; Thh-lw. I. 401, "At
Cuma and in other cities, this was the

title of an ordinary magistracy, pro-
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eiTreiv , Se
Monarchy., 9

(5' Sia -, 3 '^'-^ , ' lS/liX-- /-
6. <5''-
^ 1285( - /.
\, . Te-

' at .
2,, \ -. ^ -

\ , , \. ^ ,
(5'" 6 ^ .

13

bably of that which succeeded the

hereditary monarchy
;
but, when ap-

pHed to an extraordinary ofEce, it was

equivalent to the title of protector or

dictator."

9 , . r. .] 'for some

definite time named, or for some spe-

cified objects.' "Pittacus of Mityleue

is the prominent instance." Grote, ill.

27, and later, pp. 267, 8.

10 e'lXovTo] The stress lies on this

word.], see L. and S.

Alcaeus, Fragm. 37, Bergk, ist Ed.

p. 579. The readings there are, -
Xtos for^

;^ for
;

iira'ivevTei for irraiviovTes
;, 'lack-

ing gall, '^ is the contrary.

I r They were for the good of those

who submitted to them, and conse-

quently not tyrannical.

12 ,] ' in teaching th-em

arts.' ] "with the excep-

tion of those that required a priest.'

^Travaracris] /Z.X. 321.

1 3 The first I should leave out

with St Hilaire. If kept : 'They ad-

ministered without exception the af-

fairs of the state, whether in the city

itself, or in the country, or abroad.

If left out, then it is :
' They admi-
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Monarchy. \ \ ,/ \ \ , / ·? rr^
Se , 8-,\ , ^, '-.

14 ^' '§, ,^ ). ^ (^, ' yap ^ \, ), (5'

(^ (5' \ ^^^, (^ <5'\ ^, (5' ,] .
^5 ^ ?;,^

S' 3, >) ,,--,
15 . -§ Srj Svo\

nistered the affairs of the state, both

at home and abroad.'] as at Athens,

Cyrene, Rome. Compare also the case

of Mseandrius, at Samos. Herod, ill.

142.

ev Tots v-rrepopiois] ' in foreign affairs

they had no more than the command

of the ai-my,' as distinct from the ge-

neral foreign policy.

14 From to in § 15, I

have enclosed in brackets, not mean-

ing to say it is not genuine, not in fact

attaching any importance to it, but

simply to clear it out as unnecessary.

^ ' pLhos] This recalls

the expression of Thucydides, I. 13,

€ pijToli7 .
yifovs'] = y^vos.] sc. . Is the

enumeration Aristotle's, with the ex-

planations added in later ?

15 y, /c. r. .] '^Vhen

the sovereignty, with all that it im-

plies, resides in one, and he has at his

disposal all that is national, just as

each tribe or each state is supreme in

regard to its national property.'-] to justify this feminine

we must consider etSos as

equivalent to, 'standing over

against, corresponding in the political

world, to the nile of the master of a

household in the family life.

XV. I St?] It may be said

then that there are really but two

species of kingly government. In

putting the Laconian so low, Mr
Grote, II. 104, note, thinks that Ari-
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'^- irepi , . Monarchy.

at eialv

? , -. ^ Suolv, 2

atSiov,, · 8, .
1286_ 8 ' ^· -. 6 S 3, 8 -§ . -_ <5' , Discussion

f If f \ if of absolute-- n^QQ^rchy. § 8 4,, -
-^) -- '^ ,

(5e, \ ^. -
Sia . 8 ^

stotle underrates the estimation in

which the regal dignity was held at

Sparta.

1 %\ This is confessedly

difficult. Stahr does not change the

reading, but construes it as if it were, which, looking at Ch. XIV.

5, I confess, appears to me the best

reading, better than ' -. St

Hilaire, 'flectif,'but without chang-ing

the text.

'ixei ei5os] ' is rather

a question of institutions than of a

constitution.'

tV] "fUrerst," Stahr ; 'at

once,' 'at first,' 'in the beginning,'

Matthias, Gr. Gr. § 425, 5. Xen. Mem.

III. vi. 10.

4 S-iy] ' It is the opinion

then of those who, ' &c.

TTpbi '] ' with refer-

ence to circumstances as they arise.'] 'to be bound

by the strict letter of the rule.'-] Herod. 11. 84.-'] 'After the

fourth day to change the treatment.

'

5 , 'But,' says Aristotle

in reply, ' in any case the ruler must

be supposed to have that universal

principle, which finds its expression

in law.' He cannot be governing,

merely guided by circumstances as

they change.
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absolute
'''^^ Xojov Tov (5'

monarchy, ., yp-- S'

eyeiv. ' ' -
6 ] ' ., 8,, ^, ]

^. 3
if , 3 tf

7', yap 3, '. ' '' ',
}. Sia

8 . aSia-· § , \8 S' --3 '' -
] ' and there is an ad-

vantage in having that which is abso-

lutely exempt from passion, rather

than that in which passion is inhe-

rent.' Compare the language of the

young patricians in Livy, ii. 3, "Be-

gem hominem esse . . . Leges rem sur-

dam, inexorabilem," &c.] sc. 7-0.] ' To compensate for

this objection.'

6 '] equivalent to -
701* , above.

rj'] " wo sie

vom Rechten abirren," Stahr. "Lk
oil elles se taisent," St Hil. " Qua

parte recta via migrant," Vict. 'In

exceptional cases,' is the meaning I

attach to the expression, but it is dif-

ficult. So far forth as there naturally

occur cases in which men's conduct

cannot be brought under the general

statement. The undeviating language

of the law cannot accommodate itself

to the infinite variety of human ac-

tions.

7 yap, -. . .] "Experience

is in favour of tlie latter, for, &c."

Stahr.

8 eKtt ^] ' But with the many, it

is difficult for all at once to be angTy,

and form an erroneous judgment.' On
this passage, compare Mr Grote's re-

marks, IV. 505, on the effect of large

assembhes, "which is, to inflame

sentiment in every man's bosom by

mere contact with a sympathising

circle of neighbours." He adds in a

note, "It is remarkable that Aris-

totle, in his Politica, takes little or no

notice of this attribute belonging to

every numerous a.ssembly. He seems
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ecrrw Se eXevOepoi,8
irapa ,' Trepl avay-

el Se Si] prlSiov ev, ' el
^

TrXelovs elev) avSpeg ), iroTepov 6.§, -
Se; SijXov ',' 286-, 6 (5' et?.̂

-^,
6 . 8 apytjv ^', Se ',

' ,
). ,

rj , Sta, avSpa §, .
(5' '' ,3. } §, '

\ . eiret 8 - 2, -
rather to reason as if the aggregate

intelligence of the multitude was re-

presented by the sum total of each

man's separate intelligence in ail the

individuals composing it, just as the

property of the multitude, taken col-

lectively, would be greater than that

of the few rich."

9 ^ , . . .] 'But let us as-

sume that our people is composed of

the free citizens, and that they never

act in violation of the law, and only

act without it when it, from its nature,

must fail them as a guide.

'

10 7rp6s] You state that

the one man is not liable to the evil

the many are liable to, that of dissen-

sion. True, but for the argument's

sake, you must assume the many to

be good, as good as the one.

1 1 ,.%] ' whether it

be provided or not with a force to

compel obedience.'

'] "He suspects that in

such small communities great merit

was very rare, so that the chief had

few competitors." Grote, ll. 89.] sc. evepyeaia—€ is-
evepyeriKri—. Rhet. 1. . 4· · S^^, .

iird \ " i. e. after the early kings

had had their day." Grote, ill. 23,

note.

KOLvbv rt] 'a commune.' The ob-

ject of the European towns in the 12th

century.

12 This passage valuable as to the

order of succession of governments in

the Greek states, ohgarchy, tyranny,

democracy. Comp. Grote, ill. 22, 23.
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nMnTrchy
"^^^ · yap. € Se ,-(, .

13 ,.,;; ,-
14. ' . '

13 ; wepl ]
This is the great question of hereditary

monarchy. It is the diificulty in mon-

archical government, wherever the

word is used properly, where the king

governs, and does not merely reign.

In a system of constitutional fictions

like our own, an aristocratical repub-

lic, presenting, for certain undefined

objects, a monarchical front to the

world, the question is not so import-

ant. Its importance in this latter case

varies with the varying ideas of so-

ciety, which will increase or limit the

influence of the sovereign.

But in the case of monarchy proper,

the difficulty is so great as to render

it necessary to get rid of the form al-

together, as soon as the political ex-

perience of the nation rejecting it, is

sufficient for the change. The vicious

element in the system is incurable.

For it is, as it were, bound up with

the idea of monarchy, that it should

be hereditary. Elective monarchies

are practically an idea of the past,

though the experience of that past is

not so wholly unfavourable to them as

is generally supposed. Compare Sis-

mondi, Etudes Sociales sur les Consti-

tutions des Peuples libres, p. 149, and

foil. Ed. 1836, Brussels.

In the Roman empire, in certain

cases, the danger with regard to the

successor was met by adoption, as in

the case of Trajan adopted by Nerva.

But though not singular, it was a rare

piece of good fortune, and the philo-

sophic Marcus Antoninus himself left

Commodus as his successor. But to

us as to Aristotle the question is in

the main, one of theoretic and past

interest. It is not probable that the

Russian type will spread over West-

ern Europe, or at any rate that it

could be durable, if for argument's

sake we allowed that its success for a

time was not beyond reasonable pro-

bability. The more interesting ques-

tion is, how long the various forms in

Western Europe that affect a monarch-

ical exterior, an Empire in France,

a constitutional monarchy in England,

Holland, Belgium and Piedmont, with

the other powers ofWestern Germany,

Scandinavia and the Spanish penin-

sula, most of them, to say the least,

in a very critical position, how long

they wiU hold their present position,

what elements of strength they have,

what powers dormant to remedy the

apparent weakness of their position.

But to state the question, is all that I

vnsh to do here.

14 ' ] But, says

the assertor of monarchy, though he
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Her
larchy.

0VK6TI paSiov·^ yap, \ ^^'^^'^^*''^y. " <5'- /cat

irepi , 8 --, rj3 /, 8€; yap ',§- 5- , avayKaiov§, )j , 6] SioplcraL'

3 yap , § (, §, " §§,, \ , 0 ^ ,-, §8 .
8 6 1287

yo \^ [ yap yvo
8, ',· yap

vSa payLav aiSiov,, Sioi-

might, he will not hand his power over

to his children. That, says Aristo-

tle, can hardly be entrusted to him.

It assumes a virtue beyond man's.

Domitian and Commodus are the suc-

cessors of Vespasian and Marcus An-

toninus.—'Les interets dynastiques'

are extremely strong, as was clear in

Louis Phihppe's case, and like true

parasites, endanger the real interest

of the monarch, which must be iden-

tical with that of his nation, or mon-

archy is absolutely indefensible.$] The power to be

placed in his hands, 'la force mat^-

rielle.'

1 5 Kol.] ' was perfectly

constitutional.'

16 toloOtov] sc. Tbv .] ' more than one toge-

ther.'] 'his guards.' -
Tovs, only a sufficient number to pro-

tect him against any personal enemies,

not against the people. Grote, X. 613,

614.

XVI. I 6\0yoi€] 'The

discussion naturally follows now.'

yap . . .] This passage,

for clearness' sake, I inclose in brack-

ets. By so doing I wish to shew that

the sense is not worse without it ; the

repetition is avoided, and the

of § 2 becomes clearer.] 'of the executive.'
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monTrchy
'^^'^'^^^^' '^ Jap ''!§," Se . ] Se

^ , ' -
6 ,~^§ §8 -, ^ ' yap^, ' ) -,

3 , ·,' ' ' yap^,
4 . Xoyov,

' , -
\ · avayKaiov yap eiva'i, ' ye. ye -

5 jo/^eti/ , ^ yvp'ev. '
6 Tyj-/ yv^] \ , (5'

TIS irepl '$''] the

6 ds of VIII. (V.) I. II. At Opus

the title was Cosmopolis. Smith,

Geogr. Diet. 796, A.

2 SoKei ^] From this to the end

of the chapter is a discussion of the

question aporematically.

3 Kol OLVa%{\ Is it :

' It is just that if the government is

taken in turns, it should be provided

that all have their turn fairly, not one

more than another' ?

4 '\ 'mere guardians

and servants of the laws.'] ' not this one man
that you speak of.

'

A'V 76, ...] The law,

it is urged, cannot go into all possible

detail, but neither can a man grasp

all possible details—an objection.

5 'True. This is allowed for—and

the law expressly trains its ralers, and

then sets them to judge to the best of

their judgment.'

rhv, . . .] I feel little

doubt that the true reading is
;

and for , rbv .
' He who would have law rule, wishes

for the rule of God and reason only

;

whereas he who would have a man
supreme, brings in the element of the

animal.' The correction is sanctioned

by several editors, and by Spengel,

p. 44, note 39.

apxovras] ' when in power.'
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^^, 8 ^'^^^^^'

^ ' ^' / ' monarcny.. 6§ '^^ ] "*, 6 (5'

\ yap-, 6, 6 .3- ^^, 6,-. 7,'- ' -,
, -

lav . 8 1287:] -', .
6, 9,, '.' -

^ —Tovs Bekker.

^] The term includes

and — .
7 TTphs ^''\ ' for the annoy-

ance of others.'

8 '] ' Nor is it to be for-

gotten, that in point of fact physicians

call in other physicians.'

irepl] above, IX. n.] ' So that it is clear that

when men are seeking for what is just

they look for that which is in the

mean.'

9 ] The written laws

of a nation are never more than the

imperfect transcript of the unwritten

laws, its manners, its customs, its

modes of social existence. And they

are only powerful in proportion as

they are the transcript of these. Com-

pare Ch. Comte, Traife de Legislation,

Liv. II. Tom. I. p. 289.

/x^^y] Another objection. Prac-

tically the power cannot be in one

man, it is as well to recognise this at

once. Again, two good men are bet-

ter than one.
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inonTrehy
f^^^^^'^, / 86 «/'7? ^^ eva ", ,

10 ^ r 1 / J ,/ C 1 t _€, eiirep ,
SiOTi, , Se Suo' yap

'(
] ] }] "-,

/ ^,
^ - '^' , 6

^', 6 Siopl^eiv,, ovSeh ]
11 . '^ ^,^ \' -

avSpa , -.
y v\Jov, -, ' ^

12. ^, ^'' §
'iSoi ^ 3' ,
3' , ,

^. yap tij apyfj

.13 .
8 \, " '

ef0s] The marks the

apodosis, ' then than the one two are

better.' II. x. 224. 11. 372.

1 1-] ' can be embraced

by the law.'

irepl yap] Eth. III. 5.

p. 1 112, 18.

12 ] to be taken with Kplvei.] The Scholiast on the expres-

sion in Aristophanes, Acharn. 92, rbv

, reads avrois when

quoting this passage; bnt looking at

the eKeivov in the next line but one, it

seems unnecessaryto make any change.

must mean the monarch him-

self.

13 ]] ' If not friends, they

are not safe ; if friends, they are equal

and like.' .6' ye, 'The friend, it

must be allowed, is equal and like.'
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oierai Seiv, o'Urai Selv, ^ -
Xe'iav, ^^ . ' ' eiri 1

7

, § ^,
yap ^ \

).3, 3 -
yap yyva . 2

y 1288^ ,, ' ,, ayaOov ,
§'

>J,
. S' 3

6, 3 3 . -
38 \ -
\ .^ 4, 8 -^

-
6$] ' equally witli himself.'

odv] Here end the, or

discussions, which began in § 2, and

Aristotle speaks in his own person in

the next chapter throughout.

XVII. I ]
The simplest way of taking this pas-

sage is, with Stahr, to supply

with Ti. 'There are men who pro-

perly are to be governed as slaves,

others who require kingly govern-

ment, others a free constitution ; and

in each of these cases the relation is

just and for the interest of both par-

ties. There are none who are properly

the subjects of a tyrant, or members
of the other constitutions—in these

cases the relation is not just, nor for

the interest of both.'

2 ' , .. .] 'Allowing

for the fact of this difference, it seems

at any rate clearly proved from what

we have said.''] Compare III.

sm. 14.

el ] ' except in one

certain case,' the case provided for

XIII. 25, and below, § 5, the case in

which the virtue of the individual is

equal to the virtue of the collective

body of citizens.

4 , . . .] This

passage, though apparently redundant

and susceptible of improvement by

pruning, may yet be construed, as it

is, and though Stahr omits parts, I

am inchned to retain it entire.

y'evoi] ' To bear or produce a
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iMnarchy
-'^'^'^' '^'^'^''^''^^^ ev 7r€(pvK6v^, '

5 ,
'',

\ .
6 ',, -, ' " ^^, ' -
7^. ^'-, ^- ',
8. -
, ., , ]

^ Bekker reads [ '.]

Tois] Stakr suggests that

Tois should be inserted. In

sense it seems needed at first sight.

And yet if we recollect the language

of Eth. VIII. xii. i. p. ii6o, 33, where

the third form of constitution is said

to be i] , -
7) \'eyew .,
' 7) ,
and compare the rest of the same chap-

ter, we shall not be surprised at Ai-i-

stotle, in this passage, putting very

prominently forward the holders of

property, the : cf. IV. (VII.)

8,9.

6] ' to put forwai'd, prse

se ferre.'

Trdvres yap. . . ] This re-

mark is parenthetical, and in

6 , we have the

clause answering to 6.
7 , sc. ^

irpos 6. He stands in the

relation of the part to the whole.

8 ] 'in tui'n.'- o5f ;35] Kings were

for Aristotle an institution of the past,

or a characteristic in the present of a

lower stage of social development. So,

I believe, they were for Plato too.

His treating of the monarchical form

then, is a complement of his theory;

it was not to be dwelt on at leng'th,

but still necessarily to be dwelt on to

make his ground quite clear. With

chapter XVIII. he enters on the

treatment of his own ideal form, his

or . Com-

pare Spengel, pp. 16, 17.
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, S'' ;

yevos,^ , Se --
^' ^,

Sia ^-̂, 7aSa ] §6 i^SS^ avSpa.^ Se 8 2,.
XVIII. I] This, I sup-

pose, is only clear by considering that

in the next line he means to refer to

only two constitutions, the monarchi-

cal and aristocratical, that, in fact,

here as elsewhere, whilst he allows

that in theoiy the three are equal

{Tpeii ), he practically puts the

third lower than the other two.

eva , ^ yivo% oKov]

These two expressions are both meant

for the monarchical form, and!
is a certain number, 7rXeioi;s ivbs

dXiyovs S^, see Ch. VII.] Spengel, p. 17,

note 19, wishes to insert Apxecv,

but I do not see that it is necessary.

I shoidd rather refer this whole clause

simply to the , and

not take into account the monarchical

form at all.

ToiS Xiyois] Ch. IV. of this

book.] A true statesman in the

ideal form, the ruler, for the time, of

free and equal citizens, among whom
he is in turn to take his place. Com-
pare Ch. V. 10, 705 Kvpios! elvai . Spengel

condemns, note 20, and

suggests- or, but

looking at the context, I do not feel

inclined to change the reading. The
man must be trained for his post of

King. Pericles or Alexander both

equally require the true education

which shall make them good men and
good rulers.

2- Sri] With the altered ar-

rangement of the books these words

may be left out.

. P. 11



BOOK IV. SUMMARY.

THE book opens with three introductory chapters, a prelude as

he calls it. They are by no means very clear, and in great

part might have been dispensed with, as they are the reassertions of

principles already established in the tenth book of the Ethics.

Two questions are started, What is the best life ? and is it the

same for the state and for the individual ?

The happiness of the individual depends on moral and intellectual

excellence. The happiness of the state will depend on the same.

And with his master Plato he asserts that there is a correspondence

between the moral virtues as they exist in the individual, and as

they exist in the state. It would follow from this, naturally, that

the state and the individual stand on the same ground; the

qualifications for the best life in each are analogous, the best life of

each will also be analogous.

Is the life of action, that of the citizen mixing with his fellow-

citizens, and discharging his share of the public duties, the better

life ? or are we to prefer that of the man who stands aloof, who
lives as a stranger and alien, so far as political life goes, and devotes

himself to pure speculation ? And if we solve this question for the

individual, shall we adopt that solution for the state ? The very

name of the science we are studying assiimes that the individual

must live as a citizen, and not stand apart from the political societji".

It implies an affii-mative answer to the first question. But it is not

at the same time quite clear, that the state must equally with the

individual, live a social life, and be brought into intimate connection

with other states. For the citizen, whether he choose the life of

action or of contemplation, lives yet on equal terms with his fellow-

citizens, he may avoid actual office and power, the whirl of political

life, as interfering with truer objects ; but he may still take his

share in the real duties of a citizen, and guide by the results of his

intellectual exertion the more busy and practical mass aromad him.

But it is not so with the states. Intercom-se between states is even

now mainly reducible to two heads, war and commerce. In the

ancient world commerce was not a bond on the same scale as at

present, in the theories of Aristotle and other philosophers it could
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not constitute a bond at all. There was left war, or its result,

empire. The connection of states was not that of equals, but of

ruler and subject. Hence the immense importance attached to war

by the legislations and customs of different states. But war for the

state was the same obstacle to the real furtherance of the true

interest of the social union, that political struggles were for the

individual. And neither for the one nor the other are they essential

to action. Standing alone, a state, as an organic whole, finds

suffieient action in the healthy working of its different parts in

their relations to one another. The single citizen, as we said above,

may, with the quiet exercise of the philosophic intellect, combine a

most real influence on the welfare of his country. He may be the

ai-chitect of the political sj^stem, whilst his plans are carried out by

others. The edifice is his building, though others reduce his plan

into action and find the labour necessary for its completion

(Ch. I—III.).

The prelude over, Ai-istotle passes to the consideration of

the state that he intends to sketch. Certain points must be

granted, the conditions under which it must be formed. First of

all there must be citizens, next there must be a place for them to

inhabit. What is to be the number of those citizens ? Mere

largeness of number does not make a state great. In fact, the limit

is very easily reached in point of number, and is fixed by the

difficidty of managing large numbers. \^ividly embodying the

Greek notion of a state, Aristotle saj's, its army must be under one

general, its people capable of hearhig one herald, its citizens must

know one another to secure good elections to offices, for the only

guarantee of such good elections lies in real personal knowledge, in

short, the limit of number must be fixed at the point when, com-

plete satisfaction of aU the wants of man being attained, the body

passes out of the range of the eye, as it were, and ceases to be

manageable (Ch. IV.).

The country these citizens are to inhabit must be as complete

in itself as possible. It must be favourable to all military operations,

it must be convenient for the transport of commodities. Its capital,

the city, must be well situated for intercourse, both with the sea

and land (Ch. v.).

Some woTild exclude the former, and urge the dangers of

maritime intercourse. Care may remedy what dangers exist, and

the advantages are, in Aristotle's opinion, very considerable

(Ch. VI.).

For the character of the citizens, its type must be the Greek

11—2
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type in its best form, combining higb spirit and energy with quick

intellectual powers. Such are the most favourable material for the

lawgiver to mould (Ch. VII.).

But in any city there will be a distinction between the in-

habitants. They will not all be citizens in the true sense, even

though necessary adjuncts to the state. It is necessary for every

state to be supplied with food, with the conveniences of life and

with labour. But the classes which respectively supply it with

these are not, therefore, members of the state. They cannot be so.

We find the true members of the state in those who defend it in

arms, who deliberate on its policy, who administer justice. The

first function naturally falls to the younger, the two others to the

older, and the care of religious worship shall be entrusted to the

members of this elder body who have retired from more active duties

on the ground of age (Ch. VIII. IX.).

Such is our body politic. It will need, as it has ever needed,

some articulation and organization. This, from the earliest recorded

times has been the characteristic of civihzed man, witness the caste

system in Egypt, the public mess of Crete and Italy. Such

institutions so far as they are useful, must be adopted, and Aristotle

formally adopts the syssitia. To these all citizens must be admitted,

but the poor cannot be so without some assistance ; the service of

the gods, too, requires some property for its maintenance. For both

these objects there must be public land set apart to be cultivated by

public slaves, as the best course, if not, by a dependent population,

as submissive and unconnected in itself as possible (Ch. X.).

For the actual city. It must occupy a position favourable to

health, with good air and water. It must have good street

arrangements, and walls well buUt and carefully maintained by

proper officers. In these walls and in the towers the syssitia may

be held for the majority. Those of the magistrates must be in a

conspicuous place, and near the temple of the gods. Two large

public places will be necessary, the Agora for freemen, and the

ordinary market-place (Ch. XI. XII.).

All such points are within the province of fortune. He then

passes to the strict province of the legislator. What we have gone

thiOUgh are the basis for the social fabric, on it may be raised a

good or a bad state. A state is good by its citizens being good, and

men are good by a combination of three causes, nature, discipline,

and instruction. The nature is given, it is beyond man's control.

The other two are within his control. In the Ethics we have had

the theory for the individual man elaborately sketched out. Educa-
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tion is what is wanted (Cli. XIII.). And here the first question is,

shall the education given be one and iiniform for the governed and

for the governor, or, in the form the question takes in Aristotle^

shall the two be distinct for life ? If we accept our previous

position, and make the distinction one of age merely, then, under its

guidance, the education presents no difficulty. Man is a complex

being, made up of body and soul, this last divisible again into

affections and reason. Reason, again, is either practical or specu-

lative, and according as we follow one or the other, we lean to action

or to contemplation. All these distinctions must be carefviUy kept

in view, in our discussion of education as a state question ; and the

one principle that must guide us is, that the lower end must always

be in due subordination to the higher. It is open to question, of

course, which is the lower and which is the higher ; and in discussing

this, Aristotle is led to a criticism on Sparta, and a statement of the

legitimate objects of war : self-defence, power for the good of the

subject, rule over those who natui-ally require it (Ch. XIV.).

But it is always war for the salce of peace—exertion for the sake

of leism'e, and all that leisure enables man to accomplish—the active

virtues for the sake of the contemplative—the political life for the

sake of the theoretic. Some of the virtues may be neglected, all

are wanted to guarantee the possession of leisure and the right use

of it.

Shall we train first by habits, by discipline, or by reason ? The
answer is, by discipline. And the true order in education is, first,

the body, then the instincts, then the intellect (Ch. XY.).

The fh-st step in the bodily training, is to make proper regu-

lations as to the marriage of the parents. The age of the parties,

the time of the marriage, the bodily conditions, the care dui-ing

pregnancy: all that may be said to be prior to the birth must be

attended to. No deformed children must be allowed to live, and

there must be no childi-en born after the parents have reached a

certain age (Ch. XVI.).

Wlien born there must be a careful attention paid to diet and

health. Till two the children are merely cared for in this matter

;

from two to five their amusements must be carefully studied. From
five to seven they may look on, as spectators, at that which they

are subsequently to leam. The subsequent period till twenty-one,

with its natural division into the time before the age of puberty and

that after it, requires all attention. And this forms the subject of

the fragmentary book which follows (Ch. XVII.).
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I. I Tbe alteration of the arrange-

ment leaves it optional which of the

two sentences shall be adopted, that

at the end of Book III. or beginning

of Book IV. I prefer the former, as

more immediately connecting with the

preceding remarks.

%] Tliese

words may be taken either witli, or with \&5.
With Stahr I take them with-
Tew, " in Folge der ihnen daraus ent-

springenden Vortheile," 'as a conse-

quence of the advantages they derive

from it.' In this case the sense of

the expression is not the same as that

which it bears, Eth. i. xi. 13. pp.

no I, 1 : del

irpaTTeiv. But the context

here seems to require a different sense.

irapoKoyov^ here as Eth. v. x. 73.

p. 1 1 35, b. 17, where its adverb

means, ' contrary to what

you have a fair right to expect.'

2 KOivrj ] 'For the state

and for the individual.'] This accusative con-

struction not uncommon. Compare

III. III. 9, XeKTeov^$.^] Comp. note on I. v. 4.

3 ] This division is

given, Eth. i. viii. 2. p. 1098, b. 12,

and is there spoken of as'/ -.
off] With Stahr I place a comma

after these words.

4 Avoiding all unnecessary detail

he takes the four great cardinal vir-

tues, the virtues of Plato in his Jie-
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afSpla?8- What is8 8, SeSioTa
*^f;fg?^', Se, ^

Trielv, , 3,
Siavoiav \^. 5',. yap elvai', 8 \ -- ". Se 6] ,
' , ^, ' 13^3 ^\ ' ev apeTrj ' ,-,, -, ' \

Xoyov . yap 7

2iMic, Cicero in his Offices, and with

the same names as Plato.] The fourth of an

obolus.

5.4] ' False in his judg-

ments,' "verwirrt," Stahr.

5 Tracres] ' But although

this, when stated, is language which

nearly all would allow, yet they differ

as to degree and the relative supe-

riority, ' viz. , of virtue and the other ad-

vantages. This is one way of taking

the, and so taken, it qualifies

the ·;. In the other way,

Stahr' s, the passage runs, 'as all agree,

so they differ.' Compare, in support

of this last, Ch. YTI. 5,

— ^.

exew ', . . .] The order is,

^Xeiv %.
6 '] ' at-

tain complete conviction.'

xaipeiv] ' in enjoyment.'

^ -/] ' The

outward acquisition of the goods of

life,' or is the ^ displaced, and the

meaning ' the acquisition of the ex-

ternal goods ?', . . .] 'Not but that

when we also consider the question on

grounds of strict reason, it is an easy

one to decide.'

7 yap, . . .

—

Si] Such

is the connection, the sentence

—( is parentheticaL
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^j^iatis -, · Se ^,
life? )/ ' ^ ^^^] -, »], ^, Sci

8 \ ^. StjXov^̂
], '^, ') "^^ \,

\ §
9 -. § \1·

3 , '
^'^'.

' For whilst external goods have a

limit— those which depend on the

mind.'

wavep '0pyai>bv tl] ovhkv ipyavov

Compare I. vill. 14, 15.

TrSy 5 rh-, or Spyava]

' all good things which are useful, as

instrumental, are such that in excess

they must either do hann, or there

can be no advantage from them to

their possessors.' Nickes, p. 14, note

4, dwells on this passage as marking

the strong distinction that exists be-

tween and.
etvai] depends on ava-y-

eirCKlyiLv] Eth. II. ix. 6. p. 1109,

b. II.

8 re ^-] 'And generally

it is clear that we shall allow that

the difference between two things in

their highest perfection will depend

on, and be in exact proportion to, the

diiference that exists between them

in their ordinary state.' The interval

between the two superlatives will be

the same as that between the two

pasitives. Compare his language in

the Ehctoric, I. vii. 4. p. 1363, b. 21,

iav 6^ -
. . . el 6"! €

avSpes yuvai-3.
From this it follows that mental ex-

cellence, when compared with bodily

excellence and all external advan-

tages, such as wealth, will be in the

same relation of superiority to them,

as the mind is with regard to the

body and property. If we allow the

mind's superiority, we must allow

the superiority of virtue and wisdom.

avdXoyov] Such

is the order.

9 TTjs EveKev] ' It is only for

the sake of the soul that these,

ayaSa , &c.

10 ($ ] The re-

spective excellencies of the ijOos and, 'moral and intellectual virtue.'] here evidently this word

is equivalent to the simpler, ' out-

ward.'] The state of the man
who is in all points well endowed,
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\ ] ).'
yap ^/^ ,

^ ( ^, ^· ^

\ .-.
).. - '^

e- \, -
\ \. - '3

(/ ,·^ ^ ,, ^ ). KOivtj -
, 6 - ^3^4

^ -. - '4

so far as outward advantages are con-

cerned.

TTjj '/'I'xis] depends on 6%.^ They come

to a man without any efforts of his

own, spontaneously and from fortune.

Ti^xiys] 'as a gift of fortune.', ' on the ground of his

fortune. ' The former excludes as

the giving power, the latter excludes

it as the constituent of happiness.

1 1€ ] ' Closely connected

with this, and requiring no other ar-

guments, is the statement,' &c.

KaXQs] is a simple am-

biguity.

12 avdpia, . r. .] ' Courage in a

state and justice and wisdom are, in

their force and form, the same as in

the individual, when, by virtue of his

participation in them, he is called

just, wise, and temperate.'

1 3 Toi)s %] ' proper to the

subject.'$] " un autre ouvrage,
'

'

St. Hil. : "einen andern Vortrag,"

Stahr: "discussion:" but it may be

simply ' leisure,' as he says.
aperijs] Compare Eth. . ix.

p. 1178, b. 33.

14 >% ]
Spengel, p. 46, says, '

' So redet Aris-

toteles sonst nicht." The expression
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th'e^best
'^'^'^^'^^^' ,^,

life? et .
2 Se 3

Is hap- , , , , - ' ' > ' ,, , r

piness the ^"O? '^^ ,
\'h"e man

''^otTToV . Se ' yap
and for the 1/ . yap

state? ^ ^ ,,, ^ ^ .

2
, , >),', \ Saov-

' Si aTToSe-, ) Saovpav '] ^oSaoepav.
3 S Svo\ 8 ^^, % -, Sia \ -

6 -, ' Se \Sv ,'
4 ' \ ). S. ). S

is quite singular in his works. Spen-

gel, not doubting the genuineness of

these introductory chapters, thinks

that the different parts are probably

Hot of the same date, pp. 47, 48.

eirl T7js 65] ' in our present

treatise.'

II. I It is difficult certainly to see

how these two first sections are to be

distinguished from the last chapter.

If a distinction is drawn it must be

in this, that in Ch. I. he has been

directing attention mainly to virtue,

and has decided that in the individual

and the state it is analogous. Here,

on the other hand, he more especially

dwells on happiness, which, by general

consent, he says, is clearly the same

for both ; or they may be treated

simply as an introductory r^sum^.

2 Thv iva ^] ' allows the

individual to be happy, on the ground

of his being virtuous.'

3 ^eviKds, K. r. . ]
' The life of an

alien and of one who stands aloof from

all interference in the political asso-

ciation,' rrjs

yyjs,. xi. 13.

eire, . r. . ]
' in either sup-

position, be it that for all equally it

is desirable, or, though for some par-

ticular cases not, yet for the ma-

jority.'

4] might be taken as equiva-

lent to TO Tois ir\ei<TTois, but it

seems better to take it as ' this second

question,' viz.: what constitution is

to be formed? The stress in the sen-

tence lies on ToXtrtKiJs. ' But since

this second question is the proper

object of political reflexion and politi-

cal science, and it is this political in-

quiry{ ) that I have

now chosen, the first is supei-fluous,

'

&c. This I believe to be the render-

ing of the passage, and yet it is quite

true that Aristotle at once goes on to
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irepi , Se same for

, , , , . , ,\ - -, „ ^ the man, >79 and for the

/ I rt ^ t state ?.' 5

\ , ^' -, 6 \ ,
, . ·8 yap

Suo,
8 § . -

8 ·
[t^'J' -
\ \ Koivrj . -

^' -,, ).. ^^^' ^ - ,^24

" Bekker does not bracket this.

consider the question of the relative

value, both for the state and for the

individual, of the two kinds of life,

the philosophic or contemplative, and

the political or practical, a question

fully discussed and settled by him,

Eth. X. vii. 8. pp. 11 77, 8.

5 -, . . .]

—

Thv ' ' 54 from

()\ ' I mean, a life of

contemplation,' i. vii. 5, olov .
6 Trpos ]

" die am meisten nach Tugend stre-

benden," Stahr. 'Those who are

most keen in the pursuit of virtue.

'

re] This tc seems meaningless.

Stahr keeps it, but does not translate

it.] ' arrange himself for,

discipline himself for.'

7% '^^('\ ' If it

wear the character of a despotism or

tyranny.'

^xeiv] Compare II. VI,

22, ^, and note. Here^ would be more natural,

'] se ipsum, Vet. Tr. Several

editors change the, though dis-

agreeing as to its substitute. There

is no necessity for the change, looking

at the general use of the word.
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Is hap- ^ -
pmess the

, ^ , , , ,

same for . 01 -, 81 8·-
the man , , , , „ - , -^ ,

and for the' 01/ Kui eivai

^^^^'^

'

^. Se

g
\^ , ^' . Sio

"^, e't ev ,'^, ev ^^
|0);>?- '6§ re TraiSela

10 . € ev eOvecri3 8, ev.. ev yap

\ ^ ,
ev ^]8

J J . 8.§ air ay -. avSpa . Se"
€^ ] \(-. 8 ", ,<

12 8 . \ 8\ , -
" I have inserted.

, . . .] 'The man

who keeps aloof from political life has

not so much scope for practising them

as they have who mix in it.'

8 lUey ;] The meaning-

must be carried back past the last

sentence, and the' must be the

view taken in § 7, the view adverse to

the political life.

oCros opos ] Vet. Tr.

reads before. Stahr ap-

proves of this change, and the context

requires it. 'This is the sole end

both of the constitution and the se-

parate laws.' I have therefore in-

serted.
9 8] ' promiscuously' ' without

order,' the Latin 'temere.'

10 Toh '^] as distinct from

the 705. They had no., . . .] The great divi-

sions of the non-Hellenic world to

Aristotle.

11 TreplMaKcSoviav] Compare Grote,

IV. II ; XI. 397.] "mouthband of

leather," L. and S.

iv] Herod. IV. 66.

1 2] ' established.'
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Se '4. SoPeiep ay '· Is hap-

elvai , ei epyov same for, 8 · \^ and^for'the. yap ^'^^^^ ·, ye^ \ 3
§ 3,

^' . ^^
aXXais yap

k'pyov '
Se , '^ ',8,'^ · yap§ , Se

oiiSev . 3 5§ Se 80, ' -^ -, 3 8,^, ^ -, 8
aypiov ]^ ^. ' ^ \ ^ 1 6 1325^, ^,

13 \6^ 'within

the scope of the statesman or the law-

giver.'] ' The mere assertion of su-

perior strength involves no considera-

tion of justice.

'

ydp, ...] The patient sub-

mits to the physician, the crew to the

pilot, the citizen must submit to the

lawgiver. This must be talien for

granted.

14 '] ' Still, strange

though it be, it would seem that the

many.'' avToh, . r. .] Eth. V. iii. 15,

p. 1 1 29, b. 32; compare also Thuc.

V. 105, yap irphi^, . . .

15 ] sc..
— ]

Stahr reads in both places,

and refers to III. xvil. i. But there

does not seem any necessity for the

change, the required distinction may
be elicited from the present reading,

though it certainly would be simpler

the other way.] 'as the majority think.'

16 Again there might be no oppor-

tunity for a state to exercise this power
of conqueriag and ruling over others

as a despot state, for it might stand

alone. Such a state would be allowed

to be happy.] ' granting of course

that it be well governed.'
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pines^aie
^""^^ ^^^^^'^'-'- '

same for€ ('8,
the man '

, , „ , , , . „ ^ ,
'

and for the '/' ovoe
state? \ f / - ^^ it rr r y

.
yap . -

' 7 , 8, ' -. ^^ \ \• , ^'
8 - \ , -, ",-. --, Sel -
3 ' ., ], - (^ yap' , --, yap- , ' 'payav\"^ Xyov

' , 6

1-. yap· yap y, , yap

1 7 -yivoi] seems an equi-

valent expression to iOvos.€$ ayrois] 'open to tliem.'

1 8 Toh] St. Hil. and

Stahr agree in translating this " du-

ties," Vict, "quffi ad ofEcia perti-

nent." I rather take it in the sense

of what is 'fitting,' 'appropriate,'

and not in a technical sense.

cvvreiveiv] ' direct all its efforts.'

III. I oi -yap] ' I say both, for

he one,' &c.^] equivalent to the

Kai Trji -
vos of 2, 3. The words -,

would also express the same

notion.

yap] ' For they urge that

it is impossible.

'

] This word is emphatic.

If the rule over slaves is all that is

open to a man, to keep clear of all

power is the wiser course.

2 -] Compare I. vil. 4, as

also for what follows the earlier part

of the same chapter.
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uayav ovSevog aerevei '. voalYeiv ^'^ liapjii-] yup same for

/ f ' , , - ,^ , \ \ the man€€ ^ /\ ji,e

state ?eXevOepov ( ^. § Se

ev - ^. 3

eiraiveiv -€8^. ' Se

\ ^. /' - yap

'. 4- , ,-- -- '- ', ' -,, '- \ . 1325· ,' 5^· --. 6-
' ,·. '\- - .

rj \
3 ^] ' involve the ac-

complishment of.'

4] ' to give way to.'

{iirokoyeiv] ' take account of, nor,

as compared with this, bestow a

thought upon them.' The kindred

foi-m-, with a similar

sense, is not uncommon in Plato.

5 5] ' here

lies the fallacy of their assumption.', . . . ] The cases given

' are instances of great natural differ-

ences, and in them there is no opening

for that -, that rule over

equal and free citizens, which, in the

reasoning, the objector is supposed to

aim at destroying.

6] ' He then, who,

by nature on a level with othei-s,

endeavours to place himself above

them as their master, commits an

error which no subsequent success can

redeem. If men are equal, right and

justice for them consist in their being

governors and governed in turn.'

6 k3,v , . . . ] Indeed,
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Is hap- , ]
pmess the ' ' ^ ' ^

'

same for . Sei S'' \ Svva-
the man , , j/ > ' ^ % '

and for the "^ virapyeiv, €<. et

^^^^^

'

XiyeTUi ^ evirpayiav, \
7 KOLvri \' 6

8. -, , § 8, · yap^, \ ' 3 \ -
] 8

9-. oiiS' ^' 7>]·
yap \ yap.

so far is it from being true that each

man should grasp at power, on any

ground, even on this, that he will

make a good use of it, that he ought

to see that it is the right thing and

the noble for him to retire before any

one who is his superior, and yield

him obedience.

7 ' , . . .] use

both terms, virtue and ability (5vva-

), for both are necessary. Virtue

alone does not guarantee the skill to

use it rightly.

'

8 rbv But in taking

up this position we must attend to the

sense of the word^.
ras ] The order is,

Tas'/
€ .

avTOTe\e?s~\ 'sui juris,' 'independ-

ent,' ' self-complete,' the opposite of

VTTOTeXeh.] ' Tliat there are such is

clear, for,' &c.] ' external actions.

'

Toi>s^] Compare ilffiiapA..

I. V. p. 98 , Toi>s

Trepi'%.
9 '] ' Nor again, putting

aside these considerations and taking

action in the common sense, is it ne-

cessary to condemn to inaction the

states which are placed alone, and

which choose a life answering to this

their isolation.'] This seems out of

place. Its more natural position is

before the. ' For it is possible

even within themselves and with

reference to their several pai-ts, that

there should be action,' sc..] 'is true of.'

(^] ' else hardly.

'

oh ovK eiViv] For this language, as

far as it applies to the gods, compare

Eth. X. viii. 7, 8, p. 1178, b. 8.

Tois] seems equivalent to
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Se ^
^J^^^^^^^^

^X^^d y^P ^ , same for

eiaiv] . " and for the·?\»\/-)> \ ir e f state ?

eivai
^

\] ,.
Sk , 4] , ^^^^ ^3 citizens.- .

yap -. Sio 3, 8.
\. 3§, , 8§ { 13^6, ]^,

\ ] §§. § 4, ]
§€, ,

the 7^fOS of II. 1 7, and I

see no reason for omitting them, as

Spengel wishes to do, XLVll. note

43·

IV. I So far by way of prelude

or introduction. He proceeds more

directly to his task of forming a con-

stitution, and to the conditions, first

of aU, which he requires. He must

have a certain number of citizens, and

a country in which to place them.

Koi Trepl % dX\ai\ This is one of

the passages which is necessarily omit-

ted if the order of the books is changed,

as I have changed it.

Tas \>-{\ 'the primary assump-

. P.

tions,' the conditions under which we
can form oui- state.

2 /;] 'adequate

appliances.

'

•] ' we must pre-

suppose many things.' I take th

verb in an active sense, looking at

the accusative%. We have^ in the parallel passage,

II. 6, 7.

3 '^ ' in a right

state for their work.

'

TT]!/ oUdav '] ' Their peculia

material.'

4 xopyfjiai] ' The first

point in the statesman's arguments.

'

] depends on xoious xicaj.

12
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number of
^ . '

citizens, . ^' el <5e

5, ayvoovai ' -.
yap ,

3 Se Se^.
yap \ , §, ', '-'

6 .
Sei ,{ yap' \

] ,^ ' ocroi \.' yap^] , Se-^, ' -
7 ).. ',.. .
8 ^ ^ \^, 6£' ,

el ' '] ' Tliis may be

true, but tliey do not linow.

'

5 yap, . . . ]
' For the state,

the collective personality as well as

the individual artificer, has its work.

'

6 ), . . . ]
' or change

the view and take number also into ac-

count, yet quality must be con-

sidered.' , . . .] This pas-

sage gives three classes distinctly,

Compare III. 2, 3, note.

] ' parts proper to it.

This is dwelt on later, Ch. VIII. i.] depends on.
7 ^-] ' from practical ex-

perience.'

irpbs 6] ' with-

out any check on the increase in

point of number.

'

8 These next two sections are not

easy to arrange. The sense seems to

require us to look on the words OeLas

yap avayKUiov as a p.areuthesis.

' Law is an arrangement, good law a
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\ ToSe( eirei 8e \ cv kcu '^}^^

nuniljer c

y'lvecrdai, '^ -^ citizen.s., elvai avaynalov. 9

iroXeaL ,,^ . yap€ ^, ', 8 ^,, Svotv, Se -
Sia - '326, . n' ( ^,,, ·' "

yap ,"", -.
good arraDgement, but a very exces-

sive number is not susceptible of ar-

rangement, but there must be for

states as for everything else some

limit of size, so that they may be

susceptible of arrangement.' This

seems the course of the argument.

But, granting this, there stiU remains

the intermediate passage, of which,

as it stands, I do not see the meaning

clearly. I should put a colon at rb. 'For this, the ordering of a

very large number, is a task above the

strength of man, it requires a divme

power, a power like that which keeps

together the whole universe of things.'

iirel TO KoKov - ^^'-, - ^-
6'pos,-. ' Since beauty

requires size as one of its conditions(- -, not meant to con-

vey more than simply ^.), so in

states also, that which combines with

a certain size good order (
Spos =) , must necessarily be

the most beautiful.' Compare Poet.

vn. viii. p. 1450, b. 37: TO yap-^ . Etli. IV. vii.

5, p. II23j ti. 8 : TO iv·\.
10 ] nature, in the sense

given, I. n. 8.

eis 4'/, . . .] ' It may
attain a certain size, and yet, at one

time, impair its sailing power by its

smalbiess, at another by its excessive

greatness.'

11 % dvayKaiois] "Though

in all mere necessaries it be complete,

yet it is not a state: ,
wants, therefore, the.] 'Then, first, is

there a state, where you have an-ived,

in reference to number, exactly at the

12—2
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nun^ei-
^^^^^"^*^^ ''"'V

elvai'
12.

Tlie

country.

0\iu' , ,
S' 6 , t'pywv^ pctSiov. eiVi -

<5',- S

13. § \3 '-,- , ,," -
^', ^ Trj -

4. S^ paSiov.' 8. SrjXov,. 1\ §.
5 - ^ \ . ', SijXov

<5' -^ -. ^ \ ^
' ] -

point where first completeness is se-

cured.'

12 Tuiv\ It would be better if it

were at ^ al.] in their political and ex-

ecutive capacity, in their ju-

dicial ; otherwise is more pro-

perly the function .
13 The magistrates, then, are very

important, but how can they be

rightly elected, if those who elect

them cannot judge of them; and the

requisite knowledge is difficult when
the numbers are very large. Tlie

choice of the governor is always the

great difficulty of government.'] ' mutual know-

ledge is requisite.'

avToa-xeSiali'eiv] Thuc. I. 138.] ' evidently cannot

be escaped.'] 'easily seen as a whole,'

' not too large for the eye to compre-

hend.'

V. J \:, . . .]
Compare II. . g. He gives shortly

all the requirements of tlie Greek free-

man.
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ovcr'iav ', § ^ -^

yap] (-^ \-
Sia '', ] '' § -. ^'^ -^ , 8 ^' 3, ^^, ^' ^^.

' - 13^7

Sv, ). . ^' -. ^
- ^ >, . 6\· 4

8ei yap -
6 8 yyvovv -, ' S ^ , '

pyaav Tvy-^avoi ,-.
1\ Se , 6, the state be

2 rhv Spov] must be referred,

not to, but to what im-

mediately precedes.-] Spengel, p. 10, note, thinks

this is done in this same Book, Chs.

VII. (YIII. rather) and XV. It

seems to me one of the portions that

are lost. From the point of view of

the family it has been treated in the

first book, but it yet remains to be

considered as a political question.] to be taken with.%%, . . .] 'because

of those who, in the conduct of life,

pull different ways, the one towards

the one extreme, the other towards

the other.'

3 ' etSos] 'But as for the form.'

The answers to the^ in

yap.

4 ;] sc. that it should be

or. The second

is, that it should be.
I place onlj- a comma at-

TTtts, and consider the genitive^ to

depend on it, just as much as

does. ' The other requirement left is,

that the country should be easy of

access, for the conveyance of the pro-

duce generally, and also of its material

in timber or any other similar object

that it may possess.

'

VI. 1 6] This
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Maritime xyyyayoya-iy.. re yap eiri^evovaOaL

course, et'?, ylveaOai yup-^ Tt] ^ ^-., (5'

2. , ,^ -
3 , 3. yap

^. ., \ yvjv \^ ,, ^
4 . Tvyj^av>j -,^^ \ ^ yiyvo-^ ^ ^ ^-,' 8 . ^-" ayopav^

point suggested by liis statement in

the last chapter, \% irpds.
TLvai\ "Die fortwalar-

ende Anwesenheit der Fremden,"

Stalir. ' That there should be resident

a body of foreigners brought up in

other laws and customs.'5 6\ In III. III. 6,

the same point was mooted, the

same in principle, that is,

iv ) .] sc. -.4 --!] depend on the par-

ticiples .
1 el ] ' If these

results do not arise.

'

] 'a ready and

large supply of all the ecessaries of life.

'

4 --^
' Their surplus produce.

'

) yap] A singular

statement. He was led into it by his

dislike of commerce, which he would

restrict, therefore, within as narrow

limits as possible, and make as selfish

as possible for each state. This is a

conclusion quite alien to the genuine

spirit of commerce, which is, in the

largest and freest sense, the connection

for mutual support and for the supply

of mutual wants, of the whole human
family. And any theory like this of

Aristotle's— such as the mercantile

and protective system of later times,

—

which aims at exclusiveness, is to be

condemned as a direct attack on the

real interests of mankind,—a substi-

tution of the provisional and fictitious

virtue of patriotism or national selfish-

ness, for the t7-ue idea of a common
union between all the members of the

great family which mankind forms.] ' do so for the

sake of revenue.

'
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'

^ inter-

e^/a?, ovS' Sei . Se course.^ eirlveia 5

\ ,,
\ ,

Sia , ;, 3 ,
paSiov 8 8
\ 8 . ] ^ 6,, ' 1327 ^

§ ). ^,, \ . Se 1

^ \ - \ -, ^. §-
§ . 8

"' Bekker.

.\ ' such a desire

of gain.' This would be true if one

nation's gain were another's loss, but

this has already been stated to be in-

admissible.

5 ] If kept, must be

made to agree with, supplied.

But the sentence seems faulty.

Schneider, with Coray, wishes to read

0.€, I should prefer.,
leaving out the.] ' advantageously

situated as regards the city.

'

^ 'inhabit.' ! ., Soph. Aj. 1016.

TTjs KOLvuivia%] ' by the in-

tercourse with them,' the

\4;., ...] ' stating and de-

fining.
'

6 ] ' with regard to them-

selves only.'

7- ] ' an im-

perial and social life,' mixed up with

other states that is. The opposite to

here would be /, Ch.

II. 3.

Trjv& Trepi] ' Involved by.

'

yap, . . .] ' For they ought

not to be any part of the state.'

8 Trjs] "im Seewesen,"

Stahr; 'directs the navigation,' III.

IV. 2.
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^nte™'^
/ Tre^evouTWU , \

course.' Se-
yeapyovvTwv, eivai ,
Se ^Kal'J ', >]'· yap -.

9 IIe|0£ ^ \] ^
8 ,

1 ,"^ ', Si

^of'^the^^
'' SI, . 'S6v Srj

people, y,^ eSooa'' - , SeX^a
1. yap \^J)o \, Savoa S
vSepa \· Siowep SaX,
] The Laconian peiiceci

manned the fleet, and we find in-

stances of their holding the command,

Time. VIII. vi. 22.

vw] The first seems

superfluous.] Heraclea on the Pon-

tus. Compare Schneider's note on

the passage. He quotes Xenoph.

Anab. v. vi. 10.-] 'smaller,' 'of very-

moderate size as compared with

others.' This last is Stahr's view ,·

"fort petite," St. Hil. In Plato,

Legg. vi. 760 a,^ occurs in

the sense of ' smallest :' ds- Upd, ' ei's ^,
irpbs . This

seems sufficient warrant for the sense

given.

9 »/] Some editors doubt this

word. I prefer TroXews. His object

has not been to treat of cities, but of

one city.

] 'The citizens

in point of mere number.'

VII. I , ,..] 'It

would scarcely then be difficult to

foi-m a clear judgment on this point

at least.'(\ Tois ^] " distincta

gentibus," Vict. ;
" vertheilt unter die

verschiedenen Vdlkerschaften," Stahr,

' divided out into the difierent nations.

'

2 ] What ex-

tent did Aristotle assign to Europe ?

Is it the narrow one given by Her-

mann (Smith, Geog. Diet.) of the

country between Tlirace and Pelopon-

nesus? If so, then irepl

would be the Thracians, Scythians,

lUyi-ians, and apparently these are the

nations meant; but the language is

vague, and x. 3 seems to show that

Aristotle's sense of the word is larger.] ' spirit ;'$ $,
'intelligence and skiU.', . . .] ' They
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§e //€ ." \ \^>', people.

Se- Sioirep \ SovXevovTa SiaTeXei. 3

Twv' yevos ,· ) yap ]8
). -§ , Tuy^avov.

S' '- ' \ 4· yap ' (,,
( ayyo. " yap ' s^, yvpv,
yva ypo, 6 6 -

yap -^ rj.
preserve their freedom, but they re-

main without social organization.', . . .] ' Though intelli-

gent and crafty, are yet without

spirit.

'

3 t6 5i tCiu'-] Compare

Grote, . 98, " The feeling of per-

sonal dignity, of which philosophic

observers in Greece—Herodotus, Xen-

ophon, Hippocrates, and Aristotle

—

boasted, as distinguishing the free

Greek citizen from the slavish

Asiatic." Compare also the same

volume, p. 305, on the question of the

Greek climate.] ' holds a middle position.'

3.$ Tvyxdvov iroKiTeiai] What is

the force to be given to these words ?

Was the conception of Aristotle that

of a federative union, guaranteeing in-

ternal peace and empire abroad, but

allowing each sepai-ate state to be

autonomous, only bound to the others

by the strong ties of a common inte-

rest, a common nationality, and simi-

lar institutions, not torn, that is, by

the quarrels between oligarchical and

democratical principles? This seems

the probable case. The word

prevents our considering hhn to have

aimed at a merely defensive organiza-

tion, such as that suggested by Bp.

ThirlwaU, v. 154; and the general

tendency of his views is against the

other alternative, in the same passage,

that of "the supremacy of some
Grecian state, powerful enough to

enforce peace, but not to crash

liberty. " However this may be, it is

the want which is here indicated that

caused the failure of Greece to secure

empire and organize, as Rome did,

the nations of the world.

4 ] 'The different HeUenic
races.

'

0\\ 'onesided.' Comp. Rhet.,

m. ix. 5, p. 1409, b. 17, where the

word is applied to style.

5 Tices] Plato, Rep. 11. 243.] 'produces the

tendency to affection.' Comp. Topic

. vii. p. 113 b, I. IV. 5, p. 126, 12.
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^^oTthe^'^
-?;/' ^e- yap 6

people, ' , 6Xiywpei(T0ai.
1328 6 §10 \ ^^'

SiaXeyeTai

yap 8 €) ^.
\

7-' .- yap 6 .
^' e^et Xeyeiv^ eivai u.yva'

yap ^, 3' eyaX- uypioi, 8.
Se ., '

8 , ^ '. \
Xoyov irap yap §,. '.

yap

€,.
9 ). , §
\ , §
\ ,^ §. yap -

Set Sia Xyv yyvovv Sia

8 . 8" (
The pai-ts ^ ,
of a state. '

dXiyoipflceai] sc. '
7rpoariKei,Rket. 11.2, 15,· 1379; b. 2-4.

6 yap irepl airdyxeo^

Arch. Frag. 61, Bergk, ist Ed. The

reading Bergk gives is 01). Stahr makes it in-

terrogative.

8 6yov] 'as might be ex-

pected.
'

- Trap' oh] ' Those with whom,' apud

quos.

yap, ...] Eurip. Ft: Lie.

57, Ed. Dind.

o'l Toi iripa, ...] Eurip. Fr.

9 yap, . r. .] ' For we must not

seek the same exactness when tlieory

is concerned as we require when actual

sensible results are in question. ' So

Stahr and St. Hilaire.

VIII. I ] This is Bekker's

reading, and it is retained by Stahr.

I should prefer either or.
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', ovSe '^j"' parts

/ > , ^
of a state., ', ^ . \

] , ', ' '
' . (5' 3

' , '
5/

'

). '' \ ','
\.

^, ·. ' '^ .,. ' , 5

). ,,, ' ' \

It is difBcult to say what means.

The reading seems to be sup-

ported by § 6,

TrdXis & -. Retaining, I construe :
' Now, since in

the case of all other things which are

in their nature compound, we do not

in the same degree consider as parts

of the whole that is formed, all the

parts which are necessary to its for-

mation, so is it clear that neither in

the case of a state must we treat as

essential parts of a state all those

which are indispensably necessary to

its existence, nor in the case of any

other association, which forms a unity

in kind, a homogeneous whole. For

there must be,' he continues, 'some

one thing, and that common and the

same, to all who share in the associa-

tion.'

3 Thesimplyministerialsubordinate

functions must be distinguished from

thehigher and political ones—the basis

of the state from that which rests on it

—the means from the end—the

iveKev from the o5 '. They have

nothing in common ; the one produces,

the other accepts the result :

yiveaLi avyyei'rjs tois, Etli. Vll.

xii. 4, p. 1 152, b. 14.

4 , . . .] Therefore,

though property is absolutely essential

to a state, yet it is in no sense a part

of the state ; it is iv 6pyavov eiSet.

'] I do not see the object of

this remark.

eveKev fwTjs] This is the 'ev.
5 , . . .] 'This consists

in the practice of virtue, both personal

and relative ^
reXctos, which last is.^] ' have it in their power

to attain it.'
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of^astaie
^^^^^^ "^"^ TToXiTelag' yap Si'

re -
13^8 6 \ . Se

''', ' -.' SijXov.

1 §, (-§ ), § (^
-, -, §), , \• ^ ,
^ - ] ,, Sk \-

\ - -
8. 8-
). - ,, ' §-, -

9.. ^ , ', , ,, .
9 3 -^-

Division of , t r / > \ \ > \

the func- - [ -
tions of the

,

citizens.
\

] Tliis variety of position.

^TipeifoyTes] ' as they pursue it.'

6 ^] ' parts of the state in a

strict sense.'

if TovTOis] not identical vrith, but

lying amongst them, and capable of

being detached.

7 ] 'First in impor-

tance.' This is odd, as Aristotle does

not elsewhere, either in theory or

in his practical arrangements, lay

much stress on the worship of the

state. € ^ ' deci-

sion on the policy to be adopted, and

the administration of justice as be-

tween man and man.' Below,- .
8 ] ' not any chance

number.

'

IX. I ^] ' we must pre-

sume."
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^^ ' '4 epyov
'"^j^g, 'iSia Se ^^ons of the

, , , > \ - / ' ^ citizens.. ev Tvaatj oe . yap .', ^^ \ ,, yap' yap §-, § -^. 3- ,' ^^ ' , -^ ) '-, Tfj

\ Trj ,, ' ayopaiov §' yap 6 - -. § Sij · 4 '3-9

§ . ]8 \, \ uttoSo-

', 8 , Sioti 5, 8 ).. ^, ] 38,' yj 3 \ -, -
2 iv ), . . .] ' This is

not an open question in every state.

'

That is, some states have decided it,

and differ from others, and are what

they are by that decision. But for

the ideal state it is an inquiry that

may be entered upon.

3 6 ] ' admit these

premises, and it is clear.

'

TTpbs ] ' not with

reference to the idea of the given

state.' Comp. II. ix. i.

ayevvris, or ·/€] See L. and S.,

' low.'

4!§] sc..
Tpbs yiveatv] Both for edu-

cation and for political life.

evvirdpxeL] ' are not only found ex-

isting amongst the other parts {4v, VIII. 6), but are evidently

most strictly members of the state.'

5 ] 'that.'

$] ' of a different prime,'

or ' perfection.' The same distinction

is observed in Plato's and

; it is simply one of age.] This, as well as -, depends on5.
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^l^e^func"^
'^^'^^ ae/, -ravTij Se ' yaf)

tioiis of the /cai' . XeiTrerai -
^, Se, ' ^, 3 ev ^,

'-
7 ycip ^' .

3 · yap, §. yap-, ovS^' yvo
Sopyv, 8 §\ ·
yap^ -,^ § iroXiv . ^' 8

8 \yv,' . 8
\ §. ,' dvayKaiov

ypyo .
^' yevo.

9 ^. yap ypyov '
yap -' ). §^, §,\ '/ \ , 3

" iffTiv—elvai Bekker.

] Se] 'this ' marks the apodosis.] ' are, by virtue of their

possession of arms, the arbiters of

the existence or non-existence of the

constitution.'

6 TT)v TToKiTeiav] 'These

functions of government.'' diawep, . . . ] Tlie simplest

way of remedying the difficulty in this

sentence is to adopt the suggestion of

Bekker, and tran.spose the two verbs

etmi and, with a change in the

stops. 'As strength naturally is in

the younger, wisdom in the elder, this

surely is the true principle on which

the division should be made, and it is

the just one.'

7 ras KT'ijcrets, . . .] ' The ele-

ment of wealth {) ought to

reside in these,

'

rrjs] 'our state.',-] ' which does not culti-

vate and produce virtue.'] ' can only exist with

virtue.'

8 ;] See below, Ch. X. 13.

9 vw6 ] ' By none but

citizens.'

, . r. . ] I incline to make

the words tovs -
the subject of, as

well as of ^^^ :
' and it is fitting that

those who, from their time of life, are

past the age for the more strictly poll-
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aTvoSiSofai eyeiv ^^^^^^^^^^

8 , / tions of the

„ - , , , V - ' , citizens.. p.ev avev, ) , '. '°

\ -^, ^ \-
' S>] , ',

8 ." ^' 8^/^ J" " ^ ~ ^ " ^ ^ The casts-, ^ ^^^^^^^^^^

). - sysaitia.

- ·. ·, , r ' - 13^9-
, ^, ,', , , ^/ 8]. ^ ^' }
^, ", ] MiVo) -, § ' -, ^ 3, )

tical functions, whether of action or

deliberation, should both perfoim the

worship of the gods and have the rest

which their service requires; this is

the class which may be set apart for

the priesthood.'

I ^] This expression

throws light on the more obscure

statement of VIII. i.] Spengel, p. 25, note 27,

wishes to read yewpyovs, but it is not

necessary. ' For though,' &c.

??] A very concise

expression. He means, that the sepa-

ration between the two divisions of

the citizens and the non-citizen class

is ineffaceable, whilst that between

the two divisions of the citizens is

simply a question of time. In the

first case, he takes the two bodies, and

contrasts them ; in the second, the

divisions of one of them. ' And, con-

sequently, there is a separation in

each of these cases,—in the one case

a total and perpetual separation, in

the other a partial one.'

X. I He has got the citizens ot

his state, he turns to their arrange-

ment.

TOiS Trepl TToXiTeias, K. . .] Compare

III. I. I.) , yevi}] The caste

system.

AiyvvTw] Herod. 11. 164.

2 Trepl '] Grote,

I. 312.

3 ol] Herod. I. 2,

ol. Niebuhr, Rom. Hist.Yol. I.

16, considers that it is Antiochus of

Syracuse from whom Aristotle is here

quoting.
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The caste- ^ /
system and

, , , „ „ , , , _ ,
^-, . „

syssitia. Xapelv,- evTog ', ],· yap air oSov

4. Srj -, \ . Sio-
5 . § -

\ \,, § \ ^,·^ ^ } ~.
6 . ^, 6 § 6,' )(^ MtVw

7 ^. § \ 8
-, <5'- ^ 88, \

8 ^. \' ^ ^.
8 , '-

^ Bekker.
] ' This promontory,'

in the sense in which the word occurs,

Herod. IV. 38.

ivrbs] running southwards into

the Ionian Sea, 'on the hither side' of

the boundary given. The distance

between the two gulfs is twenty miles,

and is so small as to justify Ai-istotle's

looking on the two as forming the

boundary. So I explain the yap in

yap.

4] On this see Niebuhr,

Vol. I. 14, 16, and pp. 55, 56, note

165. On ', Grote . 497.

if-Kouv] On this compare Grote ill.

466, and note i, and for the Chao-

nians, m. 463.

2ipiTic] Heyne's conjecture ',
for', is better than, and

is adopted by Mr. Grote, ill. 463, note

3. is here adopted from Nie-

buhr. Bom. Hist. Vol. i. 18. "The
Siritis so renowned among the

Greeks."

6) yap] ' I say Egj'pt, for,

&c.'

7 x/Jocy] Compare II. v.

16.] as opposed to avayKata

sc. avayav.

8 ^] "von jeher." Stahr

inserts omni hominum memoriS ; there

is no record of the time when they
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yap aev SoKoOcriv eTvai, Se re- The caste-

\ r ~ t\\n--ii /
system and\ . mo syssitia.^, 8 ^." 8 g

\ - " ^ / )/ / The slave, , ^^^^

SioTi 3, ^^^'^"

) - Se

\ , ,, 8 3 , 1330, )^, out'' .8 -
Si' ^' 8\, . Sei S, paSiov Se Sv -

SioiKeiv .
S Saavaa, S^o Sr|pa , n

\ Se §, \8 Sa,- , Se

Sa^vv, Se Sv
"- Bekker.

were without laws and political ar-

rangement.

'-] Several editors wisli to

read-, nor is Stahr averse to

the change, which seems favoured by

II. V. 16. Still it is not necessary.

The sense is very good with.
Eth. X. X. 23, p. 1 181. b. 16. e'i Ti4 .

9] 'that ;' h-4povs, 'dis-

tinct from the citizens themselves.'

Trj \5]] I prefer the dative participle

to the accusative. ' But common by

the use made of it in a friendly spirit.

'

Compare IT. v. 6.

A. P.

10 Trepi] And not only

must each citizen be adequately sup-

plied both for his own wants and the

fair demands of Kberality, ' but also

I,' says Aristotle, 'in common with

the general view, allow that a public

mess is required,' &c.] As Spengel says,

p. 10, note II, it may be that Ch.

XII. is the treatment of the subject

here referred to, but that is hardly

adequate.] And as the poor cannot

meet this demand, as well as their

other wants, there must be some com-

mon stock.

13
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The slave^ , eTepov Se ,
popula- Siio

tion. t , , ; \ \ /
.

re yap €·€- .
12 yap e^ei , oKiywpovai, §\' \. Sio -, Sia 'iSiov

13.
Sia ' §, § ^ , , -

(/' yap8^-
^, § -

14 . , '

1 1 TTpbs ;] ' on the bor-

ders.
'

€] ' For so the division has

fairness in it and justice; and with

reference to the wars with neighbour-

ing tribes, it has a very considerable

tendency to produce unity of feeling.'

I supply, it will be seen, the nomi-

native to ^€.

12 Compare Thuc. II. 2i, the case

of the Acharnians ; also Numbers

XXXII. that of the tribes beyond

Jordan.

Trap ipiois] The reference is un-

known.

13 yap Av] For if neither of

these.

Trepiokovs] Schneider in-

serts ij, and with some reason, look-

ing at ix. 8, where, as here, the slaves

are marked off first, and then two

other classes are given, either bar-

barian perioBci, or perioeci of the same

race as the ruling body. But, on the

whole, it is as well to keep the reading

in the text. In the former passage

Ai'istotle was merely enumerating the

kinds that might, in fact, constitute

the dependent population ; here he is

speaking of what is desirable,, and if lie could not have slaves,

he would wish that the perioeci should,

as the next best thing, be of a stock

alien to the Greeks, and not dependent

Greeks ; and both as a matter of

Greek feeling and from the lessons of

Greek experience, he was justified in

this his view.

14 % , ...] 'And these

should be divided into classes ; the

one employed on the private estates of

those who have the property should

be themselves the private property of

the owners, the other employed on

the public land should be public'.
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yrj. ' Se Set " SovXoi?, Sioti The slave\ 3 eXeudepiav, popula-

,, , _ tion..
Se Se? '

\ < The city.

^^,' Se -
§ -, , ^, '. ' ^

yup ''-- , ^
yap . § -- - ^^. 3 3, ^' SvaTrpocroSov \^,

\ --
8 , ' §^' vSacriv yaXa,^- pyovo 8 -.

§ Sei , 4

(5' \] 'Liberty should

be held out to all of them as a reward

to be attained by exertion.

'

€] Tliis is certainly

not given in what we have of Aris-

totle's work. It is one of the clearest

passages in favour of its being a frag-

ment.

XI. I K0LV7]V ]
' so far as circumstances will permit,

equally open to,' &c.

oOttJs wpbt ^ ' For

the position of the city itself, and

without reference to anything but

itself.'-/£] ' That it may be

fortunate in its position in four points.'

&pa - is the

passage quoted by L. and S. from

Demosthenes, Or. xvni. 288. The

difficulty in Aristotle is to make out

clearly the four points.

2 irpbi ? ·/\]
' Those which slope towards the east.

'

Compare Arnold's note on Thuc.

III. 23, for the difference of the east

wind in Greece and England.] ' For they have a milder

winter.

'

^xecc] depends on Sei.

3] 'of their own,' "within

the town itself," Stahr.] 'recevoirs,' 'tanks.'] ' so that the supply may
never fail them when shut in.' This

must be the sense, but it seems an

uncommon one for vwoXdireiv.

4 ' re] sc. iv vyLetV(2, ' in

a place favourable to health.'

13—2
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he city, , Se^ ^, \
eyeiv ^. /-^ -, -

vyleiav Se \
5 '^ eyei . SioTrep ev

8 SiwpiaOai, ''
^, ^('8 \ ^'. 7\ 8, ·· oXiyapyj.KOv ·-,8 (5', (5'8,

6 . 8 8-^^ ).-, ^

\ ^, §, ^33 yap \8
7. Sio 8 (^8·-

] ^;] ' as a principal, not

as a subordinate point.' The simple

common sense of this passage requires

no comments, and in the social ar-

rangements of the ancient world this

important point was not neglected. In

more recent times it has been strangely

overlooked, and in England, even now
that its importance is being recog-

nised by all, it is far from being prac-

tically attended to
;
partly from the

indisposition to meet everything butthe

most crying evils, which is character-

istic of the national mind
;
partly from

the deficiency not pressing so much on

any classes as on the poor, and the

poor in all such matters are sacrificed

to the ratepayers
;
partly from the op-

position of vested interests, which pre-

vent vestries as the local power, and

parliament as the central, from acting

with vigour in any great sanitary

questions when the lives and interests

of the millions are at stake. This is

the case to an extent singularly dis-

creditable to our boasted municipal

and parliamentary institutions, whose

power to impede progress is as visible

as their power to forward it, and it is

the former that at present seems in the

ascendant.

5 Trepl6] On this re-

mark, as illustrated by the history of

Greek and Italian republics or feudal

Europe, I need not dwell. All stu-

dents of history or politics will find it

easy to illustrate.

6 7)Uwv '\ ' Though it is thought

pleasanter.'

(%] ' straight and well cut.''] . 8.'\ ' the contrary system, as

it was.'] ' that older plan.'
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yap, ev yewp- The city,

-yoi"? ? ), Se ·
yap ] ( ^. 8

^^, 8' --^, \^
Xyova py .

8 \ g

Sia-· \ Se 8-- yyva -' \ Xyo, Set' \- 8, -- , 1331^. yap '-
\ - -'

8 \ 8.
y , ,

\ -,. ,, ,
>] - \

7 ] ' vines planted closely

and irregularly,' say L. and S. ; but

this does not seem to be the meaning

here. It is rather vines planted in the

quincunx. So in the arrangement of

the town, the streets would not, like

those of Philadelphia, run parallel and

at right angles, but the blocks of

houses would be so arranged as to

front the openings of the streets.

8 »] ' are extremely an-

tiquated in their ideas.'

'] ' and that too though they

see that the cities which prided them-

selves on that, are, when tested, found

wanting.' Mr. Grote, x. 304, note 2,

commenting on this passage, thinks it

difficult to admit of Sparta.

9 et's] Philip of

Macedon gave an immense develop-

ment to the artillery.

1 1 '] ' not merely.

'
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^, ^.
^

yap Si^ £ --, Se Sei^ \-
\ '· yap §'.

12 ^6 8
'^^'^^^^'^^-, 8'^ \

agoia. pyo , SijXov -
~. Srj, Se ^^ -

Seiov ) , 6 -
3 ^^ '^^'^ V . '

6

yvva -. - (5' ' \
, ] ' the recent

inventions.' " ceux de la tactique

moderne." St. Hil.

1 2 ^] means of defence.' '] ' seek by

scientific methods.'

ydp'] This is equivalent to

the Latin maxim, Si bellum vitare

vis, bellum pai-a.

XII. I ] sc. (1, ' the

walls of themselves invite us.

'

2 , . . . ]
' and the

syssitia of the most important boards

of magistrates.

'

] In this he agrees with

Plato, Hep. iv. 427 b.

3 Te ^, . . . ] A
close translation would hardly give

what I conceive to be the meaning of

this passage :
—

' which is both con-

spicuous enough to qualify it for an

appropriate site for the men of eminent

merit whom the state may possess,

and is not without considerable

strength as regards the neighbouring

parts of the city.' =/^ . Comp. Thuc. VI. 96.

TO &\\o . . . $
' ^ '.

Stahr's translation of ·$
ApeTTjs is,

'
' der geistigen Erha-

benheit seiner Bestimmung wtirdig

entsprache." St. Hil. translates it

more nearly as I do. " Tel que

I'exige la dignity des personnes qu'U

recevra."

he] Comp. Grote, II. 371.

" In the Thessalian cities, though in-

habited in common by Thessalian pro-

prietors and their Penestae, the quar-

ters assigned to each were to a great

degree separated : what was called the

Free Agora could not be trodden by

any Penest except when specially

summoned."
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elvai , agora.

jewpybv ^ -
^. €· 6,

€ ). ' -. yap Sirjprjcrdai \ 5-, -^, §-- |0 The double

6 133'

»

aiSi2 ) . 8
ajopav' 8 ,''' . § -- , -, )

. ^' 7, ' \, ayopavo-

\ , ayopa \
\ Koivrj, ' 6 )

avajKaiav ayopav '· yap, vayaa. 8

yap-, aypo-, ) - avayKaiov^, ,
\\€] This word occurs, Eth.

VII. xiv. 6, p. 1154, in the sense of

' passing into.' Here it means ' to

approach,' 'come near to.'

5 t6v ] ' Such

fear as freemen may feel.'

6 ·~^'\ ' where may easily

meet.'

TO] This is an odd statement.

There must be some mistake, for it is

inconsistent with Ch. IX. If he

means \! ,

so limited, the statement will hold ; but

even then the disjointed way in which

he throws out eh Upei%, els,
is remarkable.

irepl —] is supplied, as

Schneider says, harshly ; but it is the

simplest word.

7 Tas \$~\ ' the summons.'

kolv^'] ' in some public

place of meeting.'- -] equivalent to

rrjj ayopdv, % 5.
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The double Se. 3 -- apyov.
^ , -

yap Xiy:iv- t'pyov, Se ^"
Sio] y.

J 2
IlejOi § , ). 3

Theconsti- )-
tution.

^ '^gy^Q-QQi,. [^ § ] ' yiyveTai, \%^, <^e^^ yap^ \ yap, § ^ §-
S - -

yvov, 6 § -3, yap

§ vyiaivov ," yavo -
§ (5' '- \

3, ' .
Xrjv \ ,. y·^avv,

1322 ^ § yap )(^opya

/',
" Tas Bekker.

9 eixfis '4pyov\ 'is a question of

wishing.' Compare IV. i. He turns

now from the, the necessaiy

conditions of his state, which he must

have allowed him, to the constitution

itself, to that which depends on man's

exertion and skill and not on fortune.

XIII. 2 Prom this point down to

the end of § 8, or very nearly, I have

enclosed in brackets, as an unneces-

sary interruption of the reasoning.

Se rds] To make the sentence

complete there should be inserted

eV.€ yap] Comp. Eth. vi. x.

p. 1142-31·^] ' stands out well and dis-

tinctly. ' Sd ^. The apodosis.] 'both must be mastered.'

3] 'have the opportunity.'] would be more regularly, agreeing as it does in sense

with xoprjyias.
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Staiceiaevoi?,' Se <5' cn-

V ^ ' ' , , , , S y
stitution.{] ,€ -^. eirei oe

iSeip, <5'' , -
TeuoiTO ^ ^ - ,
SrjXov Set, , . 5

ev , ei Xoywv ,-• _ ,'. ^, 6

(5' · ] ^
' , avaj-

, {
yap

^, ^' \-. jap ' 7, - yap. <5' 6

\ ) \ ^· . yap,
6, ·. ' \ -^ 8

\ . , -
4] ' from the commencement.'

5 ^; =5] See

IX. 3.

6 '%] This expression occurs

in III. iv. 5. 'Though they are the

results of a virtue, yet they are not

more than is necessary ; what noble

element they have is not satisfactory

they are right, but they are not more

than right, there is a meagreness

about them. They are of the charac-

ter of a necessary evil.

Tas ;] sc..

7 ] Comp. Eth. I. xi. 13,

p. I roi. I.

Toi)s %] The reference is

Eth. IV. vi., p. 1113. 15.

8 ras x/jTjireis] Comp. II. VI. 9.

' The use of the goods of fortune

—

) ·.'
] Men have not seen that it

is in their use and not in themselves

that happiness consists, and not seeing

this, have thought them, by a confu-

sion, the causes of happiness.
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·'^°° Xot' ^ "AvajKa'iov, ^ . Sio -
^] , -·

yap 8^
^>] 'dpyov,' -. ·§ ^' -

10 . -, ^. ). yap

€§-^, ^' 8 ,
yap ^'. ayaOoi y ^ yyvova

11 Sia. § \yo.
yap §,
^, |/·;>//.

»332 ^e* · yap -
yap Sia Sia

12 .
^ '], S'' ,-

8e \ Xoyif yap e'p^et Xoyov. §' yap

\ Sia Xoyov, -

^ '] The sense would

te quite cleav if this were brought into

immediate connexion with the first

sentence of the chapter. ' From all

that we have said, it follows as a ne-

cessary consequence that of the requi-

sites for a state some must be assumed,

they are the gift of fortune, others

must be provided by the legislator
;

and, therefore, so far as the points are

concerned which depend on fortune,

the constitution of our state is a mere

question of wishing.'

yap, . . .] 'for, that for-

tune is supreme, we assume.

'

5 !] Know-

ledge and will, the two conditions of

all right action ; the -
of Eth. II. iii. 3, p. 1 105, 31.

^] 'and in our view.'

10 d, . r. .] ' granting that

it is possible.'

ouTws] ' this latter way.'

11 ] Comp. Eth. x. x. 6,

p. 1 1 79, 6, 20, where takes the

place of \byo% here.

evia Te] better 6^.

bia T^s €!, ...] ' By nature

uncertain, capable of either turn

;

fixed by habits for evil or for good.'

12 rrj <€] 'instinct,' 'natural

impulse.'

yap ( ^loojv) \6yov]

Comp. I. II. 10.
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\ eveiv. eivai Set The con-^, -
irpoTepov, epyov§^'· yap€€, <5'.

Se ' 14, Sr], ei 8 "^^^^^^^^^'^

Sia· SrjXov the same

yap ] - citizens?. '' 8 2

yoa§, -, ^^', -
\ -^', SrjXov \. ^ 3

paSiov ^' ''§ "·, -
Sia avayKaiov -- . yap, . yap ·- 4' -,. y,.

13 ei)xei/3wroys] ' manageable.'] Ch. VII.

7rai5eias] in the widest sense, taking

the child at the earliest stage. ' For

men learn partly by practice, partly

by precept.'

XIV. I ] This

point was virtually settled in III. iv.

2 el^] Compare I. v. 8.

toIs'] ' evident to

the ruled.'

3] of Caryanda, Smith,

Biogr. Diet., where it is mentioned,

759 a, that Aristotle is the first writer

who refers to him.

(.\{\ depends on.] 'on equal terms,' III. XVI.

3, and note on .
4 ^ ' all who, resi-

dent in the country, are not citizens.'

-] ' on the other hand.

'
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lathe edn-, Sei^ . §e-
cation to vi-r\,rn/n in

bethesame Tepov . yap ,-
^cltizens^r

yevei Sh-
' , , ^. -

Se8 ^ , 8, \
6, ] .-, ^ '-

1333. ^^ ,. yap

3 -. ^' ],-', ,
7 3 . § ^, § . ^' -. Sio8

yap-'
8 \ . 8 \

The ob- , , , ; ^ ' 1 ^ - ' ' ' ? '

jects of '^'^ ,
education. -, ' ^ ,\ ,^ \ Sia -

9, '.
"^'^ Bekker.

5 yivei6\ ' tliat which

is in kind the same.''] 'on the ground of age.'] ' to have this privi-

lege in his turn, when he shall have

reached the proper age.' is

used in a very general sense.

7 Toh Ipyois, . .\. ]
' not in what

is done, but in the object for which it

is done.' , ...] 'even to the

young freeman.'

WXei] bpiterai rAei yap, Eth. ill. ro, 6, p. 1 1 ij, 6, 22.

8 , ...] This is discussed

at considerable length in III. IV.

must, in accord-

ance with that chapter, be taken very

closely together. ' The virtue of the

citizen, if that citizen be also a ruler,

and that of the best man, are identi-

cal. ' &% answers to

the TLvo% of III. IV. 9.

Sttws yyvova\ I adopt this i-eading

in preference to Bekker's 'how good

citizens are formed, ' with an interro-

gative sense, that is,and not a final one.

9 5-\ Elk. I. xiii. p. 1102; vi.

ii, p. 1 1 39 A.
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^, Sv e'vei ', S' Theobjects

" ' ' ' ' Ji' ' ' ? ' ^ ^ ^
ofeduca-€ , Aoyw Uon.' . -

^' ei^ , Siuipovaiv

uSj^Xov-. -, \
€ · ). , Sh8^ ^^],'§· 6 yap 6 3"8 3, ^ , \ §^-

Svoiv ^-, . ^ § 2
\ \ ,-^ Se. ' 13

'^ ). ^,, Sk-, ).., \
\1/ ] , 8. § \ 4· -
] .should be. There

is a similar inaccuracy in I. v. 9.

10 Sir}pT]rai]sc. 6 \6yos. 'Thereason,'

not 'the rational part,' \6yov '.
11] 'To correspond with

this division then must the part evi-

dently be divided, and the actions of

either division will admit of a cor-

responding division again.

'

T) ^ tolv hvoiv] Is the mean-

ing :
' The actions of the higher part

are more to be chosen by those vrho

have it in their power to do so, than

the actions of all the parts of our na-

ture, or of the two parts concerned in

moral action, ' the of Eth. x.

7, 8, p. 1 1 77, b. 28? Does he mean
that we ought, if we can, exclusively

to cultivate the highest part, to the

entire exclusion, that is, of the lower.

It is very difficult; yet this would

give a sense.

12 ttSs] 'a further division is

that of all life, &c.'

Kai ] carelessly stated,, · -, 5.
1 3 '^ equivalent to^.
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leobjects X^ljj^ , eipr]vm uyeiv
feduca-

, , , , . , '

tion. a-^ohaieiv ^ oe-,
Se\ Sei. '

1333 7§ eTi ^ ] ,
15 SeovTui ^'. Se 3',, (--

] ^,' 3 .
6 Se ] '\^

So^av -8 ,
]

] Xoyov^ ). -
17 . yap

^}] '^- 8-70, -, \,,] , Sia

8 . 8 ^, , 8-, 8' 6 , ^' 8 ,, 8^- , .
19 ^ -]

Bekker. ^ Bekker.

15] 'assez pen noblement,

'

St. Hil. ' in a low and vulgar spirit.'] ' the more grasp-

ing.'

16-] 'have been tho-

roughly convicted now by experience.'

17 ] I incline to tbe

reading of one MS., .
xopr)yia\ ' a large supply of

the goods of fortune.'

] unknown.

18 ] seems a better reading-

than . There is no new argument

advanced., . . .] 'though they re-

main constant to his laws, and though

there is no hindrance to their obeying

them.'

19 I, 5, 2..
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Set ^c70T/c? Theobjects

,f r - ' ' ' « ' ^ ^ ,1 of educil-

apyji \\ - tion.. ^' Sia § ^ -, '^'
yap '-.

SfjXov yap \ ^ -
3, § )(·,' ,. Si]\ ,
yctp iSia ^ -
S -^ . War.- §, -8 ,'^, ^^, 8- 13.34'' ^ ^ ^§. ^2

§ ^ ]. '^, -
yap -, § -. yap

" Bekker.

KOLpTepetv] I read, instead of-
Teif, which Eeiske saw the diffi-

culty of, and wished to leave it out.

Kaprepeiv agrees well with II. IX. 6,

eTyai,
whereas jars with .
' He trained them to endurance, with

a view to their getting sway over their

neighbours.'

20 SrfKov] ' For it is clear that

if this end is a right one, it will hold

good for the individual citizen.'^] ' The very thing

which the Lacedaemonians blame in

Pausanias.' He was not king, but

regent
;
but, as Mr. Grote says, with

"all the power of a Spartan king,

and seemingly more," Vol. v. 362,

note 2.;] 'consistent with a free

constitution.'

21 ] is superfluous, or

should be inserted after kolv^.

War, to be justifiable, must be

either defensive, or with beneficial

purposes, such as it answered in the

ancient civilization
;

or, thirdly, to

carry out the intentions of nature, I.

Vin. 12. ] KTTjTiKTi TTws, . . .
2 2]. II. IX.

34· Grote, 11. 550.
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Theobjects ',' , .
of educa. V ^ , ' . L

tion. 70€ dvvucrUai ^'.
Se elvai ]] \ iSia

The true , \ top eivai re
end of life. >» '^ \ > ^ , , ^„^.^

Tt]^, oei^ --^ yap, '7]
1, ,- -^. -

(5e ] Siaywyi'jv,

}^ k'pyov ] ]. 8
yap vayav -, ri ^.
Sio 8

yap , §,
3 8 SovXoi

3. \ -, Se , Se,
ayo ^ yap avaya^

), '
4 . -
\ \- ^ -, ' , ,' yap

).,
5 ayaOuiv. -

] ' They lose their temper.'5] 'because he never

trained them.'

XV. I rbv ] 'The same

characteristics.'] sc. Trj Tr6\ei.

1 'None of the virtues are use-

less. Some may be more especially

those of the active life
;
others, those

of the contemplative, but aU are

needed. For, to enjoy leisure, you

must secure certain requisites.'

3 0iXocro0ias] ' intellectual culti-

vation.' The of Aristotle, 6-
vrjaLi of Plato ; both are included

under the term.

4 - ] ' all

things that in the judgment of men
are the constituents of happiness.'

6 5i6ri, K. T. .] This and the next

section, as far as, are paren-
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Set ,. ^ yap The^true

SuvacrOai^ , 8 ev education,

-^, -, ^' ^
§7§3. Sio 3 .§ 6. yap '»;^
(, ' 334 ^, Sia -. §^ ,, \ Si ,, 3 Sia , Srj.

88 7

8. Se ^ Tlie order,3, 8 served in^ . education.

8 ' 8-^ \ -, Sia -_. §, ,
thetical. may be either ' why' or

' that, ' the latter more probably.

&\ sc. -./] In illustration of

this compare Eth. i. 3. 3, p. 1095, b.

19, oi -, ' like slaves brutish in their

pleasures.

'

6 Tip '] ' by their having

a different standard from others.'

yeviaOaL depends on'.
Tivos aperijs] ' by a definite

virtue.' Their error is as to the

virtue.

yueifw re -, '\ sc. etvai-
vep6v. By are meant -
'€, of § 4., 6 axoKd^eiv ' -
?.

. .

apeTwv] again -, or

7rp0s 6\€.
'] better than, 'and

that it is self-dependent.'

^] the apodosis.

7 '] ' With regard to these.'] It is only a question of

priority, not of the exclusion of either.

yap] 'for they must harmonise, &c.'

ivB^xcTai yap] ' for it is possible

that even the reason may have gone

vprong, and not formed a right con-

ception of the true primary idea of

life, and yet that the man may have

been trained by habits as well as if

the reason had not so erred.' This is

one sense, but I am not sure that it

is the right one. Stahr thinks it

means, that man may be led astray

by his reason as well as by his train-

ing.

8 yivtais, . . .] 'The birth of

14
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The order ] .
to be ob- '

, , , , , , „ „ ,
'

, ^

sei-ved in oe- '/^^^ i*^"' ^ TJ;? .
education. / \ / \ \ - /- /

Toi/TOi'? )/^ )
9. -^ Sv' ,
] \^ Svo, aXoyov] Xoyov

_, ] ^ Svo ,
Se. § - »;

'^, aXoyov Xoyov.
10 § ' yap ], <5e eVi-' ] - ^, 6 Se -

] 6 . Sio --
avayKaiov -

yp-, ,, Se

^^.
6 3 -

Maiiiage. ^^^^^ ,] ^,
2 Xph . ^ ^'

] ^. -' ] ] ^
§ ,

' yap ]

the child is not the first step in the

process.' '5, 'It is the

end from a given beginning, and is

itself the beginning of another end.'

But the language is obscure.] ' Now in the nature of

man the ultimate end of all is his

reason and his intellect. As these

then are the ultimate end, all must be

subservient to them, the mere natural

birth itself and the moral discipline,'

T7]U .
9 6/)5, K.T.\.]Eth. VI. 2. ^, p.

139. f8.

TO &Xo70c] = Spe^is. }\.6yov? _ ToD vov.

10 yevo^ivoLi \ ' imme-

diately after their birth.'

XVI. I air' apxijs] 'From the

beginning,' as alluded to in xv. 8.

It is the marriage of the parents.

2 -^] 'may come

down together,' 'in their ages there

may be no disproportion, '

'

' dans un

rapport convenable," St. Hil.
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SiaSo'^t'iv. Sei yap >) 3-{ yap -, § - '335

), ^pyy. yap

3('· yap^ --, ] yaov
-apyy. S\ §, 4-

yvvvv. 3-. yap y'v - 5- ^ ^,- 3 yuvai^iv, §. <5' - 6- yap-^ '0yyova

\ , avay-.
Si' yap

'yvva , \. § - 1

\ - Sio ] yvaL
Sia ,

Sia yaa ,'
'] ' the succession of the

children.'

3 x0.pL% ] ' The

natural pleasure which children give.'

7rep2 ] ' In the ma-

nagement of the family very great

nearness in point of age gives a great

opening for disputes.

'

4 )] 'may be ready for,'

Ch. IV. III.

Sij] ' It is quite possible then

to secure all these objects by one and

the same care.

'

5 ] ' ia limited.'

aaav^v] 'to be regulated upon,

to be made to adapt itself to.

'

6 iyyova] This is Bekker's read-

ing, yet in § 16 it is ^Kyova. "The
fruit of the womb."' avayKaiov] He rests very con-

fidently on the argument from other

animals. The question is one which

entirely concerns us as animals..^€] 'it is a prevailing

custom.'

7 ] veav

&\. So St. Hilaire gives it in his

note. Comp. Grote 11. 510.

14—3
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n-iage. 7|009 ^. € Se ] -
8 eicSoaeig · -\€ yup elvai SoKovai veai^ -. ] Se SoKec, eav

yap

9 ')(_, . Sio] 6aSa '^-, ^' \, "
yap' ',

vyaaa ^
10. 8 §8', yyva \0yov yv,

§ §\\ 8-. ] §-, ', 3 -- , -
11 . ^ Sr] 8> -
yva ] " " yap\

1335 Xyo, \ -, -
8 ras ] Plato dc

Legg, 924» D. /.\£ irpbs ] ' in-

jured for growth.'

sc. .
& , ... ]

' beyond which the

body does not continue to grow.

'

9 Plato de Rep. v. 460, E, names 20 as

the woman's prime, 30 as the man's.

eiTTo] Spengel wishes to read, p. 9, note 11. The reason

is that 35 is 7x5. But if Aristotle

married himself at 37 (and it could

not have been earlier), it might ac-

count for this slight deviation. In

any case, the interval is greater than

quite accords with the prevalent

notions in our own time. Even

Plato's intei'val would be thought too

great by many.

10 ] sc. rois.$ ] ' at the begin-

ning of their prime,' set. 30.

TOis ^] yovevai, ' when their

age is now already in its decline,'

"stricken in years."^ An odd use of the word,

though the connection of this mean-

ing with its commoner one of ' duet,'

' concert, ' may be traced easily.

1 1 These minute regulations point

to the much greater attention paid to

the sound bodily condition by the

Greeks than by modern nations.
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\. Se damage., XeicTeov 12

6V ^', Se eiireiv .
yap -

eve^iav ovSe vyieiav , -,' . - 3
§ , Se,^' , ,. § Sei-^ \. - § - 4, 8^. Se paSiov- ' -. Siavoiav

S'v·
.] Se , 5

Sev , Sia Se ,
Xrj, Sev yiyvo-

Srj . Se

12 ! €'] & is required.] Eth. VI. 13. 8, p. 1 144»

22, XeKTiov '.
wepl, ' we must concentrate

more attention on the subject.'

ei)eftay] ' in good state of

body, such as the citizen requires it.'--] ' requiring constant

attention, and always suffering,' the

invahd state.

13] 'strong by exer-

tion.
'

Trphi] sc. TTovov.] We should have ex-

pected.
14 dpatij] 'scanty food.'

j' ^^', ...] ' daily to take I

a certain walk in discharge of the

service due to the gods whose province

it is to preside over birth.

'

€£] "a regular service,"

L. & S. I prefer the meaning given

above. " Zur Vollziehung einer

Gottesverehrung," Stahr.] ' affected by.'

5 ] ' But not

on account of the number of children,

suppo.sing that the arrangements of

the social state forbid beyond a certain

number, must it be allowed to aban-

don any child born.'

yap] This is in explanation

of ). Tor in our own state

there is fixed a limit to the production

of children.' Tor the matter in ques-
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Marriage, ^- ylyv)]Tai ^, 7rp\v'
eyjeviaOai \ ",-- Sei yap

\ ^ Ttj \ ^.
avSp] yvvaiK)§,^ ^ , ).- -^ \ei-

Tovpyeiv '· yap- CKyova, ,
yva \ ^, § yy-

17 . Sio /caret

^' - -§ , -
y^povov -.- Sei

yvv^ §- ya
§

8. 8 ,- § 8,
poayop -, 8- ' 8,

1336 -)!- .
Early 8 ' yXv ^

education. , , , , , ± ' < r,
. 8 >> ^, \
Sia ( yv
^, yaXao

1 Sia . 3.
3 Si

pyavo ,
tion compare Plato, Oe Rep. v. 460,

c. who agrees with Aristotle.

I rbv xpbvov rhv ]
Compare 11. 14, p. 1390, b. 11,

where forty-nine is the age fixed on. 7

X 1-

18 1-6/31 ] sc. o/xtXt'as.

XVII. I ,] sc. Se?.

oh €-%] ' to whom it is a great

object.'] 'the less wine the better,'

a precept far too much neglected at

present.

2] ' when qviite young.'
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-^^,- -, KeXroi?. yap, ^ ,
'poay()y ^'. ^

Sia ^^^^. 4

\ *]·,
'poyv ^' vayao -,^, 8 yv,v

Sayv apy'iav ^
\ Si ) Sia -^.

^ § \ ^ - 5. \ \yv ,- § ,̂. yap 3-^-- §. Sio§ § -7§^. § - \- 6

ayopov ·
yap-. ylvcTai yap

yvaa yap - -, \ -^
" Bekker.

3 '] Stahr adopts this

reading, and it seems an improvement

on Bekker' s.
\-\ 'is naturally adapted for

this training.'

4 ] sc..
-'] ' compulsory.

'

- ] ' a lazy

habit of body.

'

] SC..
5 ] 'uncontrolled.'] 'prepare the way for,'

II. IX. II.

6] 'stretchings,' 'exer-

tions.'

iv To's] de Legg. vii. 792,
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education.
^. '- Se ^^
WT0)V Siaywytjv ,

,226
earai. yap , -^, -. euXoyov

aireXavveiv ave-

8 \ . ^-
ylav , , 8 -

yap -^ Xyv -^ yl-

vyyv.
9, Xy^ ^,
^ Xyv a7yopvv,

§ ^' 7Xya, 3-
avSpairo-

88. ] 3 Xyv -, ypa \6yo. -
ayaXa ypuv ^,

^^ · 3 6

7 TT]v SiayoiyTiv] ' both the

way in which they pass their time in

general.'

yap] ' They must be with

slaves in some degree, for at this age

they must be at home.'] ' even at this tender

age.'

8 &\\o Ti] the same ex-

pression occurs, VIII. (V.) viii. 2.] 'away from the young,'

he had said e/c -};, and repeats

the same proposition.

9 %] ' a seat at the

public mess.'

- ^ \0yovs]
Eur. Hipp. 1004, 5, Dind., quoted in

illustration of this by Raoul Rochette,

quoted in Stahr,

ypar| ^.] 'jesting-.'

TTpos ] It is desired by

some editors to change this dative for

the accusative. Compare Stalir on

the passage who retains the dative,

and translates it with reference to the

Gods, "an diesen erlaubt," u.s. w.

This seems to me difficult with the

dative. I think it is good sense if

construed in its most natural sense,

with an adverbial modification, 'in

addition to this,' 'besides.' 'Be-

sides there is no reason for bringing

the young into contact with such

things at all, as the law permits those

of a more suitable age to honour tlie
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yuvaiKWv . Se- Early, -
rj \ ^ - "

^ \ ^ . 2
Xoyov ^'

^ Sioplaai, ' § '
3§(, \ §· 8^. yap eXy 1368 6 paySa· yap

7poyv, §, .
8

yapyov. Sio 8 ^ (4, S'' · ')( ^.^ § Svo^ ^
'^ yyva , 8. § ^' §^ 5, ^" ^ \' .

yap 8§ }]
Xyov ,'^ § § \

" Bekker.

Gods on behalf of themselves, their

wives, and children.

'

\€] L. and S. on this word

quote it from Pindar and JEschylus,

but state that it is rare in prose.

n ] an iambic poem, a

lampoon, in this sense usually plural.

L. and S. on this passage. Spengel,

p. 9, note II, remarks that somewhere

or other in his work Aristotle must

have expressed himself on the ques-

tion, whether Homer and the trage-

dians should, as Plato wislied, be

banished from the state.

1 1 ,-] above, Ch. XVI.
XII.

13 Theodoras, mentioned Demosth.

Pais. Leg 418., . r. , ]
' on the

ground that the spectators adapted

themselves,' &c. Compare Plato,

Protagoras, 326, b.

14 ^] 'vice or

ill will.'

15 ] Such I agree with

Spengel, p. 8, note 11, and with

Muretus, Vol. Hi. 76, ed. Ruhn-

ken and Phet. 11. 14, p. 1390, b. 10,
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Early yap TraiSela
education. , ^ ,

,' ~ <. -^ / 7aSa,--
Koivtj

iSiov (), 3 8.
should be the reading, not.
' For they who divide the ages of

man's life by periods of seven years as

a general rule are tolerably right, only

it must not be pressed too strictly, but

the division of nature herself must be

followed,' and she draws no rigid line

in this case. The age of puberty is

variable within certain limits, Car-

penter, Manual of Physiology, § 788.

yap, . . . ] Compare

Eih. I. iv. 15, p. 1097, 5, TO evSeh.. ' For it is the object of

all man's art, and that particular

branch of it which is directed to the

fashioning of men, education, to

supply that which nature leaves want-

ing.' Compare Plato, I. 341, 11. E.

16 Three questions started. Is

there to be a system of education ?

Is it to be public or private 1 What
is it to be ? The first two are an-

swered perfectly, as, in fact, they

admit of a ready answer. The second

is only partially answered, many of

its most important elements either re-

ceived no treatment or it has been lost.



BOOK V. (VIII.) SUMMARY.

IT is not denied that education is one of the highest objects of

the legislator's attention. It is not to be denied, secondly, that

it should be one and uniform—public, and not left to individual

caprice. What the education shall be, and the system adopted ?

this, the third qiiestion, is not so easily answered. It suggests

many others. Is it intellect or the moral nature that you want to

train more especially ? Then, in the things taught, shall they be

those which are practically useful, or those which conduce to excel-

lence, or shall they be the higher subjects of speculation ? Just

touching on the evident limits, that all useful things cannot be dis-

carded, and that no illiberal study is to be pursued, Aristotle pro-

ceeds to consider the actually existing system. There are in this

system four branches. Reading, with its accompaniments
;
gym-

nastics, or bodily training; music and design. The first and fourth

are taught as viseful, the second as tending to form brave men. It

is on the question of music that the issue may be taken. The dis-

cussion that immediately follows we need not dwell on, as it is only

a statement of the various difficulties and the subject is resumed

later. The only result definitely is, that he sees good reason for

refusing to submit, in all cases, to the test of mere utility in the

ordinary sense of the term. Eemembering his order of education

given in the last book, he turns to that which comes first, the bodily

training, gymnastics (Ch. I—III.).

In regard to this, we must beware of two evils mto which others

have fallen, some have aimed too much at forming an athletic habit

of body, others have aimed at too fierce a character. In both the

type is too low, and in the last case, that of the Lacedaemonians, the

education given has been proved a failure by experience. His regu-

lations are—light and easy training till the age of puberty, so as to

favour the growth. The three years after this age are to be devoted

to acquiring the rudiments of knowledge. Then severe bodily

training and hard diet may be introduced. In no case are body

and mind to be worked hard at the same time (Ch. '^.).

Passing to the question of music : Is it taught as an amuse-
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ment, a recreation ? or as a training, an educational accomplish-

ment, a means to an end, which end secured, the means may be

thrown aside ? or is it taught as something additional, an ornament

of life in its highest form, when the man has passed the restlessness

of childhood, ever in want of amusement ; has passed the struggles

of youth and earlier manhood, the period of learning, of discipline,

of formation of character ; and has reached the settled state of life

and mature manhood, to be spent not in business or in war, but as

a period of rest and peaceful contemplation? Music is for all of

these, is the answer. It amuses—it influences the character—it is

a high intellectual pleasure. Has not the soul itself been said to

be a harmony ? (Ch. V.).

There remains for consideration the question, How is it to be

taught ? By actual practice, is the answer, stopping short of course

of professional skill, and therefore discarding all that tends to form

that, both as to the music learnt and the instruments on which it

is learnt. No kind of music is to be rejected absolutely, it will find

its place and audience somewhere, but different music is of course

used in education from that which would be allowed on other occa-

sions. The Dorian music is especially favoured from the educa-

tional point of view (Ch. VI. YII.).

The question whether Aristotle left the book in the state in

which we have it, whether he ever developed more fully his treatise

on education, is one we have no means of answering. But it seems

difficult to dispute the conclusion that the treatment of the subject

is incomplete, and that this book contains but a fragment of it. If

we turn to the conclusion of the first book (I. 13, 15, 16.) we shall,

I think, be inclined to suspect that a very large portion of his work

has been lost to us, as much as two or three books very probably.

"For even granting that the subject of music, in Aristotle's sense of

the term, is complete, there remains the kindred subject of poetry,

its influence and its proper place in education. In itself this must

have attracted his attention, and its full treatment by Plato in the

second and third books of his Kepublic, is enough, for any one who

estimates duly the close connexion between Aristotle's moral and

political theories and those of Plato, to convince him that, either in

intention or in fact, Aristotle also treated it systematically. The

same consideration also applies to the question of the family. In

respect to that, we may be quite sure that Aristotle was not con-

tent with the negative view of the second book, but that the

criticism there given vas meant to be but the clearing of the

ground for the erection of his own positive views,—a dogmatical con-
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struction antagonistic to that of Plato. I might take other points

and argue in the same way. But the two mentioned are sufficient.

Other omissions will be most clearly appreciated by any reader of

the Eepublic who will thoughtfully compare the points treated in

it with those treated by Aristotle. My conclusion would be that

not only is this fifth book a fragment, but that we have between it

and the sixth a gap of considerable extent which nothing now can

supply. And I should conjecture that it was the sense of this that

led the earliest arrangers of the work to place the fifth book last.

They argued that a work would be unfinished at the end, not in the

middle, so when they met evident traces of incompleteness, there

they concluded was the point where the author had broken off his

labours. Be this conjecture erroneous or not, the common arrange-

ment stands so much in the way of a right understanding of the

work, that I have not hesitated to change it.



. (.)

'^a"tate"^
^^'^'^" ^^'^ ^^'^ ''''^

question. V/ 7€\ TTUiSeiav, ovSeh au-
yap ev ^^

1. Set yap .
yap

^,^8, oXiyap^iKOv 6Xyap!.av·

\ ^ .
€ 8 8 §-'^ ' pyaa,

3 8 ^. ^'

Of the three questions started at the

end of the last book, the first, el-
riov irepl , is

answered in the first two sections of

this book, and answered affirma-

tively. Each constitution requires

for its establishment and maintenance

a certain character in its citizens.

This must be formed in them. Be-

sides this reason, in our ideal state, in

which the aim is, to have all the citi-

zens virtuous, certain previous instruc-

tion and training will be necessai-y,

for virtue requires this for its practice

as much as any other faculty or act

in man. The necessity of this pre-

vious training for virtuous action was

pointed out Eth. ir. i. p. 1 103, b. 21;

and that this training is best given in

the state is made clear in FtJi. x.

X. p. 1 179. So that a lengthened dis-

cussion of the point here would have

been superfluous.

I. I ·(1''5
of absolute necessity direct his atten-

tion.'

ov-'/] ' The omission

of this,' ej' rats, 'in existing

states.

'

2 yap ydos] And this cannot be

without education, for education alone

can form the character which is re-

quired in its citizens by each consti-

tution.] Spengel proposes ^^-, but the change is unnecessary
;

' the best character in each case will

have the effect in each case of amelio-

rating the constitution.

'

npbs raj ·%] ' for the

performance of each,' & yap Set-
ras TroioOcres,
Eth. II. i. 4. p. iro3, 32.

3 In sections 3 and 4, we have the

answer to the second question,€ KOivrj., . . .
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ev Te'Xo? -, TraiSeiav Education

r \ ' 1 \ 1
'

f \ r 1^ state

elvai question.

elvai iSiav,

iSia }
iSiav, So^f],.

/cat . ^ 4, -· yap . ^ -. ' ^ ·
yap

KOivrj. ", ^' ,
^, . yap

yap - ^^^^ ^'^

' \ ' 5- > / > ' ^
be taught.

^ Bekker.

€6, . . .] 'The education

must be one and the same, public,

and not left, as it is now left, to indi-

viduals ;' connects closely

with ' iSiav. Compare . . .
p. 1 1 79. By changing the stopping

at, the next remark is

brought into as close a connexion as

possible with what precedes. Educa-

tion is now private, but it is a na-

tional interest, and should not be

treated as a private one.

4 & ^, . . . ] this is the true

form of Socialism, or rather it is the

truth which that word might express,

had not all kinds of errors grouped

themselves around it, so as to make
it almost hopeless to use it, from the

misconceptions on the one side of its

advocates or disciples, from the pas-

sionate and unreasoning horror of

many of its opponents on the other.

I will content myself here with stating

that I think there is a true Socialism,

and that even in its erroneous inter-

pretations of that truth, what is called

Socialism is nobler than that which

greets it with such hatred, the domi-

nant selfishness of the majority./] Compare I. XIII. 15.] It is better to read, Sylburg's correction. The
makes no sense.;] 'The Lacedsemo-

Jiian system,' says Mr. Lewis {Autho-

rity, tL-c. p. 320), ' was too extensive

an interference with parental autho-

rity and natural affection for imitation,

even by the most military republics of

antiquity, such as the Roman ; and

in modem times no such entire substi-

tution of the political for domestic

control over children is likely to be

seriously entertained.'

II. I wepl ^pyv1 ' the things

to be taught.' So Stahr, "die Gegen-

stande."
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Existing oi^'re - o\>8e

taintyas to Siavoiav (7\ ^
should . ^^'^ ^, \

and^wby*
'^^^'"^ ov8ev 8 ^
h · yap

y^^^^
-^' .

oXoyovov· ) yap, Xy8 \
3 '"joo? . avayKaia 8§3 ^', .§· § ,§] k'pywv ,

3
4 . ^'

TrjV hiavotav] ' ought

education to aim at the cultivation of

the intellect, or rather at the forma-

tion of the moral character ?' The

opposition between and -^ios is

the same as that Eth. i. xiii. p. 1103,

5, and the question was discussed IV.

XV. 9, 10.

2 '\ ' actual, '
' in the way .

'

There is an ambiguity in the word,

which perhaps did not escape Aristotle,

though it may be safest to take it as a

simply neutral term, 'the education

which meets us when we begin our

inquiries on the subject. ' In his day,

as in ours, the question of education

was not to be solved by an appeal to

practical experience. The only an-

swer returned was a confused one,

and must be so, as the actual educa-

tion was not based on any well deter-

mined, well understood principles. In

fact, the object to be aimed at was yet

entirely a matter under discussion,

and some would have nothing taught

but merely that which in the most

ordinary sense was useful for life.

wepiTTo] Eth. VI. vii. 5, p. 1 141,

b. 6, irepiTTo., ' res divinse ac

naturales,' Vict. ; 'die hoheren spe-

culativenWissenschaften,' Stahr. This

seems the meaning ultimately, but the

translation is not easy, for ' the higher

branches of science' seems to lose the

proper sense of the word, which, in

the mouths of those who use it with

reference to education, has some-

what of a sneer in it, 'out-of-the-way

knowledge, ' the ' ideology' of the elder

Napoleon, the 'theory' or 'philosophy'

of men of ordinary education amongst

ourselves.

KpiTas ^'] Metaph. I. viii. 89,

a. 7. ed. Bonitz. 'auctores,' 'judg-

ments in their favour.'

irepi re, . . .] 'and if we adopt

the second object, and say that our

education should tend to virtue, still

there is no agreement.'

'] ' for at the outset it is not

the same virtue that all value.'

3 Compare I. vil. The clause 6
is not quite regular, but

there is no difficulty in the meaning.

' It is clear that we must not have all

useful things taught; it is clear, in

fact, that we must have them taught

only so far as, &c.' Compare, for

the question of, III. V.
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Set . Existing

-^ ^ 9 tainty ;is to

,/ , / r - - ' /3' > what-_ airepyaCovTai eKevuepwv should be

•-;/!/ 5) Siavoiav. Sio € Te-^
g^'j'^'i^y ;-. 3€, - yap ^

Siavoiav . Se \ --,^ Se. § 8 6·
Si , 6 ^

Si'' SovXikov Sv. / ,- ,. S 33 7raSv, \ - ^^ng^,gg\ \ , of ordinary

\ education.

5 ipyaaias] 'occupa-

tions k gages.' Compare I. xi. 3,

4, for. The comparison of

the two passages would seem to limit

the expression here, as the French

translation limits it, to the exclusion

of the artizan class.'] ' abject, servile.'' , . . . ]
' and even in

some of the sciences which freemen

may know.

'

^ Ti^os] 'though up to a

certain point.'

wpoatSpeveiv S^] ' Yet to devote

oneself too assiduously to them, with a

view to attain peifection in them.'

6 Compare V. (VII.) xiv. 7. -5 -'^ ' might well be thought

to be doing a menial and servile

thing.'\\ 'in vogue, in use,'

Elh. 1. iii. 8, p. 1096, 9,

'Sdyoi Trpds .
. P.

^] ' are susceptible

of more than one interpretation,' IV.

(VII.) XIII. II.

III. I The fourfold division of

Greek education. In the RexmUic,

Book u., Plato gives only the twofold

division with and.
In the first both agree. It is the

second which Aristotle takes in a

more restricted sense than Plato, and

limits it to music in the modern sense;

whereas in Plato it stands for the

whole mental training, as distinct

from the bodily."] ' reading and writing,'

the elements of letters.] ' the arts ofdesign—draw-

ing.'! wpos rbv] ' as practi-

cally useful for the ordinary purposes

of daily life, and available at evei-y

turn.'

15
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The four kul \<, Se '\. we -
branches

^ x / , < < .

of ordinary/ avopiav tie ^^
Greek ,/ „ \ ,^. ,

education. ««^ "'?· ^' yap -
^musicf

;/· S" ^ Siu

learnt? - ', 7\\ ',
2\ \ -'§-
3 jap], ' ].

3, Se -', ' 8.
yap Sr]· yap

4 TraiSiav . ^ §.,, ^ ( yap, 8^
^' ^, Sia

Sei 7§
ws] ' as an element in

the formation of courage,' so neces-

sary for the Greek citizen.

TT]v ] The defence on

the score of utility, mere usefulness,

is least clear in the case of music. So

music, in its limited sense, is taken as

the battle-ground for this question of

utility in the general, and it is his so

taking it that sufficiently explains the

limited sense he chooses to attach to

the word.

yap] ' For although at

the present day most learn it as for

the sake of the pleasure, yet origi-

nally, those who made it a branch of

education did not adopt this defence.'- yap ·] This' might be

referred to, but it is better to

take it as referring to, con-

tained in axoXd^eLv, or perhaps, with-

out any definite reference to either of

the two terms, it may be translated,

'for here, in theposition just laid down,

that the nature of man looks not

merely to exertion, but also to the

right management of leisure, we have

the principle of all things, the funda-

mental position from which we start.'

Stahr's translation is, ' denn diese

Mtisse, um es noch einmal zu sagen,

ist Grund und Ziel aller Geschaitig-

keit.'

3 ei yap ^ , . . .] Tor
if whilst both, activity and leisure,

must be attended to, leisure is yet the

preferable object of attention, it fol-

lows that we cannot possibly escape

the inquiry in what we are to employ

our leisure.

'

yap avayKawv] ' For in that

case amusement were the end of life.'

In EiIl. X. vi. p. J
1 76, we have the

same point discussed.

4 iv \$, . . .] amuse-

ments, games, &c., are but the re-

creations of one immersed in business,

their object being to enable him to

exert himself the more.

yap, . . .] Herod. II. 173.]
' watching the proper occasions for its

use,' Dem. 678. 17. is
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, , « , , , , , , , music-^, · learnt,/

Se ^' '- Sokci I'jSovijv ]
^^^^€8 . ^'
5-^ VTrapyei . 6 yap

^,
^' \, ^' ., '

avTwv, 6. 6*]^ ,
, '\. \ 7

the form preferred by Lobeck ad

Phryn. 575.

7] ] ' The movement

or excitement of the mind in games.'

T7]v] from the pleasure it

brings with it we work easily, and so

it acts as a relief.] 'in itself.' It is opposed to

the eladyeaBai, TvpoaayovTai.

5] sc. Th .
b yap] In his own lan-

guage, then, is a y&eais, aims

at producing some result, and

y^veffis cvyyevT)s Toh^, Etli. VII.

xii. 3, p. 1 152, 13. The aiming at a

result implies its non-attainment

hitherto.^] ' Happiness is a

result, an end, and all think it is ac-

companied, not by pain, but by plea-

sure.
'-] ' Here, however, the

agreement stops. The kind of pleasure

is not agreed upon.' Comp. Eth. i.

X. 10, p. 1099, 8 ydp

TTpbs 6' XiyeTai \%,
K.T. .

6 iv 5Layuyfi = T7]V h Trj\ Siaywyriv] The question is,

what is Siayoyyii 1 Compare Bonitz on

the word, in a note, ad Mefaph. 81,

b. 18 ; and my remarks in the sum-

mary of this book. I may add, that

the word seems to mark the time

when life is lived for its own sake,

and not for the sake of some object to

be attained, be it the formation of our

characters or the attainment of suc-

cess in war or political power. It is

the 6$ of Ethics x. vii.

p. 1 177) , or,, its object the contemplation of

truth. It is the life of the; of

Plato, after their education is com-

pleted, and also after they have dis-

charged their duty to their country

and their fellow- citizens by mixing for

a time in political affairs.] 'and whilst

the branches of education which have

reference to this period should be pur-

sued for their own sakes.

15—

3
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Why IS TTUi^eiav era^av ' avwyKulov {ov^ev yap )
learnt? 01^(5' ? -^', (hcrirep " ^

\ \^· Soksi Se \^^ elvai- epya ovS'

vyleiav ovSeTepov yap

8 .
Ttj ^^8, -

fjv yap'8 -, . ^"
' KaXelv inl .

9 , €^.
\ § ^^8,

^^ ' '.' ^' ^ ^ ^-
utUity^re- ^^^ '' <5'

^^^^r^t*^*^
^^, 8 ,

,j ], ().
^ oSod, \ tS)v

'^
" Bekker.

7 ] Why should

not music be useful in the same sense

in which he here says the art of design

is ?

8 ei's Svrep, . . .] ' And this is

evidently the object for which men do

introduce music''] not found in our existing

Homer. Comp. III. xiv.

9 0] Od. XVII. 385.] Od. IX. 7.

10] Spengel prefers this

to Bekker's reading,. It is

more in keeping with § 7, as also with, in III. I.

' avayKaiav\ 'much less on

the ground of absolute necessity.'] This is lost.

r I irpb] ' we have got so far on

our way.

'

] above, II. 6,

' drawn from the branches of educa-

tion actually taught.

'
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7§€'· yap- §\. Se
^^.j^^^^''^.^' Set ^ 3 oJjccted as a

, , , ^ , „ , test.^, , .

\ Sia ^- Si. Se 2

Slo ^', '338. ^^ -^ \ . § 13

- - / , , , , , , Bodily, education

Siavoiav, SijXov ^ ™||g*^„\g^'.^ \^·, Se.̂ 8 - 4-^ . -
i^^^^^Jg^

'^ ] , Se ^""^"^ ^ ,pS
S' , 3 -

hi] to be supplied, and

for the subject we must go back to

§ 6.

)'] ' mere use in the

lowest sen.ije.

'

12 iv TOis $ wviois] 'in their

private purchases.'' ] must be connected as

closely as possible with.
I have therefore taken away Bekker's

comma. For all this language com-

pare the Republic, with the positions

in which on this point Aristotle argues,

whilst he does not so absolutely as

Plato reject the element of utility.

To?s^] In Eth. IV. viii.

33, p. 1 125, II, the- is

said to be ofos.

13 Compare IV. (VII.) XV. .] Compare

Galen, De Val. Tu. ll. 9, 1 1, which,

with this passage, is quoted by Smith

(Diet. Ant.) as the basis of his distinc-

tion between these two branches of

bodily training, which with the an-

cients was partly medical, partly what

we should mean by gymnastics.

ipya] ' its actions' in the various

exercises and games.

IV. I] 'injuinng.'] ' Though they have

not committed this error, yet they

render their citizens savage,' Grote, 11.

507,517, where the Lacedaemonian cha-

racter is spoken of as being of a low

type in comparison with that of

Plato's!.
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^.^
2 . , ,

training, '. "^'^^. el € \ , ovSe e^evpi-(· yap ev ^ eir\

avSpiav ,
3 \8 '.

(5' -
(pay'iav , ]
^A^yaioL '' \ ,

3, ,
4^ . ^' ^, ^ ,, ^ \^ yap

yvXv 3,
5 . " ''^ 8 yap ^

1 € TTpbs ] ' no one single

virtue should be chosen.'

ooVe 7/905 ] 'nor, if

one, should this virtue be the one se-

lected as especially to be attended to.'

e'i re irpbs] ' and if even

this is the one to be cultivated, they

do not hit the point right; they are

wrong in their method of cultivation.'^] This based on a mis-

conception of the lion almost univer-

sally prevalent.

3 . . . '.] I have not

been at the pains to collect any scat-

tered notices of these and other ob-

scure tribes. They show the extent

and minuteness of Aristotle's informa-

tion, but pohtically they are of no

general interest, and in the common

books of reference sufficient will be

found.] Epirotic, not general,

in the sense of continental, but limited

to Epirus, properly so called ; at least

this seems to me the most natural way
to take it.

"KyaTiKo] not ', ' Pira-

tical,' Brave—that is, under the im-

pulse of desire of gain.

avhpiai] ' courage, ' properly so

called, ' deliberate valour, ' Far. Lost,

I- 554·

4] 'They alone.'-] for this word compare

Ch. II. V.

rais \$] Thuc. II. 39..
] Grote, II. 60 r.

yap roi's veovs, ...] 'For

it was not by their training their

youtli in this particular system that

they surpassed others, but by their

training them whilst others did not.'

Trpbs,= -] Compare the expression, wpbs, Thuc. I. 14 1.

5 irpoiTaywviaTeiv] 'must take the

first place,' 'play the first part.'
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ajuivlaaiTO ^ kivSuvov, Boflily

\\ . \ € aveVTt? ^-'8, ^'' 70< <^.^ ye , ev

epyov Trj^ -,
-, 6,. 3 Se 7- ,'

yap ^ , . "_ ], -,. yap, '. ^ rj. 8' ^ 1339

\,
Sia ^. " g

6 eis ] sc. -,
' bodily exercises.'-/] ' whilst

they left them untaught in all the

points essential to man, the most ne-

cessary rudiments of intellectual train-

ing.' They had no music—below v,

7—probably no drawing; and the

passage seems in favour of Mr. Grote's

view, which has been disputed by

Col. Mure, that they had not--
in the most elementary form.] Compare II. IV. -

) -.
6 \6yos] ' as reason teaches

us.' So Stahi- and St. Hil.

7'] These ' rivals' the

Spartans found in the Thebans. Com-

pare Grote, X. 252.

6 ^ ] ' still whatever errors

may have been committed on the sub-

ject, bodily training is not to be

neglected.'

] ' The compulsory

sustenance of a regular athlete.'

Tous Trpbs- 7r0coi/s] =
AvayKaiovs irbvovs of IV. (VII.)

xvn. 4.

8 yap .&, . . .
]

' For we are not without sufficient

argument to show that it can produce

this result.'] sc. dvai] and the it

is, from the last sentence, the train-

ing, both as to food and exercises, of

the athlete.] Aristotle is said to

have made a collection of these victors

in the OljTnpic games.

v0ovs ovas]
'because by their training whilst

young, they deprived themselves of

their strength.

'

9 , . . . ]
' They have been

engaged for three years in their other

studies.'
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Bodily yevwvrai,
tniining, , . , , , ) ' ^ , f

-yv^va- '' ]^
'^'^'-'^'^· . yap Trj € Siapoia \ SiaTTOvetv

Sei' yap aTrepyaXeaOai, €70§( 6 Siavoiav, 6

Se .
5 Jlep] Se evia Xoyw

It^^b^ect ''''P'^'^^P'^^'
S' e)(jei ] -

yayv, 8 yva Xyo
1' air . yap \§ paSiov ] , 8', ^ \,

\· yap ^^, ' 8, \ ,
3\^· Sio \^,^ ) >]\-
§ ] 0}] ., 8,
yvar ^,

oifu) Bekker.

'-·1= wpos.~, or. ^.] ' to seize firmly,'

'establish,' 'place in high condition.'

fi/xa yap] ' I leave this period of

three years, for the two trainings

must not be simultaneous ; the body

and the mind ought not to be worked

together.' So I interpret the yap. It

is a remark, the truth of which is far

too much lost sight of in our present

education.

V. I So far for yv^vaariK^, which

must precede; now for the other divi-

sions of education, the of

Plato's Republic, and its first branch,

the more limited of Aristotle.

irpbTepov] Ch. III.

Tpoayaye2v] ' To re-

turn on what we said, and carry our

observations further, that they may
be, as it were, a prelude, or overture,

to the full discussion of the subject by

others.' For irpoayayeLV, Eth. i. vii.

17, p. 1098, 22. He has no intention,

therefore, of exhausting the subject,

says Viotorius.

2 yap, /c. r. .] 'It is desirable

to say more, for the subject is difii-

cult.

'

-] Bacch. 378—384.

3 '] sc. , or

ev, or supply els, a

phrase not uncommon in Aristotle.] This would seem to be a mis-

take for. Stahr changes it, and

so do others.

TO ] 'To affect

the moral character.

'
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aStjXov yap ''· yap. 88

airoSiSovai ·\ yap. ' ' 8 TralSwv 5^^ 8 -. ' , Sioi, \
.8,8 ; yap 6^ -. 8 S ^,

^^- 8 -^'. '-
7§ - yap 8 '^^^9,

] ' By training and accus-

toming men.'

4] ' intellectual cultiva-

tion/ not in the more ethical sense of

the term, but rather using it as Plato

uses it in the RepuUic, and its con-

nexion in this sense with)
supports my remarks on that word,

III. VI.%] sc. , 'on

the contrary, it costs a painful effort.

'

\6<] For

these two words, see I. vill. 9, if,

where they are used separately and as

equivalent.

tIuos Sc ^veKo] The question asked

heie is similar to that which is asked

with regard to -^, at the open-

ing of Eth. VI. xiii. p. 1 143, b. 18.

] 'themselves.'

I

Tlepaiiv »] is not this

: last a later addition? Is there any

other instance in Aristotle of the two

being used?

1
6 6

^pyov] 'those -who have made this

very thing by itself their business and

profession, rather than those who at-

tend to it only so long as to enable

them to leam it.

'

;] may be accusative after

either or. The
latter seems the better ' to make them

qualified for.'

7 ei] ' even if it makes the cha-

racter better, and this it can do.'

] sc. %.
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Music. SupaaOat Kplveiv ; ,- · yap -
Its object,

Q^ifQj^^g^ , (, -
g ^ . el

] §'' " ]·
8 ,' "',

(5' '^
yap 6 Zeiy? ^ \ .

g §6 . '', ^8 ,^, ^
Ti-aiSidv Sayyv. \) S'

iQ -. yap iraiSia, ^' avayKalov^ { yao Sia- )· \ Sayyv
6o\oyoev Sei . '- )

>']Sov)jV yap8
] Music not tauglit the

Spartan citizen. Grote, iv. 114.] ' words and music. ',, !,.
8 -] as opposed to,,. ' For the

calm, undisturbed enjoyment of the

life of the citizen, and that citizen

trained in all liberal cultivation, not

in any sense.'] ' the conception which

we have of the gods, for in the poets,

Zeus is not introduced as himself

singing and playing.' By a rather

abrupt transition, which, however,

Bekker's stopping makes more abrupt

than it need be, he turns from the

gods, and appeals to the common lan-

guage of men on the point.

Toirs ^] ' such as make it a

profession.'

t6 npaTTeiv] Compare Herod, vi.

128— 130. TO TTpaTTeiv as distinct

from!.
9 Stahr puts a full stop at^-, but it is not necessary to do so.-^ ' of the

three objects which, as the result of

our discussion, we find that it may

have.

'

eiXiywi ] ' on good grounds it is

ranged under them all.' The pleasure

which it affords adapts it for two of

the three, for amusement and for the

enjoyment of life. Its adaptation to

the purposes of education is discussed

later, § 15 and foil.

10 -] Compare Elh.

VII. XV. p. IT54, 27; and there is no

other remedy for pain but pleasure.

(KKpovei TT}V. ai-, Eth. II. .
4^ . 04, b. 17."\ sc.
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eariv. Se eivai 8, Atusic
1 ^ \ - J. » " \ Its obiect.- oucrav /xeAwom?- jovv

.

eivai "' ael^iiv.

Sio ' \ 8'' -^ \^ § ,
yoip] §, 2

). . (5'-,
§' ^ -^

\ 8 ^,^ '^8. 8 13

^raSa' ' jap §,' ^ Se,-, Sia^ · yap

rjSio^. Compare III. . -
', . . .

1 1 , . . .] ' both merely in-

strumental and vocal.' Eur. Rhes. 923,-^- els '\$, ' of song.'

Sio, ...] 'Hence, also, it is

not without good reason that it is in-

troduced into social intercourse, where

men wish to pass their time with en-

joyment'—a lighter sense of the word

eh ras 77]
should be taken as closely as possible

together, almost as equivalent to ' the

enjoyment of social intercourse.'

epail'e^v^ so III. 9. eaLuo.euu.
ivTeveev'\ 'from this simple consi-

deration, that it affords pleasure.'

12 irphs rh \\ ' The perfect and

complete .state, ' % yeviae^s reXeaOei-

%.-] The comparative fre-

quency of recreation is a reason for

learning that which is so useful for it.

ttX^oc] ' not merely as

far as some advantage may be got.'

Compare £th. x. vi. 3, p. 1
1 76, b. 6,

at TjSeiaL , are one of the

two things, ' -'
ev^pyeiav.

.avaae^v] middle, 'for them to

rest at times ;' with Stahr, '· sich seine

Ei-holung daraus zu suchen."

3 4, ...] 'Rest is

the point in common, the cause of

the confusion in men's minds.'] 'It has its own
appropriate pleasure, not any given

one at random.'] 'this appropriate pleasure."] the pleasure derived from
amusement and recreation. Compare
Eth. X. vi. p. 1

1 76.

] 'a point ofresemblance.

'

' ai'Tas aipeTai ai .
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on th

character,

Music, , eicri

Its object. , ,^.^ , ^ ,, , -
14. ' ^'-

Sia i^Sovcav, -
S ,

Sia , Sia

IJ, .
'of^nusic*'

'^^^'''^ /^^^^, (5' ' 5;, \ S rjSo-

j^^^
', - (

rjSovrjV. Sib' \^,'6
' 7>] ] - \ ^^.

6 S'' ' SijXov, - ' Si. - , 8, S S^- -
•-·, 6 (5'

7 \^-^] . S

The point of resemblance is in their

being both sought for their own sakes,

the one purely, the other as a refi-esh-

ment after labour.

14 , "] sc. ].
15 ], . . .] 'not but

that we must enquire whether, whilst

we allow iJiis to be an incidental result

of music, it is not in its nature higher

than to be merely adapted to supply

the want indicated, ' i. e. ras dua-.
T7]v i]SoPT]v '] ' Its pleasure

given by nature.'

wphs t6 ijOos -rrpbs =
T^s$ ^$~\ II. I.

6 ' &!> - 5] ' There

would be no uncertainty on this point,

if, as is the case, we are affected in

our characters by it.'

- ] not

; %, but Trepi

-. It presupposes a cha-

racter, and it is a state of that charac-

ter. If we adopt this definition of

enthusiasm, a difficult term, and as

often, in the common language of

men, a ground of blame as of praise,

it would seem to follow that the praise

or blame in each case would be pro-

perly determined by the character

placed in this emotional state ; that

the good man, with high objects, gains

greatly by this intensifying of his

energy; the weak man, with trivial

objects, becomes ridiculous—an enthu-

siast ; a word which, I believe, has

always a bad sense attached to it.

17 ^ 'nachahmenden

Darstellungen ' imitations, '
' repre-

sentations,' the sense in which Ari-
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ylyvovTai Travre?, ) The effect. eiiei dvai jj^g

^, S" \ ' ^^^^^^^^^^·. Set SijXov'
-^. <5' 8-

\, \
\. § 8 yap^ . 6 ig

' '
Si Sia,, , Sav. Se 20

Sev
/, ,'· , '

stotle seems to use the term in the

Poetics. In the Republic, Plato seems

to attach to it too exclusively the

sense of mere copying, imitation in a

lower sense.

iwel . . . .] Moral

virtue is intimately connected witli

pleasure and pain, and right education

consists in training men to feel plea-

sure in right objects (a point dwelt on

in Eth. II.), to love and hate aright,

to judge rightly what is good and

noble in characters and actions, and

to take pleasure in it. It is well to

feel this towards the reality, but it is

well also to exercise these sentiments

even when the reality is not present.

This opportunity of exercising them is

given by representations of them, and

by music more than by any other re-

presentation that appeals to our senses.

And the pleasure accompanying it

makes it peculiarly valuable.

18., ...] 'the

most vivid representations after the

reality.'5] sc., or it may
be^ , ' such music as

answer to those various feelings.' For

instance, we change from depression

to bravery by hearing warlike and in-

spiriting music.

19 ^ 'That

the actual sight of the object.'

20] ' slightly.'] ' such as to be capable of

representing character, but it is only

to a small extent, and it is not all

people that are competent to ap-

preciate this influence.' This is the

meaning, if, with Stahr and others,

justified, it would appear by the con-
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The effect, Kui TTUPTeg ' .
of music „ <\\ , „ „ , , ^ , ^ ,

on the fTt oe € ^
character. '"\ ^ ' ' / -

,
<_ -^ .

21 eiri ev ,' \ Trep\ Set,
€1. 3

22 yap^ \^ ,
'340B//et/ ^ \ ,8, Si

Siavoiav, · § -, ^ 8, <5' .
23 yap } ^· yap. '-^ \

text, we insert the negative. Above,

§ IS, he remarked of music, that

iravTes ' Tijs ^.
Here, where he is distinguishing other

appeals to our senses from that which

music makes, it would seem natural to

expect the contrary. It will, how-

ever, be sense without the negative.

The extent to which objects of sight

affect people is slight, and all equally

experience it in that extent. The

sliglitness and universality of the effect

diminish its importance, and make it

unnecessary to take it into account as

an influence upon character.

21 ] ' Still in proportion

as there is a difference,' &c. Com-

pare Poit. II. ii. p. 1448, 5.

Pauson, of Ephesus, and Polygno-

tus, of Thasos.

22 iy Tois ^\€ ' 4

' we have the cha-

racters imitated.' -, "illudipsum

quod iniitando efficitur." Eitter ad
Poet. I. iv. p. 78, 1447, 18. "Opera

imitatione expressa." Ibid, p.- 102.

airois, as opposed to, § 20.

ei'^!>s yap] for the expression, com-

pare I. V. 2., . . .] 'we have a

feeling of sadness and compression.'\$] the opposite of awe-

·6, "the soul-dissolving me-

lody, " Tennyson, Vision of Sin. 'We
have a softer feeling.

'

% €6] iv Trj-)}., Thuc. II. " Firm and

unmoved," Par. Lost, I. 554, 555.

'The Dorian mood.'

23 OL TT^pl T7jv, K. T. .] 'who have

treated this brancli of education philo-

sopliically. ' ' They get the evidence
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"Trepl · yup k- The effect

, < r ·. r ' ' J. II \ of music
oe, ^

^j,g

Se. e/c
cliaracter.

SvvaTai ^^ irupa- 24. 8 , 8\ -^ ] . 8- ^588" yap 8 ^ ovSlv, 8 8. · Sio

'', ^'-./ 8 \ vet- ^

, , . practice^ Se e^et8 ''- ·-, ^ yap

-
ywv ^. 8 8 - 2

8 '- ^, '' , 88 ^^^^
ill support of tlieir arguments from

facts.'] See Classical Museum, 1.

555· 65 means time, and nothing-

else, when applied to music
;,

in the plural, means musical bars

played in time.

Jihet. II. 15, p. 1390,

b. 30, , 'stable.'] 'coarser,' 'more vul-

gar.'

iXevdepiwrepai, ' more refined.'

24 6] ' There is

an appropriateness in teaching the

young music from their age.'] ' without some admixture

of sweetness ;' ' unsweetened.'

Tis eoi/ce --] ' and there

seems to be some intimate connexion

between the soul and harmonies and

time—a connexion which has led some

philosophers to say that the soul is a

harmony
;
others, that it has harmony

in it.' These opinions are discussed

in the Phadon of Plato, and Cicero,

Tusc. Qiicest. r.

VI. I xeipovpyovvras'] ' themselves

both singing and playing.'

irpbTepov] . V. 6.- ] ' It is a very

different thing,' and that in the sense

of its being far better. £th. vi. ix. 4,

p. 1 141, b. 34.^ ' without actual

practice.

'

2 -^] the 'rattle' of Ar-

cliytas.
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Is actual

practice

necessary

:

The ques-

tion of

practice

depends on
the music
taught and
the instru-

mentsused.

1341

6

^, veov ^. eVri ?
TraiSiwi', Se TratSeia TrXuTayt]. TraiSevTeov .€ ,

Se

;)/70/ Siopicrai,\. , rod

Sei , Sia\,- 8,§ 3 '.
Sia rtj.

S , \
7̂8-,, §

\ ^ .\ · ^?' .
8 ^, \,

7} ] ' and their education

should be to the elder children an

amusement, a rattle.' Music is a

healthy pastime for the young, and

there should be no strain of the intel-

lect early.

3 KOLvuvetv] as well as Kpiveiv.] ' nor is it difficult to

meet the objections of those who pre-

tend that attention to music is not a

proper part of a liberal education.'

4 If to judge rightly be the object,

that is best attained by actual prac-

tice when young ; there is a time when

the power so acquired must be exer-

cised; this time is later in life. So

the right use of music depends on a

question of age. It is to be learnt

when young ; the knowledge so gained

is to be used when older.

5 \/$'\ 'when we have

considered the limit of practical ac-

quaintance with it which is to be fixed

for those who are being trained to ex-

cellence as citizens.'

KoL yap] ' for it is reasonable

to suppose that even this last makes a

difference.'

6 if TovToii] ' For here, in these

points, lies the answer to the objec-

tion.'! Tivas] 'certain methods of

teaching and learning music'

jrpbs Tas xprjaeis -;] ' for the
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^- §, Se . S' The ques-] ,
pj.°"ti'(.g-^ Siairovoiev, ). ''^penJs, , Se music">/ 1 \ IS t '·\\ - ' taught. ^ and the8- , ^^^^^^, "sed., Se vSpaSv 7aSv. SXov 8

c^e € -. g8 ,
' , '

aSa. (5' 6, /
SuvaTai. S '°

TTaiSeiav

Sio Soaav
\ ,. Sia

practice in the present, for the theory-

later. ' TTOioOvres yap or.
7

' &] 'and the proper

results would follow.' Compare the

use of in III. VII. 4, -
' e6ys.$ ayiovas Tois] ' The

contests of professional players.'

ra, ...] ' Striking and

extraoi'dinary pieces.'

8 ] ' But even such they

may practise tiU such time as they

shall be able.'

Tijs] Above, v.

15, rfjs ;.
9] as opposed to simple,

' requiring professional skiU.

'

] ' all instruments.'''] ' exciting,' Ln an active

A. P.

sense. Compare Herm. ad Soph. Tracli.

216, and the Scholiast, yap

\6 irphs .] Compare Pact. . 2,

. 1449) ^· ^8, where this word occurs

in the definition of tragedy:. Ritter,

on the word, p. 132, says, "eaconfor-

matio affectuum ut omne nimium,

omnis perturbatio removeatur." ' Has
for its object, not so much instruction,

as regulation of the feelings.'

10 6] ' Its preventing

the use of the voice.'] ' disapproved of its

use by the young on trial ;' ' rejected

or removed it from the young, ' e/c.
1 1 ras] ' from the in-

crease of wealth.'

16
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The instru- €'\'^' ,
used, M»;(5i/ca € epywu,-

' ' , ovSev SiaKplvovreg ''.
12 Sio tjyayov (.
yap ev.§ ^ ,
\ ^ - '· 3\ 8" ^13] ''.

^'^ ^ ,
13. § ,73 §,

34, \ § .
^' ]

St] ^ -
14 , \ Sia- -^-

Siavoiav - ' Trj ^
15 ) . 8^'
€\6€] ' having formed

loftier conceptions,' ' become more

confident.'

, . . .] 'inspi-

rited by tlieir achievements.'

ovdhu Zi.aKpivovre%] ' making no dis-

tinctions, but constantly seeking new

additions.' It is an interesting notice,

by Aristotle, of the effect of tbe suc-

cessful struggle with Persia in deve-

loping the life of Greece.

12.\ ' It became .·!0 po-

pular.' Compare the expression in

Aristophanes,.
irelpas] ' on experience

of it ;' avTTjs sc. Trjs\5 depends

on.
13 -] Plato, Hep. in. 398 c.

TOiS ] ' to

those who heard players on them.

'

X^ipovpyiKTjs ^^ ' scientific

execution,' 'manual dexterity;' xeip-

ovpyowras, VI. i.

14 , . . .] ' Still it is

more reasonable.'

!^] ' the educa-

tion derived from flute playing.'

7€6(] ' we attribute science

and art'—the .
15 ^Tret ^, . . .] ' But since both

as to instruments and execution.'
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•n-aiSelav,/ Se · Tlie insti-u-

TavTf] yap ^^^, §, (pop- ^. Sioirep elvai -, . 8 yi-·- yap 6 .
6 yap ' -, -

§ -.
' , 7

] -^ -^ '^'^^^™"^*"

] §, -- taught.

^' Sia- §
3 , 78 Sia, ^' 8^ ^, \.) .

Si] The marks the apo-

dosis, 'professional.'

d/jer-^s] ' It is

not in subservience to his own excel-

lence that he follows the pursuit.

'

-] ' His skill in exe-

cution.'

1 6 ! ] and the result

is, that they do indeed become ^cicay^ot.! yap 76$] ' For the

point of view to which they bring

their end is bad.'

eearijs^], Ehet. II. 2, ad fin, p.

1395, b. I.

TTpbs airbv] ' Those

who practise with a view to him,' 'to

succeed with him.'!] ' immutationes

artis,' Vict. ; the changes implied in

the. But it seems more
natural to take it as referring to the

bodily exertions required of profes-

sional players.

VII. I In two points the limits

have been traced—-viz. the degree in

which skill is desirable, and the instru-

ments which may be used, where the

object is educational and liberal. There

remain the points of harmony and

rhythm.

TOij rrpbs waiSe'iav] I am
not sure that I know what class he

means here. Is it ' those who are

studying very deeply the subject (5ta-) with a view to education,'

actively, to the education of others

not as a matter of self-cultivation

merely ?] ' melodious,' musical in that

sense.

^] 'in good time.'

16—3
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The music '^ €
taught,( €^'€ irepi -,

' ' '^ >;/> -, 3 3,
3 . 3 3 ^-^ 8 ,,
] , 8''^ 3 \ -

(^ yap 7§ 8 -, , S'

, 8 8'',
'34^ \ ^,-_ ,

8 "^, ^, 8 '
4 ). . yap' \^/·_ ',
-^, 3 ,
], (5'. yap^ 3

1 ] 'Those who

with philosophical cultivation combine

practical acquaintance with musical

education ;' § 3, ev(}.
TTjV ' ' -]

' exact detail.

'

] ' tracing the general laws.

'

" au point de vue du legislateur, " St.

Hil.

3 €\] seems here used for

' tlie words of the song, ' the X070s. V.

V. 7.] 'forming the character.'] ' leading to action.'] ' part of our nature.'

^] ' Though now quite

in the general.'

iv Trepl] I have given

the reference at V. vi. 9.] ' of the tension—the

excitement.'

4 yap irepl ivias] Compare on this

subject one of the prefaces to Words-

worth's poems, where the sensibility

of the poet is distinguished from that

of other men. The distinction that is

there drawn is one of degree, as here,

not of kind. The poet is but more

largely endowed with faculties which

all have in a degree.(] All men, then, are

susceptible of enthusiasm ; it is, as

with other sensibility, a question of

degree.] 'are under the sway
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^^-, ^ taught.. § -

"

\ ,
(5' ^ ,

\ '' \' ^
8. Se -. Sio 6-' ayv.

8, 6 ^, -
). \ -,.̂ S'' -^- - 7

^, \
\-. 8 §. 86^- . ^^, ', 8

\

of.' Compare Eth. . . 3, . 79;
b. 9) cLv. €

^, . . . ]
' settling, as

having found a i-emedy for their ex-

citement, and a clearing of their dis-

turbance.'

5}] 'impressionable.'^] 'a sense of lightening,

not unaccompanied with pleasure.'

AVordsworth, Tintern Ahhey.

6] " Weiseman auf," Stahr.

The word is hard. Is the meaning,
' Therefore it is with harmonies and

songs that produce this effect, that we
should induce those who practise

music for the theatre to contend. ' ? If

so, governs both the accusa-

tives, and the datives depend on5.
TOis TOiovTOLi] ' To suit this

latter class of spectators as well as the

former.'

7 TTji Kara ?|ews] Compare

Eth. VII. xiii. 2, p. 1152, b. 34, and

II 5 3, 14; ' the true state in accordance

with nature.' ,
Rliet. I. xi. I, p. 1369, b. 34.'] 'strained,' 'high.'] ' corrupted by in-

troducing the ."
Liddell and Scott.

TO, ] ' That which

is cognate to his nature.' Compare

above, ui. 5.
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The music /;?· ^, -
taught. ^ Se Sei §

' \ ev- \ Trepi

9 '78. 6 (5' ev >? ,8, \
134^ ^ opyavwv , e'^et yap^ ). ev

^° " \. 3' \-\ ev ,
ev , 6

11 SoKei.7§
, Sioti Ttj§§ -^ , '- -

12 . ] Se -. Se ]
\^8, Se

e^ei ,
7aSea .

'3 So, Svav-· ,^
8 T^s h SiorpijS^s] =

of § 2, and iv-
of § 3· ' Those who are accus-

tomed at once to tlxe philosophical

treatment of the subject,' &c.

9 iv Tfj] In the republic of

Plato.

10 yap(] Grote, I. 2~>

text and note; " violent ecstasies and

manifestations of temporary frenzy,

and that clashing of noisy instru-

ments.
"

II oi wepl ] 'Those

competent to judge in this point.'^] ' and that Phi-

loxenus,' of Cythera.

TTjs, . . .] ' found him-

self compelled by the nature of the

case to give up his attempt, and pass

into the Phrygian mood.

'

13 TOiS € ]
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TWV irepi ,^ TraiSelav,, 3{ yap-)'. -, -, §
\ .

£ ^' ' - Trj 5^ ' 8 ^ \
-^', 8, SijXov

-^, --.

' Those who, from their time of life,

have lost their powers.

'

6\ ' requiring a great strain,'

' high.'

14 5^, auras]

' looking on them as partaliing of the

character of intoxication, not intoxi-

cation in its strictest form as an active

power (for drunkenness has a tendency

to excite a man), but with reference

to the exhaustion consequent on in-

toxication.'

Nickes thinks this discussion on

music complete. I have no know-

ledge as to what would be a complete

discussion of the subject, but the end

seems so abrupt, that I can hardly

accept his view. If we look on the

book as a whole as fragmentary in its

present shape, there would be no ob-

ject in trying to make out the actual

fragment preserved as complete in

itself. That the book is to be so con-

sidered, I have argued in the Preface.



SUMMARY. BOOK VI. (IV.)

ryiHE three last books, III. IV. V. (VII. VIII.), have been
J- devoted to the consideration of Aristotle's ideal state, his. That they are fragmentary is, I think, clear. No
connection can be traced between the end of V. (VIII.) and the

beginning of the present book. It is a gap which no art can fill

up, however much we may regret the loss. Aristotle's educational

system is a hopeless blank from a certain point, and so is a detailed

statement of his views on the great question of the fifth book of

the Republic, the position of women in his state. That he either

did treat it or meant to treat it, is certain from 1. 13. 15, and that

directly and dogmatically, not negatively, as in his review of Plato's

system. To resume then, he has reviewed the past ; he has sifted

the experience of the long time that has elapsed ; and enlightened

by that experience, with the results of that past and its errors before

him, he set himself to build up a state which should avoid those

errors, and combine harmoniously whatever had been proved in

result to be good. His state so formed would have been to him a

type to which others might gradually conform themselves, a Greek

with all its complex organization, to which the statesmen

of the actual might look as their model, either in re-consti-

tuting or reforming their own states, or in forming new ones, an

idea which the Greek system of colonization made by no means an

unpractical one. But such results of his political wisdom were

distant and very contingent. A nearer question might be ad-

dressed to the political philosopher. The actual state of things is

very imperfect. The body politic, as much as the body natural,

requires constant attention when sound, careful remedies when un-

sound. Is political science capable of dealing with these evils, this

unsoundness, whether of recent origin or of long standing ? Is the

science of politics practical in the ordinary sense ? Can there be

drawn from it rules applicable to dailj^ arising contingencies ? In

other words,—can there be based on it an art which may guide the

actual statesman ? The answer is, that the theory of the ideal

state is by no means the whole of political philosophy. He who
studies that philosophy must be like tlie true pliysician. Both
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must know the normal state of their respective patients. Uotli

must also be able to apply their knowledge to existing circum-

stances. Guided by the light of political theory, based on a wide

experience, the political philosopher must be able to say what is

the best state generally attainable
;
what, under certain conditions

purely arbitrary, would be the result ; what is the method by which

actual evils may be remedied, and the members of a given state may
be placed in possession of the best government now open to them.

Such questions as these occupy the three remaining books of

Aristotle's politics, VI. VII. VIII. (IV. VI. V.) In them he

speaks less as the poUtical philosopher, more as the philosophical

statesman. He addresses himself to the actual political world of

Greece, and to its governments, tyrannical, oligarchical, demo-

cratical. And as these two last were the commonest, the most

susceptible of permanence, the most capable of being modified into

tolerable constitutions, as they were, in fact, to the exclusion of

tyranny, constitutions ;—though in a degraded form, yet still in

some sense constitutions allowing the free play of the political life

of a Greek freeman ;—it is on oligarchy and democracy that he

chiefly dwells. And again of these two last he treats at greatest

length of democracy. It was longer-lived, it was safer, it was freer

from political dissensions,. It was more adapted to large

and populous states ; and with the growth of such, implying, as

that growth did, the formation of a large class of free and equal

citizens, it was juster. Corrupt and bad as judged by the ideal

standard, it was practically of the corrupt forms the best one

available.

The evils inherent in all the forms with which he has to deal in

these books, might proceed to such a length as materially to inter-

fere with the quiet working of the constitution. The state might

find its various parts ranged in constant opposition to one another,

it might be in a permanent state of faction or. Such was,

in fact, the actual experience of Greece. Its political life in all

historical times had been a conflict of discordant elements and inte-

rests. And in most cases this permanent state of opposition had its

periods of crisis, of. The hitherto dominant element

became weakened by its own misconduct, or the growth of its

antagonist, or pressm-e from without, and the constitution was

changed by its fall and the triumph of its antagonist. An analysis

which should throw light both on this permanent state and on

these periods of revolution,— such is the object of the closing book.

VIII. (V.)
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Without trenching on the details of either of the three books

now before us, I wished to give a succinct idea of their general

bearing. I resume the more immediate object, the summary of

Book VI. (IV.) Its opening chapter is quite general, its subject

concerns the past as much as the future portion of his work. It

is a statement of the provmce of political science, on which I have

said enough above.

The second chapter is a sketch of the divisions of the work that

lies before him ; it is a chapter on his arrangement.

The next portion (Chaps. III.—X.) is an analysis of the

existing governments of Greece, democracy, oligarchy, aristocracy,

politeia, tyranny, apparently treated in the order of their political

importance, and in the main this must be judged by the compara-

tive frequency of their occurrence. The difficulties are in the main

difficulties of the text. There is an appearance of repetition, and a

Avant of clearness resultmg from this apparent repetition which

makes one suspect that they are hardly in the state in which

Aristotle left them. This is more especially the case with the

chapters that analyse democracy and oligarchy (III.—VI.) When
clear of these, the book becomes, if not easier, at least much
more straightforward, and so far, more satisfactory to grapple

with.

In Chap. III. we have the reason assigned for there being

several varieties of democracy and oligarchy. It is found in the

variety of elements of which each state may be composed. StiU,

various as they are, they may be brought under these two heads,

and are so generally. Indeed, in the popular opmion, these are the

only two forms recognised
;

they are considered an exhaustive

division of Greek states. In the earlier part of Chap. IV. the

characteristics of these two forms are given, and then to the end

of that chapter we have an analysis of the democratical varieties,

five in number.

Ch. V. A similar enumeration of oligarchies.

Ch. VI. Repeats in a shorter form for democracy, in more detail

for oligarchy, the two preceding chapters. If both are to be con-

sidered integral portions of the work, it would seem that this second

enumeration is meant to base on grounds of reasoning the necessity

of there being such a number of varieties of either form. Common
as the two forms were, almost exclusively prevalent, so much so

that Greek statesmen and parties had come to aim at nothing more

than the peaceable establishment of one or the other, still the

elements of the state might be combined differently, and other
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powers capable of modifying the constitution might be called into

more active exertion. Wealth and numbers might be allowed for,

without excluding the more eminent citizens from the first place.

In such cases an aristocracy might be established, where all three,

wealth, number, and merit, should have due consideration. So also

there would be an aristocracy, when, putting aside the element of

wealth, those of merit and number were combined. These are the

two forms given of this practical aristocracy (Ch. VII.).

Another combmation still remained. In existing states, as an

average, one of two opposing elements was dominant, wealth or

numbers, and whichever was dominant, excluded its rival from all

participation in political power. The government was a simple

one ; in the first case an oligarchy, in the second a democracy. But

there is no necessary, irreconcileable antagonism between the two

politically, though there is a strong tendency to it. They may be

combined ; a government might be formed in which both should

find their expression, a mixed government standing half-way between

oligarchy and democracy. Such would be the so-called,
a constitution requiring great moderation and care to preserve the

nice adjustment of its balance, and very closely connected with the

two forms of aristocracy just given, gliding by imperceptible shades

into one of them, or passing by very gradual transitions, by a slight

inclination of the scale one way or the other, into one of the two

opposing deviations, between which it was the mean term. The

characteristic of the Politeia as distinct from either of those aris-

tocracies, is that it attempts only the combination of wealth and

numbers, the elements of the two simpler forms. Introduce any

question of personal merit, and you have one or other of those

forms (Ch. VIII.).

To establish these mixed forms with their combination of

elements, the great requisite is a very clear perception of the nature

of the simpler forms. To combine oligarchy and democracy in

harmonious proportions, must demand a thorough knowledge of

them when out of composition. Hence another reason for their

fuller treatment prior to these higher forms. The test of a right

mixture will be the existence of both elements, side by side, in such

vigour that from one point of view the government might be con-

sidered the expression of one of the two, from the opposite point it

might be taken as the expression of the other (Ch. IX.).

Tyranny requires but a short notice. It is introduced for com-

pleteness' sake. In its strict and proper sense, it is an inversion of

aU right principles of government ; the rule of the better by the
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worse; government for the sake of the governor, not of the

governed ; a government bj force, which no man endures longer

than he is constrained to do (Ch. X.).

Such is the analysis of Greek governments, the statics of Greek

political society. It was an analysis required for the proper

handling of the questions that are now to be discussed. The first

of these is : What is the best average constitution, not one which

should be an ideal standard, or require in its citizens high quali-

fications and fortunate circumstances, but one which should take

the existing facts, the Greek character and opinions and political

ideas, and on them work out a safe and practicable order in which,

as much as possible, all the elements enumerated should find a

place. Such a constitution is found in that which should be ad-

ministered by the middle class, those removed from the extremes

either of wealth or poverty ; who are as much as possible equal and

alike ; who by their numbers can impose silence and moderation on

the two extremes ; who can, in other words, keep down the great

evil dreaded,, and secure the great good aimed at, perma-

nence and secm-ity. In the larger states of Greece, this form was

quite practicable, from the numbers of the middle class. Hitherto

Greek experience had been against it, for the middle class had been

small, and the imperial states of Greece had exercised during the

period of their domination a hostUe influence. But one man had

been found to wish it. So adverse had experience been, that there

was a rooted feeling in favour not of a balance of parties, but of the

triumph of one or the other principle (Ch. XI.).

If asked, what is the constitution to be adopted in any par-

ticular case, tlie first answer must be one common to all cases

equally ; the one adopted must be such as the majority approves,

meaning by majority equally a numerical majority, and one whicli,

though weaker in numbers, was superior in power. Then the ques-

tion again throws us back on a careful analysis of the elements of

the given state. And the constitution should be framed with

reference to the predominant element. To secure its permanent

preponderance, it should conciliate the middle class, and it should

aim at tempering so far as possible, by a judicious selection of

means, the exclusiveness of the predominant element. It should

be afraid of carrying out its principle too far. In all cases alike,

the constitution must be administered by those who have the arms,

and in point of numbers, there must be more within its pale than

outside. Practically, and with some modifications, this has been

the rule in Greece, and the historical development of Greek
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governments has borne a constant relation to the changes in

the system of military tactics adopted in the several states (Chajis.

XII. XIII.).

From this point forwards to the end of the book, and through

the whole of the next, VI. (IV.) 14—16, VII. (VI.), the subject

treated of is the method to be adopted in forming a constitution,

oligarchical or democratical. In the three remaining chapters of this

hook we have the appropriate basis laid for the work in the dis-

cussion of the three powers, which must exist in each of the two

forms equally, democracy and oligarchy, and in all their varieties.

Their forms will differ, but in principle they must all three be

found ; there must be an executive, deliberative, and judicial

organ. In Ch. XIV. we have the deliberative both for democracy

and oligarchy, in this order, with the modifications that Ai'istotle

deemed advisable. In Ch. XV. we have the executive, with the

various questions on its numbers and organization and mode of

election, and the distinctions in it as required by the different forms

of the government.

In Ch. XVI. we have the judicial, an enumeration of its several

functions, and the mode of its election.
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The ques- |j -^-^ <?-
tioiis which t' i ^ r t '^ \ r t

political
"^"^ ,

l°as"t^
oi/crat?, ,

( ]^^,
2 \ . ^'^ ',^ ^

\. Se

I. I rats ) , --] '
' Qui ne restent pas trop par-

tielles," St. Hil. ,· 'which are not

confined entirely to some one branch

of a subject, but which embrace com-

pletely some one whole subject.' For

the subordination of the various arts

and sciences, see Fth. I. i. 3, 4, p.

1094, 9·

Las, . r. .] 'It is the province

of one and the same science to con-

sider all that is appropriate to that

subject in each case.

'

&{\-, in the widest

sense, is the science that treats of this

bodily discipline, and which is here

chosen for illustration. It could not

be separated from the medical science.

Comp. note on V. (VIII.) ill. 13;

Plato, Re2>. iii. 406 ;
Grote, I v. 538.

ris Tots '] ' and

what is the training that suits the

great majority of men, all of them' ?

—

what is the average training?

2 Trjs$] ' That which suits

him,' 'is appropriate to his case;' in

other words, the best that he might

have. Supposing a man not to be

desirous of attaining the best state of

body of which he is susceptible, or the

highest degree of skill in the various

exercises which he might attain, but

to acquiesce in a lower state of body

and lower degree of skill, not the less

would it be the part of those in whose

care he was, to see that he attained

the particular state and degree of skill

which he desired.

Trepi tt)v ''] practically

equivalent to ipyuv, V. ill. 3

:

' knowledge of that which regards the

active exertion, the struggle,' which

knowledge it was the part of-
proper to give, whilst-
dealt with the state of the body.
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vavirnylav - The ques-

ff - „ , , - 1 -, > \
tionswhicn. political

, , \ 1 r " ' ' ^ ' ·» science,
' ', 7§ '^"^'^^'"·, · yap 3, \

§ X€Xt]va

\ . 8 4· 3 yap ^, «/? yivoiTO, yvov
-^ '

aopyv avayKa'^v, ^-, . 5

§ -
^ yvp'v, -, Xeyo,

•ye^3. yap 6

S, 3, Se \

ia0rjTa] Schneider proposes-
yiav, but it is not necessary to make a

change, though the word comes in

very oddly when he is dealing with

processes or acts.

3 ] The same reasoning

will hold good for the political science.

It, as well as other sciences, will have

a fourfold application. It should be

able to say what is the ideal constitu-

tion
;
indly, what is the best average

one (§ 5) ;
3rdly, what is the best

under existing circumstances (, or) ? 4*^hly, how should be

formed, and, when formed, preserved,

one which is neither the best, nor the

best under the circumstances, but

still one which is wished and ac-

quiesced in{ ,-

), a worse than need be ac-

quiesced in, and the conditions of

which are self-imposed.

4 °-PXh^ '''^ ] Spengel,

p. 21, note 2^, would change the place

of these words, and put them directly

after t6v $ . In

either position, it seems to me, they

give a good sense, so that it does not

seem worth while to make the change.- , . . .] ' and

to be unprovided even with those

things that are essentially requisite

for the best state so that not only is

it actually not the best, but it is in-

capable of being made into the best.

Supply Ty after-.
5 - "^

' are yet thoroughly devoid of all use-

ful suggestions.'
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The ques- ^) \ KoivoTepav.
tionswhich' ' « ,

' „ , y „ , . >
political €€ (^ oe

l°as"to XeyovTeg, - ,
answer. , . yjji Se

1289 .§ \
7 )^ ,-,. Sio ]

§8 , -
8 . -' '8. 8 8'

\ 8 .
3 8 ,

g, ] ''. 8
] ^ ]^ ·

8 ] ,' .
yap ^ ] ,, ] ]

6 pq.<j] ] 'That which

is more easily established and more

accessible, more generally attainable,

'

II. VI. 4.

^^] 'requir-

ing large appliances.

'

ras- dvaipoDvres] ' put-

ting aside, taking no account of, the

existing forms.

'

7 pg.5i(iis, K.T.X.] 'which they

shall without difficulty be both per-

suaded and able to adopt as an ex-

change for the actual forms.' -{).^] ' to unlearn, and

learn something instead.' Herod, i.

57·

Tols ^] ' to aid

the existing constitutions ;' make the

best of the materials actually in hand.

The work of reform.] I am not sure of the

exact reference meant.

8 !$] ' The num-

ber of their combinations.

'

9 avTrjs] ' This same

science.' The highest form of 6-
VTj^is is. Comp. Eth. vi. viii.

3, p. 1 141, b. 23, r/65 ^$, . . . So

that the generic term$ is here

used for the specific, and the

highest form of this latter is stated, in

the same passage of the Ethics, to be.
TTpbi yap ras TToXireias] Compare

III. XI. 20, 21.
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\ -.
h^^s"to

answer.

·̂ yap-^ ,-.
' - - 2, The ar-

r ^ r ~ \ \ , rt ' rangement-, , of hii?, oXiyapyiav , ^°''^·,
( yp -] -

yap opy-
^, ).

(-] Schneider and Coray

are for reading ;. Vet. Tr.

has 'singulis.' There is, however, no

absolute necessity for the change. The

general sense is the same :
' What is

the end of the association in each par-

ticular case?'

, ...] 'Whilst laws, as

distinct from those things that mark

and determine the constitution, are

those according to which the magis-

trates must rule and check those who
would transgress them.' Laws then

presuppose magistrates, and the dis-

tribution of power amongst those ma-

gistrates, and it is this distribution of

power that makes a constitution.

II -jrpbs ras ;] 'even for

the making of laws.

'

II. I This chapter, on the an-ange-

ment of the work, is very valuable,

and very strongly in favour of the

A. P.

arrangement I have adopted. It pre-

supposes the treatment of the two

more perfect forms, and; it states that the third

form yet remains, as do also the three

imperfect ones or deviations. And
after giving the order in which the

various questions connected with them

are to be treated, it warrants the

change of order of Books V. VI. of

the old, VIII. VII. respectively of the

new arrangement.

^] ' The first part

of our treatise irepl^.' III. 7.

-irepl .] Com-
pare III. XVIII. I, and notes, on the

close connection between these two

forms; the first not practical, the

other, in Aristotle's views, susceptible

of an approximate realisation.

yap ' for the idea

of either is that it be formed.'

17
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The ar- -, \ Set ^,^
'^^

of his ", ^/
'^°''^· -^, irep] ,

3'' \. (pavepov

\
SevTepa . ' yap '

1289 , Sia' ,^ ,- [ yap^, .
?," ,\^. yap ^, ^ ^ \,", ,
oXiyap^iav ^^ Xyv,

4. ] ),' '
6Xyapa, , ' )]~· -

5 .
)] III. VII. 3,

KOivbv,.
2 So Eth. VIII. xii. 2, p. 1160, b. 9,.
yap, . . .] for this

is the form to which aristocracy, in

Aristotle's peculiar sense, the second

of the perfect forms, is most opposed,

and consequently it is the second

worst,] - is

his language, Elh. viii. xii. 3, p. 1 1 60,

b. 19.

3 Tis] Plato, in the Politiciis.

eh \] 'not,

however, from the same point of view

as ours.'

4 '] In Chapters III.—X. of

this Book.

·€] Ch. XI.

Khv ef Tis &-, ...] 'and after

any other constitution there may be

of an aristocratical character and well

formed.'

5 iireiTa] Chaps. XII. XIII.
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r ~ rr > ' ' ' raiiffement, . „fi,;g

'''°'''^·, § '. , 6,
). \

KOivTj \',. '
^

). . ^ The num-
·, ^ / / , ^ \ her of the, forms of

^g^^"'

^ , \. \ ^, '",. ]
\ , ·. 3'

, .
] Chaps. XIV.

—

. and VII. (VI.)

65 ] With Nickes, p. 112,

iKjte 2, I put a comma after ^, and

make reXos adverbial :
' and at last,

'

' finally.

'

] By this change in

the stopping, these words are made to

depend on .
' When I shall have briefly made such

mention, as was admissible, of all

these points already mentioned, then

I shaU, &c.'

\€, . . .] The subject of

Book VIII. (V.), which is here clearly

stated to be later than Book VII.

(VI.), and so even Woltmann allows,

who is the stanchest supporter of the

old order that I have met with.

III. I 7rXeiOi;s] This resumes the

subject with which Ch. I. closed,

eiVep irXeiovs

oXiyapxia . The reason

why there is this larger number of

form.s is found in the number of ele-

ments of which every state, without

exception, is composed.] ' of the number
of citizens so formed.

'

2 ayopalov] 'commercial.'

/cat Thv'] Wealth is not

merely a ground of distinction as be-

tween rich and poor, ' but amongst

the higher classes also there are dis-

tinctions based on wealth and the

amount of the property they possess.'

3 iv Toh] this was a sign of

great wealth, and the distinctive cha-

racteristic of oligarchy is wealth.

17—3
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The niim-^" ^', ^
forms of Kci-i XaX/ct(5e<"? ' WaiavSpw

^ment'
(^^^^^^ 7rep\ ^,.

' ^ yevos

i2go cip€T)'iv, Si] '] yap^· yap, (5'

5, 3. avayKa'iov, '§ yap

"8 . ' yap,
, Xy ' ,

6 . avayKaiov

' ]. ,
) Xya, "" '

y , \ oXiyap'^la. yp-
6Xyap)Q.a oXiyap^lav

^ Bekker.] This reading, adopted by

Coray, and supported by Vet. Tr.,

seems best suited to the passage. Mr,

Grote, III. 42, speaks of cavalry "as

the primitive oligarchical militia,"] in Eubcea,

4 iv TOis irepl T7}V]
Compare for the expression, I. xiii.

15, Tols irepl TroXirdas. For the

sense, the reference is to IV. (VII.)

VIII. 7, 8, 9 ; so that this passage

again is in favour of the change in the

order of the Books.

5 7/ \ = (
.%. I. ., . . . ] This

explains ] -, as the next words,

, explain '. Compare VIII. (V.) . 14.

6, ] ' according to

the superiority now of one part, now
of another.'

Be] There must,

strictly speaking, be as many forms

as there are distinct combinations

of the various elements, ' still popu-

larly there are conceived to be two

forms,' for the numerous varieties are

ultimately reducible to these two.

ewl ] Compare Soph.

Track. 113.

7), ))^ .
7 dXiyapxlav ] 'in a certain

sense an oligarchy.'
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, \ 8, ev Two forms

, \ \ c^,, " ' ^ ^\ , mcst pro-(^ popeov, oe minent.

evpov. ^' e'^et Trepi ,' yap €€ eiS)] Suo, 8)., Se . Se. - 8

8
§\,8,, 3 ,^

\^,^.
§ Se ^, 4, · \ yap The dis-

^' ^
' tmction6· \ 7·)( ' - between

, „ , , _ , , ^ \ ,1 democracyyap-, oAiyoi . yap and

)( , /- °''g^'"cl^y-

, aSSoev
\ ,\ ^-. 3 oXiyoi , ^

-^] ' combinations.'

8 }] Ch. II. I.. He mentions the

first for the sake of strict accuracy

;

they are the two forms of the./] ' The stricter, more

rigid, and more arbitraiy.'

(%] Compare Thuc. II. 39.!, 'easy.'

"The distinction between aristo-

cracy and democracy, as commonly

conceived, is not a logical distinction

of kind, founded on a precise line of

separation, but merely a distinction of

degree, and so our propositions about

them must be limited to tendencies."

Lewis, on Opinion, 405, and note.

IV. I ;] 'without

qualification so.' For the subject of

this Chapter, compare III. 8.] Compare later, at "VIII.

7,
' cLv 05 iv.

3 In III. 8, poverty and wealth

are made the characteristics respec-

tively of the two forms, democracy

and oligarchy. Nor does the state-

ment here made, 8 ol iXevOepoi

Kvpioi , clash with that former

one, as may be seen from a considera-

tion of the words in the last section of

III. 8, ^ yap -, ;
eXevdepLas^ iravTes. Com-

pare also the end of this Chapter,

ol eXevOepoL . The word

must be taken in an exclu-

sive sense, the citizens who have no-

thing but their citizenship to ground
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Tlie dis- Se evTropwv , oXiyap-
tinction r r ·> (j \ / 1.3/,,^
between X^o"'7( ,

'^'^"and^'^^
"'^^' -/ .

oligarchy, ,
1290 .

4 · ,
'"., , ,

5 "^^' '^^'^. ' · '
\ ,
, Tfj' \ >] (/ ,^, ,, . \

6 . '
any claim on, excluding especially of

course, from the general context, any

claim based on property.

4] compare again III.

VIII. 8 ; number is but an accident.

AWioTTig^'] Herod. III. 20.

5 TOVTOts~\ sc. i\evOepi(} .] ' we must draw further

distinctions, and say.'^] This negative is

curious, and in no way required by

the sense. We can hardly suppose

that either at Apollonia or Thera,

though we know but little of either,

the mass, over whom the original

colonists ruled, were not free; nor

would Ai-istotle in any case have been

likely to touch on the question of a

small dominant population ruling over

a large slave one, in a part of his work

where he has solely to treat of the rela-

tions of the citizens to one another. In

fact, if the negative is kept, I see but

one resource : that is, to make-
virtually evyeveis. This is borne

out by the context, '
'/, and the affixing this sense

to the word would make the passage

a forcible illustration of an earlier one,

III. XIII. 3, oi ' y-
ihs-. It does not

seem, however, easy to adopt this,

and yet it is better, perhaps, than to

discard the, which has no objection

urged against it but its difficulty.
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The variety
" govern-

Koi ,'/ oXlyoi /." , Si tjv, '- 1'^ , Sia , of

-] . - ™^^^^' yap ' . the^variety- ^ 8,- ments of

1 / ·> - - 5/ f 1/ ' society.^ avwyKaiov - (^, re
g

Twv ipyacTTiKOV ^-, , 8,
Srj ',

^' ^, Xy ^' oiov yv, §, 6 ^ vy
yv (),̂ 3^ ^,' - -, ' , ' '- vayav . 9/ - \ yap- ' yvaL ,-. '/ -, ypyo, ^9^' ]

7] ' That they are. ' "Because

tliese are, let us say what they are,"

Stahr.] the two generally

spoken of, democracy and oligarchy.

I should, I confess, wish to throve out

the whole of what follows, to the end

of § 19, or rather to Trpdrepou, § 20, as

a mere repetition, rendered entirely

unnecessary by Aristotle's appealing,

in Ch. III. 4, to his enumeration of

the various parts of a state. As it is,

it is better to keep it, and, as in other

cases, I inclose it in brackets to show

that I think it superfluous. It seems

diiScult to imagine that Aristotle

would, so soon after declining the

enumeration on the specific ground

that it had been made, enter into it,

and in such detail. It constitutes the

difficulty of this part of the Book,

Chaps. III.·—VI., that there is so

much that looks like repetition ; but I

think any other of the seeming repe-

titions easier to defend than the one

actually under consideration.

8 -6] ' That works up.'

9 This is a repetition of IT. 3.
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The vari- ' Se

mentsof aM^i' e'^ ^ Set,

^^^^^· ^. ayopaiov (5' ayopaiov ]
10- \^. § . - 8, §\ .

ev § ^

8\· , ^ SovXov .8 Ty] ^, -^ 8'.
12 6', ^ \

\^ ^,,^, ^' \,, -- -,',' 8 .
11 8- ^^.

10 ] The

former more wholesale, the latter

more retail, the- of I. ll.

3, as; represents the-
and of the same passage.-] is the.

^] Compare III.

XII. 9, &vev

tZvai , &vev

;.
\€<€] Compare IV. (VII.) XV.

2, yap ,!.
11 6 aaes'\ Com-

pare I. IV. 6, the definition of a slave,

6s &v\\ tI .
12] as representing the

primary wants of man—food, shelter,

clothing.

eirl Tocs ]
' those who are to take care of the

cattle necessary for the subsistence of

the population.

'

] 'the complement,' III.

XIII. 13.

% TriXeajs] not of the ideal

state, but ' of the state in its simplest

and most elementary form.' Compare
IV. (VII.) IV. 1 1,

—]
iK 6.' re] ' and as though it

stood in equal need of.'

13 !\ 'inconse-

quence of the increase of territory

and its contact with its neighbours.'

ev Toh] ' In his four pri-

mary ones.'
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, , - , , OUS ele-. enrep / ments of a^ au ' "^ , ^ ^ ^'

»' avayKaiav_ 14, ^, Se ,. ' 15-\ ' ,- yap. ', ye. -, . -
yiKov , '. '

Trj . 7] ^ , -
\ ^ .' \ -9 ^

\,
14] .] ' the judgment

applied to political matters,' Eth. vi.

xi. p. 43, .
15 eiVep , /f. . .]

' So that if, as in fact we do, we make

both the class of cultivators and that

which judges and deliberates, essen-

tial parts of our state, it is an evident

consequence that the military class,

at least, which is conjoined with both,

or capable of being so, is necessarily a

part of our state. ' The military class

is not conceived of as wholly distinct,

but identified with one or the other of

two classes ; Lf both are comprehended,

evidently it must be so too, with

whichever it may be combined. This

seems the reasoning of the passage.

It is not, however, clear.] Nickes proposes ,
but I find the sixth class in § 14,

t6 .
rah; XecTovpyovv] ' serving

the state with its property,' IV. (VII.)

VIII. 7, 9.

16 rb] 'The body of

magistrates.' The word-! in

this sense is well known.

17] sc.

Kpiveiv.

ttoKltlkwv] depends on Twa^.

There must be among the citizens

some not without virtue,—moral, for

the decision of causes
;

intellectual,

for deliberation.
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The vari- twv. Tci?
OUS ele- '^'/> \

111ents of a fToF?- ,
state. 1 \ \ ^ „ „

. , ·
\ ,'. ).

19 ., ) .
) oA/'yoi'? ,., ) ,. ) , )

The differ- , , „ , - „ , , , « ?

cut forms -,
°crao™°

/) ),. ^ )

8 , . . .] as wealth and

poverty cannot meet in the same

people, and the wealthy and the

poor consequently must always be

distinct one from the other, whilst

all other distinctions are less appre-

ciable, this is the one fixed on, and the

state is commonly divided into these

two parts, and from the accident of

their differing in number, these two

stand in the most marked opposition

to one another. In Greece and Rome,

as in modern Europe, the problem of

the opposition between the Have-alls

and the Have-nothings, to borrow Mr.

Carlyle's language (Sartoi- JResartus),

was one which could not escape the

philosophic statesman, modified as it

was, and in some sense rendered easy

by the existence of slavery.

20 If this section followed imme-

diately after § 6, no one would, I

think, miss the intervening part.

From the consideration of the variety

of forms of government generally,

Aristotle passes to the varieties of the

two forms that, with the exception of

interludes of tyrants, monopolized the

Greek political world, democracy and

oligarchy. That there were such va-

rieties was clear to him from the same

premises as before. If the variety of

elements of a state accounted for the

variety of TroXtreiat, the variety in the

democratical elements would account

for a variety of democratical.
Here, again, from . . . to, I suspect an intei-polation.

It is an evident repetition of Ch. III.,

not without its value in point of infor-

mation, but still needlessly burdening

the book, and faulty in point of divi-

sion, as it is not easy to say why
and the rest are not in-

cluded under, and evi-

dently , . . ., is ap-

plicable to most of the others, as is, . .. For these

reasons I have inclosed it in brack-

ets.
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e/c . yo.p The differ, ofdemo-, , ^^'^'^y-",' 21

76|0, , -, , ^ (^,
\ ^, '.,
>] /, ^,, ,

' . "^^,,,, \.'^- .,
" Bekker.

11] Grote, III. 516. " Shell-

fish."] Id. IV. 36. " Thunny

fishery."

M-yivrj] The commerce of Mgma,,

in very early times, is quite historical.] Grote, VII. 531.

TO) ] for this,

compare III. v. 8.

22] depends on .
But what the exact meaning of the

woi-ds is, it is not easy to say. "Sur

d'autres avantages analogues," is St.

Hilaire's translation, and I believe

that is the sense,—a kind of et csetera

without any very definite meaning in

the writer's mind, as he has certainly

enumerated the main distinctions

:

Wealth, Birth, Merit, Education, are

nearly, if not quite, exhaustive.

^, /f.T.X.]' The first

form of democracy is that which is, in

the strictest sense so called, based on

equality,' in its simplest and purest

form. Compare VII. (VI.) 11. 9,' elvai.
Apxeiv] This reading, in place of, is proposed by Stahr. I

have adopted it, justified, I think, by

words from the passage I have just

quoted VII. (VI.) II. 9, yap

7-0 toos airbpom ·))

TO!>s evirbpovi elvat

irdvTas ' '.
These last words are an useful com-

ment on elvai-
ovv,'%. In the

first part it is true that can

be construed, though perhaps not

easily, ' that the wealthy should not

be anything more, of greater import-

ance, than the poor.' Yet the change

is simple, and appears to rest on ade-

quate grounds.
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The differ-, ' . eiwep ,
of demo- , -

'^"^°·^" , \, ',-. Se

6, Sh So^av ,'
24 . §, Se ,, \ -.

1292

25,- . -
·, fj,. 3, <5', ^^ ^

^6 . .
yap

23 direp yap, . ..] Compare VII.

(VI.) . I.

oi'Vojs 3.V , . . .] ' In this way-

it would be most likely to exist, by

all participating as much as possible

in the government on equal terms.'

iird 5k '] If all are equal,

mere number will tell, and ' the people

is the larger number. The will of the

numerical majority will then be the

will of the state, and such a state is

of necessity a democracy.

'

24 .(] "quicunque ma-

culse alicui obnoxii non fuerunt, " Vict.

;

"die kein Makel anhaftet," Stahr.

This sense of 'men of unblemished

character' is a good one, if the word

will bear it
—

' whose claim is not open

to question, '
' who are not liable at any

moment to be called to give an ac-

count of themselves and justify their

claim.' This is the translation I

prefer. And the passage in VI. 3

would seem to point the ground of ob-

jection that might be taken to the

question of birth, toIs;, yivoi, and so to exclude the

two meanings I have quoted above.

25 eav §] 'admitting

no question, but accepting the fact of

his exercise of citizenship.'

26 iv yap, . r. .] This seems

an odd remark, with the history of

Greece such as we have it. It seems

to require the attaching a rather limited

sense to the word ^!ayy6, not such

as would have been attached to it in

any Greek state by the party which

would have claimed to be oi. We require a more ex-

tended acquaintance with the internal

workings of other Greek democracies

to estimate the remark. Athens is,

in fact, the only one which we can

fairly judge of, and it is not true of

Athens. The Athenian democracy

was eminently legal and constitutional,

and yet there were demagogues in the
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^, ' eialu ev The differ-

i , ' ' ' - ' ' " '
ent forms

TTpoeopia- €, of demo-

^)?/. 'yap 68 j'lveTai,

€ yap _. " Se - 27, -, 8\. 6 §, -
,^ § , \^, · 6^ ^ Tyj8. Sio 28, §7 ,

] - , 6-
6 \ <5',, -. ' (5' \ " 29,-
, ·. ' 30

6

ordinary sense, and there, as every-

where else,—in fact, it is a necessity

of government,

—

were fre-

quent, without superseding the real

efficacy of law.

; wavres]

Compare II. ill. 2-4."] II. ir. 204. The language

of Homer cannot well bear any but

the second sense, for, as Mr. Lewis

remarks (Opinion, 243, note B),

"Homer's poems contain no traces ofa

political body, nor do they mention

voting."] In the sense of;
dvai, the Latin 'dominari.'

28 -] It is difficult to

give the distinction in English, the

word 'decree' expresses both. In

I

the finely shaded political lang-uage of

I the present French Emperor, 'plebi-

scite' would express, 'dicret'. The celebrated 'ordon-

nances ' of Charles X. would be a

still better rendering of-.
29 -] ' of the opinions of the

people.'

30 cTi 5] Not merely do the de-

magogues increase the power of the

people, ' but also all those who have

any fault to find with the existing

magistrates.' Compare Grote, v. 493,
where this language is considered in-

applicable to the change made by
Pericles. Thus the popular assembly

I grasps the administrative and judicial

j

power, as it had before absorbed the

legislative.
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The diflfer- ^e~^erai ,' .
ent furms ^ f cvi cv />- i ^ , , r \ r

of demo- e^Aoyco? 06 av
'·""''^°^·

elvai^ yap -
2,, €<'. Sei yap, Se' ^ ]

Kp'iveiv. '' \ ,, rj-^, · yap -^" . '.
5 ^0\yap^a ',

The differ- ' ^ ' " . r r / ,

ent forms "/^X"?
ofoli- , .
garchy. , -. '

f ,, , vt-
1292 \ \-\ ., ' ,

1 , oXiyapy^iKov.-_, ]}. \
apyjj 6 '. ' oXiyap-.

-!(] ' to urge a reason-

able objection.'

31 TTiv TTokLTelav KpiveLv] " die Ver-

fassung die Entsclieidung haben,"

Stahr. would then mean

'the government.' That it may have

this meaning is clear from III. Tl. r,, and III. vil.

1,. Nor do I see any other

meaning to prefer. ' The law is to be

supreme, but in particular cases, if

judicial or administrative, the magis-

trates are to decide on what is right
;

if deliberative, the government. ' So I

paraphrase it."

Aristotle's general preference of

democracy to oligarchy makes this

long attack on one form of democracy

rather remarkable. It is so also from

its length, in contrast with the short

treatment of the other forms, and the

very small space allotted to the

varieties of oligarchy, the last of \vhich

is open to precisely the same objec-

tions as the last fom of democracy.

See VI. XI.

V. I ] They form, in

fact, a self-electing body. The prin-

ciple is that of co-optation.^ Is this ' all who have the

required qualifications ?

'

2 wairep Tvpavvii\=
Trj 'corresponds
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cV '
oXijapyluv'.

\.
3^. ^. ^.

OJ between
\ ,. r ' ^ \ r < the form, spirit

\ , ^^^^^^
™"

'", (5' ] ). - 4, ' - -
^', ^

-, (5'•." ' ) ' - 6

to,' 'is the counterpart of.' Rliet. I.

i. I, p. 1354. I.

] In fact, they give this

last foi-m of oligarchy a peculiar name,

thus distinguishing it, as its counter-

parts are distinguished from their

kindred forms. It is called 5<£.
' The rule of a few powerful families.

'

3 TT]v ;] ' such as it

is expressed in the laws.

'

t6 ] ' from the character of

those who administer it.'

rrjp dywyrjv] ' the spirit in which it

is administered,' ' the tendency im-

pressed upon it.'

Tois] = ijdet. For ^Bos is in

fact the sum and expression of a man's

4] This contrast between the

existing constitution and the spirit in

which it is administered.

Ttts€\] This expression

is not quite easy. Is the case Aris-

totle is contemplating that of a counter-

revolution, such as was of frequent

occurrence in Greek states, and has

been not uncommon in modern history,

a case especially familiar to us of late

years 1 The revolution has been suc-

cessful. The constitution sprung from

it has been accepted, but the adminis-

tration of that constitution has been

conducted in an entirely alien spirit.

The constitution remains, but by

small encroachments is rendered

nugatory, till the time comes when it

may be set aside in form, as well as in

spirit— ^(%, ' €·.-] ' are content at first.

'

VI. I The connection of this chap-

ter with what precedes is difficult to

trace. The statements point to its

being a justification of the enumera-

tions given in rv. and V. See

especially § 7,

avdyKai, but it reaUy does

rather give an account of the working

of the several forms there enumerated,

explaining why in some law is, in

others is not powerful. But whatever

may be the connection or general
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'^'^*^ ?> (pavepov .
there being 7"/'^ ''^ 8
so many ^ , ,, \ < r nr , „ \ > ^

forms of ', oe .
govern''

fcii ] ,
ments.' · yap ,

1 8, -" §^, ^
3 Ttov . 0) ^, 8 8 ^^ -§. 8 , Sia, 8§ Sia -'^
4, ^^.
TOiavTij ,. ^' ,, ^, '' ]

5 . -
1293 ^ .

tcov,~ ,
^ [ toIs ^] Bekker.

bearing of the chapter, its statements

are such as to redeem it from the

charge of mere repetition.

1 yap^^ f'^c] ' They

can live if they vfork.

'

€€] ' They set the lavtr

over them as supreme, and only attend

such assemblies as are indispensable.

'

3 i^eivai] If this second be

kept, it must be translated :
' But it

is impossible they should have it in

their power to have leisure unless

there are revenues sufficient to secure

it them.'

- '(] This is

hard unless we consider as

equivalent to, and translate

' dependent on the distinction which

follows.' If so, the distinction must

mean that between this form and the

next. But I do not feel clear as to

the passage.€$'\ see note on '. 24.] 'only if they are able.'

5 Tois;] ' in point of time.'] ' than they were

when originally constituted.'

';] ' be-
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foj-ma'crf€7, Se hniro^'iYei, '-. yivcTai ments.,' .

€ €8 Sia 7

Se ^,, ,- ''^ - yap. Sia - - 8

yap --, --,', ^ ',. 8 8 9

5; , 8, -^' ^ ,\ -, - \ ''
^, . ' -

cause of the supremacy vested in the

majority.'

6 ^] Not

only has it the opportunity ' but more

than any other body does it avail itself

of that opportunity of leisure.'' $2 'It is unfettered

by the attention to their private in-

terests vyhich embarrasses the rich,

to such an extent that often they abstain

from the public assembly and much
more from the administration of

justice.'

7 rots 6.-\ ' on these

strong and compulsory grounds.'

yap] From their number
already, they are not averse to ad-

. P.

mitting more, they do net feel a jealous,

exclusive spirit.

8 dvaC] If not superfluous, it must

be translated :
' and because they are

a large number between whom the

government is shared.

'

] may depend on -^.
'They are compelled,' or, 'it is ne-

cessary for them to wish the law to

rule for them and not themselves, '

—

dpXeLf.
9 yap %, . . .]

power begets in them the desire of

increased power.] Compare VIII. (V.) 1

II.] ' in accordance with their

wishes.'

18
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Therea-' ' ,
therTbeiiicr

^/^€ , Si

so many eveiv, Se -
the two TwvTwv . 8 '^ -
govern- , . ,, . ^' , ,

ments. , >;

J J ,, ' 6 · \ ^, ).
'J
" ^' \ Svo 8 \

Aristo-,
cracy and „ '

^ ^ , ^« . , , ?, ,

the- -
Ttia. ' II,,,

S' --{ yap^, Sia - '§, \, ^
1293 1"^.8 -' yap

eTTi'Soo-ts] ' the third stage in the

growth or increase.' at

Etk. I. vii. I, p. 1098, 24 ;

Ibid. II. viii, p. 11 09, 17.

1 1 ToCs] ' large num-

bers of friends,' comp. Eth. ix. x. 6, p.

1 171, 17,^ ^ '. -
elctti\ ,' \(.

VII. I( ] Aris-

totle, in the lihetoric, I. viii., p. 1365,

b. 29, gives the four here mentioned.

T7)v] ' the so-called aris-

tocracy,' not his own ideal state, as

sketched in the 4th and 5 th books

(VII. VIII.), but ai-istocracy in the

popular sense, answering to the timo-

cracy of Plato's Ecpuhlic. The divi-

sion in the Rhetoric, like the one here

given, is popular, and lays no claim to

the scientific accuracy of the divisions

given in Eth. viii. xii., and Politics,

III. 7.

] 'there is a fifth.'

]!-] Though

considered more attainable than the

other two ideal forms, it yet is far

above the average of governments, it

remains practically an ideal and of

rare occurrence.

iv Tols TToXireittis] ' in his treatises

on Politics.'

2 ^1' Toh \6yois1 Books

III-V (III. VII. VIII.). Here

again the language is in favour of a

change of arrangement, assuming his

own state to have been described.
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^ , - Aristo-

ayauwv, - the-
peveiv. ev ] yap 6

\ ' J' ev (- € . € 3

' oKiy ,,, ye -^ \ -§ ,. yap 4§ ^ .
' \ 8,.8,

Svo , .8 \
§, ^ Sijo,. 5

Svo '3' \
oXiyap-^iav. \ ^ 8" ^' ·

yap , . . .]
"The government of the best men

absolutely, tried by the standard of

moral virtue, and not by some arbi-

trary standard of excellence, " ' this is

the only one which we are justified in

calling aristocracy.' The first part of

the translation I quote from Mr.

Lewis on Opinion, p. 252.

0] 'The same person is at

once a good man and a good citizen.

'

3 Tives] sc. ToKireiau

Sttov ye] ' Since in them.'

4 !] This

is the characteristic of his true -
—his ideal state.-] In the chapter on Car-

thage, II. II, he gives, but it is not easy to justify

the. He says, it is true,, but the tenor of his remarks

is against any democratical admixture.

See the notes on that chapter.

"VIII. I'] I should pre-

fer, but perhaps it is

safer to leave it as it stands. The^ above is in favour of a

change, as are one or two other passages

later.€ ' ourojs] have placed

them here, not that either the

or the aristocracies just mentioned are

really deviations, but for this reason,

that in strict truth they aU fall short

18—3
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The- -
it is., ^ap^]a, ,

' , '
1 apyj]v '. Se, § . Si, '·
8 ]. yap

7\ \.
3 ^, ^, , oXijap-

4 .^ & \.
of the ideal form, consequently, they

are enumerated with these deviations

from the ideal form. These, the true

deviations, are themselves, as we said

at first, deviations in the second de-

gi-ee, deviations, that is, from the

and these two kinds of aris-

tocracy. ' Such I conceive to be the

meaning of this difficult passage, in

which he justifies his arrangement.

I cannot agree with Nickes in his

view of the passage, pp. 1 1 i-i I2, note

I. For , has

been proposed. The 8tl must be

brought into close connection with. = ,-. ^; -,
3 /^5, . . .] It combines the

two forms, is, as it were, a compromise

between them.

i0s] is superfluous.

. 7/$ ] The two

elements are difiicult to combine on

exactly equal terms, and their varying

relation will determine the name to be

given.

~^] compare HJict.

I. 8, p. 1366, 5. .
Wealth in the second generation does

ordinarily involve education. It

secures leisure, and the wealthy

cannot without education either en-

joy or turn to full account their

wealth.

4 Education and birth then are

given, what becomes of virtue ?

It is claimed or assumed. The weal-

thy have already that which others

commit injustice to attain, they have

no temptation to evil, hence it is in-

ferred that they are good. The stress

is on the word. Wealth, then,

in the popular view, is the guarantee

for all the other requisites, the wealthy
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€ . SoKei ^' eivai aSuva- 5 1^94' ,, Se. ^, 8. Sio - 6, 3
yap -

\ · 8^ ^)(·" 8,
are in the judgment of men, ipso facto,

Kayadol = fi^yeveis.] ' It is its aim and object.

'

] and so as far as they can

identify them with aristocracy.

5 ] In the popular notions, as

we have seen, there exists a confusion

on the subject of wealth. It is made

to guarantee to its possessor much
besides itself. Nor is this the only

confusion traceable. The moral sense

attached to the words

has gradually become inextricably en-

tangled with the original sense of the

same words, which was social or

political, and there may be traced a

whole series of errors dependent on

the assumption that is the

government of the best and most

virtuous citizens, instead of a moderate

oligarchy, its true political sense in

common language, implying no moral

qualifications on the part of those in

whom it is vested. But the erroneous

reasoning of the many, combined with

the interested acceptance of theh- error

by the few, has so rooted the error on

this subject, that it is extremely

difficult to keep clear of it. It colours

much of the political language of our

day, from which the particular form of

error given in the text might almost

seem borrowed. ' It is thought com-

monly to be an impossibility that the

state, which has an aristocratical

government should not be well-

ordered, whilst that which is in the

hands of the lowest should be well

governed
;
similarly it is urged that a

state not well-ordered cannot possibly

be under an aristocratical government.'] , here

again the simply political sense is con-

fused with the moral, a fallacy which

finds frequent illustration in Aristo-

phanes. It expresses a democratical

government from the point of view

of its aristocratical opponents.^ ^, . r. .] ' But we must

remember,' says Aristotle, ' that good

laws, unobeyed, do not constitute

good order. In one sense it is good

order to obey the law, be that law

good or bad ; but it is a different and

far higher sense of the term, when

there is not only obedience to law,

but good law to which that obedience

may be paid.'

6^ is a short expression for

t6€; tovs; oU-, and in the next clause the

word .! is governed by-, when for the sense it would be

better to put it in the accusative, but
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The \-. § Se eivai, what \ \ - > r , \ \

it is. ''""S" ' yup,^ ,§ S'·
^' So^^rj , ^· yap

€v Xyap^^[a ). §,
So^r] ' ,

8\. ^' -3· yap -' -· ·86 yap' - /^-
9 X^ij/ -. 3, ( yap, yvav, 8' yap

yev ^,
Suoiv , \ ,', 8

\.
] '^ §~

it seems attracted by the datives;
and is.

7 , . r. . ]
' Aris-

tocracy is thought especially to consist

in having the offices distributed ac-

cording to virtue.

'

0'/30s] ' The peculiar characteristic,

'

"le caractfere special," St. Hil.

' , . . .] See Ch. IV. I.

As common to all it cannot be the

distinction of any one.

8 TO TTjs \( etSos]
The sense of these vpords is not very

certain. Do they mean ' The form of

government is called in the

great majority of the states where any

mixture of the different elements is

attempted,' thus limiting the TrXet-

? ' For all that the combination

aims at is to blend the two elements

of rich and poor, we.alth and freedom
;

for the great majority hardly inquire

further, but accept the wealthy as

competent representatives of the really

good.' But still there is this third

element of virtue, and where that is

taken into account with the two others,

there we may apply the term aristo-

cracy, where only the two others, there

we have.] ' to fill the place of.'

Comp. Grote, ill. 62, on the sense of

these words -/, and similar

9 ] Compare the

long discussion in Book III. xil. 13,

for eiyeveia also. III. XIII. 3.] ' more than any

other form of government, with the

exception of the true and ideal form.'- in the sense of ' perfect. ' Com-

p.ire/iViff. I. 2, [3, p. T356, 17, --
ros -·>%.
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oXiyapyiav,, , '^}°

Siacpepoucriv ' - it is., ,.
Se j'lveTai ^ \ oXiyap- 9^ , \ Sei, 'how. Se SijXov' \ it is to^be

' § \ 6Xiyap')(iav tuted.

yo-p Sialpecriv, -. EtVt 2- \. yap', ^. kv yap

Xyapa , Si-, ^' oCSeva, Se §-, 8. § ). ' Sio 3

yap . 1^94 ^, Sk Sv,, ^ airo ·-
Se y,. § ayov, - 4·

yapyiKov, S' . Xy,
^' ·^,, 0Xiyapyj.KOv . - 5

IX. I 7^"^^"'] Having described

the in itself, he proceeds to

the question of its formation.& $\, . . .] ' This will be

clear by the simple statement of the

characteristics by which men deter-

mine democracy and oligarchy.' All

that is to be done is to state these,

distinguish them, and then take what

you want from either, and put the

parts together as you would the two

halves of anything cut in two. For

the was something cut in

two, the parts of which fitted exactly

and served as a ticket for the holder.

Compare Plato, Symp. 191, D,-, &, ivbs,
1 rpas] ' three different modes.'

3'] It suits the'.
TO ''\ ' to take the

mean,'
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The- \ eP€6 -
Tda. How , , , ~ ,

it is to be peiv, € -^ iroieiv -_,
tuted' e/c Se -.

g
^, ev^

\ oXiyapj^lav , - Xeyeiv7\^ '- yup

Sia .
\ yap. " -

7 . yap ypo Xeytv

~)(,

yap ,
8 . ,
\ ylvon'TUi, yap

] 6 . ],' \
9( . ya _., yap

ypova, ' . ''

oXiyapyiav oXiyapyiKa,

] , Xyo

6 ] ' The test or

characteristic of the combination

having been successfully performed.'] 'feel this.'

7 0)S!] ' to speak

of it as a democracy,' as though Trepl

avTTjs had preceded.

8 yap] ' There is no

difference to mark.'

Tis] is superfluous. There was

then at Lacedsemou considei-able

social equality side by side with great

political inequality, and it acted as a

compensation for this last. Social

equality is an idea which we in Eng-

land find it hard to grasp, from the

deep-rooted hold which social diifer-

enoes and class distinctions have got,

but it is one which it would be most

desirable to introduce. It is in the

alienation of the various classes and

consequent soreness, that lies the sting

of political inequalities.

otav &v Tis] This rts with the

at the end of the sentence, is quite

supei-fluous.

9 For the matter of this section,

compare II. ix. 25. , II. IX.

25, III. I. 10.
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Tlie testa

of a true

TToKiTda.

^ , \ . Sei

ev Trj Trj SoKeiv

etvai ^, St' \ , ~

Si

(' yap ] ^^
8' -. 8 -
', S ,'.

1.\ S\8 , -, ' Sov '"^ij-j^g

TO, 7rS - tyranny.

. Spaev
', -

-^, -, ] S, . - ,

vSo ^' 'S Sio SXov -, Sia 8 \, Sia

h )] It would be but

a very slight change to read the accu-

sative here, and it is a tempting one,

but it is not necessary. Looking at

section 6, the actual reading is safer,

— iv —and the sense

is the same either way. On the other

hand, it would be simpler in point of

the construction of with the

accusative.' &v, ...] For

this expression compare II. ix. 22,

which is not so straightforward as this

and may derive light from it.] These last are so

closely connected with the, as

appears from the last chapter, that it

is needless to go into details as to the

method of establishing them. They

are in fact the with an

oligarchical tendency impressed upon

them.

X. I , . . . ]
' not

as though there were much to say

upon it.'

6 %. ' Its share of

our treatise.'

T^s] ' in the strictest sense

so called,' the, III. xiv.

-XVII.

2 iv ols] Compare III. vi. 3, and

III. X. 2, ' where.'] depends on, the sub-

ject to ttws kclI wpbs. ' The two forms are such

that, though strictly tyrannies, yet in

its real character the power they ex-

press is closely similar to that of the, so that they and it run into

one another, as it were, and can

hardly be kept quite distinct.' The

may express even more, ' that they

are closely connected one with another,

and with the.'
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tyranny
''""'^''^"^ ''""^ «/0"?' re ^ ',"- eylyvovTO ,

3 . Se -3. Se Sia -
\ \ Sia ,^ Se SiaSeo '. Se eJSov3, SoKei,

4 Ttj. S' -
vlSa ^, \,-. 8")

apyj]v. -8 'S ) Sia.
II /? ^' \ -

The best ,
average , , , > f \ ·> / , \

constitu- , -
which*

^e/cti' SeiTai ,
the middle ' ,
class go-

, „ , , , \^ \ ,

veins. Svaov

] Niebuhr, Horn.

Hist. Vol. I. 558, note 1257, thinks

this alludes to the Roman Dictators.

If so, is it not the only allusion we

have to their political system ?

3 heairoTiK&i\ ' quite arbitrarily and

absolutely.'

4 ' avayKal-OV, . . .]
' Such a tyranny as this we must

necessarily recognise in the monarchy,

which, free from all responsibility,

rules over the equals and superiors of

the monarch, in the interest of itself

alone, and with no eye to that of its

subjects.' Those subjects are in no

sense , and in this case,

therefore, it cannot hold that,.

XI. I It must be remembered that

the question discussed in this chapter

is the best average form, not the best

form absolutely. It is quite clear

that it is so in the text, but the chap-

ter and its conclusions are sometimes

quoted as though it were not so.

Trpbs , . . .]
' not bringing it to the standard of a

virtue above that of ordinary men, nor

to that of an education which requires

a nature and appliances eminently

fortune's gift,' such as in ordinarj' cir-

cumstances cannot be calculated on.

re] includes both^
}, 'virtue and the training to

virtue.

'
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evSeveTUi\. yap - The best

, , „ „ „ ^ ' , , „ average, irepi , constitu-^,- \ - tion is that7€9 ttoAcwv, oe yeiTviwai Tfj -
.^vhich· Sib] . 3 S>] ]

^^^f'^'^^'^^. yap verns.' 8
^^, S ,

avayKaiov , ^-·. 8
\ ]·

yap . ' § 4 1295,
<8, 8 8, 8 ,

oXoya ,^
yap ' -^. 8 5, -, §,-

Xoyif. yiyvovTai yap

yaXo'6vpo, 8 KUKovpyoi

yyva Si , Se

1 ] " sont

en dehors des conditions," St. Hil.,

' in some respects stand too far re-

moved from the generality of states to

be applicable.'] means not the two forms of

aristocracy, but them and the.
3 t6] The article should be noticed

with a view to a subsequent passage,

VJII. (V.) r. 13. ' If we were right

in the Ethics in using the language.'^] the reference is to

Ethics, VII. xiii. 2, p. 1153, 15, and is

so far in support of the genuineness

of the chapters in which it occurs.

rijs, . . .] 'The mean
open to each to get.' The construc-

tion is abrupt, -^s iuSexerai

would have been

more regular.

yap TToXiTeta] ' For it is in the

organisation and development of its

constitution that a state finds its life.'

4 ] ' of the gifts of

fortune.'

5 ] ' From the sense of

being above law/ 'from insolence.'

KaKOvpyiav] expresses quite an

opposite feeling, viz.: the ill-feeling

and wish to cause annoyance which is

engendered by the conviction that

society and its arrangements are un-

favourable and depressiog.

oBroi] Are the extremes on either

side, whether of wealth, &c., or

poverty, &c.
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The best Sia. en S \( \-
average ^ ^ ' j ' > ' ' ^

constitu-' .
tion is that ' t \ ^ /

in which ev ,
the middle ^(^J TrXoi^TOf \ ] , -
CUXSS go-

^ ^
'

\ „ 1 - \
veins, ' {\

(3
Sia yap 8'

88(\ ), ""
7 8. . ''' 8, ^'8 , 3^,8 ^,' -, .- yap3 yap 6So9

8. § ^ \, ·
avayKaiov \. -' (5' .] ' are

least competent and willing to hold

office, whether local or general,' yet

not supreme, to discharge, in fact, the

ordinary civil functions ; the extremely

prosperous despise them, the ex-

tremely depressed are not elected to

them. So that both look on them

vcith unfavourable eyes and sneer at

them, though from opposite points,

and the regular state organisation finds

no support from either.

6€] Both the tendency

to crime, indicated above, and the

aversion to ofloice.

6^ 'at home,'

iv Tots] Compare Plato,

liepubl. VIII. 560, e, in the-/.
7 Tiic^ hk-

] Compare the speech of

Alcibiades, Thuc. VI. 16. He is the

Greek statesman who best illustrates

the evils of excessive prosperity, such

as Aristotle is here depicting.

&, . . . ]
' And this is a

state of things that is as opposite as

possible to friendship.'] is an element of friendship.

] There seems something

missing, such a virord as tt]v-. 'The state formed of these

elements which according to me are

the natural elements from which the

state is formed.

'

] Comp. Xenophon,

Hell. II. 3, § 35 sqq., the speech of

Theramenes in defence of his change

of tactics, which he justifies by the

attack made by the Thirty on the

middle class, oi .
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yup \) wcrirep . The best, - constitu--· Sia - wliicii

Siayovaiv. Sia ^
*^cia"g go-'^3 ^'·"«·

"' \ iv' eivai.

SijXov Sia, \
8 , ). ,

8 , · yap

\ yva . ,, - ^"^

oXiyap- '' yap

^ ,, ' 2
ei' \ . "
' , ·, ]. - 3, ,-, \- .

4·
;] of Miletus. Fr. 12.

Ed. Bergk.

1 rb] ' the middle class

is large.'] 'by its joining one

or the other it sways the scale and

prevents either of the two opposite

extremes being dominant.'5] 'the citizens,'

' those who actually mix in affairs, ' les

citoyens actifs.

·;] ' the most unbridled,

'

' luxuriant.'

12] Compare III. xv.

9, where this word occurs. Both
passages show the great importance

Aristotle attached to this point.] 'the dividing the state

into two parts,' 'the setting the two
sides one against the other.'

(is.
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The best €€·^· ev 8
average - ' ' \ r/ » / ^ '

constitu-
''"'^'5'-, eirei uvev virep-

^iiTwhicli'^
reiVco^ii/ ,-^ -

the middle p^ewf. §e Set -
'^vern3° " yap

' ~ (^§ ^ \ ( yap -^ \§ -8 .
6 ] Sioti at8 ^'^· Sia yap,-, e/'' '^ 6,' ,
ly 5;§ . 8 Sia

-^ 8. >], ^' ',- ,
8\ § -. 8
\ ^
ev ^',

14 ·^ " 111 success,"

"failure," Liddell and Scott. But I

doubt wbethei- this is the meaning.

May it not be more active, " there is

mutual ill treatment of the one party

by the other."

15 ^] The gene-

ral spirit of Solon's remains warrants

this, but I do not find any particular

passage.

yhp ?jv'] This seems an

odd reason. Is it Aristotle's ?] Grote, IV. 560.

16] Compare v. 3, dywy^.

17 TToXiTclai] 'The

supremacy in the government.' The

rights or claims of the minority are

not respected, to use the latest political

language. And it is a question open

to much discussion, whether this re-

finement in political arrangements can

be introduced, and whether, if in-

troduced, it would really be an im-

provement in our institutions. It is

plainly liable to be the exact contrary,

by giving greater power to that which

may well be thought to have too much
already, the retrograde element, the

so-called conservative party. Lastly,

there is the question whether, sup-

posing the two former questions

answered, as they might be, under

certain circumstances, in the aSir-

mative, any such improvement could

efi'ectually obviate the evils inherent

in a parliamentary government, such

as that of England is justly called,

and stands self- condemned by being

so called. Mr. Carljde, Latter-day

Pamphlets.
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TToXewv '^^^'^^^'^^^. ' Sta ?/ §70€ constitu-

, , , , \ 5 1^. ^ \ ? < tion is that

jiveadai- ' · € ^hich

" - ^^L" go-"

ciTToSoijvai . >/8 Se ' yerns.

§ , ,296. , )., ,
7§- \ -^, - \ \ 8·^ ,-. ^ --,/ -, ^ ,, - -.
8 Compare Thuc. . 82. on this

point. Trpis —' the historical

expression of this.

19 eh yap] It is curious that no

certain nor even very probable answer

can be given to the question who the

person here alluded to is ? I have

been sometimes tempted to think that

it is the Spartan King Pausanias

(Xenophon, ZfcZZ. ll. 4.), whose position

at home and policy led him not to sanc-

tion the Athenian oligarchy, but to

aim at the restoration of a more mode-

rate government, to revive the older

democracy

—

—
which, doubtless, in the eyes of a later

generation, looking on ,-, would be considered as a.
ToU TOis] simply opposed

to the -}-/.

20] sc. /.] ' and

so on in due order.'

21 Ael -yap] This coiTection of

Spengel's, xxv, note 27, scarcely

needs the support of V. (VIII.) i. 2,

to make us accept it.

Trp6i] Compare VII. 2.

and note.

eTepav eicac] ' that there be

another constitution.' Tliis remark

is the connecting link between the

two chapters. All cannot have the

best average form—their circum-

stances preclude it and make some

other form desirable. What are the

other forms that may be desirable

under certain circumstances is natu-

rally the next question, and is an-

swered, though in a very general and

vague way, in the two next chapters..
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The consti- (,^
suitable in ^'^'^'^ T^i^ SieXOeli^. 3 ]-
^^ases'*"^

^ Sei yap
• .

8 . 3
iroLOV 78, §.

2 ')(. ^ Se, ^, 8 , -, --
3 . Sio .-^ -
Xoj'iav, 8, \8 '^ ,}], -, 8 \-, , \ -' , -
\, ^
XII. I yap, . . .]

' There must be a preponderance in

favour of the existing government.'

But this idea of preponderance in-

volves conflicting elements, and a

comparison, a balancing of the powei'S

of these elements.] ' Every state is com-

posed of quality and number.' It is,

in other words, a given number of

citizens, and in that number of citizens

there are many different classes.-] Such a

term shows that Aristotle was rather

thinking of the political element of the

mass as opposed to that of those who

are opposed to the mass, either by

birth, education, or wealth, than

simply of number. ' The superiority

of the large majority,' is spoken of as

balancing the power attaching to the

other points above mentioned.

2 4 &v, . . .] 'grant-

ing, of course, that it be one of the

parts of which a state reaUy consists,

'

the essential elements of a state.

Compare IV. (VII.) viil. i. 6.

avyKpiriov'] 'we must compare.'

On this subject see Arnold, Rom. Hisl.

Vol. I, Ch. xiii, the concluding para-

graph.

3 TT]V( OLvaXoylav] 'In the

proportion stated,' rather implied.

. Its superiority in number is

not overbalanced by its opponent's

superiority in other points.

5] ' Here then.'
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oXiyapyiKov. Sel (5' Tliecon-

X , , ^
'

\ r
stitutions

ev ^/ · suitable in

^ 1- ' < ' " ' 3 particular
yap \-)^ Tiurj,^ cases.

yj)>] , , ~^

". ,'. yap 5- 1297

yap ,
(5' ,' .

yap. 6,
' 6 . ' -' 6

-], . \,,. yap

^^ yap^
.

4 h T-Q] ' in his constitu-

tional arrangement.'& toU6^ sc.

TO!>s!. ' To interest the middle

class in favour of his laws/ or should

it be the dative of the instrument,

' by his laws to interest the middle

class in the support of his constitution.'

6~\ ' or even of one

of the two only.'

5 iv yap, . . .] Comp. XI.

19. - , . . .
6 One of the two parties must be

the stronger, and the constitution

must, in its arrangements, express

that fact. Allowing this, Aristotle

urges upon the statesman the neces-

sity of tempering the truth
;
of, as far

as possible, introducing the middle

class, which stands in the position

A. P.

of mediator or arbitrator. Secondly,

of mixing, so far as is possible, the

various elements, not giving to the

party which must be essentially domi-

nant, more uncontrolled, unchecked

power, than is indispensable. So the

constitution will be more permanent.

And this second caution is often

violated even by those who wish, not

for an unmitigated oligarchy, but for an

aristocratical government, -, . . .
if ] This is essen-

tial. The other {
6) ' the deceiving the people'

is not so.] ' that at some time or

other, if not at once.'] ' are of a more

destructive tendency.'

19
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3 " - ev

oligardi^i
'^^' ^ irevTe ,]-

cal contri- aiav, ?, irepi, Trep],
vances. , , ^ , , , . , . ,^'

. . irepi,^ Se eav -
1 Xwaiv, .

e^eivai^, ^'-
e^eivai. ) ] \" , aSeiav,^ Se, XapwvSov

3. S' '-^' \ '^, aTroy^^^ -^ , -. awoy,
airoy '^-

4. \'' yap, ' - -· , ,
^ , -

5, .
The demo- \ -? ^ j. ' ' ' -

cratical ^^^ ' ,
contii- - -' \,

6 ^ .
' ,

yap , ^' -
1297 '^^ .

XIII. I ' ^] 'The

devices or artifices they have recourse

to'5, ' by way of pre-

text.'

2] ' to decline an office

or oatli.

'

/^ J'i/xois] Grote, IV. 561.

3,-] ' when they have

registered.'

6 ] ' of one of the

two parties only.

'

7 TT)v] ' The govern-

ment must be in the hands of those

who have the arms.'
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> ^ > t r , „ 1 - , r
cratical

eiireiv , contri-^ ^"""'^'^^'

€')( -, . yap 8

twv ^, *].
paSiov yap - -. \ §, rj,

9, , Se &·
8 TTOpi^rj , .''
\ 8, 8 ^ .

8 ", ^ «/>'7? Jf^poHtical( yap- ' experience

r ^ 3/ \ >y ,r \
•'^ Greece.- ^ yap ^, 8^ , -

-^, 8- ·^ . ^
.^\ ' We cannot

absolutely fix its limits, and say it is

to be so much and no more, but we

must find out what is the highest

amount that extends far enough,'

takes in a sufficient number, ' for

those who share in the government to

outnumber those who do not share in

it, and we must fix it at this amount.'

8 <{] 'moderate,' 'deco-

rous,' 'intelligent.'

9 7roXi|Ueic] This was the

feeling of the Eoman people at the

commencement of the first Punic war.] ' The governing body

in some cases is not only formed of

those who bear arms at the time, but

takes in those who have borne arms

and are now past the military age.'] Compare Grote, n. 378.] who are meant ? I con-

ceive both of the classes just men-

tioned, whilst the executive was chosen

out of the men of military age. The

text, of course, will bear quite a dif-

ferent interpretation.

10 TroXtreia] ' The first

constitution of Greek freemen.

'

ras /SaffiXeias] One of the many
passages which exclude from

the list of.] 'training,' 'discipline,'

' organisation.

'

1 1 ] This is an interesting

passage on the progress of political

19—2
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The course ( pyp , §-
political

, ^ , , _ - ' /

experience. - oAiyap-
in Gieece.

^^^^j " ^' oXiyavO yap,' oXiyoi \
12 .' , ). Sia Xyo-( yap ,
\ ^, § Siafpopa). \ Sia, SI -,, '.

1^ 8 Koivtj '' Xyv
The three ^^] ^j-^i/, ^ ." Srj , 88 ^

avay ,8 8 -
1298 2. ^ -

* Bekker.

ideas, and the gradual enlargement of

the social union.

Koi. ] This, Stahr

makes to depend on 70, "unbe-

deutend," and the 0\iyoi re

—

seems

to justify him, ' few in number and

unimportant in the military arrange-

ment.'

12 Xe-yo/x^ras] So above,

IV. 7, TrXeiovs . On this

paragraph, as an instance of Aristotle's

method, at any point where his subject

changes compare Spengel, pp. 32, 33.

XIV. I Aristotle enters now on

the point stated Ch. II. 5, U
Set

ras;, ^7'^ -'' eiSoj

6\iyapxias. Its discussion occupies

the closing chapters of Book VI. and

the whole of Book VII. (VI.). In

this book he treats of that which con-

cerns them all alike (). We have

his theory of the three powers, the de-

liberative, executive, and judicial,

which must, he says, exist in every

constitution ; as such they may be

separated off from the detail of the

various forms of oligarchy and demo-

cracy ; at least all general statements

about them may ; and the various

modifications necessary for these va-

rious forms may be introduced later.

This explains his language here,

irepi.̂
'The ap-

propriate basis of the discussion.'

2 Tt '] There is an

inconsistency in this sentence as it

stands in Bekker's text. The most

symmetrical arrangement would be

to throw out the in both places.

But if it is kept in both places, it is
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Trepi , Sevrepov Se irep] ^( The three

eVrij/ a? Set eivai, Sei yiyve .( a'ipecriv), Se 8. - 3

S' -
, ^ ? ' ' ^ ^ ' ^ The deli-^ , , berative., . avayKaiov ^'

70^8, _}] ,, §. 4^ yap
'''"jacies?'

6 §' 8, ,- ^ ^
( Se, 8 -§ ,

3] Sia -^, 8 -, 'apayyX-- . § 5, 8 -- \ ).
\ , ^'

' ayva,. Si 6,, ' ret?

difficult to see why one should be in-

definite, the other inteiTOgative. I

have made them both interrogative.

3 ' ] ' The sovereign

power resides in.'] ' dissolving an alliance.

'

] 'confiscation.'

4] 'democratical,' 'cha-

racteristic of a popular government.'4 wduras] The sense would seem to re-

quire a repetition of the word

;

' that all should deliberate, but by

parts, and not in one collective body.'

Telecles, the Milesian, not known.] The boards of magis-

trates.

Trepl Trjs] ' questions

that concern the constitution.'

5 '] There are not many
points left of the list given in § 3,, -^, ^,—judicial
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In demo- apym^ SioiKeiv , e^^e^erar

eiaiv avayKaiov .
Se ] ,

·^
ovirep ' ,
avaXoyov '- ] ) -'.

8, - oKiyapyiKov. -
In oligar- ''?>J<^' w ^ \ \ r

cbies. . yap

\', a^ayopL', \ ^ -, -
yapyia '

1298 ^',
' ), oXiyap-^^iKov.

9 \ ,- >] ,
oXiyapy^iKtjv avayKalov . 0, ,, \ , -· ^, ] , Koivrj,

II, . }]
Advice as \ ' ^ ^ \ ' " ^ ' ^

to its 01·- ,
^tion^"

(^tOiVei"^ .
° Beliker.

questions mainly, concerning of course

political offenders.

6 ^] ' as many as it is

possible to have elective.'

7 TTpoavaKpiyeLv] ' previously exa-

mine.' This was the function after

Cleisthenes of the \-, or pro-

bouleutic council, and in the ordinary

jurisdiction of the archons.

8 KivfiiTiy] 'They do not feel at

liberty to interfere, but simply obey

the law.

'

oXiyapxla, ...] 'It is an oli-

garchy, it is true, but one that borders

on the, from its moderation."

10^ ' a body previously

selected.'

I r] So I read, instead of

Bekker's, and the change is

easier than, which several

editors have adopted. Stahr preserves; but is quite in keeping
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Se " SoKOVcrt]- Advice as

, - ,
'

r
' „ to its or-{^ rj ganisa-)

€7 ''^(
yap . §,),

yap, 6 yvpv,. 13, --, ,'
yvpiv,. Xyap')ia 4, - \,

] ). ^ -
yp^ 6 ,. ' 5^ ,,.

yyvovo ^ yap, ^'^ , '
with his general language. Compare

§ I, TOLS TToKiTeias. The Vet.

Tr. read; he gives " disponitur"

as his rendering. It is stated that no

MS. reads.
1 3 iVws] ' equally from the different

parts of the state.'

&] ' It is expedient

also if.

'

'] " politiquement ca-

pables," says St. Hilaire rightly.\>^ 'exclude by lot thfe num-

bers in excess of the limit indicated.'

T4] 'choose before-

hand,' not the common Aristotelian

sense of the vrord, but the strict lite-

ral meaning of it, which is the basis

of the other.] Comp. Thuc. VIII. I, for

this magistracy, established in Athena

after the defeat in Sicily, B.o. 412.

See VII. (VI.) vni. 17, 24.$'] Later VII. (Vl.)vm.

24. ] ' decide on

these points only.'

15 ;] 'Advice.'] ' the effective delibe-

ration.'^] ' The veto of the
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to'the^oT
^'^'^^'^7^'^^^ ^. ev yap -

ganisa- - yao oXiyoi ^/-
tionofthe , , ' , J '

'
' '^'

delibera-( €,\£ oe ,
tive power.

^jj-di^^yeTrxi aiei. ]
1299 6 3 Siw-.

15 ' 8e ) -^§'
The. execu- „ y y ^ \ , ^ , >-vV!v

tive. ' yup -, -, \ , Trep).,
(/ yap, S § -, (5', S

), 8 -8 ,
8\' 8 -, 3 yva \ .

2^ yap ^^§
yva, ,. § § §

paSiov, 3 ' yap

§,^ ,
yap

3. § · 8 \-!^ Se , -, ' -, , 6 ^·
(5' (^ yap ),

" Bekker.

great majority is to be allowed, its

assent not to be final.'

1 6 ToO ] 'and that which

consequently is sovereign.'

XV. I T-rjs iroXiTeias] ' of the po-

litical system.'] 'for life,' as elsewhere.

2] ' to adapt them.'

TToias Sei ] ' What are

the functions to which we may give

this name.'
3'\ If this reading is

kept, must be passive. I

should prefer using it in its usual

sense, and reading^!.%] The question submitted

to these officials would, in Aristotle's
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r ni t - > - 1 / / !/
tivepower.

o' eiireii/- Xcktcov,
ciTToSeSoTai ] eVt- *, \ ' yap ^. ^

yap ' yyovv" - Se 8 7payaav.• -^). avayKalai , 5^ Sh ^'-, § -' \ Srj . yp § 6§^ 3
'dpyov yp · 8·8
^ , §~^ -, \ -

kpyov y_av
o^payao. 3 vy vyv 1299yo '' 8 yp 6yavpav§ · yp -§8 ;] yaa· at, ^' -
view, more properly concern the inte-

rests of the citizens as fathers of

families and possessed of property,

than as citizens proper. Hence he

considers their functions as econo-

mical in a sense quite in accordance

•with his use of the term in the first

book.

5.V] Compare I. vil. £,4 ;.
4 yap

ia-Tiv] 'is more strictly the charac-

teristic of a magistrate,' the highest

form of the citizen, to whom the

highest political virtue belongs pro-

perly, &PXOVTOS tSiOs dperr) 6-
(III. IV. 17), and is, by

Eth. VI. xi. 2, p. IT43, 8, -
-.

yap Kpltrts, ...] Tor there

has as yet no question arisen for deci-

sion in consequence of a dispute about

the name ; still such points have their

interest for thought.' Such I take to

be the sense, and I believe Stahr

agrees with this rendering.

6 Tas ^] ' so that in

holding some, they leave long inter-

vals;' or, in other words, 'they hold

some only at long intervals.'

TTis, ...] 'If the at-

tention is engaged on one point only,

than if it is distracted by being bent

on many.'
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The execu- , SioTrep
tivepower. „ , , ,

yap ,
^ oXiyavO ^ -

'. avayKaiov, - avayKaiov 8 (5', §(
vyv . 3 ], 3 -,

ayopn ayopavov, §, .
^3 , Xy

eva , '^ ' yvav. ]
Se, ''\

yvo , 6Xyapta

-, S'' odS' ^,', ,
8 6Xyapa , -, yavo^ ,' ' -\ yap-

8 eTTi/ifXeias, . . . ]
'

assign many branches of administra-

tion at the same time to the same

person.

'

] ' spits for roasting,

used as candlesticks.' The general

meaning is the same as in the case of

the of I. li. 3.-] ' might infer,' 'collect.'

9 ] " Bei ortlicher

Beschrankung,"' Stahr; 'from consi-

derations of space and distance,' or is

it simply ' local, ' as opposed to ' gene-

ral' 1 ] ' by the subject.

'

f) ] ' or with re-

ference to the persons.'

10^] Rhct. I. 8, p.

1 366, 5,$ tAos Trpbs.'! Tas$ ]
If this is genuine it is a very concise

expression, ' Tas 5$, or

Tas

:

either of these forms would express

what I conceive to be the meaning

of the passage better than the one

which Bekker has and Stahr keeps,

though his translation is in favour of

a change. ' Corresponding to the

differences we observe in the con-

stitutions are these differences in the

magistracies required.

'

] This seems to mean,
' where different ones are requii-ed.

'
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ret') ^' elvai ?. The execu-

V ,/? , r , ^ , -, ^ ,, , ,
tivepower.

eicriv, yap§, Se 3. Sei yap "§,»/' S\ oXlyoi iSaiv, -
yap-)(^iK0v' Se \yo-, WJ'T oXiyap^iKov. '
), ' 6

yap ^, 6 ^- oXiyapyjLKov.

3 § §-
6 ^^ ] 1300. 8 ', 13^^ yap. ^ Ss

yvaov6o, \ ' ^ -,,§ ' yap', '(5' oXiyap-^iKov- yap 6Xyapovv. - 14

TWV , S }-
^PX'I? §. (5' ^\, avayKaiov. Sk, ,-. ^ §ia(popa\ 15

yap- ,
1 1 ] ' how it

shall be kept engaged.'

12 Toh^]
' are established as a check upon the

members of the senate.' This was the

case at Athens at the time above

mentioned when Probuli were ap-

pointed.

13, tl? y )&\ Spengel,

p. 40, wishes to read, relying

on VII. (VI.) . 6, .
But there is no absolute necessity for

the change, for we may conceive the

6% introduced to make more pre-

cise the meaning of, and the

second passage written at first with

greater accuracy.

Tas ] Comp. VII.

(VI.) VIII. 23, .
There is no possibility of subjecting

them to regulations as the simplest

necessity of their state of poverty

would set any such aside.

14 iv ] ' under three

beads, '
' in three points.

'
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Tlie execu- , yivet
tive power.

,
' '

'

apeTt] ,- .'̂
,

6 . ^',
3 6, \
(5' , \ 8. (5'

17 . yap, ,
^ , ^, §>] Sia ,

8, 3., ,,, § 8.
3§ \ ^.

19^' (5' ,'- ,
^' tiiw '^ -, ' ,, (5' (' ' ^,.

10 , ', oXiyap-^'' \ .
300 ^ ,

21 . -', \ , ^^, ) , -
22. .

tcov] -^

] Mr. Grote, ill. 6,
in reference to this allusion speaks of

its being of no bistorical value, for

dates and details escape us.

l6 ', /c. r. .] On

this passage see Nickes, Excursus,

VIII. p. 145. He practically re-\\Tites it.

But, allowing that he does this suc-

cessfully, and I think he does, the

question occurs, is it worth while ? I

prefer leaving the text as it stands.
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€(, \§^ rrroXiTelag' Se - The execu-

,/ '

\ ^ ^ , ^ / r, . tive power.( 0€ yivecruai , .^ , \ , . '
Sk§, ^ \· yap8 -
'' \ ). ayopav .// §. Se 6

\ , \ r \ \ 1 \ , ,ri The iudi-.
(.jal power.8 \,. \y ,

, ,. ^

'. , -, ' ,, \- \,
yo,

\ . ', '
3

' ,, 6oXoya ,\ ,
Jyo ,

ei' '
oXiya yaXa

rats] in VII. (VI.) 8,

this point is treated.

&\ yap eUos] ' For there is quite

another kind of power, say in the

oflSce of general and in that to which

is entrusted the management of the

common market transactions.'

XVI. ] As if he had

written .
1 6' eis ^] ' all

constitutional questions.'

-epl] ' appeals against the

amount of fines.'

ixbvTuiv ^] 'and on the

condition that they are of some im-

portance,' granting that they are not

merely trivial.

3 €] On this question see

Hermann, Pol. Antiquities (Eng. Tr.),

§ 104, p. 203, and the appendices to

Mtiller's Eumenides.] Hermann as quoted

above. " The homicide was still

obliged to quit the country for a

season, until he obtained leave of the

relations of the deceased to return."] Mr. Grote, III. 103, note,

speaks of this as " obscure."
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ejudi- TToXetTiv. Se PeviKod % ,
power.

^ , , „ , ' , , ,. oe, ^_. ^-
\ · Sel yap \ Trepi

5, Se 8.
\ ,

Se , )8€^ ,
S' - 8>]

130 5/, S''-
6, ' S''-, ,-

\ ' yap \8^ ,, 8, 8
7 . ,, . 88', Xey S' ^'

S' e^, el 8
8 S' , ^. 8·_ SiKa-, '' Sh 8, 0, Se8 oXiyapyiKa, 0, 8 -, S^ .

4 -, ] ' cases of

summary jurisdiction, questions which

do not require a number of judges.'

5 .7)-] ' The points dis-

tinguished.'

The combinations here are not de-

fective as they were in Ch. XV., and

consequently the text does not want

re-arranging, as Nickes has done in

the case of that other passage. But

these minute details of arrangement,

however necessary for the completeness

of Aristotle's work, and for its prac-

tical utility as bearing on the nice

complications of the Greek constitu-

tions, are of no value for the modern

student. It would be a mere useless

burdening of the memory to attempt

to master them.



SUMMARY. BOOK VII. (VI.)

THEEE is no break between this book and the last, and its con-

tents have been stated generally in the summary given of the

last. Its particular object is to investigate the method of consti-

tuting first democratical, then oligarchical, governments (Ch. I.).

What are the ideas at the root of democracy ? what are the

characteristic principles it admits ? what the character it requires

or tolerates in its citizens ? (II.). How can the element of fair-

ness and equahty on which it prides itself be introduced, and so

introduced, as that the constitution formed shall not, by its exclu-

siveness and adaptation to the democratical standard, entirely

alienate and di'ive into violent opposition the other parts of the

state? (III.).

The various forms of democracy differ in point of excellence in

proportion to the varying merit of the people which is predominant

in each. A clear judgment must then be formed on the point, which

democracy is best, and then the measui-es necessary for secm-mg it

must be adopted. If a democracy of free proprietors of land is the

best, the state must see that its citizens, all of them, have land,

and so on, as the scale descends, for the various intervening forms.

The latest in order of time and most prevalent welcomes all alike,

and aims only at strengthening its numbers, and breaking up the

organisation of the party opposed to it. It tolerates no powerful

classes, no union, no distinctions. It has much that is tyrannical

in it (Ch. IV.).

To form a constitution is one thing, to keep it, when formed, in

health, is another. And this is the harder task of the legislator.

In his laws and constitutions he must aim at this. He must not

seek the immediate and exclusive triumph of his principle at the

expense of its permanence. On the contrary, he must, as far as is

possible, guard against that exclusive triumph, above all things,

guard against excessive irritation of his opponents, and so he must,

if possible, preclude excessive poverty in the people, an end in which

the party who are inferior should zealously co-operate with him.

It is the common interest of all (Ch. V.).

So far for democracies. If the method of their formation is
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rightly understood, it involves the right understanding of their

opposites, the formation of oligarchies. And tlie cautions in the

two cases are analogous. The safety of a democracy lies in large

numbers, they seem to make opposition hopeless. The safety of

an oligarchy lies in the moderate use of their power by the oli-

garchs (VI.). This is their real safety. To secure their power,

whether moderately used or strained to excess, they must carefully

consider their armed force. And if they aim at a moderate and

just use of it, then there are certain ' temperamenta imperii,' modifi-

cations which may make such wise exercise of it something in which

all acquiesce (VI·).

There remains a point which was not fully treated in the last

book, relating to the various magistracies which the state requires,

whether democratical or oligarchical. These are enumerated at

considerable length.



. (.)

&C.

Sia(popa'i - Different

^ \ r " % / \- \ \·) \ combina-- ^^^^^, \ , ] - ^^.^^'^^,^'. democra-/ ' , gai-ohy,

' , ^,
\. \ vaJya 3

yap,. 4, ,
' ,

^,
" irepl, "$ alHas Bekker.

I. I In this first section I omit

the clause relating to the revolutions

of states, the subject of Book VIII.

2 , . . .] 'Since we find

that there is more than one kind of

democracy, more than one kind also

of the other constitutions, it will be as

well to consider them, and at the same

time if we have left anything unsaid

on the former points, to consider that

also, and to give the proper and suit-

able mode of establishing each consti-

tution.' So I translate the passage,

keeping Bekker's text strictly. Nickes

wishes to substitute for &.
By I understand the-,, of the

last Book.

A. F.

3 tAs ·/'/\} is a

bringing together, uniting. Here 'the

combinations.'

iwaWaTTeiv] Here the word is very

simple, 'to run into one another, to

interchange.'

4 [\ The verb seems

to be used in a passive sense.

^'] Spengel would

read 6 after , as he would

also substitute for ^. No
doubt both changes would be improve-

ments, but they are not very important

ones.

·,$ - ''] 'be

aiTanged on oligarchical principles.'

20



ments
democra-

306 . (.) [Lie.

DiffprcTit ^ ' ' - ,\ \ \ \ V \

combina
^'K^^-^'^vpiu,

tioris^of -_,
of, ' - ')

locra- \ - ,, TT''"?^ ' ^

, oli-
''"''^ ,

^^&c'^'^'
'^^'^'^^ , \ '

· ', Xonritiv

6,'-.- -,
\ TTwy \-. \-- '-

yap -,
^' -.

Democra- \ / ^ ' ^ ' ^ '^ \ \ r

tical com- '^^ -
tinations.

^qQpi-q^ yap -' , \
^ .,, ·, -, \,

5 ^, . . .] ' The

combination be not in all points that

of elements akin to the constitution.'

" Sed sumpta diversis et dissimili-

bus" is part of the comment of Vic-

toj-ius on the passage.

6 Tois] Spengel would

read (p. 34, note 31),

but the present reading may be de-

fended as virtually the equivalent of

the one proposed. ' But for each of

the states under their circumstances,'

or ' for what kind of state each con-

stitution is eligible.' It does not

much matter which of these two is

adopted.

ras!
vbs'] Does this last verb govern

the two accusatives, or do they depend

on^ Perhaps the best

way is to make them depend on, and then let, and not, precede the

interrogative, ' but also let us briefly

discuss the point how both these

and the other forms are to be esta-

bhshed.

'

7 .\ is not absolutely necessary.

It seems put in to di-aw great atten-

tion to the statement, and to illustrate

Aristotle's dislike to any attempt at

reducing all the various forms too much

under one head.

8 6 ] In

(IV.) nr. 2, the words are ayopaiov.
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)) , Democra-
,, ^^ - tical com-. - binations.3 ~- ·

yap, ,. ^
-^-, . yap, .'^.· 2

, , , , . , , , ^ ^ , , Character-
yap , >? isticsofde-' yap· -

°·€ ev rois irepl , (
irpdrepov Bekker.

9 Tpbs Tas^] ' For the re-

form of existing constitutions.'

10 irpos 6€-] depends on

okeia, ' all without exception of those

points which their assumption implies,'

which are akin, that is, to the demo-

cratical or oligarchical principle. I

prefer this way to St. Hilaire's

" grouper autour de leur principe."

As to the words, ..\.,

which I have omitted from the text

consistently with § i, Spengel would

retain them, reading (^
for e'ipyjTaL. It seems quite

the easier plan to get rid of them at

once, though this leaves, it must be

confessed, the passage very abrupt.] ' The primary assump-

tions,' 'the fundamental principles,'

in this sense, " les bases sur les-

quelles," St. Hil.

-] Compare V. (VIII.) i. 2,

TO yap ^5os Trjs TroXireias -.
The different character required by

each in its citizens to adapt them for

being good members of the whole,

depends on the character which is

impressed on that whole. The plural- simply expresses the fact that

as there are several constitutions, there

will be several characters. The amplest

discussion of the character of demo-

cracy in particular, is that given by

M. De Tocqueville in his Democratie

en Amerique.

II. I €9] I do not think any

distinction need be drawn between

this word and of the

last chapter for any practical result.' is not the 'Idea' in Cole-

ridge's sense of the word, but 'the

primary assumption on which the given

constitution is based.'

yap, . . .] ' For this is the

constant language of men, as though

this were the only form in which

liberty was to be enjoyed.'

20—

a
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istics^ofde
"""'^^. Se eV -

mocracy. . jap ^
2' ' ^,

^' SiKuiov ,
So^rj ', \) yap §8

yap, §
3 So^av. % ,§' , % 8
" ' · yap pyov

4,' § .·-, , ,, ^
5 '. (5' \- , -,

<5' , ,
»; , '

/] ' one characteristic,' ' one

point.

'

2 Sih-aioy >] 'Justice

in the demooratical sense.'

TOis] ' To the greater num-

ber.
'

ehai ] Is this :
' this

should hold good, and be final'? If

the is kept, I do not well see what

else to make of it.

3 T^s TToXiTdas ] 'the proper

limit or characteristic'

ipyov] "le propre," 'the true ob-

ject.'

4 Sevrepos] I place a colon after

€^, and take away the full stop

after. ' From this last character-

istic of democracy comes the feeling of

the citizens in such a state against

every exercise of authority over them

;

if they cannot secure this, then they

accept as the next best theory, an

authority which they exercise and

submit to in turns, and herein this

second characteristic conspires to for-

ward the other, the liberty based in

equality.'

5^^ Sc. these.
{\ Is this 'the principle

from which we start?' or may the

word not have quite a different

meaning, ' such being the character of

the power exercised in a democratical

government ?' I incline to this latter
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apyeiv§ oXlja^ ^^['^™°^ j^', ''^ ^ evSe- mocracy., SiKa^eiv - irepi

irept ^ ,^, -' ^ 8 ^-' ^. ^' §- 6, !
yap - ^

yap ^, ' ^ >]. , , 7' , ,
] ,'.,, -. " · 8 1318

" · Bekker.

Bekker's order places ^ ^ after 6Vt-.
Bekker.

' ] It

would seem that we ought to substi-

tute ij for before .] This is super-

fluous. -, . . . ] The order

in the text seems to me better than

that retained by Bekker, and given

at the foot.

6 ] Compare VI. {IV.

)

XV. 13, note.. yip'] ' Where there is.'

Trj Trj wpb ]$] The re-

ference is to VI. (IV.) XV., but no

inference could well be founded on it

as to the order of Books VII. VIII.

(VI. v.).
^

7] Is not, strictly speaking,

a characteristic of \-/, but of

, comp. VI. (IV.) vili.

ix. 3. It is the last-quoted section

that explains his language here,% euwop-.'\ The irevia in the one case,

as the wealth in the other, determines

the question of education. The wealthy

have, the poor have not, leisure for

cultivation, and though the fonner

may neglect their opportunities, and

not educate themselves, whilst the

latter may secure this in spite of their

disadvantages, still, on the average, it

is assumed that the favourable or un-

favourable outward circumstances will

determine the result.

8 Irt] may stand, but is far

better, I think.
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^tics^ofde
''"'^ ,

mocracy. 8 \ ^ .
g ',

rod' { '
\ '^ '

)· yap,' yap^ ' rrj.
3 , '-

tica™equa- '^^^^

^^^y- \ ,
\ , ,- \ ,^ \ .

" Bekker.

^] 'To strip it of its

power.' The language almost seems

an allusion to the case of the Ai-eo-

pagus and its treatment by Ephialtes

and Pericles.

9] ' there results.'

-^] This is the passage

quoted in the note on VI. (IV.) iv.

2 2, to which it is sufficient to refer

the reader.

III. I ] 'The

next jioint after this presents a diffi-

culty.
'(] Shall there be a property

element ? ' Ought the properties of

500 rich to be taken and set over

against those of 1000 poor, and the

thousand to have equal weight with

the five hundred, or is this not the

way in which you ought to establish

equality in this respect, but rather,

adopting the division given above, to

take an equal number out of both

bodies, the five hundred and the

thousand, and place in the hands of

the body so formed the elections and

the courts of justice.' Such seems to

me the sense of the passage, but I do

not feel clear as to the exact meaning

of the expression 5i.ekelv, '
' r^partir de manifere

que," St. Hil.,] This word again is diffi-

cult. Stahr makes no change, but,

with Sepulveda, looking more to the

sense than the word, he translates it

" consultationem," and so he gets the

two great functions of the citizen

given in III. Xi. 8, Victorius reads

in the sense of elections. I

prefer^, the reading adopted

by St. Hilaire and Lambinus.

€ alpkaewv would make a very

good reading. Of course, if

can mean ' decisions on points of

policy,' then it would be the best

reading of all, and I should think it

might bear this meaning rather than

that of ' deliberation.'
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TTOTepov GUI' Democr.v, ', - lity.

Ti/coi ] TrXeloaiv, ^' - ^

'^ So^fj ifkeiovi ' yap- Seiv. ^' 3

] aSiKiav ei yap oXiyoi, (/cat yap

eav ei? '»;/ , ^
), ei ' ^,- \-, '. ' 4, -. yap >],^ . ' ,,' -

, \, ], , ],. 5

^ ', , ^---, -
2 )] ' That which

looks to number exclusively.'\ 'Amount of property,

they say, must be taken as the

standard.'

3 AhiKidv] 'unfairness.'

Tvpavv'is] It is in principle a tyranny.

This point is discussed at greater length,

III. XIII. 7.

-^] Compare III. X. I.

4'] ' which both alike

wiU acquiesce in, and this must be

gathered by looking at the definitions

which both alike give of justice,' or

' the definition of justice in which both

alike agree.'

-, . . .] 'Be it so

then, only let us limit the mode in

which it is to be.'

&v~\ The stress is, as

before, on ;, ' what both

together shall determine, or the ma-
jority of both.'

ol wXeiovs, K. T.X.I 'The side on

which you find number and larger pro-

perty combined.' Compare Nieb.

Rom. Hist. I, 434, note 1017.

5 ohf, /c.r. .] I take the following

explanation in substance from Sir G.

Comewall Lewis, On Opinion, 233.

There are ten rich and twenty poor.

Six rich vote on one side, fifteen poor

on the other. Five poor vote with

the six rich. Four rich with the fif-

teen poor. Then if the valuations of

each are added on both sides, that

side is to prevail whose aggregate

valuation is highest.
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lity. , . eav Se -
6, ,

1318 Si- ^ yap-.
\ §, ^ - -, 8-

yap \, .
4

tion of the, Xyo·

of'^demo'^
: . Xy

-cracy. ' yap 6 ypy, , )
2 ypya . yap, '·

** TavayKa'ia - pyo
° Bekker., . . . ]

' Both rich

and poor being reckoned in on either

side respectively.'

6 ] ' If they chance

to come out equal.'\·'\ must exclude by lot

as in VI. (IV. ) xiv. 1 3.

Trepl] ' It may be difficult, very diffi-

cult, to find in theory what is strictly

fair and just, but it is a much less

difficulty than to induce those who are

the stronger to acquiesce in it when

found, and abstain from encroachments

on their neighbours. It is ever the

weaker who seek for justice, whilst

the strong wholly neglect it.' Com-

pare Thucy. V. 89-105.

IV. I 6] ' in position.'

irpb] See II. 6, Ty

rfj .
ibawep Hv tis tovs]

' adopting the division of the,
and making the constitutions in which

they are supreme correspond in order

with the order established among

them.'\\ and as such;, and

the in which it is supreme

will therefore be and so.& woteiv] 'So that you can

without difficulty make a democracy,

'

or 'you can make a democracy which

shall be worth something.'] below, § II.

2 · ^] The editors and com-

mentators suffer this to stand

quietly, but it seems to me that it

ought to be omitted, in fact that with

it the passage is contradictory. In

the first clause the people are supposed

to have not much property, in the

second they are supposed, with the

existing reading, not to have the
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€<\ -. yap ttoWoi craoy.

KepSovi . Se- \ yap -
^" \ -,^ §^

yap , .
4', ' -, ',--, \., -, ^ . '- 5" \ , .-

. \ \] ',
\ , -, '^ -, , -, - 6

(at yap ^
necessaries of life. It makes very

good sense if the ) is omitted. ' The

people has not much property, and

therefore it cannot command leisure,

but it has the necessaries of life, as a

basis to proceed on, and so it spends

its time on its business and does not

covet its neighbour's property, but

finds work pleasanter than mixing in

politics and holding office.' It has,

in fact, the two great remedies against

covetousness and its causes and

consequences, . =--
and ipyaa'ia. Compare II. VII.

12.

3 Tis, . . .] Compare

for the same idea nearly VI. (IV.)

XIII. 8.

4, . . .] ' Satisfies their

want if they feel some ambition.'

h M.avTivdq.'] Compare Grote X. 54.

Mantinea, '
' so moderate in its demo-

cratical tendencies as to receive a

favourable judgment.

"

5 Toiis ^'] The capacity

here indicated is supposed by some to

be wealth. But it surely is better to

take the sense of ' abihty, ' generally.

" Fahigkeit, " Stahr.

ipytiiv . VIII. (V.)

IX. I.

6 . ] ' in the hands

of the best.'
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The forma- ^'/· yap ' -, \
tionofthe, ^

, ; , 1 ^ ,„ , , , . .

best kind eivai . yap
of demo- i / \ \ ^ · -p/ ·> 1· /y, ,

— yap^ -̂
\. avayKaiov -,-

8, . ",, \ t/V,-
ypyv --,

yijv '
9 '09' . y. yotv^ ,

7] 'to be depen-

dent,' 'relever de.' To be under con-

trol and to feel responsibility.] 'cannot check,' 'com-

press,' ' guard against,' for the middle

sense appears. See Lobeck ad Phryn.

363. !]
" geschmalert,' Stahr ;

" avili et

comprim^," St. Hil. 'Without any

loss to the greater number,' is the

translation I prefer. Or is it more

subjective, as the two translations I

have quoted seem to make it? ' With-

out the majority feehng itself unfairly

treated and shorn of its full rights,'

' nimis in ordinem cogi.'

8 ] the re of Bekker's

text is wholly superfluous with the

context. The in § 9, U-, does not at all seem to re-

quire it, though it may have led to its

insertion.

Tivos] This is similar to the

enactments of the Licinian laws.

Tivos] The Greek is not

very easy. The best way, perhaps,

is to take it just as it stands. ' It was

a law either that in no case at all

should it be lawful to possess land

beyond a certain quantity, or, if not

so stringent as that, not beyond a cer-

tain quantity in a given district, that

district determined by its position re-

latively to the city.' Why we have

both I do not see.

I see no ground for any distinction

being required by the sense.

9 \(] Comp. II. VII. 6. 7.

Oxylus. On this law I cannot make

out more than what is gained from

this passage.

(^€] ' That it was not law-

ful to lend money on some specified

portion of the original quantity of land

owned by each.' The proprietor

miglit borrow on the security, say, of
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e'/? - · Set Stop-
J}^^ '^"f™^'' - best kind^. yap, cracy.

^€ , ^ ', 8
'' \ -,

Se yewpyiKov §
\^ yap ^, \' ^

\ . ^' 2

^, ^ 3,
6 ,' ' -

\ . ^3

Sia 8'· §-
Sia ^ '^' , ^ - 14

half his land, but the other half must

be kept clear of all incumbrance.

Aphytaeans. The inhabitants of

Aphytis in Pallene.

10-] ' They do not rate

the whole of the property each owns,'

small though that whole be, ' but they

divide it, and rate such a small part of

it that even the poor can meet the

demand and pay the amount of their

rate.' They are consequently free

from the temptation to encumber the

rest of their property, and so not liable

to the great danger of small proprie-

tors, that of having to sell their land

to set themselves clear from their

obligations. Such seems the meaning

of the passage and the bearing of the

law in question. We have not know-

ledge enough to be vei-y confident on

such points.

I [ ] sc. .

^] 'to bivouac,' and so keep

the field. The remarks would apply to

the Samnites.

12 kpyov /^er' d/jerijs] "keine

der Beschaftigungen," Stahr. 'No
one of the occupations on which the

mass is engaged involves any moral

excellence.' Compare for this strong

adverse feeling towards the artisan

and commercial class, I. xiii. 13,

III. V.] Thuc. I. 1 38, ' have

in their hands,' 'handle.'

1 3 vepl tt)v-] ' roll-

ing,' 'lounging about,' 'circumforanei

homines.' Compare Acts, xvii. 5,

ayopatoi.'!] 'Nor do they

equally with a town population feel the

want of this meeting.' This stronger

social tendency of the latter is merely

noticed as a fact, not dwelt on as an
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Thefonna- Ralvei eyeiv -
tion of the

, _ f/tv \ ,

best kind TToXewg, poLOlov 8-
cracy. "^ yap

' 67 aypwv , S, -8
15 '-). 3-

The other "' < ' ^ ' '^ /

kinds, ^ ,·
§ · yap 8-

1319 . 8-, Sia , \, pciSiov^ \
J 6 ^- § -, § -" \

\, 8 ·
17 ^.

" ras &\\as TroXtreias, -& Bekker.

advantage. In fact it was not so in

Aristotle's eyes.

14 '"')'' !/ ', . . .] 'The

country which is cultivated is very

distantfrom, far removedfrom the city.'

occurs in this sense in

Demosthenes./ j =]
' to make settlements in the country,

as it were.' " Emigrer de la ville,''

St. Hil.

K&v'] ' even if there be large numbers

of town population, not to allow it to

meet without the numbers resident in

the country.' The later Eomau Ee-

public furnishes illustrations of the

distinction between the town and the

counti-y population, and its impor-

tant bearing on several of the political

decisions.

15 (] " Servato ordine."

' They must deviate from the first and

best form in a regular, logical order,'

' with a due regard to logical conse-

quence.' seems equiva-

lent to . Of

course the subject changes in the case

of, which is strictly active.

Toti ] ' In the

laws and habits of the people.'

The concluding clause of this sec-

tion must be thrown out of the text,

as similar ones have been before.

There is a greater temptation here

than at the end of Ch. I. to adopt

Spengel's i-emedy and change the past

into the future tense, keeping the

main part of the remark.

16 Tbv] is 'both.''] Comp. Herod.

V. 66,-- Thv.
TTOLelv] Compare on this

subject III. II. 3, V. vii. 8.

yap, . r. .] 'for none of
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-^ vTreprelvt], irepa'

yap , ) -"^ 8^-,, '
}.· oXlyov yap , 8. § ] - 8

, , \ \ \ Democra-- tical insti-, ^^ - *"'''°"^·,§. yap 19,\ ^ oXiya

], -, Se. 3 3- ^°8-, <5' - 8 {^ <5'

' ^- ^ '^, \
^ . yap

Trj*] rjSiov yap.
sucb classes are quite alien to a de-

mocracy of this kind.

'

17 6ei, ...] "The right

thing, however, is to associate such

elements with the existing citizens

only up to the point at which the people

become stronger than the upper and

middle classes combined, and not to ad-

vance beyond this point.'] Herod. IV. 159, 162, &c.

6'\ ' in the pohtical sense,

'

the ' canaille.' ' For in small doses

the mob element is overlooked, if ad-

mitted largely it forces itself more on

the eye.'

18] So the Latin 'augere,'

' to increase the power of.

'

19 ] Break up ' the

family rehgious rites,' or 'the religious

rites peculiar to certain families,

such, for instance, as the rites pecu-

liar to the gentes of the Potitii and

Pinarii at Home. Or compare the

case of Isagoras.'\ ' by every possible

contrivance mingle all classes one with

the other, and break up all the old as-

sociations.' It expresses admirably

the policy of the great revolution

effected at Athens by Cleisthenes,

Grote, IV. 173-7. Such a change as

that in France, in the early part of her

revolution, when the provincial dis-

tinctions were abolished, and the de-

partmental system introduced, is an

instance of the same policy.

20 '] 'to connive at.' If

Book VIII. (V.) really preceded this
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5 ' (5' epyov -
Means of , , ' ,

, ^ , „ ,

preserving ciTavai Tiva TroXiTelav ^
cmcy. '^pyov oJ^e, ' oVw?' yap

~
5? ^ >/ ^ -

2. Sio §,] ^ -, -, ,
8

320 -^, \ 3 §' 6~- ^
3 -^,' ^. 3 S-3 ^ Sia. Sio 8-,

\ - ,'
yap(^ yap ^, 6 ' ^^/-

4 ,^ .
TeOewprjTai trpdrepop Bekker.

one, a reference might bave been ex-

pected bere to his remarks on the

policy of the tyrant.

V. I ^pyov] One of these two '?pyov'

is superfluous, but the general writing

of the book is not sufficiently careful

to warrant us in rejecting either.

Spengel (p. 39) would reject one.

2 Trepi . . .] Another of the

passages in favour of the usual order

of arrangement. It is one which it

is not possible to get rid of, and, there-

fore, with Nickes and Spengel, I here

read varepov, assuming

that a change took place to suit the

order, which must be reversed when

that order is reversed. It is remarked

that there is no mention in any one of

the suspicious places of.
Tovs/ % yeya

^$'\ I suspect this very strongly of

being the addition of some one who

wished to complete, as he thought,

the passage. Can the language be

properly used ay

65 ? Still I leave the words.

o£ ] ' which

shall embrace as much as possible

what tends to the safety of constitu-

tions.
'

^] The caution is to the

same effect as that in Ch. I. x.

3 Tois] ' their respective peo-

ples.'

Tois ^!] ' The well-wishers

to the constitution.'

irpbs ] This is far

from easy. Is it best to construe it

quite literally 'of the property of those

who are condemned, and who concern
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§ / Sei^ Troieiv, '- Means of

1 , , , „ , , , \
preserving

Xot? eiKrj · yap demo-

eiaayeiv, Set
'^^^^y-

^

Se Trj, Se ,. eirei ^' at ^

- ^- ,
( yap ) avayKatov, -
-^), ,, -

^'. yap \ - 6,, ^,
yap -

? ,^. ' , 7] yap . .-
" £ Bekker.

the state The meaning, if so, would

be, the property of those who are con-

demned for offences which are offences

against the state, in whose case, there-

fore, it would be natural to bring their

property by fine or confiscation into

the public treasury. It should, says

Aristotle, be looked on as sacred to

the Gods.

4 iei] Have we not here the oppo-

site error in the text to that pointed

out, VI. (IV.) XI. 21. There 6e't had

crept in for dei; here del has been

substituted for Bet. I venture to re-

store Sei.] ' temere, '
' without good or

sufficient grounds,' Ehet. I. i. 2, p.

1354. (5.

ye, ...] 'at any rate, not

to look on the government as hostile

to them;' rovs$ is the object of

5] sc. , or

SihovaL. It does not seem

to matter which of these two is

adopted.] 'is adverse to,' or more

strongly ' involves hostiUty to the

upper classes.'] ' The property and income-

tax.' It was a direct tax, in no sense

a voluntary contribution to meet the

wants of the state. Compare Smith,

Oict. Ant.

6 ] ' tends to.'

7 ] 'They divide

the surplus.

'
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Means of (5e, \ ' 6 €€-
preserving

, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . , , »
demo- yap .
'^'^^'^^' § -/ ^ \

>]· yap' eivai ^-
8.- yivoiTO-.

3e \ ,7§ yvva §, ' '
ySo, ^ , -

13^0 9 :\ ypyla. ] ,8· 8
vayaa ,^ . Si-^ 8-' yap § -

10§ . /cat -
°·.% Bekker.

] is like the sieve

of the DanaidEB, see L. and S.

Thv'-] ' The demo-

cratical statesman who is worthy of

the name.'

8] ' Systematic measures

must be adopted to secure a perma-

nent prosperity, as this is no less for

the interest of the rich,' &c. J. B.

Say, Catechisme cVEconomic Politique,

p. 29s.

-/] ' The acquisition of

a small plot of land,' the seven

jugera, for instance, of the Roman
plebeian.

5'] Some of the MSS. read€, and certainly is

scarcely in accordance with his theory

in favour of agriculture, and so alien to

all trade. Either in itself is verygood

sense, but I rather lean to the reading. On the other hand, Stahr

and St. Hilaire both translate the

reading Bekker retains.

9 , . , .] 'by tribes or

some other division dealing it to them

in turns.'] 'meanwhile,' that is, till

on this system you have gone through

the whole of the poor, and all have

been admitted to a share in the distri-

bution.

T()v] ' The pay' required to

enable the poor to attend these indis-

pensable meetings.] So I read with Schneider

and Coray for Bekker's.
Compare III. V. 3.

wpbs ras] ' To the de-

pendent towns in the neighbourhood.'

The expression throws light on the

parallel passage, tcls ir6\eis, II.

XI. 16.

10] For the word in this

sense, compare VI. (IV.) XIlI. 9.
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^€~^ 8§ Tpeireiv ' epyaala?. ^' -
\ ' eKelvoi yap

eiri evvovv. € Se ,
Se,

6 ), -
TLOV. \ -, ^'., '." \ ,
€. € yap ,

' Ttj],
fj, ,' ^,

' ' ,, /' -

Means of

preserving

demo-

6
Oligar-

chies.

Their for-

mation
and pre-

servation.

] 'also.' The same conjimction

seems required before, 4-

';.\\ ' taking them a-

mongst them as individuals.' It is

opposed to, ib. § 8. Compare II. . 14,

and note.] Gfote V. 320. Miiller,

Dorians 11. 9, 185. I cannot see that

on either point Miiller's statements-

are justified, that either

means public property, or that Sirrds

involves the doubling of the magistra-

cies.

4 ] ' Common for

their use.' I consider the meaning to

be that expressed II. v. 6—8, and

again IV. (VII.) x. 9. The policy is

that said to have been adopted by

Cimon.

A. P.

II ;] 'twofold,' 'constructed

on two principles.'

&T1 ^, K.r. .] ' Tlie result may be

secured by a division in each office

itself,' see VIII. (V.) v. i, for (-.
VI. I yap, . . .]

' For you must draw your conclusions

from the contrary premises, and con-

sider each oligarchy with reference to

the particular democracy to which it

is opposed.'

2 y] ' and in this.'

ra here is simply

'to distinguish,' 'make two classes of

valuations.' Compare Ch. Ill, I.,

where SteKeiv . is used ap-

parently in quite a different sense.- ,
,.. ' The people being introduced,

21
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^hfeT"
'^^^ ^^'^^^^'^^^' - e/c row

Their for- ^ . §e evo/xe-
matlon , , , , . ^ „
and pre- Oei . rtj

serv.-ition. )] rrj , ^ Svvaa-TiKWTUTf]

3 >] ^, -, -
4 § . yap

Si'', 8

-, ]
1321 5,' yap

' Xyapav
yvv , -

Tbe^fom- Qoyg^ ypyov ayopaiov,
military , "^,,

6Xyapav

by means of the standard of qualifica-

tion required, only in such number

as that, with the number introduced,

the whole body of active citizens may
be stronger than the body of those ex-

cluded from the government.

'

3 iwiTeivovTas ] ' slightly

tightening it.'

4 tois^
This is the construction Victorius

adopts, " bene instriictse nautis,"

'well-manned.' It might be ,-, ' admit in their

crew,' 'allow then- crew.' The first

translation has in its favour the sub-

sequent expression, -.

] ' greatest precau-

tions.
'

5] 'meets and controls,'

' balances.' The large numbers con-

stitute a claim to power which is seen

to be in some degree a valid one, and

tends to quiet the oligarchical objec-

tions.;] ' Eight conduct in the

oligarchs.' Stahr is right, I think, in

affixing this definite sense to the

word.

VII. I ] ' fit for

the action of cavalry,' compare Herod,

y. 63, -!.;] 'it is naturally easy.'
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yap 8 eVri , '^^^^^^^, military

-', ^ yap- .

). . <5e --»; ^^ ., ,-
yvova -^- 3

payv, -§
·<^. ] S' 8 3

yp^iXoi yap

aywvi^ovTai. -
' ,, \ -, '

|/·?,-. 4

Tois] sc. -.] Compare VI. (IV.)

III. 2, 3-] I should make this an ad-

jective in sense quite as much as, 'fit for regular infantry.'

Compare the adjectival use of the v?ord

"EXXi?c. L. and S.

2\ sc. ypLkbv -.65, .. .] ' When the

two parties quarrel and range them-

selves one against the other, it not un-

frequently happens that the oligarchs

get the worst in the struggle.' The

cavalry and heavy armed are not found

a match for the hgliter forces. In the

street fighting of antiquity, the ad-

vantage lay with tlie less disciphned

but more available forces. The expe-

rience of the last few years since 1848

has shown that this is no longer so

;

the artillery makes the struggle of the

people with the soldiery a hopeless

one, granting, of course, any propor-

tion between the two forces. The re-

duction of an insurgent population is

as mere a question of calculation as

that of an ordinary fortress.

3] sc. ,-^] ' resting on the distinc-

tion of age that exists.', . . . ]
' whilst their

sons are yet young, to have them

taught.'€ '] " Sobald

sie aus dem Knabenalter getreten

sind," Stahr. The bi answering to

the^ in . v^ovf &^ seems to

determine that these words apply to

the sons. But allowing this, it is

not easy to fix their meaning.

4 TT]v .~\ The previous re-

marks have been directed to the means

of securing in case of quaiTels the

power to the oligarchy. The re-

21—2
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Precau- , ,
tions tend-

' ' ·· > /

ing to the ), -
^o%ar°^ , /,
^^^^^· ^ . ^

^ , § Trj, § , '' 6§
-^)] ]

633 . ^ -- \ , '] 6 §
3

§̂
7 ^.,

t]oJv ,^
mainder of the chapter touches on the

question of preserving the oHgarchical

constitution by milder means, without

coming to any open rupture. The

first of tliese is the admission of fresh

members into the government. This

maybe done in three ways: either the

acquisition of a certain property may
secure it, or the abstinence during a

given period from all disqualifying

occupations
;

or, thirdly, it may be

done by a selection made by the

governing body from the rest.

TTpdrepov] Ch. VI. II.

$~\ III. V. 7. is the

TLva.] Grote lii. 532.^ must here mean

not the 'government, 'but those 'within

the pale of citizenship,' the

hitherto excluded from the govern-

ment, would mean pro-

bably any body of resident foreigners.

Or in the absence of any details, can

the words iv keep their

natural meaning, and the -
imply a revision of the whole

body, such as that of the Roman cen-

sors, admitting new members on the

ground of their worthiness, excluding

others hitherto members for the re-

verse ?

5 &s roi)5 iv Trj}^
'Which members of the governing

body must hold.' This seems the

meaning of TroXiTeig, here, the body of

really active citizens, the governing-

body in the largest sense, as distinct

from the executive magistrates.] 'obtinere,' 'hold,' perhaps

even more, ' hold fii-mly.'

XeiTovpyias] The munera asdilitia at

Eome are an instance of this.

6' ^ " con-

struire quelques monuments publics,"

St. Hil. <€^€ has the sense

of some permanent construction, not

sacrifices or games, but temples or

aqueducts, for instance.

7 , ...] On this com.

pare his language, yap'-' CK -, Etli. VIII. xvi. 3· · n^i, ^-
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€ Xeyeiv . ? 132'

^ ^,.' §e 8

\ \ \ ·: r , \ f \ r Magis-
Trepi ^, , traoies.

yap '' -^
', ^. ^ 2

-,, , .- 3, ^ rj

\ ' --}] , ). ^ \, ' -
] ' close demo-

cracies.' They combine all the faults

of both.

At the end of this chapter, some

editors think that in the existing

work there is a gap. Nickes quotes

Conring, Schneider, Schlosser, Coray.

There is no need of supposing any-

thing lost at this particular place.

Others, with more reason, think that

there is a gap at the end of the next

chapter, that the book, in fact, has

been curtailed. Spengel quoted by

Nickes 125, note i. In pp. 126, 127,

Nickes seems uncertain as to a larger

loss.

VIII. I Si] Compare

I. I. Trepi, with which this passage con-

nects.] On what does this depend ?

It is simplest, looking at VI. (IV.)

XV. I, to supply. re,

.
2 ~/(] 'to combine.''] ' to keep distinct.'

3] , as Coray sug-

gests, would, I think, he an improve-

ment.] ' whose province it is

to watch over the transactions that

take place, and also to see that order

be kept.'] This reluctant admission of

the necessity of exchange, in the shape

of sales and purchases, which are ex-

changes through the medium of money,

is very curious.-^] " the readiest means,"

LiddeU and Scott, " das unmittelbar

nachste, " Stahr,

Si' fjv] ' And it is this, this

satisfying of the primary wants of our

nature, that is thought to have been

the origin of the union in a state.'

This translation throws the relative

back for its antecedent not upon
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te,c^e^'
^^^^· erepa ^^...

^— Trepi , rj,

oSHv Siop-, , '
€·, .

5 ^' -,€ Se , ', -.^" avajKaia \- )·
yap, -\·

(5'. ,, ^], '
S'' .' ] § 'iSia-

]
\ '''. ]",

, wliich is the object of the

social union, but on the more distant

Xpela, which, €, ' is thought to he

so by some.

'

4 ] need not be

limited as Stahr's translation, " Ge-

baude," limits it, but generally 'public

and private property.

'

!'\$] 'That there

may be no opening for mutual com-

plaints.'] depends on.
5 &v €T0povs, K. T. .] For the

amount of business renders desirable,

and the number of citizens admits of,

the application of the principle of

division of labour.

6 -&] The agrimensores of

Eome.$] commissioners of woods

and forests.

Trap' &v] ' "Who keep

them, and from whose hands the dis-

tribution is made for the wants of each

department.

'

] ' department,' ' branch of

administration.'

7 -^^] 'registered.'

KpiffCLS ras "]
'The decisions of the courts of jus-

tice.'

ras] "opening of the

pleadings," L. and S.
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, , , n^^'^ ' ' ' tracies.. oe avay-
^

Se "§6 -
). ^ ^ -

\ -. ^ 3 - 9

"^, ^, ^'· ^' , 8^] , § -, '' ei -, . Sio '°

^,' ^ .-. -
!:] This use of the word is

not its usual one. The name is most

famiUar as applied to the deputies to

the Amphictyonic council. Nor does

it here mean magistrates such as those

mentioned by Smith, Diet. Ant.

"Recorders," "notaries." Such seems

the meaning here, as also of,
L. and S.] Of the two common

senses again of this word, neither suits

this passage, comp. Smith, Diet. Ant.

Its sense must be analogous to that

assigned in the last note to -
!.

8 ras iyypa-

0 s] " mit eintreibung der verhangten

Strafgelder," says Stahr, "with the

collection of the fines imposed." But

this is not a close rendering of the

words. I take^ as passive

and masculine, ' proscriptorum' in its

primary sense, and with Stahr I make

it depend on 7rpa|eis. ' With the

levying of the penalties from those

whose names are 'posted up in ac-

cordance with the registers' of the con-

demnations.' So I render the pas-

sage.'

9 'ixeiv ..] 'involves much
odiiim,' or 'has great odium attached

to it.'

tAos] ' be executed, put

in force similar expressions are,.] Because of the unpopularity

that attaches to the oflice.

Tas% -·^
is 'the proscription,' 'the

posting up' of those registered or re-

corded. So in substance the expres-

sion is equivalent to the one noticed,

§ 8, 5 ^7". And so Stahr takes it.

?Ti ' ^via] The Greek of this passage

is very hard. What is the meaning of

the before 5 % ? Again,

what is the sense of , tcls %,
? I do not see that

Stahr translates the, and the sense

he attaches to the , vias, "fresh

cases, fresh magistracies," is, I should

think, open to question. At the same

time, I do not see what better solution
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tracfes"
'^^'^ '^^ ] , \8' -, ,

11 § .
vri , \^^' 8

^-, § )-. § 8>, ''

12 ^Ji^ . Sio ^-, ., 3, ^·
13 . Sio S,§, ,

" Bekker's text has not this . ^ Bekker.

to offer. No satisfactory rendering-

presents itself.

tCjv /] ' the actually

existing cases; " herkommhehen,

"

Stahr.

ras -] 'Those

which come from.'

1 1 ivfj Toh ^] ' at-

taches to those who execute the sen-

tences.'\€] 'Makes them ene-

mies to all,' places them that is, in a

hostile relation to all. There is no

regular construction of the accusative.

Some verb must be supplied from

^Xei, ' involves their being.'] Coray reads

7j before this genitive, and Stahr also

inserts the article, though in brackets.

It is required by the sense, and I have

followed Stahr in inserting it. On

the functions of ' the Eleven,' compare

Hermann, Pol. Ant. § 139. This pas-

sage seems to limit their functions.] sc. .
12 ] The definite article,

which is the general reading, I can

make nothing of. I have by a shght

change introduced the indefinite pro-

noun. Compare for the language in

justification of the change, II. v. 29.

eav . What is the

device, to, which is alluded

to, if the article is kept? " Des

moyens adroits," St. Hil., and " Das

passende auskunftsmittel," Stahr.

13 TTpbs auTOLs] ' for these objects,

'

"fiir diese Geschafte," Stahr; but

the expression is in-egular altogether.

Can it be ' Therefore there must not

be one definite magistracy set apart

in addition to them (rois $),
sc. the bad whom alone you can ex-

pect to find ready to act as jailers,

&c.' ] ' But,' he goes on
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^^^^^^. - avayKaio-, § avajKalas, § -· yap

7\\. ^' \^ 4, \
-. 3 Se \ ^
\, -.^ ', ^',- -. - S 5. 1322- |/- ^ , ]

-, \ ·- )., §
\ Xoyayiai \- \' 3 8. ] - 6

•. 8 , ,^ ,
* etev Bekker.

to say, ' both of the young there must

be some, and the regular magistrates

must take in turns this duty.'

irpwTaj] ' in order of time.'

ii> ^-^
' Speciosi magis ministerii, '

' holding a

higher position, '
' of more importance

in the scale.'

14 daC] ehv [Sc] is Stahr's reading.

I do not see why daL should not at

once be substituted for dev, which

cannot be construed.! is to be taken with iv dp^vrj.
€-€$] ' reviewing.'] 'disciplining.'

15 (] ' in detail.' VI.
(IV.) I. I. .

;] Eth. I. i. 4, p. IO94. 10,

' ,
. . .] Compare Smith, Diet.

Ant., art. Phylarchi.

iv TL d5oi\ Again com-

pare VI. (IV.) I. I, 7rc/)i yivoi iv Ti

TeXeiais ;.
16 ^.] ' have pass through

their hands.''] 'and besides bring

to an account,' L. and S. Compare

Smith, Diet. Ant., art. Euthyne, p.

479·^] I should give this

verb here a slightly different sense

from the one above, and its more usual

sense of 'managing.'
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Magis-^ , Sia-
tracies.

, „ „, , , , , , ,'^ ,^, , .^
yap ,, 6·., ,

8 . (>, ^ \, \
\

19., ,
\ , \-

2 tS)v ^ep(7)^'. ,,'
('^!)5'] Not the common sense

of the word. The common sense is

'advocates,' and I can only refer to

the Oict. Ant. p. io86, b, where

the conjectures on the subject are

given.

17 WXos '] "La
fixation et la rentr^e des impots,"

St. Hilaire's translation, is not in har-

mony with the passage, if conceivably

justifiable on other grounds, which I

should doubt. Stahr gives a better

sense, " der Ausgang derDinge gleich-

wie der Vortrag derselben ruht,"

' have in their hands the final ratifica-

tion as well as the primary introduc-

tion of any measure.' Thus I give

T^v its literal signification,

' the bringing in.' , the

reading of one MS., has been adopted

by several, but is not necessary, and

the context is in favour of the usual

reading retained by Bekker.

Sei yap elvai. rh cvvayov'\ ' There

must exist the body which can call

together the sovereign body,' and this

body, avvdyov, will have in its

hands the introduction of the measures

to be discussed.; ! ] Where the

government is a popular one. See

below, § 24.

19 ] 'from the priestly

function itself.'

20 rijs KOiviji, . . .] " deren

Besorgung von dem gemernschaft-

lichen heiligen Staatsheerde ausgeht."

Stahr ; ' all those sacrifices which de-

rive their claim to attention from their

connexion with the public or state

hearth.

'
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\ ). ywpav, ]
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\ , \, \ ' } -
. iSla 3 ). -, ',,,,', - 13-23)- ), ', ^3

^'' ) , yvvai-

)- yap

)) )/ .
<5' ' 24, , -

&$] At Athens we have the

combining the two

terms. On the general question,

comp. Hermann, Pol. Ant. § 56, and

note II, where the authorities are

given: also above, III. xiv. 13.

21 ^Koyos} not, I think, as

L. and S. give it, a "reckoning over,

calculation," but in a more technical

sense, ' a review of the accounts by the

\oyiffTal, as is a review by

the oificers called, § i6.] Should irepL be supplied,

or does the genitive depend on the

relative ? Stahr takes it in the first

way, and perhaps that is the safer,

though in any way it is awkward.

22;] Compare V.

(VIII.) VI. II, yap--^ ras eCiropias.

] Compare Smith, Oict.

Ant. The position of the word here

prevents its being apphed to any very

high magistracy, such as those men-

tioned in the article as existing in other

states of Greece.

23 ] 'from theirnot

having any slaves.'

24 ' &s] This passage

is not easy, and I do not feel sure

of more than the general meaning.

' There are three forms of magistracy,

which are adopted when the supreme

magistrates are being chosen, these

three are, &c., and of them the first

is, &c.' So I translate it. The dis-

tinction between and the

is sufficiently familiar to all

readers of Greek history.

Whether any other points relating
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Magis- , oXiyapviKOv ,
tracies. . ' , ' -pr , , ' ^ , . ,

'

, , «
oe. llepi -, ? ev,-.

to the^ and were

treated of here, we cannot say. At

any rate, the book is short, and the

two subjects mentioned as much
wanted au additional discussion as the

one he has discussed.

I



BOOK VIII. (V.) SUMMARY.

IN the summary of Book VI. (IV.) I have given the position of

this book in reference to the general subject. It was there

stated, that the delicate problem of Greek practical statesmanship,

was to balance two antagonist parties in each state ; or if not to

balance them, if that was given up as impossible, then, as neither

the one party nor the other could be wholly got rid of, the problem

was to assign their mutual relations, to temper the necessary

superiority of the one, to reheve the necessary inferiority ofthe other

;

to remove in the former case whatever there was of insulting for

the governed, to remove in tlie latter case, as far as possible, all

causes of irritation against the governor. But a statement such as

this implies constant difficulty and even danger. The governors

were not easy to restrain. Their power was in most cases the

result of a contest ; there had been a victory and a triumph ; and

the sense of this acted upon both parties, humbling the inferior,

raising an insolent temper in the superior. Or it might be that

without any actual contest the power of the ruling party was the

expression of a state of things which was past. Side by side with

the party which had hitherto been dominant, had grown up another,

and its strength had become such that it was no longer willing to

acquiesce as before in its political inferiority. The inequahty of an

earlier stage, which had been just, had ceased to be so ; and the

desire for greater political equality was a just and a growing one.

But a dominant political party is slow to recognise an alteration in

the state of things fatal to its own exclusive supremacy. The
justice of a desire is no justification in its eyes,, ^ ) ,. " Persuasion is the resource of

the feeble, and the feeble can seldom persuade." The party in

power yields only to pressure, and its concessions are valueless as

conciliations. They are Avrung from its weakness, and given with

reluctance. They are stimulants to the growing strength of its
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opponents. So it is a constant effort on the one side to repress, on

the other to advance. This was the state of Greece in Aristotle's

time, and had been so during the whole period of its history. It

was the state of, permanent, and with the combinations

then available, irremoveable. Of course such a state must, as I said

before, lead to greater vicissitudes, to periods of crisis, to revolu-

tions, to. It is these two subjects that form the subject

of the analysis in this Vlllth book. It is the pathology, if I may
use the expression, of Greek society. Aristotle begins with the

most general expression of the one great permanent cause of the

diseased state of society, the sense of inequality

—

cia. And the inequality might be either in property or

political privileges, it might be more social or more political. And
it might be with a view to secure a greater equality on these points

for themselves, to aid others in attaining it, or to prevent others from

gaining a superiority, that the parties were formed.

This, the one great permanent cause, would not lead to violent

outbreaks without certain minor conditions or occasions. These

are enumerated by Aristotle (Ch. II.), and explained and illus-

trated (III. IV.). This enumeration, this analysis is quite

general. In the Vth chapter he takes the case of democracy

and applies his previous remarks to it. In the Vlth he treats

similai'ly of oligarchy. In the Vllth of aristocracy. In all

three alike it is the causes of destruction that he deals with, why
they do not maintain themselves, whether the cause be internal

or external.

In the two next chapters VIII. IX. he addresses himself to the

question how they may avoid the dangers that threaten them, how

they may succeed in maintaining themselves. As a general rule

this will be clear from our previous analysis of the dangers. In

detail the precepts are to avoid all violation of the law ; to keep a

watchful eye over slight innovations ; to exercise a prudent fore-

thought in reference to the gradually altering relations of the

parties in the state, to the gradual changes in the value of pro-

perty ; to remove the temptations which great pecuniaiy advantages

attached to office hold out ; to check all disorder of the finances. Such

are some of the principal precautions. But this is the negative side of

the question. More positive safeguards exist. These will be found

to be two main ones : the securing governors qualified for their- post,

and, secondly, the all-important but generally neglected point, the

educating the citizens in harmony with the institutions under which

they live.
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Passing from the free governments, the constitutions of Greece,

he turns to monarchy, and of course in this ease it will he the cor-

ru})ter forms of monarchy that will necessarily attract his attention.

For monarchy in its highest form is, we have seen, identified with

the ideal government, and the elements of disturbance should be,

by hj^Dothesis, alien to such a government. It should be clear,

from permanent dissensions, as from violent changes, from

and. But the monarchical power of the semi-civilised

monarchies existing in the neighbouring nations, Thracian, Mace-

donian, Epirotic, or Persian, and the monarchical power in the hands,

either of Persian satraps or of Greek tyrants was liable to attacks,

the latter form especially. All the citizens whom it had deprived

of theii' political privileges were its sworn enemies. It was, by its

definition, a monarchy exercised entirely in the interest of one man,

against the will of all the others. Occasion only could be wanting

for its overthrow. The earlier despots of Greece had been but

shortlived, yet their power had rested on a much more solid basis,

had more represented a real need of their respective states. The

later ones were a much more violent shock to the feelings of their

times, and were as being so of all governments the most shortlived.

Ch. X. is a long enumeration of the dangers and changes in monar-

chical governments. Ch. XL is an enumeration of the methods of

preserving the monarchy, whether tyrannical or not. Ch. XII. is

a short statement of the comparative duration of governments.

Ch. XIII. contains a discussion of the sequence observed in the

changes, together with a criticism on the order of succession as laid

down in the Itepuhlic of Plato.

With this, somewhat abruptly, his book, as we have it at present;

terminates. But the abruptness is in the form merely, for the sub-

ject of this concluding book has been adequately worked out. We
cannot, that is, as in other parts of his work, lay our hands on any

point in the question of the internal dissensions and revolutions of

Greek states, which, on his own showing, he ought to have treated

and has not. And more than this, we cannot, I think, find any

point wbich in theory we might require to complete his statements.

That many points are hastily touched, as, for instance, the matter

discussed in the last chapter, will not sm'prise any one familiar

with the method of Aristotle's writings. For with him the

completeness of thought is always so much more an object

than the completeness of expression. And we scarcely ever find

evidences of labour bestowed on the mere dressing up of the

subject. We are never suffered to forget his language in .
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^lei^ ^ The^ object

jrep\ 8 book., -,
\ - , 8-

\ KOivrj , j^eVt Sia^. 8 8 , ^'' '' avaXoyiav , -
VIII. I. I. On the order of this

book from the nature of the case see

Spengel, pp. 35, 36. It is there re-

marked that Aristotle's treatment of

the first and then the,
of the causes of destruction before the

means of conservation, points to the

preceding construction in VI. VII.

(IV. VI.).

, . . .] Any difficulty

which may be felt as to the change or

rejection of certain passages in the

preceding books, favourable to the

existing order, could only be exchanged

for a new one if they were retained un-

altered, when we come on such a

passage as these opening words. In

their obvious natural meaning they

are the opening words of the conclu-

sion of a work. The design has been

carried out in all points but one, that

one shall now receive full attention.

] This is done in Chaps.

I. -IV. We must remark that his

language is, and that the

earlier chapters are limited to these

and do not touch on-, which was not to him a iroXireia.; TroXiretas] V.— VII.

A. P.

- rij/es] VIII.—IX.] This apparent re-

petition finds a defender in Stahr. I

cannot see any such difierence in

meaning as to make it desirable to

retain both. There is a difference

easily seen between and-, but none such here between- and. I have there-

fore, as in other passages, enclosed the

words in brackets.

2\^'] "vondemfi-ii-

her ausgesprochenem Satze ausgehen,"

Stahr, 'assume as our starting point.'

Spengel, p. 38,

note 34, wishes to read elvai for, and I think the sense much
better. Stahr retains . The
change into elvai is, I believe, coun-

tenanced by § 13 rightly viewed.

What people agree in is the general

statement that justice consists in

what is equal in proportion to the

claim of the parties. Democrat and

oligarch go so far together, but then

they differ immediately as to this

claim. If the reading of Bekker is

kept, Aristotle means to say that aU

allow justice to be the right thing

22
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^^^'^^^'^^, . ^ yup eyi-

book. veTO e/c eluai

2( yap eXevOepoi , eivai -^, oXiyap^ia Se e/c ev eivai

{^' yap

4 eivai^.• ' ,
5 yap . ^^

SiKaiov, ^' ' \ Sia, '^
yavovv - ,.

6 Se ,' §
1301 /car' · yap

7 Xoyov .
yvo ^ '

yv yap -
• 7poyvv \. ^-

ya\ , .
8 ylyvovTai ' 6 yap

and what is equal proportionately,

but fail in attaining justice, in rea-

lising this their idea of what is equal

and just. Their agreement goes no

further than their language, as soon

as they come to action, they are at

issue as to the practical application of

the language in which they agree.

This leaves a definite and good sense

for Beliker's text, which I have there-

fore not altered.

3 '] 'in property.'

4 '] ' equality in all

things.'^] So Eth,. V. 2.

10, Tl, p. I lip, b 9,

etvai. . ' &%' yap irfpi-

^Xei Kowbv, " denn wer mehr sei,

musse auch mehr haben," Stahr. The

yap I take to be inserted simply as a

justification of his use of irKeov^KTetv.

5- "] Spengel

in the passage quoted above would

read here ,
but the reading in the text seems to

be quite defensible.] ' according to

the view which they respectively en-

tertain.
'

6 ^] For all this language

compare III. xil. 13.

7 evyeveh'] Compare VI. (IV.) VIII.

9. apxaios ttXoOtos ..'] not in the sense

of & 7] $, but SveKa, Eth.

VI. 2. 43, p. 1139, 31.

8 al, . . . ]

ai, the revolutions,

the changes of the government, as

well as the dissensions whilst the
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oXiyap^iav -,^
§ ,

' .-, ,8 8 -. '7§ §

government remains unchanged ; this

last is5. The connexion which

is meant to indicate is not so

clear. It seems to be this : inequality

is the great cause of dissension, and

dissension leads to revolution. The

inequality to be remedied exists either

with reference to the two parties which

divide the state, the many and the

wealthy, or with reference to the

members of those parties within them-

selves, or more specifically of that one

which is in actual possession of the

government. If, then, the inequality

may be of two kinds, the dissension

may also be of two kinds, and if the

dissension is of two kinds, the revolu-

tion to which it leads may also assume

one oftwo forms. I do not seeany other

way, though not satisfied with this.

yap, . . . ]
' At one time

it assumes the form of an attack on

the existing constitution.' It is a

question of the form of government.

TToXiTdav ] Com-
pare II. XI. 5, and VI. (IV.) Ch. vii.

vm.

'"] It is a personal question.

They accept the constitution, they

wish it to be placed in their own
hands to administer.

9 ] It is a question of degree.

Victorius looks on the two cases in-

dicated by in §§9, 10 as varieties of

the second form of revolution, 8 '
irpSs, . . ., and finds in this view

the justification of the; yiyvovrai

ai. I rather look on them

as proceeding from his careful atten-

tion to all distinctions, his wish to ex-

haust the cases. They are simply sub-

sidiary.

10 ] ' Some one part.'^] Mr. Grote,

IX. 330, considers that Lysander's

object was to make the kingly office

elective, not hereditary ; to introduce

something very similar to the method

adopted at Carthage, II. . 4.] On this see Grote, II.

464, 467, V. 362.] Of Epidamnus, we have

had notices, II. vii. 23, III. xvi. i.

22—2
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yap '^ -.
J

Se ' eiravayKeg -
ttie^ground '''^'^M'^''''3 , ^' upyjj .
of^politjcal oXiyap- Se 6- ]

ance. yap Sia ·
avaXoyov3 yap ,

f]

12 '· yap . Se

SiTTOV yap Se ''^.
Mr. Grote, ill. 54'2> remarks on

them, tliat they are so brief as to con-

vey little knowledge. There is a

notice later Ch. IV. 7.] ' by a change in one

part.

'

II eli ', . . .] As

in so many other passages, what we

want here for the interpretation is a

gi-eater knowledge of facts. The mere

Greek tells us nothing. Compare for

the expression toi)s eis rb^, VI. (IV.) VI. g. 'It is

compulsory that, of those who are

within the limits of the governing

body, the magistrates should go to

the Helisea, ' the "occasional public

assembly " mentioned by Mr. Grote

in the passage above quoted.'] Is this active or pas-

sive in sense 1 " Appointed by vote."

L. and S. quoting this passage.

6 eh] " still retaining the

original single-headed archon." Com-

pare III. XVI. I.

ydp, . . .] There are

few harder passages than this in the

Politics. For the connection, I

should consider all since^,
§ 7, as a parenthesis, and connect

yap immediately with that

section. These are the sources of

dissension, ' for in all cases alike it is

from inequality that dissension pro-

ceeds.'

avtaois avdXoyov]

Of course I do not mean to say that

there will be dissension if citizens un-

equal in position have their rights

proportioned to that inequality. In

one sense it is true this case pre-

sents an inequality, but it is an in-

equality which is really just. There

is no violation of proportion. So I

would paraphrase the passage, agree-

ing with Stahr in the sense I attach to

it, but allowing that it is simply con-

jectural. The only other way I can

suggest is : in all cases alike where

there is dissension, inequality is the

cause of that dissension, but it is not

in all cases that inequality produces

dissension
;
people may be unequal

and j-et not quarrel, for though un-

equal, in the distribution of political

power or privileges, a proportionate

equality may be preserved. The cases

in which inequality results in dissen-

sion are, then, those where over and

above the inequality, there is in the

distribution above mentioned, a viola-

tion of this proportionate equality.

This second paraphrase supplies

more, but does not change the sense of

the words 0(1 so much as the other.

And the general basis of the two is

pretty much the same. I suspect the

passage of being altogether disturbed.

The seems to refer

especially to the cases of Sparta and

Epidamnus. If it does it would seem

more appropriate before the general re-

mark- yap.

12 yap, .,\.] Etli.
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' Se , Inequality

, ,, cv^ \ - ^ , f , , ·. ' ^ '
the ground, ^ of political

\ / \ - '-/-./ disturb-, - ance.

Sov \ ' yap Svo

Suoiv . - 13

^ - \ » ,, » \ , , yt / ' Idea of,- equality., -, ,,0 ', S' ,, . Sio 14

Svo , So · 1302, S^

} 8, S\ -.
S >] ^

. . 4) - 34> '^»

{, ) avaXoyiav ) '.
The two passages compared show,

as does also § 1 3 compared with § 2 in

this chapter, that ' avaXoylav is

equivalent to '. Numerical

is opposed to proportionate equality.

13 6oyove , . . .] The

text as I have given it differs from

Bekker's in its view of the article

before airXiSs, Und in its stopping

—

Bekker places a comma after.
' AVhilst agreeing in the statement,'

such I make the force of 6, 'that

abstractedly justice consists in the

observance of the fair claim of all

parties, they differ, as was said before,

in this that the one, &c.' See above

in § 2.

14 } Again the

connection, as in § 8, is not quite

clear. The claims of various parties

are the cause of difference. These

claims may be either that of superior

numbers, or superior wealth, or su-

perior birth, or superior goodness.

But practically it is the first two that

are important. Superiority of birth

and goodness is found in so few as

not to make iheir claim a cause of

disturbance. Add to this that superi-

ority in goodness is generally accom-

panied by the indisposition to assert

the claim which it gives. The two

remaining claims, that of numbers

and wealth, are the bases respectively

of the two common forms of govern-

ment, democracy, and oligarchy, and

these two claims are really the only

ones that in common political life are

found to be the ground of political

dissensions. Hence, also, to speak

generally, there are two, and only

two constitutions.

' ^] Tlie elements

of these, 6\iyapxia.] Some MSS. read.
Stahr conjecturesthat the text originally

included both. It would be better if it

did. Se &wopoi. But it may stand as it is

;

either involves the other. Compare

VI. (IV.) IV. 18, 19. The existence

of a large class of poor renders their

claim inevitable, theii- objection to the

rule of the rich inevitable, if they are

subject; the objection of the rich in-

evitable if the poor are dominant.' ] 'according

to either of the two equalities.'
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Idea of. ' S e/c ' yap
equality. , , ' „ , „ , , „ „€ toiovtow.

ev ·]
. § Set

-^, Se rj?' ^. ^--
6 -^. yap Xyap^a iyyivovTai Suo,,
, , yyyva. yyp

Xyv, -.
2 ' yiyvovTai

\ -,
\ . \ ^

oiiBekker.

iK ] 'from that

which is habitually the result.'

15 ] 'There should not

result in the end.', ...] The prin"

ciple of absolute or numerical equality

ought to be mixed with the principle

of proportionate equalit}', according,

that is, to personal worth. Lewis on

Opinion, 273.8 ] This refers to the

ydip. Still, though no such

form is permanent, there is more

safety and less liability to quarrels in

democracy than in oligarchy.

8] Instances are

not difficult to find, if we wish to

verify the truth of Aristotle's re-

mark. It deserves attention in itself,

and from the contrast it offers to the

general estimate of these forms of

government, which the influence of

political sympathies has made popular

in England, not less in contempt of

historical evidence, than of this, the

deliberate judgment of the greatest

political writer of his own or of any

age. The simplest instance in Greek

political experience would be that of

the Thirty Tyrants at Athens, whose

internal dissensions we have an oppor-

tunity of studying.

16 Ti elire'iv] This expres-

sion occurred II. xi. 1.] 'and this,' , 'it

is that is the most secure.'\] ' of such

forms of government as we are now
discussing,' the actual and imperfect

foiTUS.

II. I] as opposed to Ch.

V. 1, ' .
So that Chaps. II., III., IV. form

one division of the book.

^] I prefer this reading of one MS.
to Bekker's reading, .
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? eiTreiv , 8<€^ The causea

V - ^ ~ - " ' '< andocca-. oei yap Aapeiv - re^(^ sions of

er \ t r 1 \ ^ ^ - disturb-, ^^^.^ gg„g.- \ twv . ^^^^y-

-
8 .

jap ,, ^,' . ^'
3, Se 8' yap, \ .,. 3 -, 8 ·

yap \,, . ^'' \ 4,] ,, (5' . Stjo 5, ' )· Sia

'] 'by themselves, ' without

any explanation attached, clear from

any admixture of matter, the matter

in this case being the instances from

history.

TTtSs ^xovras] ' The state of

feeling in which men are led into

political quarrels, the objects for

which, and thirdly, what are the

causes and beginnings, the whole an-

tecedent circumstances and the parti-

cular one which may be the occasion.

'

Such seems in the fullest extent to be

the meaning of. Of course,

when I say the whole antecedent cir-

cumstances, I except the two speci-

fied previously, the state of feeling

and the objects aimed at, which might

be thought to constitute two of

them.

2 ^ TTois] ' being affected in one

manner or another.'

rois wXeoveKToDaiv] simply ' to

those who have advantages over

them.'

3 iXaTTovs] ' unfairly depressed.'

iVot foris' //eifoi/s] ' really equal,

they strive to raise themselves above

their fair position.' This interpreta-

tion seems required by the ydp.

4 ^] Compare £th. vi. ii. 4, p.

I 39. 31, ,.%' '. So here it is

not the object aimed at,— that is given

just before, S>v,—that is meant

by, but the more immediate im-

pulses that set people in motion.

5 ] Compare note on I.

7. It is not with any view to secure

gain for themselves, but from a sense
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The^causes| /cai Sia ^ - ^
sions of , ',
disturb- r \inr

ance gene- ^'^ -
rsily. . §, Sia, Sia ', Sia

1302 6, Sia avaXoyov. Se( Si'', ^', Sia. Si'

3. Se :pSo
Explana- / <^ > > ' ' V >

tion of the ,- ^
'^dl'catecT

"^"/^ ^"'^ "/''^'"^ '^^'

SSo(a^' Se ' iSio)v, ore

2 . S \ >), ) 8
\ · \ yap

8 aS, ^ -
3, S^al S, . ' {jirepoyjiv

Se,
fi

Sve, ,
] 8 ' yap' ^ 8. Sio -

_ , ev ", ",.

of discontent with the existing arrange-

ments. They wish to remedy an in-

iustice which they see.

bpwvrei] ' because they see

others.'

6 e/jt^eiac] For the explanation of

this term we must look to what Ari-

stotle says below, lll. 9, ras

epiBeiai, -fipovvro%^.
Compare De Wette, Handhuch zum

neuen Testament, Eom. ii. g, where he

speaks of the senses of the word in the

various passages in which it occurs

in St. Paul's Epistles, and of the sense

of ' party- spirit' which since Ari-

stotle had been its usual one ; and

this is the sense in which Liddell and

Scott take the word.

HI. I wp6s Tas TToXtreias] 'against

the constitutions which afford them

scope.' ] ' from private pro-

perty, ' ' at the expense of indivi-

duals.'

2 aWous opuivTes] Comp. Niebnhr,

Rom. Hist. II. 602, on the character

of M. Manlius, and the feelings with

which he beheld the honours heaped

on Camillas.

3 rj ndXiV, . r. .] ' More

powerful than is consistent either with

the state of which he is a member, or

with the power vested in its govern-

ment.
'

ev "Apyei] For this see Grote iv.

216. For ostracism generally, above,

III. XIII.
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eP Explana-, . , causes in-

' , _____, \ , 4, ' "
Sia . s

\ \, oXiyap-,(^ yap' ^, \
\, -, ^ "^ , ^, 6. \ "" 6

avaXoyov . yap

\ , ' >], ,, 6 -
4 '] Compare Ch. V. 2. Nieb.

iiber alle Gesch., Vol. IV. "There

followed a time of internal dissension,

with regard to which the accounts

that remain are obscure." I translate

from the German.

ras^^! SiKas] ' on ac-

count of the suits with which they

were threatened. ' The Corcyrean

Sedition (Thuc. ill. 70) is a case in

point.

5 irXeiovs ol ] Compare

in Xenoph. Hell. 11. 3, § 38, et sqq.,

the argument of Theramenes as to the

dangerous policy adopted by Critias

and the extreme party.

iv )|5] Grote, v. 466, Thuc. I.

113, we have the fact of the change

in Boeotia given us as the result of the

battle of Coronea. The internal causes

are not given.-'] Grote III. 59, 60. No
dates or details. Thuc. i. 103, we

have the alliance of Megara with

Athens, and in 114, the withdrawal

of Megara from that alliance. And
from the context it is not improbable

that it is to these facts that Aristotle's

remarks apply.

*,] Grote, v. 286, note.

It is there suggested that Aristotle's

memory may have proved treacherous,

and that Gelo's name has been substi-

tuted for that of Dionysius.

TTph rrjs(] ' previous to

the rising of the oligarchical party

against them,' the fact given above

in the words- ol

rbv.
6 -, K.r..] Not all increase,

but ' that increase which is dispro-

portionate,' the unequal growth of the

parts of the state, or the growth of

one whilst the others remained sta-

tionary.
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^Explana- pwv ij Suoiv,
causes in- K^^v ,
dicated. »^ ^'^^ ^ ^\\

1303 avaXoyov, ,^,
7 8 \ '.
^' \ Sia -, -/ -

.§(, ", Ttj Sr|

, " -
Sia

8 . )., ·

7] 'some sudden accidents.'] Herod. VI. 83, VII. 170;

Grote, . 519, V. 320, and note.

Mr. Grote remarks justly, " tliat the

expression gives reason to suppose

that even before tliis event the con-

stitution had been popular."

"Ap7et] Herod. Vl. 78-82, Hermann,

Pol. Ant. 33.] The origin and meaning of

this name was, says Stahr, unknown

even to the later Greeks.] The language of Hero-

dotus is,"-^ re .
The Argive Perioeci, Hermann, Pol.

Ant. § 19, conjectures, were called

Orneatae.

Trefij] Does this refer to

their losses at Tanagra, Coronea, and

similar battles, taking, that is, a range

of about thirty years, as expressed by

the phrase itrb Tbv .] ' from the register of

Athenian citizens.' Incidentally it

illustrates our historical accounts and

the language of Demosthenes for the

period of Aristotle's own experience.

Compare on this the first PhiUppic.

Mercenaries had entirely superseded

the native Athenian forces.

8] This word is doubtful.

Several MSS. read, and some

editions. In a note on Ch. I. 14, I

have stated why I think one of these

words may do duty for both. But it

is not for that reason that I would

here keep. It is, I believe,

the word which gives the best sense.

An increase in the number of wealthy

would have a tendency to mitigate

any oligarchy, and transpose it into a. At any rate, where the

wealth is diffused, the oligarchy is in

its mildest form. At worst, the ten-

dency in a democracy of a large in-

crease of the holders of wealth, would

be to temper the evils to which a de-

mocracy is hable, and, by making it

a good mixture, make it a.
But an increase in the number of the

poor would be a sound ground for in-

ferring that wealth was becoming



VIII. (V.) 3.] . (.) 847€\
^^^^^'^f^^jj^

0\iyap^_iag §., (5' causes in-

Sid , ' (^ .

yap Sia , fipovvTO 9^, \ Si, -^,
6Xiyap-)^ia

'.paXoSpo, \ Sopaav. " Sia Sk,, , ^-, ^' ,
Sia(p^pov .^ Sh n

), TO , ]" (5'-^ , ovS' -" ". Sio S iSi^avTO ,
more concentrated in a few hands,

that the distinction between rich and

poor, as classes, was not becoming

effaced, but growing sharper; that the

middle class was disappearing, and

the two extremes taking up a position

of more marked opposition to one

another. Such a condition of things

would lead to an oligarchy, and gra-

dually to its closest and narrowest

form().̂
The in-

crease of the poor, or the increase of

the standard of wealth in the case of

the wealthy, are but two sides of the

same condition of things. As the

poor grow poorer, the rich grow

richer. Their numbers do not in-

crease, but the wealth gets enormous

in the hands of the few who share it.

Compare Arnold, Rom. Hist. Vol. i.

p. 141.

9 ] ' even without

any open rupture.'] In Arcadia.

ripoCvTo] ' They were in the habit of

choosing the members of the same

party.'

Tas] 'the supreme,' those in

which the government really lay.] Founded in the place of

Histifea, in the time of Pericles.

Grote, VI. 469, Niebuhr, iiber alte

Qesch. Vol. rv. 179. The object was

to keepEubcea under control. OfHera-

cleodorus nothing is known.

10 ] of the ' institu-

tions.
'] This word occurs III.

vni. I.}] This town was a colony

of Corinth, and later the capital of

Pyrrhus, but is httle known so far as

its internal history is concerned.

^yyLov] 'quite close.'

1 1 5 &v] ' until the

alien element shall have become

amalgamated with the other, '
' coa-

luerit.' ] Compare VII. (VI.)

V. I.] expresses nothing more
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Explana- 7r\eI(rT0i, -
tion of the ^ > r, -? t ·, \ s , -.yto
causes in- ^, dra - /
dicated. \ rrt > ern \ rn - V / '

,
9 1^· ooeu ^ ^.

€ ^ - ifkeoveKTeiv

yap^ -^ -
Sia, ^, //^ ^^

Sia ^, ZayicXaloi 3 ^^
'3 \. ^ ,

1303 \ , -8^§ ~
14 ." S' -,

than the fact that the new settlers

join with the old.;] means here 'a fresh band of

immigrants from the mother country.''] For this see Grote, ill.

499. Niebuhr, uber alte Geschichte,

III. 218. The foundation of Sybaris

was probably a result of the Dorian

conquest of Peloponnesus.

12] Thurii was founded on

the site of Sybaris. The old inhabit-

ants looked on the land as their own

;

they could not forget their old posi-

tion, Grote VI. 17.

Biifacr/ois] A second colony was

sent from Megara in the year B.C.

628. For its internal changes, see

Smith, Gcogr. Diet. 659, b, Grote,

IX. 508. Antissa, one of the Lesbian

towns.] Compare Herod. VI. 23,

Mr. Grote, v. 284, note, considers

this brief notice in Aristotle not to be

set against the perspicuous narrative

of Herodotus.

13' h Ei'felcif;]

Apollonia was so common a name,

that it was necessary to add some dis-

tinctive epithet. This one was a Mi-

lesi.an colony, and of no historical im-

portance.//] Grote, v. 314. "The
whole body of new citizens were de-

clared ineligible to magistracy or

honour." Mr. Grote considers the

instance badly chosen. See his note.] '
' after the Ge-

lonian dynasty." The results of this

quarrel and battle are not known. The

new citizens were defeated, and "pro-

bably" expelled.] Niebuhr iih. a. Gcsch.

IV. 234, ."To protect themselves

against the Edonians, the Athenian

colonists invited in as fellow-citizens,

the Chalcidians. These became the

majority," and hence Amphipolis

joined Sparta. See Thuc. iv. 103,

Grote, VI. 555.] Is this to be taken with, 'by these veiymen, ' " selbst

von diesen," or is it not better to take
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icrwi/, ,' , ev Se S>]-, -^ '. Se \ Sia - '5

/ \ ? if , f \ \ / /
Locality a, kyri | , cause.

'| ,, \- \ ,
. yap 8 -, ,^ ,§. /»;'^ \, -,
\ 8 \. ' 4
t " \ \ 1^ tn \ Distinction,(^ . between-, ^,

the object.

it as dependent on, ' The

greater number of tliem ?'

1 5 ] ' even from

mere local causes, from difference of

place.

'

! ^xy] 'is not naturally

favourable.

'

0 iwl] Smith, Geogr. Diet.

art. Clazomenie, p. 632.

</>] Grote, III. 245. "So

difficult was it in the Greek mind to

keep up a permanent feeling of poli-

tical amalgamation beyond the circle

of the town walls." Add VI. 326.

NoTieis] Thuc. ill. 34.

!, . . .] The statement

is familiar to all readers of Athenian

history. The opposition is prominent

in the policy of Themistocles.

16] 'Any difference

whatever seems to have a tendency to

produce opposition.'

Sidaraccis] This is even more active.

' It is the greatest cause of division,

of opposition.'

] and so on in order, one

is more efficacious than another.] sc. tovs r6irous,

" la cause toute physique," St.

Hilaire.

IV. I After enumerating the

causes, and making clear by examples

what he means by each, he remarks

generally with regard to political dis-

turbances, that there is a wide distinc-

tion between their causes and occa-

sions, or the real and the apparent

causes. The occasions, the beginnings,

to superficial observers the causes of a

revolution, may often be extremely

trivial, the real causes are not so. The
immediate impulse may be something

small or accidental, the real object

aimed at of the highest importance.

Aristotle's remark is one which should

never be lost sight of in the study of

history.

ai] ' even where the cause

is reaUy shght.'
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Distinction( ev', ev · aere-
between

, ^ , , , , , ,

the occa- paXe yap e/c , ev
sion and , , . ^ , , , , , ' ^

the object, "^"'f *^/'"'? , . varepov yap

^- -, ^' - yvvaiKa

3 '8. ^
8 , ^ -" apyrj yap yLyva -, S' -] Xyea , \]

4 . 8 yvpv -
of political^, , /
'ancei

« .§:, Svo8^ yap,^ 6,
poyo , 6 (5'

5 . ^ yvov Sia-

1304 yevo
yap , ,,
5\ The conjunc-

tion has no meaning, as far as I can see.

iv rots$ xp6vois] I can find

nothing to throw light on this state-

ment.

2] ' gained by under-

hand tricks,' Demosth. 365.

eKeivos'] is the same as the -.\(\ ' From this

beginning they proceeded to associate

with themselves the members of the

government, until they ranged them

entirely in two factions.'

3 °-PXV y°-p] -'<· I- 7· 21. p.

1098. b. 7.

ev avrfj, . . . ]
' is propor-

tionally more important than a fault

in any other.'

4] Stahr quotes not

inaptly from Hesiod,

w0\is .] see note on ill. 9.] ' on the ground

that he did not produce fully, set

clearly forth.'

roi>s}] ' The democratical

party.'

5 e/c] ' on a mai'riage ques-

tion.'

ilarepov] ' which followed at a

later period.' ] 'having

taken some chance occun-ence as an

unfavourable omen.' The expression,

neutral in itself, is by usage limited

as in the translation., -. . .] 'put in some
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eyeveTO- -, .

€V yap

Svo, 668 ^ -
^,^, .

) .- 1^ ^',-. '3 -
yap ,

6 -, -. 8 -\ ^ g§, "' §-§8, '
of the sacred property when he was

sacrificing.'

6] For the Mitylenian

revolt see Thuc. ill. 2, and foil. On

this passage Mr. Grote (vi. 299)

remarks that the fact may be true,

hnt the conception of it as a cause is

incorrect. Yet I cannot see why

Aristotle's account may not be con-

sistent with that of Thucydides, if we

throw back the transaction Aristotle

gives some few years earlier than the

revolt.

Tjp^e ] ' began the dis-

sension,' and when the quarrel had

broken out, then, as Thucydides

says, iSLq. . --
veTO.

7,] Bp. Thirlwall, vi. 263,

275, remarks that of the sacred or

Phocian war, the main causes are

more clear than the immediate occa-

Tov] sc..%'] ' having be-

trothed underhand or beforehand.'

This latter meaning suits the context

best.

''] 'fined him.'

8 ' -] Grote V. 148.

-] ' to have

strained tighter the constitution,'

given greater vigour and intensity to

its anti-democratical element. Comp.
VI. (IV.) m. 8.

vavTLKbi 6%\ Grote V. 369, 483.
" Here, then, were two forces, not

only distinct, but opposite and con-

flicting, both put into increased action

at the same time."
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of'political ''''^Z''
" Sia Siu

changes, ^ ^ -
g. \ ev "Apyei 8
ev yiavTiveia- €8-

8, ev" § '̂^, /c/^i
6 3

'-^ , ^
TlepiavSpov 6 So -. \ «? 3
^ , ',
iSicoTai ^ ^ ], -· , Sia '

11 '. ^'

1304 8 ', \ 6 ^, tj, 8.
12 ^ \ ^ .

), \ -
] 'and by this victoiy

been the founder of the supremacy of

Athens.' Trjs 7)'^% depends on

9 €u"kpycL\ Grote, VII. 124.] Grote, X. 539.] For the early greatness of

Chalcis, see Niebuhr ii. a. Gesch. iv.

177, Grote, III. 220.' ! TroKireias] ' grasped the

government.' The government of

Chalcis was oligarchical very early ; a

tyranny was the natural result of

this; but of Phoxus I can find no-

thing.

(}] occurs again Ch. x. 16.

Grote (ni. 538) considers this Pe-

riander as probably related to the

Corinthian tyrant.

10 &\ws Srj] ' It follows, then,

as a general rule from these particular

instances.

'

] ' are a cause ot

disturbance,' either direct or indi-

rect.

11 ^;] 'be just balanced.'

TTpb% TO 0acep(2s Kpe'iTTOv] ' on the side

of an evident superiority of strength.

'

12 ^ ] returns on

II. I.
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€ . 1\.( idiocies

Se Siu 8 Si', Sta tliechangl-.

^ . >) ~^
'

8· - -, ' -, \ 8-, .8, yp- 8
8 .,-.

KivoOcTi ^] He has stated generally

the causes and beginnings of disturb-

ance and revolution. He adds a few

remarks on the modes in which they

are effected
;
they are the two simple

and permanent ones of force and

fraud. The first may be applied at

once, or had recourse to later, when

the other is seen through.

1 3 ] The second form

of hardly comes under our ideas

of deceit. It is ' persuasion ' rather.] Grote. 35,

Thuc. VIII. 53, 54,' -, . . .
'keep it firm in their

hands, and that against the will of

the people awake to the deceit prac-

tised on them.', . . . ] If Aristotle

really means this to be a form of de-

ceit, it then is that worst form by

which a people deceived at first is so

trained and governed as to acquiesce

in the result. For a nation, like an

individual, may be blinded and de-

moralised, and ultimately accept, and

even glory in a state which at another

time it would reject as evil. The

J. P.

rulers underwhom such demoralisation

takes place may point with compla-

cency to the result, which, properly

viewed, is their strongest condemna-

tion.

That he degraded, rather than im-

proved, the character of his country-

men, has been justly selected by Ar-

nold as the crowning point in the in-

famy of the elder Dionysius,—that

which in the highest degree justifies

the brand of tyrant. But such a sen-

tence is not to be reserved solely for

the Greek ruler,—it has been justly

deserved by many governments of

more recent times. It is, if we

rightly consider them, that which con-

stitutes in our own country's history

the peculiar disgrace of the miserable

Stuart kings. It is the stigma which

rests on the later Bourbons in France

before the revolution ; in Spain and

Naples in the present time. It is a

point for other governments to con-

sider, our own not excepted, whether

their acceptance by the nation they

govern is the result of a sound judg-

ment or of the acquiescence which is

the ofl^spring of a low state of public

morality.

23
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Eevolu- ' ^'^ € '
democra- Sei. / ^

"'^^'
Sia '

5 yap iSla ( 6

1 ), Se KOivrj .
'iSoi . \

{ ) \ ·', \
airoSiSovai ·

3 . ' 6-
4V7r' , . -, ·, '^ ,^

Chap. V. ' elSos]

' We must now take each form of

government, and see what happens,

availing ourselves of the principles laid

down above, and dividing them so as

to suit the particular case.'

yuepifoj/Tas] Demosth. 1297.21, ., the exact opposite to,
would be nearly equivalent to-
fovras.

TO.] " das in ihnen

wirklich vorkommende," Stahr.

'/'] ' intemperate conduct,'

' importunitas, ' or 'libido.'] 'as individuals.'] ' They force them to

combine.'

Koivfi] 'on them as a body,' "ihnen

alien," Stahr.

2 45] The internal history does

not seem to be known.

'65] See Ch. III. 4.

] pay for the people as

members of the ecclesia or the courts

of justice. Compare Thuc. viii. 67,, the proposal of the

oligarchical conspirators, that no civil

functions hereafter should be salaried.

Grote, VIII. 41, and foU.,] ' wished to furnish.'

Toh -] These would be

from the wealthier classes.

3'] Of the numerous towns

of this name, the one on the Pontus

Euxinus seems the one here meant.

Nieb. il. a. Gcsch., iv. 252. Smith,

Gcogr. Diet.] ' soon after the founda-

tion of the colony.' So Stahr trans-

lates it. The result of these dissen-

sions was a permanent tyranny; but

this does not appear fi-om Aristotle.

4 Me7d/30is] Compare III. 5 and
VI. (IV.) XV. 15. The three aUu-

sions seem to refer to the same events.
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I f ' >< ' ' / ' ~ tions in· oe ' democra-. Sh

ypaa^o. 3°5- ' -
^·_ . .', ,· ,. , 0

9 , -
·^. '
, -
( \ ), ,

" , '- .
'] The Campanian city of that

name, partly of Chalcidian origin,

partly of ^olian, was early powerful.

The decline of its power is attributed

by Mr. Grote, ill. 473, &st to the

growth of hostile powers in the in-

terior, the Tuscans and Samnites, next

to violent intestine dissensions and a

destructive despotism. The particular

fact in the text is obscure.

5 dvaSaa-TOvs] Compare the expres-

sion, yiji.
Tas] 'Their incomes.'

rah XeiTovpylais] 'by the various

public offices which they have to

serve at their own expense.

'

6 ' yivoLTo 6 airos] ' Whenever

the same man happened to be. Nor

was this a rare case.' Such seems the

force of the optative.] For some

considerable period of Greek experi-

ence, despots or tyrants .Vere un-

known in Greece proper. Prior to

that period, they looked back on an

age of despots or tyrants, and their

actual experience of later, more Aris-

totelian times, had revived their dis-

like of this form of government, though

in many essential features the spirit

was changed, and changed for the

worse. The word tjrrant in its full

sense is only applicable as a general

rule to the later rulers who bore that

name. On this distinction between

the earher and later tjrrants, see

Niebuhr, ii. a. Gesch., I. 328.

7 On this separation of civil and

military powers, compare Heeren's

Political History of Greece.] ' They do not at-

tempt to seize power,' as a general

rule, that is ; there may be some few

instances of their doing so.

23—2
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-Revolu- Sta '^ ey^eipt-

democia-^, ev, e/c ·
yap . € Se Sia

eivai ,' aypcov^ epyoig,

8, yevoivTO, TVpavviSi.
g Se 8 §, Se' , ^.
€ ^,^ ^,

,Q . /cat.^ -, Sia . -
8 \

yap ,
, 6 ,^

II ] . '
8 -€^] 'being placed in

the hands of.

'

TTjs Trpurai'eias] ' was the result

of the Prytaneia.' This abuse of the

executive power has been in all periods

common. The latest and most noto-

rious instance is that of Louis Na-

pi/leon.

] The Greek of this passage is

easy, but I do not feel clear as to the

meaning. Was it that the absence of

the people, their supporters, made it

in the first place easier to seize a

despotic power, as in consequence there

was removed the check that the pre-

sence of that people would have placed

on them, and next, that the same

absence made such a power more an

object of their desire, as they were not

safe without it. The force of this

latter consideration may be seen from

the case of the Gracchi, who fell by

the necessary absence of their sup-

porters. Niebuhr, Led. Rom. Hist.,

II. p. 334, Lect. 27.

9 lliiaiffTpaTos] Grote, III. 206.

--] Grote, III. 59.\, . r. . ]
' Having caught

them turning them out to graze on

the river side.' For,
compare Demosth. 1274.

10 .%] Grote, X. 539, 608.;] I am inclined

to read €$. If; be kept,

it must have somewhat of the same

meaning, "from the old, constitu-

tional, moderate form of democracy,

such as our wiser fathers enjoyed." See

note on II. xii. 4.''] 'ambitious of office,'

Aristoph. AcJi. 595.

11 ras ;] 'The people,' that

is, ' in divisions, and not collect-

ively.'
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ylveaOai (hepeiv ^, Revolu-

, rp- 1 t. ~ , tionsin. 1 € democra-] ylyvovTai (^^ Sia.
^' okiyapylat Siu Svo 6

, \ , „, \ 1 - \ Revolu-, eva eav
^j^jjg· yap yiveTai,^ ' yiveaOai yeva,

ev ^ A.ySa,. Se - % 1305 ^. yap ,
_, yyva, oXiyoL, ^

^ Bekker.] "wahlen,"

Stahr, ' create the requisite magis-

trates,' ' provide tliem.' The smaller

bodies are more amenable to local and

traditional influences.

VI. I] Niebuhr, ii. a. Gesch.

IV. 189. Grote, iv. 143.

2 ?6 ^] Is it here that we find

the second form of revolution or de-

struction of an oligarchy 1 Does^
5e answer to eca /n^v? One cause of

revolution lies in their misconduct to-

wards the people they govern. So far

is clear. The other is internal, from

within the body itself of the oligarchy.

But this second form is not simple, it

admits of different cases, which he

proceeds to enumerate. If we do not

adopt this interpretation, it is not easy

to find the second form, the

Tpoiros answering to the first clearly

marked one. Schneider finds the an-

swer to ?ca in ^, and

Schneider's view is very defensible.

The one plain cause of the overthrow

of the oligarchy is their injuring the

people. Such injury roiases the parties

injured, and leads to the overthrow in

any case. A second cause is in the

existence of dissensions within the oli-

garchical body itself, whether there

be or be not misgovernment of the

many. But grant that these two

coincide, and that simultaneously with

the sense of injustice prevailing in

the great body, there is some powerful

leader ready to their hands amongst

the oligarchs, then the overthrow is

more certain and easy. This view

runs the two causes into one another,

and is not inconsistent with Aris-

totle's very concise method of state-

ment.] I prefer this reading to

the one Bekker retains, .
He mentions another, , but

I follow Nickes in substituting. ' When the origin of the dis-

turbance is from within their own

body,—viz., the oligarchs—and this

is not a rare case—it takes different

forms.' So I would translate the.
ev Tah] = ev Ta'is'. The

two words are here evidently used

indiscriminately.
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Eevolu-" ev'.\ ev .
tions in , , ,

' ^ , „ , , „ \ '

oligar- jap €€ -, ^
'^^^^^^·- ,

3 yap, 8 6- \ 6 ^.'', "8, ', <5'

4 . 3 \ /' -· "
Sia dXtyof? ', ,, §^ ^, '

yap 6 3,
\ yvpv, -

5 yap ^. ^ 88 Xyap^a -,. *],
Sia ^' Xyv- 68. ^' oXiyapy^lai

6 Sia Sayyovv. Sayya § Sitt>],

Xyo {yyva yup Sayyo

2 "] Istros on the Borystlienes

is, historically, extremely obscure.

3] 'kept agitating.'

] 'At Marseilles.' Niebulir

il. a. Gesch., ., 639, speaks of its

"reputation for good order. " Grote, III.

532, and note. "The senate was

originally a body completely close,

which gave rise to discontent on the

part of the wealthy men not included

in it : a mitigation took place by admit-

ting into it, occasionally, men selected

from the latter."

€\€] ' finally ended.

'

4 KviSifi] its internal history un-

known.' rj Thv] 'but only

the eldest.'

5 ''^{\ but little known, Grote,

III. 243, note 2.

h ) 7(?] is the subject to(€>, ' although those in the

government exercised their piower

well.'] ' from personal rivalry.

6 ot Trepi'] This allusion to

Charicles, for we may limit the ex-

pression to him, is endorsed in Biogr.

Diet, art. Charicles. In the passage

there quoted from Lysias, contr.

Eratosth. p. 125, the expression

.1 KpiTtg, Ty

eraipei? supports Aristotle's remark,

and after the death of Critias, he is

considered by Mr. Grote as the leader

of the more violent party, viii. 370.
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oXlyot, eu ^, Trepi Eevolu-

V ' " ^ ' - '.€ , oligar-

, ^ /. ' 5 \ > \ chies.
ei' ),8'' ev Trj-,

ev] Sia

o)(\ov 3''' ev '' ^
e^ ,',-

^' 6 3, ^.
, \ ' Trj .
' '
. § 8

'iSia ' -, 1306,. ] ", ,-, 8, \

Trepl] Mr. Grote, VIII.

85, takes tliis expression as singular

' Phiyniclius.' As in the last case,

we should from Xenophon have con-

sidered Critias as the more prominent

member of the Thirty, so, from

Thucydides, Antiphon would here have

taken the place of Phrynichus, yet

the assassination of this latter seems

to show that, in the common opinion,

the leadership assigned him by Aris-

totle was correctly assigned him.^] Herm. Pol. Ant. § 178.

Compare also ill. 2, 1, a passage

which bears witness to internal dis-

putes.\ The word occurs

again II. 8, 9, as one of the foms of

superior magistrates.] Little else known ofAbydos'

internal history. It was a colony of

Miletus, Herm. Pol. Ant. § 78.

7 iK \€'\ ' are not

formed of members of the govern-

ment.
'

TTpbs Tas €] 'with a view to in-

fluence decisions.'

8 dffeXyws] 'dissolutely,' Ch. V. i.

This is the great point urged in Plato,

Repub. VIII., and almost the only one

dwelt on.

''] Grote X. 599, XI. 69,

76. Arnold, Rome, Vol. i. Ch. 21.

He was father of Dion. It appears

that he completely re-established his

fortune.

'<&\{\ Ch. III. 4, where those

whom he here calls, are

called aTrot'/cows. Cleotimus not known.
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Revolu-^ . \ Alylvt] 6
tions in, ^j., ^v' ,y , ,

'

oligar- T'?!' -^ ]-
chies. -^^-^ ^^^j^- Sia .

9 , 6 § ', '. Trj ev .
§ \~^ ^ . -

Se · yap oXlyoi

Sia ^ .
8 *]' oXiyap-

JJ '^. ^' -
·_ ~

oXiyoi, "YiXi^i ·
yap Si''

Sia , ' 8-
Trj 8.

9 A-lyivri ] I can find no

allusion to this apparently well known

transaction.

TL Kiveiv] 'to effect some political

change.

'

wpbs] "unter sicli," Stahr,

referring it and oSroi to the same

people. Yet the Greek hardly war-

rants this, however much the sense

may require it.] "The thieves."'] See above, ill. 13.

10 , . . .] oli-

garchy if it do but avoid dissension, and

act in concert, is not easily destroyed

by any fault of its own.' Such is the

view Stahr takes of the passage,

wird nicht leicht durch ihre eigene

Schuld zu Grunde gerichtet." There

is much in the context to favour this

view. There is another admissible, I

think, 'is not easily destroyed from

without, by external causes.' The

passage illustrates the chapter on

, Eth. IX. 6, p. 1167, b. 7,

where he calls it .
In both views the great point

for our oligarchical government is to

secure internal union, where the two

separate is in this. In Stahr's it will, if

united, bear up against the evil effects

of its own faults ; in the other view it

will be proof against dangers from

without.

II] ThepoliticalhistoryofElis

is not weU known. Whilst connected

with Sparta, its government would, of

course, be oligarchical. Later we

hear of factions as in the other

Greek states.

0\iyoi, . . .] ' Very few

were admitted into the gerusia be-

cause the members were life mem-

bers, and only ninety in number, and

those few were chosen only from

certain families, and in a manner

similar to that of the Gerontes at

Laoeda^mon,' Miiller, Dorians, U. 100.
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ylyverai Se '^\ ev Revolu-

, . , r « , , tions in

€if»]vrj, €v - oligar-'^ ( yap ---. "'^'^'^'

yyva, -' §, ^
Se 8§§§6

Sia avayKa^eaeai 8^. 8 Trj § 3
yp^'oL

\ 3, yva, - -
Swv 8

J] ^8. § 4
' Trj

\ §, eV, ]^ <5'- \_^'^

okiyapxLKwv Bekker.

12 \.·] I see no objection to

adopting with Stahr this change for

Bekker's oKiyapxiKQiv. Not that in

the other case there is any difficulty.

It is so easy to supply.
'Mercenaries,' 'pro-

fessional soldiers,' such as those

maintained by the Spartan govern-

ment at Athens, under the Thirty.

yap &v, K. T. .] ' He in whose

hand they place the command.' Com-

pare Grote, XI. 194.-] The brother of Timo-

leon, commanded the Corinthian

troops in the war against Argos. He
'

' stood forth as despot, taking the

whole government into his own
hands."

1 3] ' An arbiter between

the two factions.' "From experience,

as we must presume, of the par-

tiality which their domestic factions

carried into the administration of

justice, it became a general practice

to elect, by the name of podesta, a

citizen of some neighbouring state as

their general, their criminal judge and

preserver of the peace." HaUam,
Middle Ayes, I. 395, 6.

Twv irepl] unknown really, as

the doubts on the name seem to show.'] Grote x, 521, note, with

the conjecture there given.

14] passive, ' repul-

sam ferre.

'

] Coray suggests 6, and

the proposal is attractive, as

seems not at all wanted. Stahr re-

tains . ' Themselves also

of the oligarchy.'^] ' being borne

down by party.

'

'] Like its neighbour and

rival Chalcis, Eretria in the period of

its prosperity was oligarchical. Com-

pare Ch. IV. 9, and the references there

given for Chalcis. Diagoras is un-

known.
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Eevolu- . Se -
^olitfar^ ev ' eyeveTO \ ev, '
chies. atV/q Se

15 ' ',
1306 '- yap

6 ev ayopa .
ayav 6Xyapia Tfj,. / oXiyapyla. ylyvovTai \\ \ ).

oXiyap-^icov \
17 \ . yap,

TVj oXiyapyla 6Xyo ev tj?-' , yyvov ^' '
^ yyva,-, ^poayy \ yivo-

\, .
8 oXiyapylai '. ^ \ oXiyapyiai'

^ Bekker.

15 ·] The name of Archias is

prominent in Theban history, but

Mr. Grote, x. 118, does not seem able

to connect the anecdote here given

with the history of Thebes.!] ' in a factious spirit.

'

'] ' They carried so far

their desire for personal or party ven-

geance on them.'] 'pillory.'

16] To what period does this

refer? for the oligarchy at Chios,

before its revolt from Athens, B. c.

412, is mentioned as singularly pru-

dent.

airh] 'from an acci-

dent.
'

Tas &\\as dpxds] Compare the

language in III. I, 6, 7.

17 Trpos wapbvTas] 'For

the time being,' 'to suit the then cir-

cumstances.
', . . . ]

' That the

property which was rated at a given

sum so increases in value as to be

capable of being rated at a sum many
times as great.' The sentence is not

quite regular in construction.

f/c wpoaaywyrji] 'by degrees.'

18 I have omitted . Bekker



aristocra-

cies.
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Tct? ev yevei, eK

e/c €.
/ j'ljvovTai >j

\ ' ^ " ' " " - Revolu-, ^j^ug\ ^ Sia oXiyap-^ ' yap oXiyoi ,
Sici ', § ^ \^ . - ., ^ -',

(e/c yap ^, -. ^, .. -^]) , 3^ 6 ' ^.^. \, <5'.. ^
" Bekker.

mentions its omission by one MS.] 'despotical,' 'absolute/

" willkiihrliohe," forms in which their

respective principles are developed

without any check, when the law is

set aside. Compare his division of

democracies and oligarchies in VI.

(VI.) Chaps. IV. and v.

VII. I TT)V, . . .]
Of course, so far as they agree, they

would be liable to the same influences.

7e] 'seems,' and yet is not.'

2 Ti] This change I consider

imperatively required by the sense,

as in VII. (VI.) vill. 12. ' men there

be a number of high-spirited men, men
confident in themselves as being

equal in merit to their governors.'

I should greatly prefer to

as far as sense goes, and it is

adopted by Coray. But may
be referred to, and the change

is not absolutely necessary.

Uapeeviat] Muller, Dorians, n. 85,

Grote in. 512.

yap ^jaav] If this is

genuine, I am at a loss to understand

it. It must, I think, be the addition

of some ignorant commentator.

3'\ See Ch. I. 10, note.

3 iir''/] This must mean
' in the reign of Agesilaus,' but I

should prefer to read ~/\, the

genitive. This is the commoner con-

struction of , when it is used to

mark time. Schneider reads-. For Cinadon's conspiracy, see

Xenophon, ITell. ni. 3.
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Revolu- ". ^ Se

aristocra- '^i? · yup Tipe? Sia

"'^'^· 8 -. ' eav

'307 4 ^ . ],
ev:€8 SoKel1('

5 ]\8 ev 1-§ ",.
' € ' Sia ev

avTf] Tf] 8. . yap- ev >] ^ \
oXiyapyiav, Se >; -, 8 Svo' Xeyw Se Suo8\ oXiyap-

yap re yvvva
6 at ,^ yap,
Sia' ^ 8

yap 6Xiyap^j.av-, (5e . Sio-

yap , aya7v -.
7 <5' , §3 7·^'},

).. §'' ^

4] For his life and history,

with the necessary references, see

Smith, Biogr. Oict.

/;/] The second

Messenian war.

Bwo^i'as] Grote, ll. 573.'] see Ch. V. 5.

'iva] sc..'] see Ch. I. 10.

"'''] Grote, X. 552, note. Heeren,

African Nations, I. 112; also Justin,

XXI. 4, "regnura invadere, interfecto

senatu, conatus est Hanno."

5 avrf rfj] ' In the ac-

tual constitution of the government.'

ev Trj TToXiTiiq., . . . ] This is

consistent with his language, VI.

(IV.) vm. 8, 9.

6] Is this 'differ and are

superior to V''] See VI. (IV.) VIII.

I. This passage is in favour of the

change there advocated of.
into^.] sc. Trphs ;.

'\€'\ sc. ' in number,'

the numerical majorit3^

!/] ' And they are

more inclined to acquiesce in the

simple equality, whereas the wealthy,

if the form of government recognise

their superiority, do not rest content

with this, but grow insolent, and grasp

at moj-e.

'
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au eyKklvri TroXiTe'a, eiri Eevolu-

, ,
'

, ^ , < . , , » , tions in€, ^ , upi- aristocra-''. et?,§ (w?8 8), 3
yap ' ' \. 8 ' Sia ycip

g^, Sia yjipav

yap -6· , ^ 6 8^ '-, ^.
€ Sia - \, \3 '·, 8

7 ] ' It is into this one

of its two constituent elements that it

changes.

'

] 'As each of the two tries

to increase its influence.'

8] sc. ireptAicei, ire-

piayei, ' They draw it round to.

'

6 ' , . . .]
In other words, yap >. These are the two great di-

visions of political justice; the first

is the principle of, the second, that of -, Elh. v.. Chaps, vi. vii.

9 ] What does this refer

to ? Must it be carried back to § 5,

the airy, or should it be rather,

' We have an instance of this twofold

change in Thurii' ? The original con-

stitution leant tovards wealth, an

oligarchy. This tendency was not

checked, and the government be-

came more oligarchical. Hence came

a re- action in a democratical sense.

irXeiOJOs] ' too high a quahfica-

tion,' " Un cans trop ," St.

Hilaire.

eis^, ..\.] ' It was changed

into a lower rate (sc. ), and the

number of magistracies was increased.'

This is one step of the re-action to-

wards democracy. Then comes the

second point, in which the oligarchy

had gone too far.

oKiyapxiKWTdpa'] ' had a strong oli-

garchical tendency.'] ' The guards, merce-

nary, it would appear, maintained by
the oHgarohs.'

10 o'XiyapxiKa.s dvai] 'hav-

ing more of the oligarchical than of

the democratical character.'

iv] So that Aristotle

considers the proper character of the

Lacedaemonian constitution to have

been aristocratical.
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Eevolu- ^'^^-. Sio €
tions in

^ ^ / d , , > ,\ ·. r

aristocra- ^ €' ev eyeveTO,
'— 8' ev ev eyev^]. Se \-
"<, ev,

yap ,^,
2 . Se. yap Sia

payv, yvvo ],-''8-, ', ''- payv, §
13 ". ^' ay--, ,, -,

§ , .
/] It ceased to be a free city,

and ultimately was revolutionised. Its

connection with Dionysius is cha-

racterised as an act of grave im-

prudence, see Grote, X. 663, XI. 187.

It was the younger Dionysius who

caused its ruin. His mother was a

Locrian woman.

1 1 TrpSrepov] Ch. III. 10.

Ti.^ ' have abandoned some

one point.'

eixep^arepov^ 'more easily.'

iwi] Not only did the changes

mentioned, § 9, take place, but this

also.

12 \ ' At an interval

of not less than five years.'

ev Tots] ' Those in

power.'€] ' hold their own,'

' succeed, ' or supplying --, ' get the govemment into their

hands.'

13 iwl] ' to jirevent this.'] We find this term in use

at Athens, Pol. Ant. 138, but in such

a sense as the one here required, I

cannot find it elsewhere.^ ' in the

hands of the men who attemjited the

change.'
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€/ ore ^' Revolu-

'^/, rj
aristoc'a-

Se ^. ' "'^'^·^ ' - 4
yap~)(ia^, §- §. "

\ ,' '^.
§ KOivt] \ - g. StjXov ,

^^abrnty^' Si , \ Si and con-
' servation.· yap ,

Se . - 2, § ,
\ -^ , at ^^ . 8

^? ·' Siavoia, 6 · ,
). ^' , ^' ',. S ^

14 ^1] This would seem to

determine the sense of vi. lo., . . .] 'Though distant,

yet powerful.

'

5'\
This is an odd expression. In the

time when these two powers existed as

rivals, and divided the Greek political

world between them, were in fact the

Greek political world, a time distant

now for Aristotle. On the statement

itself, see Grote, VI. 45. It needs no

illustration here.

VIII. 2 oxTirep &X\o ] See IV.

(VII.) XVII. 8, 'as much as any

other point,' 'more than anything

else.'€] 'creeping in.'

] ' spend,' ' run out,' 'ex-

haust.' Compare the expression in

Thucydides IV. 3, ,
witli Arnold's note.

3 (<{\ This

clause seems to me superfluous. By
a slight change in the stopping, put-

ting a colon at-., I have de-

tached it as much as possible.^] I take this in the

passive sense. 'The mind is led to

an erroneous conclusion.'

'] sc. .^ ] The fallacy

'acervus' says Schneider.

4 TTpos ] ' Against

this commencement of the change.'
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Causes of, eireiTa -
stability ^ ~ r . , , , ^ „

^

and con- ''"^ ·^- yap .
seiva ion. ,
1308 5

^'^'^'^· ^' |/ -, 8
\ ^ \ -, , -, \ -

6 . ^ -
', . -, ,, -, \, '

.. "". ,
)

] Comi^. VI. (IV.). I, ^ -. In neither place is it very

easy to translate the expression, 'in

the way of devices,' 'to answer the

purpose of.'

5 ·€ ci<Ta-/eiv] ' By

introducing into the government those

amongst them who show capacity for

governing. ' The right introduction of

new elements would seem the great

est of the wisdom of a governing oli-

garchy or aristocracy.] ' By

acting towards one another on demo-

cratical principles.' The true prin-

ciple of an aristocracy is stated by

Arnold to be perfect equality within

the limits of its own body, and the ab-

solute superiority of that body over

the rest. This agrees with Aristotle

in tliis passage.

6 ] ' in the case of

the peers.' The use of o'l

as a political term at Sparta is well

known.; , . . .] 'By virtue of

their equality, they are, within the

limits of their own bodj', a demo-

cracy.
' ] See above Ch.

VI. 6.

7 ^ireiO'] ' Again by this ar-

rangement as to the offices.

'
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TupavviSi, , and con-

3/ 1 I \ / yi servation.^ ·<, - --.
Sia 8,' Sia -

Sia ,,, \ . g

). ) Sia

S, -, - , ,*]

avSp. Si Sia - '°·^ , *], ^ ^^,, Sh 38
Sia ppSo 'vapiSo·

fj
-,

] ' the members of the

powerful oligarchical families.'

8 TO] As was the case in

Crete, see II. x. 15.

xeipQu ] ' keep it in

hand.' The presence of danger en-

forces moderation.€] ' watch in the

night.'

9 \~\ 'rivalries.'

irpic^ ] ' Be-

fore it has absorbed them too. ' So I

construe it, taking the subject of

from\€.
; iv apxfi, . . .] ' It requires

precautions, since it is not every one

that can trace the evil at its very be-

ginning, that is the characteristic of

the statesman.'

A. F.

10 •'
When there has been, as we should

say, a large influx of the precious

metals, so that the standard, which

was high, is now one which is attain-

able by a very much larger number,

' as the result of a large supply of

money.', . . .] 'to revise the

amount of the general valuation.'

' '6'\ 'They take

the census annually.'^ ' many times

smaller.' " Vielfach kleiner," Stahr.

Mh. X. V. ir, p. 1 176, 29. -.
iv at] ' When the valua-

tions were settled.'

24
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Causes of ,
stability , , ,, , , ' ^ ' ' ' ' ' \

and con- eTTiTeiveiv avievai, eav ^],
servation.

^^^^^-, S' /»;,
11 . yap

oXiyap-' 3§ ylyva,' 8' §, <5' 6Xyap^a -
12' ^. 3e ] § oXiyap-^ia

]] ^, , \^ StSovai (^3-
yap, ^ ),

8 , }] ' 8,' 7poayy· ]
ytv yyyva-^ "^, § ,

13^ . 8
] Sta ', 8 -^^•, 8, Se

oXiyap'^ia oXiyap-^iav

>].
14 Sia . S'

" Bekker.

] ' to meet,,' ' to correspond

with' the multiplication.

1 1 ;] refers to avihras

; e/ceij/ws to-
vovTas.

12 ^.] which Bekker in-

closes in brackets, must be rejected.

is not a. Compare

the end of Ch. IX. and the opening

of Ch. X. It is, I believe, a clear

case in which we can trace an addi-

tion; there are so many other in-

stances in which, unfortunately, we
^

can only suspect one.
|

j

yap] ' For men get

corrupted.

'

] 'at any rate not.'

Toh;; dyeiv] ' So to con-

duct matters by the laws and institu-

tions of the state.' Compare the use

of yy, VI. (IV.) V. 3.] ' To remove

their supporters from home.

'

;-!] =$$,
' their followings,' clientela.

13 "-" Tiva] The institution of a

censorship.

I

TO, ...] ' To be on your
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aei - Causes of

\ ^· Xeyw anclcon-. ] - nervation.' twv ,
yap SiaXvei Sia. , § -^ - 5

\ Trj aWrj· 8€. oXiyap-

^. yap ayavaov pyvo 6- , \'§ '^, '' ,
\ . 8· 17§ , -
· 8-)^ yap yvpo 1309. yap-3, 3 yvpo'. ^', ^ jg^ -^. yap3 ^', -8 Sia §^, yyva (-

Sia ^ 'ipyoig, yvpo^· ^. - ig

guard against a prosfjerous class, or

the pi'osperity of a class. ' Or is it a

somewhat diiferent meaning, one more

consonant with the general sense of

^ ;, ' To guard against the

fluctuations of prosperity, which visits

the different parts of the state in

turns,' so that now one class is

formidable, now another? These

changes require precaution.

14 rh del roh, ...] That is, never

to let one or other of the oppo-

site classes monopolise the govern-

ment.

iwieiKeis] Here the political

sense of the word is quite evident.

1 5 Tij AWy] ' The general

administration of the state, ' or, as we
might say, 'the economy.'

16 Trpbs Tois$^] ' suis

negotiis vacare.'] 'where this is not done,' 'to

have leisure to attend to their own

private concerns.'

17] sc. t6 Kephaivuv Tas.
1 8 TTpiis Tois i'Siots] 'at their own

business.'

19 ToO^ oiv, ...] With a view

24—2
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Causes of ^ yiyvecrOw ^ -
stability / > ^ ·< »
and con- povTWv Twv, -
servation.

^^/^^ ^,^^^^ Se8
Sei ^.

20 ^ei § §,.§, ^,
^ \ Saira-^' ^ ' \^ - -, \

' , ·>], -, §, §
yap -

21 . 8 --^ -, 8, / ,·.
to,' 'in order that the public money

may not be embezzled,' 'eo consilio

ut.'·/] 'copies,' 'duplicates.'

/] generally, at any rate, a

military term. In Xenophon, Hiero

IX. 5, it has a civil sense,^
^ yap , /, ',
^. The passages Schneider in his

note quotes from the Hellenics, only

support his view on the supposition

that in Argos and Thebes, the civil

and military divisions corresponded.] {$ ris 5'
y^pas, is his language in

Eth. V, X. 7, p. H34 b- 6; and

honours would not be needed if the

offices were a source of gain. Compare

note on VII. (VI.) vii. 7.

20 Tas KTififfecs'] See Ch. V. 5, where

we have ras , and for %
here vre have ras -. ] 'not by gift or be-

quest, but by inheritance on the

principle of family; there should be,

however, a limitation in the number,'

and consequentlj' on the amount, ' im-

posed by the society,' ^
•) avThv.

2 J rois e/c ;] equivalent

to Tois , ' The
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Si Tim '^^^^^^^^', for office., 8 ?
ŷap, -, , ^, ^

', §, 6 , '',
,. 3· ,

' '\,. '"
4, ',.

members of the governing body.' The

mention of them, and the limitation

of all the higher offices to them, leads

him to speak of the qualifications re-

quired in them. Also, as remarked

in the summary, in the possession of

these qualifications is found one of

the great positive guarantees for

safety.

IX. I The three qualifications are

given repeatedly. Compare the speech

of Pericles, Thuc. II. 6o, yvQvai

hiovra , \-
TToXis re . In

Aristotle, Ehet. ll. Ch. I.

-^-] ' a very great ca-

pacity for the duties of the office.'] Eth. V. lo, 5^, p. 1 135,

3, ] ',
ewel ' ',.

2] 'are not found com-

bined in the same person.'] In this passage the two

words and seem used

almost indifferently. This may help

in the difficult passage, VI. (IV.)

VI. 3.

Tivos, . . . ]
' Which, as a

general rule, men are likely to have a

larger amount of.'

3 ydp, . . .] 'For more

men share in goodness than in the

qualifications required in a general
;'

or, ' there is a smaller portion of these

falls to the lot of men in general, than

there is of goodness.'] ' The knowledge re-

quired.'

4 K&v] ' Supposing that there

exist the capacity to administer the

state.'

"H ] 'Is it not that f Compare

for the thought contained in the

i
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The quali- ^^ ^ elvai,' \
for^office ^'^ ^''i'^p^'TOvcTiv^ \€,

KwXuei . 'AttXw? ^6,

^ .
General ^ .
precepts. > / ^ . . „' -, -

6. §e 8 ,,
yap ^ ' \

7 '- oXij.,
,

\ ^ \^, ',-, ^' §
Sia ')(}] \^

8, § .
passage, , . . ., But-

ler's Sermons, Sermon I., concluding

paragraph, where the statement is just

reversed.

5 'AttXcDs ^] 'Passing from all par-

ticular points of the question as to how
constitutions are preserved, we may
say in general terms, ' &c.

hv rois ] " Leges quibus

civitates continentur, " Nickes, p.

115. But it seems to me rather a re-

ference to another work of Aristotle's

answering in title, though not in

spirit, to the of Plato.

rats iroXiTeiais] democracies and oli-

garchies, with their varieties and

kindred forms, no thought of mo-

narchy. Ch. II. I.!6^']. (IV.) XII. I.

VII. (VI.) VI. 2.-] ' the most im-

portant elementary principle.'

7 elvai "} ' The

strengthening of the constitution as it

exists is the only right thing. ' Such

I conceive to be the meaning. Com-

pare VII. (VI.) I. 10.

T7jV ] ' Its due

proportion as a part.

'

] ' of all the counter-

balancing parts. ' It needs the relief

of the other features.

8 T0.s SX\as woXiTeias] Gottling

and Stahr defend the EWas from the

sequel. I conceive it to have been in-

troduced to match in, but unlike that, to be entirely

unneeded and out of place.
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yap- §/ ' General, ' 3 ·' ,, (5' ovSe. Sio Set g

ayvoeiv ,' 8 8,. ^
yap 8 -, ', , 1310' -. 8 ev §, § ,

§ yap \, , § 3^ Xeyeiv , 8§ ,. yap
" 8" 8 \

Kalwep;, . . .] Comp.

Fth. VII. vii. 6, p. 1 149, b. 34,

Tjjs. By I con-

ceive he means not his ,
or ideal, but the best arrange-

ment of these corrupt forms, demo-

cracy and oligarchy.

9 6' .\6\ If equality of pro-

perty is introduced, it may be a good

or an evil, but at any rate it changes

the constitution.^ TOis '^ vb-

{\ If this reading is the true one, I

see no other way of interpreting it

than this: 'so that whilst only wishing

by their laws to destroy the antagonist

principles or their opponents in whom
that principle is embodied, they really

are destroying the constitution. ' But
I suspect that the true reading is

Xaipovres, see § 13, o?s,
' so that, whilst taking delight in

passing laws based on their superiority,

whilst glad of every opportunity of

carrying out their principle, they are

in reality destroying the constitution,'

05 ' 5. This is

open to two renderings, I think. By
the one it would be equivalent to'-, 'laws carried to excess;'

by the other, ' laws based on the su-

periority existing, '
' corresponding

to it.'

1 1] Mr. Grote vill. 400,

speaks of this " plainspoken oligar-

chical oath.", ...] 'To view

it in quite the opposite light, or, if

not, to pretend they do.'
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Iducation. TovvavTLOV, ev " -
8." Me'yi^Toi' <5e twv§ , oXiywpodcri -,^ . yap

\ ^^^, \^-
Tfj, ,,

^' ''^, oXiyap^^iKcog. ' yap '
13, . §,-^ ,' -' 38. S'

6Xyap^La - , §
yiyvovTai yyvavo ,

'4 ) '.-.. yap,
15 Trj. yap ' ,

'" >] , ,. Xrj ev, '}-

^] 'affichant,' 'put-

ting forward ostentatiously.

'

5 -] Compare V.

(VIII.) I., and I. xiii. 15.-] Compare V. (VIII.

)

I. r.

12] 'assented to

and fully accepted by a joint act of all

tlie citizens.'

ei' ]] Unless the citizens

are by habit and education in harmony

with their constitution, so that their

feelings and characters answer to it

fully.

e'iwep yap ^] above § 4. MJi. Vir.

II. 32, p. 1 152. 20.

1 3 ] We find the same language

in Plato, Republic vm, 536, D. iVx^os,,,
\$, -,; re !, ...

14 ] ' The

contrary of their true interest, ' for the

expression, see II. ix, 37.

yapicTiv, . . .] VII. (VI.) II,

I—4, vhere the statements are

practically equivalent, though differ-

j

ing in form and more full.

I
15 "'s ] Eur. Fr. 91, p.

I

180, Ed. Diud. Svo., 'as you will.'
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"^, ? ·]^. (5' / yup Education,

^ei SovXeiav eivai , uXXa., Sia ^,.- ^' '^, ^
Si^ . '§6 3- d'an^? - - 6®™·

). . 1310

yap , §- · Sio

St] , Svoiv

\ . - ^'
»; 3^ . .

^^ yap Monarchy., \ ^
^ , ^> , 6 \

6 ] It is the

old question of the distinction be-

tween licence and liberty, the igno-

rance as to -what really constitutes

liberty. For the meaning of this

word see M. Dunoyer's remarks,

Liberie Ou Travail, Vol. i., p. 23 and

foil.

X. r wepl;] He passes

from the, the constitutions

of Greek freemen, however far re-

moved from the standard he would

wish to see established, to the govern-

ment of one, and of course mainly to

the corrupt form of that government,

as the really practical question ; the

other by his definition being strictly

impossible, and even a tolerable ap-

proximation being very rare.

76/3 Tas Tro\iT(ias] This expression

excludes monarchy from the constitu-

1

tions, as I have remarked before.

2 Kara ] 'stands

on the same level with,' 'answers to,'

"schliesst sich an," Stahr. So that

the reasoning which holds good for the, will hold good for the.
3 , . . . ] 'And to begin

wdth, at once, their origin is,' &c.

TTpbs, ...] 'With a view

to assistance against the people.'

Tois] '

' der hoheren Stande,"'

says Stahr rightly, ' the upper classes

look to the king for protection.'

apeTiji] 'The class of

actions which naturally are the pro-

duct of virtue in a man.'

yevov;'] sc. '^. Compare III. xvill. i.
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Origin of eTTi , 6 §^
Monaichy.

^^q^^ ^^< ^/. / € ^§
4 yap yeyova^iv Sayyv
5, 3 yvpo.

yap ,
§ , 8

\
pyovv, ^'

( yap

Sopya ] ^, ^' oXiyap^icov

6 .
yap- ,, Sia, ,

' "A.pyo, ^, ' \ ·-9 ^' '
y ayya., .' yap, '" yvov,

4 €6] 'from actual

instances that have occurred.' Com-

pare Grote III. 25.

5' rhv] ··.
e/c £ ] The re is super-

fluous.] 'Wishing to over-

step the hereditary limits of their

power.'

Tas $ $]
' the magistracies civil and religious.'

See Grote 11. 320 ; note on The6rs.

6 6^] 'Facility

of accomplishing their object.' There

is no so successful conspirator as he

who wields the executive.

%] 'Of their office.'

Pheidon, Grote II. 427, Niebuhr u.

a. Gesch. I. 313, where he is placed

very early, quite in the pre-historic

times.

wepl '] The putting down

of these despots at the time of the

Ionic revolt is a well authenticated

historical fact. Their rise and go-

vernment is obscure.

Phalaris, Grote v. 273 and foil.

Pansetius, the earliest Sicilian tyrant.

He had been general in a war with

Megara. See Clinton, F. B. I.-, b. 0.

608.] Herod, v. 92.

7 ' ?) yivovs]

Compare III. xvm. i.
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' evepyea'iaq, re ^. Origin

, , „ ' ,r ' Monarchy
yap^£€ evep- ,

yeTeiv , ^- §\, ·, -,
|009, ,.8 \ ^^ \ /.

6 ,
aSiKov, 6 ^§ / and the. 8,-', ^ compared., 8 .

§( §, S .
Sio \ , '°. )., 8 Sia . " ] "

\ - CV r \ ~ 1 ,
Tyranny.,,

(' yap 8 civayKalov^ §, Sio

evep'/eaias'] III. xiv. 12.] " auf Macht dazu," Stahr.

' The possession of power to enable

them to seize the kingly dignity.

'

8 &TavTei\ sc. ol ai\es, to the

exclusion of.] This passage seems to im-

ply in Aristotle a ditferent view of

Codrus from the common one. The ge-

neral account is that he was hereditary

king of Athens, and saved his country

by his death. The language here

used, implies that he earned his

kingly station by his services. It

places him on a level with Cyrus..6] Compare a passage in

Mr. Grote's Hist. iv. p. 20. After a

r^sumi of the state of Macedonia, &c.,

he adds, "Their position was first

altered by the enterprise and ability

of a family of exiled Greeks, who con-

ducted a section of the Macedonian

people to those conquests which their

descendants, Philip and Alexander

the Great, afterwards so marvel-

lously multiplied." For the Molossi,

IV. 22.

9 ^, . . . ]
' The idea of a

king is that he is a guardian.' Com-

pai-e Rhet. I. viii. 5, p. 1366, 6,! .
el % IdLas, . , .] 'Except so

far as the tyrant's own personal inte-

rests are served thereby.'

) ] Of course 'personal enjoj'-

ment,' "to gorge each prevailing pas-

sion," Am. Rome I. Ch. xxi. p. 474.

10 e/s] The preposition

is required before , the

sense is not complete without it.] ' Formed from the citi-

zens.'

11 oTi , . . .] Eeturns on § 2,

Tas .
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Tyi-anny. Trapaipeaiv oirXwv

SioiKi^eii/-
12 , \ .

8 3
).

·}] 731·, ,
13 § §. 18 -, · -, § ^ .

·^8 ^, -^
\· Sia \ 8 \ Sia-

iroXXol ')^ -, 8 Si^,
14 . \ , -, \ \ ·

\ ,. ^ \^, ^' .
15 <^' . ,

Monarchy. „ , ^ n r ^ , ^ ^ , , y
Its dan- · (^-
^^®· - ,'

TrapaipeaLv] 'The common

tyrannical measure of seizing the

arms.'

.'] Compare the treatment

of Mantinea, for instance, by the

Spartan oligarchy.

12\ i'als.'

13 IlepiacO/ooi;] The statement

here is consistent with III. xill. i6 in

which see note.] ' As was hinted then.'

TTjs , . . .] is, and that as may be seen

from § 10 is partly ,
partly rijs , or as it is here

, '

^.
14 ] 'The ends they aim at

are the same{ ) as in

oligarchies and democracies, the con-

stitutions of freemen, so also,' &c.

at] ' Some attack the life, others

the power.

'

1 5] ' Of the several kinds.'

Comjjare his chapter on -, Rhet.

II. ii, p. 1378, 31.] 'Therefore they

attack the tyrant's person.' It is re-

venge they seek, not tlieir own ad-

vantage.
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-^ {j-wepoyrji, Tiei^KTTpaTiSwv Sia - Monardiy.

8\, -
uoSiov 6 yap3 Sia ^, 6 'Apt-

'

Sia pSov. S - 6

piavSpu) Sia

TraiSiKtav 8 . SI 131 1' ' Sia", '
AepSa Sia ,.· Sia yap yvaa, - ;

S' yyvva Sta. -, -
\ yap ,

\ yvo, Sioti yapv ouS-' Sv 6o\oya, , -^ \,S' ', Se, 8 \- t^s -, . . . ] Quoted in the

Scholia to Aristophanes, Ach. 990,

Ed. Dind. Grote lY. 152.

16 Periander, above v. 9.

Philip's death in 336 B.C., is the

latest event noticed in this work of

Aristotle's, Grote xi. 711.

irepl".\ ' By Attalus.

'

Compare, for the expression, Ch. vi. 6.

..'\ This allusion is obscure.

The mention of Derdas seems to point

to Amjmtas II., the father of

Philip, for Derdas, prince of Elymia

was a kinsman of his, who acted in

concert with him. It is a point on

which Aristotle was likely to be cor-

rect
; but we have a want of historical

data.

'Eiiaybpa] For his history, see Grote

X. 18, and foil.; for this particular

incident, p. 33, with note. The eu-

nuch's name was Thrasydseus.

yap 6, ...] ' For because his

son, the son of Evagoras, had taken

away from him his wife, he killed

Evagoras, as feeling that he had been

insulted by liim.' So I render the

passage with Stahr.

17] This name varies.

Grote, X. 63. Eli-ateuas is the form

there given..\] See Thuc. ri. 100.] ' even a somewhat

shght ground, viz., that.'

'-] King of the Lyncestae

is mentioned Thuc. iv. 79.] 'quarrel.'

KXeoTrar/ias] She, it appears, was

his father's widow.-%] ' alienation.

'
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^'itTdan'^
"^^^ ^^ "^^ /3ajOe'a)? (pepeiv §(-.

geis. Se ' 6 Sia

8 · yap Tfj--, Si'' ^' '^'. § \'^, 3 ),.§
^' ? Siu '

19. ] ^] Sia' ^ ^'', ), \§-
\, ) ^ '

10 \ ' §6.- ,·' §§ 8] - 6^- 88. § ^
11 ^'. Se Sia

' yap , ]
\ · ^^^,

8 KaTrjyev€$] 'he did

not restore him, though he had pro-

mised to do so.' Hellanocrates then

was an exile.

Parrhon. Smith, iiief. reads

Python. Mr. Grote, also, x. 516.

Adamas. Grote, I. 21, note. loan

find no historical notice of him.] For the history of this

prince, see Grote, X. 408, and foil.

19 ( tcis &, . . .]

difficult passage. Stahr, in his

translation, makes , . . .,

depend on the verbs, cve-, " selbst ihre Obrigkeiten

und Beherrscher getodtet oder zu tod-

ten versucht." It would be quite as

natural to make it depend on,
o'l, 01 . I do not see what is to

be done with the passage.;] Grote, I. 225, note, de-

riving their name from Penthilus, son

of Orestes. Compare also 11. 27, iii.

84, 265.

Myas] Nothing more known,

any more than of Smerdis.

20 Euripides. On this anecdote of

Euripides, see Grote, x. 63.^ This revenge was not

till six years after the death of Euri-

pides.

21 TCLS$] 'So also in

the case of monarchies.

'

^''/] Grote, VI. 493,
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3\ "wepi, Monarchy.

fiiip^ov, ' ,,^,,.^

Sia ^. 8 Sia, ~^- ^apSavuTraXov iSoov ,
ot Xiyovcriv 8 ',' ' ye . - 23- Sia ,^ ] .

\ Si Sia Sia

yap . 248 Sia· yap \-
8 8- ^,, ,

'y] Sia8 pyva, 8, "
6 Qpa^'8 payo . Se Sia 25, Sia8,>].8. 8 Sia

yypov , S''·8 yap Suva-

is.. 3· If the account there given is

correct, the only change required in

the passage is to place the before

the verb. He had been ordered at a

banquet to execute Darius, had not

done so, and therefore, from fear of

the consequences of his disobedience,

assassinated Xerxes, B.C. 465. Arta-

banus was an Hyrcanian, compare

Smith, £iog7: Diet.

22 Sardanapalus. His legendary

character seems recognised by Aris-

totle, who mentions him again, MJi.

I. iii. 3, p. 095, b 2, as a type of

luxury.

23] Smith, Diet. Biog. Grote,

XI. 121.'] sc..

24'] ' To hold when they

have seized it.'

Kvpos] Was Cyrus then the general

of Astyages ? See Winer, Real

Worterbuch, art. Kyros. The early

history of Cyrus is very obscure, and

the subject of many conflicting state-

ments.

6~/] 'was worn out.''] Xenophon, Hell. ill. ii. 2.

Anab. vii. ii. 32.

25.] Ariobarzanes was

merely a satrap of the region near

the Propontis and Hellespont. He
revolted from the Persian king 367-

366, and was joined by Datames, a

Carian officer of Artaxerxes in Cap-

padocia. Mithridates, son of Ario-
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Monarchy, Si ' , paSlw?

gers., . Se §-
' \

26 . yap' §, ). Sia^ aW Sia,^, \ Si' ] \-, -,
27 So^av. '-^ Sia· yap S 8 -
28', ]·_ . -

SI ^, puSiov S' -' yap ''
Sva, ,,

^9 . (5e

barzanes assaissinated Datames, but

apparently not Ariobarzanes. Grote,

X. 496.

epaaos ecrriv'] "giebt Unterneli-

mungsgeist," Stahr, 'inspires con-

fidence.' I suspect this of being an

addition later, and should prefer the

passage without it. In that case,, would refer to t7]v

and .\ 'There is another form.'

26 Khu &\\r}S, ...] 'just

as they would do in the case of any

any other remarkable action.' The

ambition in this case aims not at gain

or power, but its object is the renown

or notoriety which the action will con-

fer. It is the love of fame by

itself.

2 7^ in a neuter sense.

&v ^] ' supposing him not

destined to succeed in the enterprise.'

For, compare Ch. VII.

12, where it stands alone with the

same force.

28 oh, . . .] 'On these

ought to wait,' ' There ought ever to

be present with them the view of

Dion.' Grote speaks, xi. 118, of his

" enthusiastic temperament."

8 Trep ' wpoeXOeiv] 'at

the point to which he should have been

able to advance.', . . .] 'He was con-

tent that he should have got so

far, and so far only, towards his ob-

ject.'
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) eva , , Monarcl

„y ,y ; , J , , , , , Its dan,
fi
. gers.

§\ Sia - ^^^^- 3e, -, - 30

^' ', 8 TvpavvlSi ' 'HaioSov

{\ yap '
^,- \ Sia. .§^. " ^' , 31^,, -, ' ], ' ,

' ', ,
29 ] ' on ac-

count of the opposition between them

in principle.'

30 Aa/ceSai/xirioi] Thuc. I. 18, for

the fact.'] This statement would

seem to refer to the period of more

than fifty years that elapsed between

the expulsion of the Gelonian dynasty

and the accession of Dionysius the

elder, "the best and most prosperous

portion of Sicilian history." The

other despots were then expelled.

Grote, V. 316.

31 {\ See vi. 10, for the

same expression.

ol{\ The tyrant's family

or friends, the associates of his

power.

vdv\ 'in our own day.'^] supp. < or, ' The revolution in the case

of Gelon.' Grote, v. 310.-''!]; would

be more strictly correct, but it makes

A. P.

no practical difiference which word is

used in such a place. Compare VI.

(IV.) IV. 28, 6 7? 6

oi -. ' Flatter-

ing his worst propensities, and urging

him on to gratification.'] is here active. " He con-

trived to put him indirectly aside, and

thus to seize thegovernment forhimself.''] seem to mean the same as

oi^.
oi ,] Schneider and

Coray wish to understand, but

this is not satisfactory. The oi -% seems to refer to the same per-

sons as , but

.$, on the other hand, seems to

include these. The easiest change

would be to make oi refer to another

party, the party who expelled them,

and read. 'But the ex

pelling party, availing themselves ol

the opportunity thus afforded them,

as a result of their combination, ex-

pelled them one and all, Thrasybulus

25
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Monarchy,.. Se/,^
Its dan-

gers. 8, 8. Svo Se

' ~ Si'' ' ,, 3, ., S
33 . S· -8^ ^, Sh-· -

apaSSa . S
S·

34 . Sk -· Sm^ . S
Sia , Si''

lpaS(v \ .\
35. ·

and his opponents, so far as those op-

ponents were partisans of the dynasty.

'

If the text, which Bekker keeps, is to

be retained—and I do not feel confi-

dent of the propriety of any altera-

tion—then I can only constrae it:

' But the party amongst them that

combined, when it had got thus far,

saw that it had got an opportunity,

and availed themselves of that oppor-

tunity to get rid of Thrasybulus, and

with him of his nephew, the son of

Gelo, and any other claimants of the

tyranny there might be.' I am not

sure whether Mr. Grote's expression

(v. 411), "He (Thrasybulus) provoked

amongst the Syracusans intense and

universal hatred, shared even by many

of the old Gelonian partizans," may

be taken as favourable to this last

rendering.

32 KTjdecrTrjs'] He had married

Arete, the daughter of Dionysius by

Aristomache.

Set] ' must exist,' It is quite incon-

ceivable that it should not, is Aris-

totle's meaning. It is a necessity of

his position, connoted, in fact, by

the term tyrant. ' Though this

must exist, it is often from con-

tempt, &c.'

33 5'] Opportunities.'

] for the relation be-

tween! and -, compare Shet.

II. iv. 30, 31, p. 1382, I.

34] ' It is more effi-

cient.
'

'more impetuously,'

'vehemently.'\] Eth. VII. vii. 9,

p. 1149, 25. It does not calculate

consequences, it does to a certain ex-

tent reason out its gTOunds,

\6yoi TTois.

5i . . . . ] Pa-

renthetical. Tois , 'To

follow one's impulses bhndly.'

35 ] " Mehr
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TTCtpeiTTiv, priSiov, e-^ Monarchy:

(iveu. ev elirelv, -^ ) ',
yap -. ' , 36

^ (5'. , 1313,,. ' 37

,' ^,-,, , ' ,
] .̂

ap^rj ,. - 3^

=· yi-yvwuTai, Bekker.

dagegen tliut dies der Hass," Stahr.

' Still hatred is a stronger impelling

power than anger,' though the latter

may be more vehement. Or

\·, ' it acts more

deliberately.'

yap dpy^l Rhct. II. ii. I. p. 1378,

31, and for the contrast the passage I

have quoted above.] SXiyapxia .
diaiperal;] ' Tyrannies in

more hands than one.' Compare VII.

(VI.) VII. 7, $.
36 ^] See §31· St.

Hilaire takes it of the agents it em-

ploys. I should rather take it of the

royal family.^] The kings themselves.

37 I have little hesitation in adopt-

ng here Spengel's correction, p. 14,

note 17. Bekker's text is given at

the foot. 'If you have instances

of the rule of one, of monarchies,

they are tyrannies.' Still, whilst

adopting it, I think Bekker's reading

may be supported. For the substance

of the remark compare Grote II. 89,

note.

yyvova] ' do not come into ex-

istence.'

' efcat] 'Whereas now
there is a large body of equals.*, . . .] 'As to square

veith the greatness and high estima-

tion of the office.'

iKbvTei\ 'With their will,' and if

against their will, this of itself consti-

tutes a tyranny.

38 yevoi\ 'hereditary monar-

chies.'

20—

3
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Monarcliy. Sei -
Its dan- ^ ^ ' < ' ± '

ggj.g. jLvecTOaL ,
'

paSia yap · yap,' 6 \ .-^ §.
1 1 ^' § SrjXov ,

Bs'safety'
"'^^' '^'^^'^'^'^ ayeiv -. yap , -

avayKaiov - yap

yivovTai^' ' ',
2 . Sia yap^ 8,^ Sia § 8, \ -' yap,.
3 ). yvvaiKa ,^ -
3§ " ;

4 ^'I'^'C-
"' "^^ yap." /

Sijo -, ' ^ Sioi-.
$] tlie destruction

which is an historical fact now.

'

^^] ' Insult without the power

to support their conduct.'

yap iylveT6\ The tense sup-

ports the rendering I have given of

T^s.
XI. I ras ^\] The

answering to this is found in § 4,

«i Tvpavvides.

] 'Their power as a

whole.' But the is far from

easy.

2 irepl MoXoTToiJs] Grote ni. 8, 9.

Tj] Grote II. 467.·{\ ' Having esta-

bUshed it as a check.'

4 Tovs,] 'The exact

opposites of one another.'

6/€(5] 'Tlie traditional

one, and that according to which.'
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- JJeplavSpov .' Tyranny.

, V
^

^ . . ' - - Itii safety,
de ^ \apeiv. .

(5e , · re, 5,, € eav€ 33 "€ TraiSeiav ,'' 8, ,
\ ' <[, ) ^-· yap ' -. ^ \- 63 ' yap,8.

yap . 7

yav Xyv -,' , -
oayyS, \
', ' XXoyo·' yap, ,

KCV, . - 8

ypov Srj-

yvpo \ ,\ -,,
] 'The Per-

sian system of government.'

5 ; re] ' as far as is possible.'\ Those of high

spirit. Grote, VIII. 351.

re ] ' confidence

in oneself, and confidence in others,'

' spirit and mutual confidence.

'

;] ' literary assemblies or -
unions.'

XK6yos] Is this

'meetings for discussion'? The re-

lations between the present French

government and the Academy are a

curious illustration of this passage.

dyctDres] a still further

application of the maxim 'divide et

impera.'

6 , ...] 'and all other

measures of this kind, which are de-

rived from the Persians or barbarians,

are suitable to tyranny.'

7 al TroTaywyldes] = Trpoaaywyloei

' tale-bearers.'] Grote, V. 304, XI.

69.

8 avyKpovetv] ' to produce clashing.'

iiirus -]] "sa

garde ne lui cotlte rien a entretenir,

"
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iTjsafety
'^^^'^^'^ '^^' "^^^ "^ '^^^' € -

— . '78' Se " ^
A'iyvTTTov \ \|/(5)/"8 1§, \],'·- yap,- \ -' . -, · yap. .

§ 6,
yvo §. -

dia , 8, ,§
I' S . § §
yyvova , yvvaiKOKpaTia, ''ayy , \
8:) Sia yap-^ \ yvva ,
St. Hilaire, ' That he may not have

to maintain a large force.'

Trpbs Tip'.'] See note on Ch.

VIII. i8. See Plato, Rep. ix. 567. 8.

9 \-] Grote, IV. 146, 327.

The other instances of great monu-

ments erected by taskwork, and partly

with political views, are so familiar as

to need no references. We have simi-

lar facts in other history.

10 ] There seems some-

thing wanting here, as other editors

have felt. If it stand as it is, it must

mean, 'the bringing in' or 'payment

of the taxes' is another part of the

system. Compare on the taxation of

Dionysius, Grote, x. 640, xi. 69.\ Tliis seems not to hold

good of all tyrants. In fact, war

with this object is a two-edged weapon.

The speech attributed to Louis

Philippe—La guerre c'est la revolu-

tion, la revolution c'est la guerre

— and that of Louis Napoleon at

Bordeaux—L'Empire c'est la paix—
seem to show that war is by no

means a necessary characteristic of go-

vernments which may fairly be classed

as tyrannical. The elder Napoleon, on

the other hand, found his interest, as

he thought, in war, as did the govern-

ment of the elder Bourbons.·> xpda] This, of course,

supposes in the tyrant the ability to

take the command in war; otherwise,

as men like Tiberius and Domitian

felt, there is a great danger in this

respect,— the successful commander

so easily becomes an aspirant to the

supreme power.

II Compare Plato, Republic, viii.

562, E., . ... is re Tas

reXevrav-,
...

ciceais] Plato, as above,- , ' ijTTOv

& .
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Te avayKaiov€ eivai 8- Tyranny.

\ \ f ' ' ^ ^ '· Its safety' yap eivai ., ^ 6

^''';( yo-p 8 /coXa^),

Se , '34. yap Sia '·
yap-, ouS^ '

'-,. ^ ' 13

yap , . 3-
8'' yap

6, \^ ^" -? \ ^4' \', <5'., . "
<5' '8.

yap \, ^5

(^ yap -),§ 8 ^' -
yap -' §6

Sia -

12 '4pyov %] The charac-

teristic of the flatterer.'] ' Is fond of low asso-

ciates. Compare Eth. vill. vii. 5, p.

1158, 27, on the friends chosen by

men in power.

13 } yap, ff. ..] Tor one nail

drives out another.

(] ' of high bearing.'

\€€] ' and having a free

carriage.'

14^ ' iWeiirei^ In

this we find the compensation for his

apparently cold eniuneration of the

evil expedients of the tyrant. Their

short but decisive condemnation places

tlie rest in its true light, as the scien-

tific exposition of the question, and

leaves no doubt, such as exists in the

case of Machiavelli, of his moral

judgment.-] ' comprehended under

three heads.'

15 ToC^] ' their thoroughly

distrusting one another.'
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Tyranny. (, Sia \
Its safety. ,/,. ^ .9 \ / , r ~ , -€ KaTayopeveiv eavTwv

^6. ^' ] yap

€-7-6€ 3, ovSe§€ -^. eh, ·
yap avayayoi, , (5'

17 ^, 8' .
Si oS, 6 ^8 _

8 . 8
yap

-^, -, -, 3, -) -
yap

19 . -
8, ^' 88-

^^^ , 8 -, § '

6, ·/] "Ohn-

macht zur Ausfiilirung feindlicher

UnternehmuDgen," Stahr. I think the

meaning is different rather ' The sense

of inability to carry on the govern-

ment if immediately successful;' and

yet the context must be allowed

to favour Stahr's translation. In sup-

port of my translation I would quote

IX. I . : -^ ^-
TT]S apxrjs, and again, § 4,.

17 e?s] See § 4», . . . The first assumes the

tyrant to be thoroughly and con-

sistently the tyrant ; the second con-

ceives him as capable of ameliorating

his government, as improving under

power, as the despot rather than the

tyrant, the arbitrary governor still,

but the governor for the good of his

people and of himself.

18 iv "] 'guarding

carefully one point only. ' This point

was thoroughly well understood by

the Eoman emperors, especially by

the founders of the system, Augustus

and Tiber ius.'] ' For if he once give up

this also.

'

19] 'the primary requisite,'

VII. (VI.) II. I, 'the fundamental

condition.'

BoKetv] sc. irouiv.] 'lavish-

ing it in such gifts. ' Compare Hal-
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, Tyranny.

' -> Its safety.' ·,
]^ \-, Xoyov cnroSiSovTa^, '//§

yap 8 '
8. 8 8( -(^ . y -' -

\ · yap -
pyav. \ 8^

yap^, 8. 2
\ \opya8 -
vyova, 3]^,

\ ^, \^ , 8 -
vyvova ^. -
y·vv paSiov' Sio

8 ,
lam, Mid. Ag. . 66, "The sting of

taxation is wastefulness. What high-

spirited man could see without indig-

nation the earnings of his labour,

yielded ungrudgingly to the public de-

fence, become the spoil of parasites

and speculators."

·{\ 'with scanty earnings.'

Sb^ei] should surely be Sb^eiev.

20 Tois] "von ihrem

Lande entfemt," Stahr. 'To tyrants

who are absent from home.'] sc. t6 .
Compare Hume's remarks on Stephen,

Vol. I. p. 295. " Stephen, by seiz-

ing this money, immediately turned

against Henry's family the precaution,

which that prince had employed for

their grandeuj- and security, an event

which naturally attends the policy of

amassing treasures."

ehl Se, ...] 'Tyrants

who leave home are more afraid of

those they leave in charge, than of the

citizens.' Such, believe, is the con-

struction of these words.

2 1 ras, . . .] vyev
Ttts is simple enough, but not

so avvayeiv.

.% XeLTOvpyias] This word must

have a very general sense, 'services.'

% re;, ...] 'for the

administration of the state, both in

peace and war.' The tyrant was to be! by § 19.

KOLvuv] To identify himself with the

state.; ivTvyxdvovTas] ' those whom he

meets.'
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Tyranny., So^av . € Se
Its safety. \ > '^,' /' / 'O'V

. ,
veov veav, 8^ ^

23. 8 ", \ Sia -'. -
yap

8(, ^ ,, '//'

^4 ] ., ,( yap -
6, ' 6, ovS^ , '

6. -
6- yap \ -.·

yap -
1315, \-' ,- \ . ''. -. -, '' \ -

^7.• , ' ',· yap -. ^ ] ,
22 &\\ ^] These words are

of course the subject of -.
2 3 U, . . .] 'So too must

the women of his family bear them-

selves towards other women.' This

danger had been especially felt in the

history of Persia.

24] 'open to attack.'

26] 'silliness/ 'weak-

ness,' ' niaiserie.'

re a-yaOovs, ...] 'He must

conciliate the distinguished in every

department.'

27 ' eiVfp] 'If it is absolutely

necessary to raise one, then the

remedy must be in raising others with

him, as a check.'
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yap '-
j'^-J'^^'|'"{^". §^,

€ TrpoaaycoyT]? § -^. € Se "pya, ^8

^ Svoiv, '. Se -· yap -
oXiywpiav ^ , ^' -' ' . ^ 29

'7 § , -
Si" 6ypav, 8

Si' Si ^-', Sk Sooa -. S' SiacpBo- 3°

\ S^ovTai ,- Sapav. Sio 31

S -8 y.vovLV· yap -
Sia , \',- -· -^ yap. ^' Svo , 32

\ ,
S Sia -^], \Sa Sv, S^, 8 -

' to remove from.'

28 yap els ] See

Ch. . , where the preposition-was

omitted.-] ' carelessness,' ' neglect

of their interests.' Such a neutral

translation will make the word suit

both and.
2 9 '] ' in the wantonness

of power.'^] ' redeem, '
' compen-

sate.'

30 8 , ...] 'who have no

purpose of securing their life when
they have destroyed their enemy.'

31 'SpaKXeLTos] Eth. II. ii. lo, p.

1105, 8.

yap] " denn sie

setzen ihr Leben aufs Spiel," Stahr.

' lis jouent leur vie, '
' They stake their

life.'

32 lUovi] ' attach them
as much as possible to the govern-

ment.
'
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Tyranny, -, , vTvap^yj , 8 eXeu-
Its safety. ^ , , / . « \ , ^/ « /

iroieiavai --
yap Ttj§-

33, .
§ ^ 6 yap (pa-

1315 , Sei ' \
\ ', \ ^,, ' S , ^

34 ^. yap

·^>] -8 -^, ^ -. ^' ^ '^, ' -.
12 / 6_ \-

Dnration / \ ~ \ < / r ^ \

of oligar- 7'^/''" '^'^'. yap
chies and 2:', '^ -
tyranmes.

^ „ , „ / t / r <s, ,/· ' . '^ -^, Sia ,
-] ' If you have se-

cured this support of your power/

if you have the stronger on your side.

7rp0s T-rj] ' The military force

he maintains,' § 18.

33] one looking to his

own interest. ' Tout pour la France,

rien pour moi-meme,' was the expres-

sion of the intellectual perception of

this truth by one who has shown that

his appreciation of it is purely intel-

lectual, wholly without influence on

his practice.] ' concihate, bend to him-

self by intercourse.'

34 ] Compare I. V. 2,

ad jSeXrW

, ) ).8, . . .] Compare

on the whole of this chapter, Machia-

velli, II Principe, especially Chs.

XVIII. XIX.

XII. r] 'And yet after all.'

Opdaybpov] Grote, III. 43, 49, 51.%] 'They treated

their subjects with mildness.'

rats eTTi/xeXe/ais] ' By their careful

attention to the interests of the

people,' " durch sorgfaltige Wahr-

nehmung seiner Interessen," Stahr.

.\{\ For Cleisthenes of

Sicyon, see Herod, vi. 126, and folL
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''. yovv chies and

euioi €
ev Tfj ayopa. ^\ Se^'. 8 " ^

'--^'· } yap 8 §-
%· KuxjreXo? yap,^ 8 \ ,"^^ ^' 6 YopSiov . ' 4" 6 yap K(y\|reXo? Sayyo§-3,8 yevo, . ^' - 5

TpaTiSiov"-, yvo 8· 3} yap 'i<pvye,§ , 68 Se

'78, yvo .
8 ^.
^' (5' 8, Svoiv 68 '· yap ^', 8 ',< §8 . 8 -

yyova.\ \ - 1316, ,§ ^^^'^^^^^

2 Grote . 145.

3 There is something wrong in the

figures. The total does not con-es-

pond with the details, and the solution

must be conjectural. The simplest is

to suppose that the copyist suffered

to influence him and put

for .
4 ] 'And when

in power, throughout its duration, he

had no guards.' This marks the wide

difference between him and the later

tyi-ants. His power was probably

politically an advantage.

5 !] ' Continuous/ and ac-

cepted as such by the governed.

Trepl5] Vet. Int. has

circa Syracusas, and the accusative

would surely be better.

7 He turns from the question of the

relative duration of the different go-

vernments to that of their sequence.

And the order of succession adopted

by Plato is criticised and rejected.
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Sequence TravTWV. Se Xeyerai
govern- - ' \

'
>

'

r

ments. irepL 21,· yap "
^ ^. yap' ^,̂

'y\ Svo, 6 Siay -,
\ ^,

Xyv' ·8- yap ^-
9 Oijvai \ yvat^ , '^ ' ' Xyov( yyvovv', Sia ^. Si' Xy -, ^ yyva -
, |/ y ,. Se Sia ''.', yap -

vyy. 6

^' \yo yap,, oXiyapyJav,^, ^ .
11/ \ , -

eu ] The passage referred

to begins, RepuU. Vlll. p. 545, C.

iUws] ' Specially, '
' in any way pe-

culiar to that foi-m,' " keineswegs

eigenthiimlich," Stahr.

8 -\ Active.

rrjs TraiSeias] 'beyond the

influence of his education,' exceptional

cases with which his system cannot

deal successfully. And such, remarks

Aristotle, there may well be. On the

rest of the section I offer no remarks

in explanation, as the difficulty is well

known and has, as yet, met with no

solution. That Aristotle understood

Plato's meaning is, I should think,

certain, but I believe no one now
pretends to understand it.

9 re ] I do not see

much hope for this passage, which in

different parts both Schneider and

Stahr agi'ee in pronoimcing incur-

able.

10 T^v^] The

of Plato's system, EepuU. viil.

544, C. ·?) re -, ", -
-.

11 ] ' the reverse

order also.'
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"" ' , ments.. ^ '
'/· yap, ""
\ yap iyiyveTo- . ', ^ . -·, oKiyapyJav, ^-, ,,, ' ,. - 3

Xyap^a, --, -y
if] In the great period of

Greek history, the fifth and fourth

centuries before the Christian era,

tyrants were quite a rarity; at any

rate, in Greece proper. The fluctua-

tions were between democracy and oli-

garchy.' ei, ...] The statement

is confused. ' Whether there will or

will not be a change from the tyranny,

and if there be, what is the cause of

the change, and what constitution is

to succeed it ?' In fact, it would sim-

plify and clear up the passage to throw

out the -. The first ' ei

would sufficiently state the alteraative

' whether there is to be one at all ;' nor

does he say, if there is to be one, &c.

Schneider's transposition of ei's wolav

(he places it after)
would of course clear the passage. As
it stands, it is defective.

yap] " denn es ist nicht

bestimmbar," Stahr. 'It does not

admit of a determination. ' This seems
the sense if the word wiU bear it.

/exh] ' There would be no dis-

ruption of continuity,' and " the wheel

would come fuU circle."

12] See Grote III. 43.

Mr. Grote remarks that Aristotle

seems to have conceived the tyranny

as passing direct from Myrus to

Cleisthenes, omitting Aristonymus.

The statement that there was a change

in the tyranny, here made by Aristotle,

receives light from his remarks p. 49,

on the distinction between the early

Orthagoridie and Kleisthenes.'] Nothing apparently

known.] On this version of the

history of Charilaus, see Smith's

Biogr. Diet. Grote . 461, note.,
&yovTa, are the words of Heraclides

Ponticus, II. 4. Ed. Didot, Vol.

xxrs., p. 210.

'KapxqSbvL] On this statement,

which it is difficult to reconcile with

a previous one II. 11. 2,

yeyevrjaOai , see Grote

X. 552, note.

13] Grote V. 276.] Grote ill. 507.
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Sequence" ) ev , -
of govern-

^ a ^ ' ^ - '^
ments. '^ de oieaoai €^ -

\eiv -^ -^ ev ,
'3'^ ^''̂ eivai '·̂ '-^, ' |);-

Sovi 8^-^ \ -
15-. Se Sijo- -', . yap, , -
^6 ' ayaOo).;8
8 -
Xovcriv 8 '^,, 3 ^,

fj] Se

17 . ' ^', , -, -. ^' -^^, ',-
8, 8 , 36. ]87 8, § ,

14, ...'] The cause of the

overthrow of an oligarchy is not to

be sought in the covetousness or wealth

of the oligarchy, but in the unsound-

ness of their relation to the people, in

the inequality of the distribution of

political power, that is, not in the

positive amount of their wealth.]] For this see on

§ i^.

1 6 Tr\ebvi] Compare Ch. III. 8,'' . Here again it

is in the disturbance of the relation

between the bodies, that he places the

cause of revolution, not in the positive

decrease of wealth in the case of one.

1 7 ] I have inserted this before, in common with

many editors, including Stahr. -€6 occurs in its proper sense, Eth. IV. i, 5,

p. 1 1 19, b, 34.] ' They are ripe for

something fresh,' ' novee tabute. ' In

II. VI. 6, we have the adjective

in a rather different, though

kindred sense.
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aSiKwvTai , Sequence

^ ^^ ? , , , >
of govern-

TTOAiTeiag, ments.

e^ecvai ayav
"

iXevOeplav elva'i. ^' oXiyap-^iwy, -^ Xeyei

6.
8 ] Plato, Hep. VIII. 555· Plato's enumeration, is what Aristotle] The want of detail in

|
objects to in this chapter.

A. P. 26
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INDEX OF PROPER NAMES.

A.

Abtdos VIII. VI. 6, 13.

Achaean II. ix. 3, Thessalian. V. iv.

3, Pontus. VIII. III. 11.

Adamas VIII. x. 18.

^gina VI. iv. 21. VIII. vi. 9.

^nian, VIII. X. 18.

.Ethiopia VI. iv. 4.

Agamemnon III. xrv. 4. xvi. 10.

Agesilaus VIII. vii. 3.

AlcEeus III. xrv. 9, 10.

Alcyone II. xn. 8.

Aleuadie VIII. vi. 13.

Amadocus VIII. x. 24.

Amasis I. xii. 2.

Ambracia VIII. ill. 10. iv. g. x.

16.

Amphipolis VIII. iii. 13 (Amphi-
politans). VIII. vi. 8.

Amyntas VIII. x. 17 (the less).

Anaxilaus VIII. xii. 13.

Andrian II. ix. 20. Stahr.

Androdamas of Rhegium II. Xll.

14.

Antileon VIII. XII. 12,

Antimenides III. XIV. 9.

Antisssean VIII. ill. 12.

Antisthenes III. xill. 14.

Aphrodite II. ix. 8.

Aphyta VII. iv. 9.

Apollodorus of Lemnos I. xi. 7.

Van-, de Re Rustled I. vm.
Pliny.

ApoUonia on Ionian Gulf, VI. iv. 5.

Apollonia on Euxine VIII. iii. 1 3.

VI. 9.

Arcadia II. II. 3. ix. 3, 11.

Archelaus VIII. x. 17, 20.

Archias VIII. vi. 15.

Archilochus IV. vil. 6.

Archytas V. vi. 2.

Areopagus II. xii. 2, 4. VIII. iv.

8. xii. 2.

Ares II. ix. 8.

Argo III. xiii. 16.

Argonauts III. xiii. 16.

Argos II. IX. 3, II. VIII. III. 3,
7. IV. 9. X. 6.

Ariobarzanes VIII. x. 25.
Ai-istogeiton VIII. x. 15.

Aristophane.'i II. iv. 6.

Arrhibaius VIII. x. 1 7.

Artapanes VIII. x. 21.

Asia II. X. 3. III. xiv. 6. IV. vii.

2. VI. III. 3.

Astyages VIII. x. 24.

Atameus II. vii. 17.

Athene V. vr. 13, 14.

Athens II. VII. 23. vm. 6. III. 11.

3. XIII. 19. V. VI. 12. VI. IV.

21. XVI. 3. VII. IV. 18. VIII. II.

VIII. HI. 3, 7, 15. IV. 9. V. 9. VI.

6. VII. 14. X. 6.

Attalus VIII. x. 16.

Ausones IV. x. 5.

Aptophradates II. vn. 17.

B.

Babylon III. in. 5.

Babylonia II. vi. 6. III. xiii. 19.

Bacchiads II. xil. 8.

Basilids VIII. vi. 5.

Byzantium VI. iv. 21. VIII. ill.

12.

C.

Camicus II. x. 4.

Carthage II. 11. i, 8, 9, 13, t6. III.

I. II. IX. 6. IV. II. 10. VI. VII.

4. VII. V. 9. VIII. VII. 4. XII.

12, 14.

Catana II. xii. 6.

Celts II. IX. 7. IV. II. 10. xvii. 3.

Chalcidic cities in Italy and Sicily II.

xn. 6.

in Thrace II. xil. 14.

Chalcis VI. HI. 3. vm. III. 13.

IV. 9. VI. 8. XII. 12.

Chaones IV. x. 5.

Chares (of Paros) I. xi. 7. A writer

on agriculture. St. Hilaire cites

Varro, de R. Rust., I. 8.

Chares VIII. vi. 9.

Charicles VIII. vi. 6.

Charilaus VIII. xn. 12.

Charillus II. x. 2.

Charondas of Catana II. XII. 6.

Chios I. II. 9. III. XIII. 19. VI.
IV. 21. VIII. III. 12. VI. 16.

Chytrum VTII. ill. 15.

Cinadon VIII. vu. 3.
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Clazomenae VIII. ill, 15.

Cleander VIII. Xll. 13.

Cleisthenes (of Athens) III. . 3.

VI. IV. 8.

Cleisthenes VIII. xii. i, 2, j 2.

Cleomenes "VIII. ill. 7.

Cleopatra VIII. x. 17.

Cleotimus VIII. vi. 8.

Cnidus VIII. VI. 4, 16.

Codrus VIII. X. 8.

Colophon VI. iv. 5. VIII. m. 15.

Corinth II. XII. 8, 9. III. IX. 9.

VIII. VI. 12. X. 6. XII. 3.

Cos VIII. V. 2.

Cotys VIII. X. 18.

Cratieus VIII. X. 17.

Crete II. v. 15, 19. ix. 31. ix. i,

3. X. r, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 16. X. 2, 6,

8. XI. I, J 6. XII. 7. IV. II. 9.

X. I, 2.

Cumse II. viii. 20. VIII. v. 4.

Cyprus VIII. X. 16.

Cj'pselids VIII. xi, 9. xii. 3.

Cypselus VIII. x. 6. xii. 3, 4.

Cyi-ene VII. iv. 1 7, 18.

Cyrus VIII. x. 8, 24.

D.

Daedalus I. 4, 3.

Daphnseus VIII. V. 10.

Darius VIII. x. 21.

Decamnichus VIII. X. 20.

Delphi I. 11. 3. VIII. iv. 5.

Derdas VIII. X. 1 6.

Diagoras VIII. VI. 14.

DiciBa II. HI. 9.

Diocles II. xii. 8.

Dion VIII. x. 23, 28, 32.

Dionysiac VII. Vlll. 22.

Dionysius I. II. 12. III. XV. 16.

VIII. V. 10. VI. 8. VII. 10. X.

6. XI. 10.

Dionysius the Younger VIII. x. 23,

28, 31, 11.

Diophantus II. vii. 23.

Dorian III. m. 8. V. vii. 12. VI.
III. 7.

Doxander VIII. iv. 6.

Draco II. xn. 13.

E.

Ecphantides V. vi. 12.

Egypt III. XV. 4. IV. X. I, 6, 8.

VIII. XI . 9.

Elimeia VIII. x. [7.

Elis VIII. VI. II.

Ephialtes II. xn. 4.

Epidamnus II. vii. 23. III. xvi. i.

VIII. I. 10. IV. 7.

Epimenides of Crete, I. 11. 5.

Eretria VI. ill. 3. VIII. vi. 14.

Eryfchrse VIII. vi. 5.

Eubulus II. VII. 17.

Eunomia VIII. vii. 4.

Euripides III. IV. 8. V. v. 2. VIII.
IX. 15. X. 20.

Europe III. xiv. 6. IV. vii. 2. X. 3.

Eurytion VIII. vi. 15.

Euthycrates VIII. iv. 7.

Euxine V. iv. 3. VIII. ni. 13.

Evagoras VIII. X. 16.

G.

Gela VIII. xii. 13.

Gelon VIII. in. 5. x. 31. xn. 5, 6,

12.

Gordias VIII. xii. 3.

Gorgias I. xiii. 10 (of Leontium),
III. II. 2.

H.

Hanno VIII. vii. 4.

Hamiodius VIII. X. 15.

Helen I. vi. 7.

Heliaa VIII. I. 2 (Epidamnus).
HeOanocrates VIII. x. 18.

HeUas VI. XI. 18.

Hellenes I. 11. 4. II. VIII. 19. X. 3.

III. XIV. 6, 8. IV. vn. i, 3, 4.

VI. XIII. 10.

Helots II. IX. 2.

Heniochi V. iv. 3.

Hephaestus I. iv. 3.

Heraclea IV. vi. 8. VIII. v. 3. vi.

2, 3> IS-

Heraclea (Pontica) VIII. vi. 7.

Heracleides VIII. x. 18.

Heracleitus VIII. xi. 31.

Heracleodorus VIII. in. 9.

Heracles III. XIII. 16.

Heraea VIII. in. 9.

Hesiod I. II. 5. VIII. X. 30.

Hiero VIII. x. 31. xi. 7. xn. 5, 6.

Hipparinus VIII. vi. 8.

Hippocrates IV. iv. 5.

Hippodamus II. viii. i, 7. VII.
XI. 6.

Histiiea VIII. iv. 4.

Homer I. n. 7, 9. XII. 13. III. v.

9. XIV. 4. V. III. 8.

I.

lapygia IV. x. 5.

lapygians VIII. III. 7.

Iberians IV. 11. 11.

India IV. xiv. 3.

Ionia IV. X. 5. VIII. x. 6.

Iphiades VIII. Vl. 13.

Istrus VIII. VI. 2, 3.

Itali IV. X. 3.

Italus IV. X. 3, 4.

Italy II. XII. 6. IV. x. 2, 3 .

J.

Jason (of Pherae) III. IV. 9.
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L.

Lacedsemon II. v. 7, 15. x. 7> ·
III. I. 10. IV. II. 9. V. VI. 12.

VIII. I. 10. IV. 13. VI. II. VII.

1, 3, 4, 10. XII. 12.

LacedcEmonian II. V. 17. VI. 17. IX.

I, 37. XI. 4, 16. XII. 1. IV. XIV.

16. XV. 6. V. I. 4. VI. VII. 4.

IX. 7. VIII. VII. 14. X. 8, 30.

XI. 2.

Laconian II. vi. 16. IX. 2, 3, 8, 9, 10,

31. X. 2, 4, 7, 9. XI. I, 3. III.

XIV. 3, 14. XV. J. IV. xrv. 17, 18,

10. V. IV. I, 4. V. 7. VI. I. 6.

VIII. III. 7. VII. 14. XII. 10, 15.

Lametic IV. x. 3.

Larissa III. 11. 2. VIII. vi. 6, 13.

X. 18.

Lemnos I. XI. 7.

Leontium III. 11. 2. VIII. x. 6.

XII. 13.

Lesbos III. xiii. 19.

Leuoas II. vii. 7.

Libyans II. lii. 9.

Locri Epizephyrii II. vil. 6. xil.

6, 7. VIII. VII. 10.

Lycophron III. ix. 8.

Lyctos II. X. 2.

Lycurgus II. ix. 11. x. 2. xii. i, 7.

VI. XI. 15.

Lydia VI. iv. 5.

Lygdamis VIII. vi. i.

Lysander VIII. i. 10. vil. 2.

M.

Macedon IV. 11. 11. VIII. x. 8.

Maeander VI. ill. 3.

Magnesia II. ix. 3. VI. iii. 3.

Malians VI. xiii. 9.

Mantineia VII. IV. 4, 5. VIII.
IV. 9.

Marseilles VII. vii. 4. VIII. vi. 2.

Medes II. xii. 5. III. xm. 19. V.
V. 5. VI. II. VIII. III. 7. IV. 4, 8.

VII. 4.

Megacles VIII. x. 19.

Megara III. IX. 9. VI. XV. 15.

VIII. III. 5. V. 4, 9.

Messenia II. ix. 3, 11. VIII. vii. 3.

Midas I. ix. ti.

Miletus I. XI. 8. XI. 9. II. viii. i.

VI. XIV. 4. VIII. V. 8.

Minos II. X. 3, 4. IV. x. i, 2, 6.

Mithridates VIII. x. 25.

Mitylene III. xiv. 9. VIII. iv. 6.

X. 19.

Mnaseas VIII. iv. 7.

Mneson VIII. iv. 7.

Molossians VIII. x. 8. xi. 2.

Musseus V. V. II.

Myron VIII. xii. 12.

N.

Naxos VIII. vi. I.

Notians VIII. m. 15.

O.

Odysseus V. . 9.

(Enophyta VIII. ill. 5.

CEnotria IV. x. 3, 4, 5.

Olympia II. xii. 8. VIII. 11. 9.

Olympus V. v. 16.

Onomacritus II. xil. 7.

Onomarchus VIII. iv. 7.

Opici IV. X. 5.

Opus III. XVI. I.

Oreum VIII. III. 9.

Orthagoras VIII. xil.

Oxylus VII. IV. 9.

P.

Paches VIII. iv. 6.

PansBtius VIII. x. 6. xii. 13.

Paros I. II. 7.

Parrhon VIII. x. 18.

Parthenise VIII. Vli. 2.

Pausanias IV. xiv. 20. VIII. I. 10.

VII. 4. X. 16.

Pauson V. v. 21.

Peirseus II. viii. i. VIII. iii. 15.

Peisistratids VIII. x. 15, 34. 11. 9.

Peisistratus VIII. v. 9. x. 6. xii.

2, S-

Peloponnesus II. x. 3. III. ill. 5.

Penthalids VIII. x. 19.

Penthilos VIII. x. 19.

Periander (of Ambracia) VIII. IV. 9.

X. 16.

Periander III. xni. 16. VIII. iv.

9. X. 13. XI. 4. XII. 3, 4.

Pericles II. Xil. 4.

Perrhaebians II. ix. 3.

Persians III. xiii. 19. IV. 11. 10.

V. V. s. Vni. II. 4, 6.

Phalaris VIII. x. 6.

Phaleas II. vil. 2, 13, 23. XII. 12.

Pharsalus II. iil. 9. VIII. vi. 10.

Pheidon (of Argos) VIII. x. 6.

Pheidon (of Corinth) II. vi. 13.

Philip VIII. X. 16.

Philolaus (of Corinth) II. xii. 8, 9,

10.

Philoxenus V. vil. 11.

Phocians VIII. iv. 7.

Phocylides VI. 11. 9.

Phoxus VIII. IV. 9.

Phreatto VI. xvi. 3.

Phrygian III. m. 8. V. VII. 10.

VI. III. 7.

Phrynichus VIII. VI. 6.

Pittacus II. XII. 13. III. XIV. 9, 10.

Plato II. I. 3. VII. 4. IX. 34. XII. 12.

VL VII. I.

Polycrates VIII. XI. 9.
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-^Polygnotus V. v. 21.

Pontus V. IV. 3. VIII. vi. 7, 9.

Psammetichus VIII. xii. 3.

Pyramids VIII. xi. 9.

E.

Ehegium VIII. xii. 13.

Ehodes II. X. 3. VIII. m. 4, 5.

V. 2.

S.

Salamis VIII. iv. 8.

Samos III. xiii. 19. VIII. iii. 12.

XI. 9.

Sardanapalus VIII. X. 22.

ScylaxIV. xiv. 3.

Scylletic IV. x. 3.

Scythia IV. 11. 10, 11.

Sesostris IV. x. i, 6.

Seuthes VIII. x. 24.

Sicily I. xi. ir. II. x. 4. xii. 6.

VIII. XII. 13.

Sicyon VIII. xn. i, 12.

Simus VIII. vi. 13.

Sirrhas VIII. x. 17.

Smerdis VIII. x. 19.

Socrates I. xiii. 9. II. I. 3. 11. i, 2.

in. I, 2. IV. 5, 6. V. 3, 18, 21,

25, 28. VI. J, 3, 6. IV. IV. 12.

V. VII. 9, 14. VIII. XII. 7, 18.

Solon I. VIII. 14. II. vii. 6. xii. i,

2, 3, 6. III. XI. 8. VI. XI. 15.

Spartans II. ix. 17, 18, 36. VIII.

VII. 3.

Stentor IV. IV. ir.

Sybaris VIII. iii. i r, 12.

Syracuse I. vn. 2. xi. I2. III.

XV. 16. VIII. III. 5, 13. IV. I, 9.

VI. 8. X. 6, 30. XI. 7, 10. XII. 5, 12.

Syrtis IV. x. 5.

T.

Tarentum VI. iv. 21. VII. v. 10.

VIII. III. 7. VII. 2.

Telecles VI. xiv. 4.

Tenedos VI. iv. 21.

Thales I. xi. 8, 10, 12. II. xii. 7.

Theagenes VIII. v. 9.

Thebes II. ix. . xii. 8, 10. III.

V. 7. VII. VII. 4. VIII. III. 5.

VI. 15.

Theodectes I. vi. 7.

Theodoras IV. xvil. 13.

Theopompus VIII. xi. 2.

Thera VI. iv. 5.

Thessaly II. ix. 2, 3. IV. xii. 3.

Thibron IV. xiv. 17.

Thrace II. XII. 14. IV. II. 10. VIII.
X. 24.

Thrasippus V. vi. 12.

Thrasybulus III. xiii. 16, 17. VIII.
X. 13, 31. XII. 6.

Thrasymachus VIII. v. 4.

Thurii VIII. iii. 12. vii. 9, 12.

Timophanes VIII. IV. 6. vi. 12.

Triopium II. x. 3.

Trcezen IV. xvi. 7. VIII. in. 11.

Tyrrhenia III. ix. 6. iv. 10. 5.

Tyrtseus VIII. vii. 4.

X.

Xerxes VIII. x. 21.

Z.

Zaleucus II. xii. 6, 7.

ZancleVIII. III. 12.

Zeus I. xii. 3. III. X. I. xi. 5. xni.

25. V. V. 8.
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ORDER OF THE BOOKS.

Congreve. Bekker,

I I.

II II.

III III.

IV VII.

Congreve. Bekker.
V VIII.
VI IV.
VII VI.
VIII V.

The Verbs are classified according to the order of thai

as given in Wordsworth's Greek Grammar—viz.

:

Moods and Tenses,

Active Voice.
Indicative Mood.
Imperative.

Subjunctive.

Optative.

Infinitive.

Participle.

Middle Voice.

Passive Voice.

The Nouns and Participles are arranged according to the order of their

cases.

A.

(\. VIII. XI. 26.. V. VII. 5·

V. V. 12.

-;.- III. XII. , 5 6· '^^

II. V. 5· '''^

III. VI. 9· ^ -
II. II. 7· ;* II. VIII. ly.

III. XIII. 20. - III.

XVII. 2. -6 II. VIII. 21.

ayadoO III.. 2. -
III. . I. - III. XV. 9·

VIII. I. 14. VIII.. 15.

III. XVI. .ya IV.. 7- yav II. IV.

6: V. 13. III. XII. 3: xm- ·24-

Tois yao IV. XV. 5·yao VIII. XI. 26.. IV.. .. ya\ao^OLv V. V.

21.

&yaai. &yavTai IV. XIV.

6. 7'05 IV. XIV. 17.

dyav. IV. IV. 11. VIII. . 6.
yava. yavaoD VIII. VIII.

6. yavaoev II. VII. 8. -
VIII. VI. 5-. ya VI.

V. 4.

77705. 77; II. IV. g.

yacos. dyeXaiov' I. II. .' I. VIII. 5.

yve^a. VII. II. 7.. % IV. IX. 3· ^
VI. XII. 2. ;/ III.. 2.

yevvaaL yaia^ I. XI. 6.^. IV. IV. 4· »
II. V. 6. VIII. IX. 9- 7^5
III. . 17. yvoo^vaI. 1. 8.

ayvooCvTes VIII. IX. 7· yvoov-
II. IV. I

.

yvs. ayvQTei VIII.
XI. 5· yva IV. . 5·

yop. yopa% rjv \(
IV. . 3· yo$ VI.

XV. 9- VIII. VI. 15. VIII. . 2.

TTpbs ayopf IV.. 7· ayopav IV.
VI. 4· VII. IV. 13: VIII. 3, 21.

IV. XII. 7. IV.
XII. 6.

7/)5. VII. IV. 14. /^
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IV. IX. 3. VI. III. 2. VI. IV. 10.

VII. VII. I. VI. HI. 1.- VII. IV. 12.-.- IV. XII. y.-.~/ II. . 21.-.- VI. XV. 9·-/ VII. VIII. 10.

dyos. VIII. III. 4.-.· VII. V. 2.

&ypios. &ypiov IV. II. J5. 7'<" IV.
VII. 7· aypiovs irpds IV. . 5.

aypLurarov I. II. 16. ypoLS
^
V. IV. 2.

ypov6os. ypov6ov . XII. 8. VII.
VIII. 6.

ayp6s. iypGiv II. . 24. VIII.
V. 8. iv rots a,ypoi% II. v. 7.

&ypvTvoi. VIII. XI. 24.

&y. ijyayov V. VI. II. &y€iv II.

IX. II. III. XIII. 16. VIII. viii.

12 : XI. I.

aywyri. a,ywyr)V VI. V. 3.

ayiiiv. ayCiva I. IV. 3. aywffi yvy
Koh III. XII. 7. V. IV.

4. V. VI. 7 : VII. 6.

VII. VIII. 22. eis

ayOivai.

aywvia. ayoivlav VI. I. 2.

yv'oaL. ayuvl'(ovTai VII. VII. 3.

aywy'iaaiTO V. IV. 5. yvLovo
V. VII. 7.

7}'·)75. a7UciiTras V. VII. 6.

€(?!>·)?. ^^/ VIII. . 15.

03e\9!)0s.. . 31.€
irpbs II. IV. 2.

II. III. 6. € VIII. IV. 4

:

VI. 3.

?;5. IV. I. . !.
III. 5- III· XI· 5·, 11. VJ. .. III. XV. 8.

ds. XV. 9.-
III. XV. 8.. II. VII. II, 13.^ VIII. IX. II.,

II. vii. IT. VII. III. 3· Sttws

\\\$ III. IX.

7. VIII. . .
III. XI. 7· . VIII. 5.

III. IX. 7· 0
III. IX. 10. VII. V. 3·

VIII. . 5·

VI. VIII. 4· ^^-
III. IX. II. IV. VII. 7· /;-

VIII. III. 4- III.

XIII. 13· VIII. . 3·

II. VII. 2. VIII. XII.

8. ;
III. IX. 6. ^ IV. VII. y.

VIII. III. 4- XI· 3'2·

VIII. III. 14: . 3: VII. 8.-^ VIII. III. 4· €$
VIII. VI. 14.

. II. . 2 8. VI.
XI. 5·. I. II. 6. yuer' IV. II.

7. III. XI. j. VII. III.

3. VIII. . 13. ^-5)>. .
2. ,; II. VII. 13.!. IV. II. 7·; III. II. 4·'/- III. XI. 20.. III. II. 4- VIII. II. 3, 5 :

III. 2.!. VIII. . 4./. /;» VII. VIII. 23.. !payv VIII.
XI. 6.. III.. .!. II. V. .
II. I. 2. II. I : VI. 7. III. . 5

:

XII. 7. 9· VI. I. 3, 8. VIII. .
15: XII. 8. 5 II. . 6.

e?cai IV. IV. 2. ^ III.
XVI. 11. IV. IX. 5.
VI. IV. II. III. XVI. .

VI. VIII. 5. V. VI. I.

VIII. XI. 6.
'. V. V. 8. ^ V. VII. 13.<}! V. VI. .

I. II. .. IV. VII. 6.. ! IV.
XVI. 12. ^pywv VII.
VII. 3.^.\]' V. rv. .. IV. . 14. VI. XI. 17.

yap II. IX. 22.. VII. . 8. -% VIII. . 2.
VIII. . 3·

&5. VII. . 8. VIII. VIII.

3. VIII. XI. 27.
III. XIII. 10. VI. XIV. ., ^
VIII. VIII. 12.!. IV. VII. 2.. VIII. XI. 21.. VIII. I. II. II.

IX. 3.3· aya III. . 4·

III. XV. 2 : XVI. . VII.
. 8. VI. XV. I. VIII.
VI. II. ! III.. 25.!. IV. XVI. 3. -

IV. XII. 5·. II. rv. , .. VIII. . 19.. irpbs II. III. 7.!. $ ^. IV. 4·' VI. XV. 15: XVI. 5·

I. VIII. 5· II· VI. 2, 22:
. . III. XI. 12. IV. XIV. 5·

VIII. VI. II : IX. 2. ^
yep>vv II. IX. 27.

II. XII. 3- % II. VI. 20.' VI. VI. 3·^, III. XIV. 14. rtj
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alpeTT) VI. II. 5. irepl'. 6% IV.
II. 3. / II. IX. -23·, VII. IV. 4. II.

VI. g: XII. 2. III. . 5. u-
VIII. V. 10. ( II. . 4·

VIII. . 9- VIII.
. 5· II. VI. 19. £$

II. XI. 4· ^1

II. VI. 22. alpeTas VII.
V. ir. ' II. . 7.-
Tepos$ IV. II. 3·. II. 8. III. XVI. 3, 6, .

VI. XI. 21. ,-
TOTos IV. I. I. VI. II.

4. IV. III. .
IV. XIV. II. IV.
,. 4·. VIII. V. .
II. VI. 2: . . VI. . 2. VIII.
VI. 6. ^ -

II. XI. 3· VIII. .
III. XIV. 9·

I. V. I. .1 II. VI. 21 :

XI. 7, 8. IV. I. 9· VIII. . 6.^ II. XII. 5·

VII. II. 5. ^ III. . 2.
VII. . 4· -

VIII. . 5·

II. VI. 2 2. Tovs II.

VIII. 7·. IV. VII. 5·.. III. III. 5·

I. XI. 12.. V. V. 20. aiV-<. XVI. 15.

III. XI. 9. \%
III. XI. 2., 'ivia VI.
IV. 8.^, V. V. 2.. III. XIV. 14.^. III. XV. 6.

III. XIV. 8. VI. . 2.,' III. XV.

12.-. ahxpoKoylav IV. XVII. 8.. .. .
IV.. 8.. VIII. XI. 3-

IV. II. 14. els

VIII. . 17.. TjVet III. XV. 16.

II. IX. 28. II.

IX. 27.. VIII. . 33· ; I. IX. 7·
VIII. VI. 14. II. . : .
3. III. XIII. 17: . 7. VIII. . 5 :

II. 2 : IV. I : . g.. XV. 4- II. IV. 5- .
IV. 7· VIII. . 34·

II. . . III. III. 6.

VIII. . .

III. IX. II. II. . 2.
VIII. II. 4.· IV. 12..
. 2 1, 32. aMasVI.li.6. VIII.
II. : XI. 29. ?/^$ IV. . 3·. TV .. 8.

aiTios. II. IX. 33: XII· 5 · VIII. IV.

8, 9· il. . 13, 25 : . 13:
IX. 3· III. IX. 2. VI. III. .
VIII. I. 15 : . 7: - 5 : "· ·
8. VIII. . : . 4·! II. IV. 5·

VIII. VIII. 19.

VI. XI. g..$ II. VIII. 21.;. IV. XVI. 9..%^ IV. IX. 5· -
IV. XVI. 10. !
IV. XVI. 17..!' III. XVI. 12.! IV. XVII. 13-. II. V. 12.. II. IX. 6.. I. . 3) 5· ,-
IV. XVI. 8.\%. II. IX. 6.. yap' ; IV.. .

II. VI. g. VII. I. g.

VI. XIV. 8.

II. XI. II. III. XIII. 3- IV. . 8 :.
I. VI.. 3- VII. I. 7· VIII. .
28, 34· '^ 07 VI. XI. 5· -'% VII. I.

9- V. IV. 2.. VII. VIII. I.$ VII. VIII. 23.. II. VII. II, 12. VIII. . :
VIII. 14·. ^

,
^· '-^'

, ,..' V.
III. 9·. VI. . 4· .:< VI. XVI.

3- ; II. IV. ., IV. XVII. 7·./ IV.. 8.

II. VIII. 6. III.
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is always a danger of overlaying an edition of a

classical author with alien matter. But I tnist that I have

heen moderate enough in the extent of my notes to excuse my
discussing, in the shape of a few short essays, some points not

alien to, but intimately connected with, the matter of the

treatise. For the opinions expressed in them, I leave them,

without useless apology, to the reader. For the form, it will

be seen that they do not pretend to more, than the bringing

forward some questions which seem worth an attentive con-

sideration.
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SLAVERY.

,,.—I. V. II.

THE judgment of Aristotle in favour of slavery has excited

more attention than most of his other opinions. It rests

on the inequality which, as a fact, exists among men. It

rests further on an alleged inequality, which, however, is

historically also a fact, existing between the various races of

men. In its most concrete form it rests, lastly, on the presumed

superiority of the Hellenic race to all others, but most especially

to the eastern nations with which it was in contact. For

Aristotle would appear to allow a distinction in this respect

between the Asiatic nations and the European. He distin-

guishes them in character, and keeping this distinction in

mind, I think we are warranted in the inference, that whilst he

would defend the conquest of the barbarous neighbours of

Greece in Europe, on the ground of the advantage such con-

quest would confer on them by an amalgamation with their

conquerors, and, as it were, an adoption into their higher

civilisation, he would vindicate the conquest of the Asiatic

nations from a less liberal point of view than that of Alexander,

as the conquest of those who were naturally and essentially

slaves, and who would find their advantage in a wisely regulated

but perpetual servitude.

It seemed desirable to state the grounds of Aristotle's

judgment, but it is not necessary here to discuss it with

greater minuteness. Elsewhere I have indicated what I con-
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sider its erroneous assumptions. It will be seen from what

follows that I do not sympathise with the unsparing censure

it has drawn upon him.

We revolt so much from slavery, and so justly also from

it in its modern form, that we need to call in our historical,

relative, judgment to estimate it more favourably at any time

or under any form. Such historical judgment would make us

hesitate in our absolute reprobation of it with reference to

antiquity. For it would lead us back to periods anterior to

any written history, anterior to anything that can be called

civilisation, periods on which but little direct light is thrown,

but which we can judge in some measure by a comparative

view of the different stages of progress to which different

branches of the human race have attained. We can make the

study of the present aid us in forming a conception of the

most remote past to which we can ascend. It would lead us

back to the hunter tribes, which present one of the earliest

forms of man's existence. We should find these tribes

perpetually at war one with the other, as the natural conse-

quence of their mode of life. For the hunter tribe requires

a very large area from which to draw subsistence, and any

intruder on that area is an enemy, not on any fanciful ground,

but as threatening the previous occupant with starvation. War,

in such times, and under such conditions, is internecine. In

the lowest form of life it is more ; the human rival is the food

of his conqueror.

The first step out of this state of things is taken when the

prisoner is not sacrificed and eaten, but kept and made useful

to his conqueror. And the value of the instrument, man, once

discovered, the mitigation of war is immediate. Its internecine

character is laid aside, and conquest becomes its object. The

slave taken in war tends his master's flocks, if his conqueror

be one of a tribe whose mode of existence has passed into the

nomad and pastoral stage. Or if the circumstances of his

conqueror have led him to a sedentary life; if the hunter Nimrod

has made the beginning of his kingdom Babel, then the tribes

subdued till the earth, and build cities, and rapidly become a

civilised nation, such as Babylon, Egypt, India, or China.

As civilisation advanced, and states became organised, and
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the wants of man, material and intellectual, increased, there was
needed a corresponding increase of the class which labours, for

all higher forms of society require such a class, as a basis to

secure leisure and that advancement of all the interests of the

race, which is impossible unless leisure be secured to a

portion. But in a state of society, of which war was the

characteristic, the labouring class could not maintain itself in

security, if independent. It needed the closer bond which
connects the master and his slave. It could not exist under

the slacker connection that exists between the employer and

the employed.

Hence slavery, which, in the earliest times, had been the

mitigation of war, could not, for a long period, cease to be the

general condition of labour. It must be accepted as an

institution. It must, as such, be brought within the consider-

ation of society, and so regularised and modified, partly by

positive law, partly by the stronger force of custom, as to lose

its more repulsive character. The existence of the slave must

be made tolerable to him, or the society which rested on

slavery, in which slaves were the vast numerical majority,

could never have been safe for an hour. And an attentive

consideration of the History of Greece and Rome, will show

that these results were attained. Let the most be made of

objections, let the evils inherent in slavery be put at their

highest amount, after all is said, it is difficult to look on tlie

conclusion as doubtful : that, relatively to the times in which

it was the prevailing condition of the labouring classes, slavery

was defensible. It is a conclusion warranted by the general

tone of the great writers of Greece, historians and philosophers.

It is warranted by the dramatic writers of Eome. It is war-

ranted lastly by the more than acquiescence in the condition

of the slave, which was given by the early Christians, and by

St. Paul himself. There is, I believe, no hint in the New
Testament of a reprobation of slavery. It is accepted as a fact.

And, based on this relative view, it is a conclusion which

need in no sense shock us. For it affords not a shadow of

support to slavery such as, till lately, existed in our own

colonies, and existed, it should be remembered, without in the

least jarring on the ideas of morality then prevailing in
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England. For tliere are few questions on wliicli public

morality lias undergone so great a change in so short a time.

And it is, of course, evident that slavery, such as it still exists

in North or South America, receives also no support from the

conclusion adopted above. The only fair analogy to the

slavery of Greece and Eome is to be found in that which is

still prevalent in Asia, where the evils of West Indian or

American slavery are wholly unknown, and the relation of

master and slaves is accepted by both, as being, in Aristotle's

words, at once light and for the common interest.

But if we wish to reverse the picture, and seek for an

analogy in ancient times to modern slavery, we have a safe

guide to follow. The various outbreaks, known in Koman
history as servile wars, whose chief seat was Sicily, are a suffi-

cient indication. For they point to a condition of things which

was intolerable to the slave. Nor is it difficult to account for

this phenomenon. When brought into immediate personal

contact with their masters, and congregated in large masses, as

they were in a town like Rome, motives of human feeling, the

common charities of life, conspired with the dictates of interest,

to soften the relation. At its best it is a dangerous relation,

dangerous to the master as a moral being, dangerous to the

slave from his exposure to every caprice. But in the large

towns there were not wanting checks to mitigate this danger.

The case was different on the latifundia of the Roman nobles,

or what may be termed the corn plantations of Sicily. The

population there was slave, and there was no check on the mis-

use of their power by the agents or masters who superintended

them. And there was no intercourse, no sense of a connection

to soften the inherent hardships of their condition. They

revolted once and again, and there was a danger lest their

revolt should spread, lest throughout the Roman world the

slave population should feel that it had a common cause. There

are statements which show that this danger was not imaginary.

But it passed over, and civilisation escaped the curse which

would have been entailed by a premature break up of the sys-

tem of slavery.

It was a system which could not be the ultimatum of

the labouring portion of humanity. But before it could
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wholesomely cease, that which was to replace it must in

some degree have gained the requisite strength. Till that time

came, all that was admissible was to introduce all possible

alleviations, and the legislation of Rome shews us that such

alleviations were from time to time introduced. It was Gibbon

who remarked that the closing of the period of conquest, and

the consequent closing of the importation of fresh slaves, made

it necessary to treat the slaves actually possessed with greater

care. Where all hope of supply from without had ceased, the

only thing left was to deal with the existing slave population

in such a way that its numbers might be maintained at a level

adequate to the demand.

And in Aristotle himself we find suggested one of the

greatest alleviations of which slavery is susceptible. There

ought to be held out to the slave, he says, the hope of liberty

as the reward of his service. Thus, by a gradual infiltration,

the slave population might pass into the free. It did so at

Rome through the intermediate stage of freedom. And the

position of freed men at Rome in the later republic, and even

more under the empire, was such that the prospect of reaching

it must have been a great inducement to the slaves to acquiesce

in their present lot. And it would be an inducement which

would have most weight with the highest class of slaves.

In the progress of events slavery has ceased to be the con-

dition of the labourer in all the nations of Western Europe.

But there were two classes of slaves—and there are two classes

of labourers. There was the class that answers to our indus-

trial population. There was the other that answers to our

domestic servants. And there is a wide distinction between the

two. The industrial population, agricultural or artisan, is

wholly enfranchised, and the difiicult problems that it presents

to the statesman, admit of no solution but such as is compatible

with their forming an integral and most important portion of

the body politic. They are free citizens, and their numbers

must give them in the last resort the deciding power. All

attempts to escape from this conclusion seem to me illusory

—

all devices to avert it

—

- —seem to me
contemptible. Right education must teach them the true use

of their power, their true freedom. The removal of all their

. P. 32
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grievances, social and political, must combine with a wiser

spirit in the other classes to soften their feelings, and lead

them morally to accept their position with its balanced advan-

tages and disadvantages. But their freedom must be acknow-

ledged—their power must be reckoned with. On the wise

recognition of this conclusion depends much of our immediate

future. But this wise recognition seems almost beyond hope

when we contemplate the alternations of blindness and stupe-

fying terror which the ruling classes are subject to, according

as the substratum of the social order seems quiet or disturbed.

The Terra di Lavoro of political society bears on it a popula-

tion of a truly Neapolitan character.

The other class, that of domestic servants, offers diiSculties

of a Avidely different kind. They are in one sense members of

the family, but the connection is very loose. This social evil

was touched upon some years ago by Mr. Carlyle, and it was

at the same time indicated that the remedy, or one remedy, lay

in greater permanence of the relation between masters and ser-

vants. But it would seem in this, as in other matters, that the

evil must increase to such a point as to force attention before

any remedy will be thought of. It would, however, seem great

enough already. If England is to follow in the track of New
England, and the boasted Anglo-Saxon type of character is to

go on developing itself to its extreme logical conclusions,

then any healthy condition of domestic service seems hope-

less. For it is assumed to be a disgraceful condition, a hmited

servitude, from which every one should escape as soon as pos-

sible. And the reckless treatment of servants by their masters

has been, I believe, the source of this feeling, so far as it exists

amongst us. Yet surely the relation in itself is not an unsound

one, it is right and expedient for both parties. It wants but

due consideration to make it, what it seems naturally to be, an

integral part of our domestic institutions. But its revision

will depend on far wider questions—on a revision in fact of the

moral standard of the nation, forced upon us by the gradual

course of events. In shaking off the fetters which had rested

on labour, and which had become painful, doctrines have been

fostered of absolute independence, which, useful for the pur-

pose of destruction, must be laid aside when the work of con-
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struction shall begin. They have been useful, I mean, in shak-

ing unsound theories of dependence, but they must not inter-

fere with the sound. I am aware that writers of ability seem,

by their language, to aim at an extinction or a compression

within the very narrowest limits of this particular relation of

master and servant. But in the interest of the poorer not less

than that of the richer classes, such tendencies should be

resisted. The first change, it need hardly be said, must come

from the masters' side, whereas the contrary is always assumed.

Yet surely the main burden of society should rest on its

stronger members. With us it has been recklessly thrown on

the weaker. In the revival or the creation of the sense of

social duty in the great majority of the rich, who, as rich, ai-e

socially strong, in the creation of the feeUng that by their

position they are under the obligation of devoting themselves

to the cause of the pooi'er classes—in this lies the true remedy

for the social evil on which I have been touching. To create

this feeling directly seems, in the present deadness on such

matters, almost hopeless. It is most likely that it will come

from the temporary and provisional strengthening of the poorer,

and if somewhat hopeless on other points, we may be very con-

fident on this, that they are rapidly acquiring the strength

that they may need for the enforcement of any social changes

that shall be found imperatively needed. The danger lies not

in their wanting sti'ength but in their wanting guidance, such

guidance as would be given by a matured and moderate esti- >

mate of the ameliorations compatible with their position.

32—3
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II.

Pol. II. VI. 22.

WITH some hesitation I redeem an engagement made in

my notes on the second book, at the close of Aristotle's

review of the systems of Plato. I do not attach much value to

the dictum of Coleridge, that every man is horn either an

Aristotelian or a Platonist. But it is certain that there are at

present two schools amongst those who read and think on such

matters. Amongst the classically- educated there is a reaction,

I think, in favour of Plato, and against the philosophical

superiority of Aristotle. Not that such reaction leads in most

cases to the pure and simple acceptance of Plato's philoso-

phical system. That is nearly impossible, except for some

minds singularly trained. But it does lead them to estimate

him very highly, and to shrink from the criticisms of Aris-

totle, even upon his political philosophy, as unworthily con-

ceived. And to say nothing of this conflict of opinion, there

is the real inherent difficulty of the subject. This is such,

that I shall touch but very lightly upon it,—the more lightly,

inasmuch as from what I have already said, it is clear

which side I adopt in the points under discussion. And of

course I confine myself to the political and social side of the

question.

M. Brandis has remarked that there is much more agree-

ment between the two philosophically than is generally sup-

posed; that it is more in the method of reaching and supporting

their conclusions, than in the conclusions themselves, that

they differ. I should imagine that on no point is their differ-

ence much more strongly marked than on the questions of

political science. And yet even here there is a very consider-

able agreement. It is true that whilst the origin of society is

found by Plato in the wants of man, Aristotle makes those

wants only the occasion. He insists upon the truth, neglected

or not seen by Plato, that man's nature is essentially social,

that society is so necessary to man, that even if all that is
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generally meant by the term ' wants' were supplied,—if men
that is were materially independent of one another,— still

they would crave the social union. But this difference noted,

most of the more leading questions that occur in political

science are either explicitly or implicitly answered in the same

way by both. Plato does not, any more than Aristotle, recoil

from slavery ; nor are his views on war essentially different.

Both agree on the necessity for leisure as the foundation of the

Greek freeman's existence. In neither is there any allowance

for the industrial jjopulation. Both are equally republican.

Both are equally conscious of the Hellenic superiority. It is

when we come to the general tendency of the two philosophers

that the difference between them becomes striking. And it is

to this difference of tendency that may be traced that

divergence on some two or three fundamental points, which

has given occasion to the criticism of Aristotle.

I imagine that they would both have allowed that much
greater power was wielded by the legislator than is consistent

with our ideas. They thought society eminently modifiable, a

thing to be fashioned a priori and at pleasure. I do not know

that this is anywhere definitely stated, but some such view

seems to lie at the root of many of their positions, exercising

an influence over their conclusions, even though never drawn

into consciousness and fully examined. It is an idea which

derived considerable countenance from Greek experience,

which has been powerful at all times, and is by no means

sufficiently exploded, even.
But though so far both were agreed, Aristotle's sounder

judgment emancipated him much the more fully from the con-

sequences of this idea. The evils of existing states escaped

neither the one nor the other, but Plato was led by his sense

of them to sketch out an entire remodelling of society, a change

reaching to its very foundation. Ignoring the experience of

the past, he aspired after a purely ideal state, and thought that

what may be called the facts of human society could be bent to

suit that state ; that, in short, the phenomena of society, such

as he witnessed them, were accidental and not permanent.

Hence his attack on the family by his advocacy of community

of wives, his attack on property by his advocacy of community
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of goods. For why should these two ideas of family and pro-

perty not be like the rest, subject to modification ?

It is a dream which, in later times and in modem garb,

exposes those who indulge in it to all kinds of hostility, with

no allowance for its attractions, or for the nobler elements it

contains. It would expose Plato to the same attacks, on the

grounds generally taken of coarse and sensual morality, &c. &c.,

were it not for the traditional reverence with which his name
is regarded, and for the admiration we feel for his eloquence.

I do not sympathise with the abuse poured on the modern ex-

positors of such doctrines ; but I can sympathise with the re-

futation of them in their ancient garb which, calmly expressed,

we owe to the genius of Aristotle, as I could sympathise with

a modern one of the same character.

I content myself, then, with thus merely pointing out the

agreement of Aristotle and Plato in many of their particular

conclusions, their disagreement in the general bearing of their

political philosophy. It is a subject which I did not feel war-

ranted in leaving wholly untouched, though it has been so

largely discussed, and with so little result as to make it unin-

viting.

The personal relations of the two seem to have been

friendly, and I see no trace of any ill-feeling in the criticisms

of Aristotle.

Mr. Maurice says that Aristotle felt there was something

in Plato which he could not understand. Such language im-

plies that Aristotle was conscious of some inferiority. It is

said that he acknowledged that the beauty of Plato's dialogue

was beyond his power to rival. But with reference to his conclu-

sions I know of no warrant for Mr. Maurice's opinion. I know

of nothing which is calculated to shake the conviction that

Aristotle judged Plato with the composure of a superior mind,

that he honoured and loved the man, but that he felt that his

system was inadequate and rested on a feeble basis; that

without any undue self-assertion he felt that his own grasp of

truth, his own mastery of human knowledge, enabled him to

offer a firmer basis and a more satisfactory system. And the

judgment of posterity has ratified his supremacy and accepted

the position justly assigned him by Dante, as

—

il Maestro di

color die sanno.
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III.

MONAECHY.
tl ,

;—III. XV. 13.

my note on this passage I have ah-eady briefly touched on

the question of monarchy, properly so called, that is^

hereditary monarchy. Of course it is competent to any one

to use the term monarchy, without combining with it in his

mind the idea represented by the word hereditary. But in our

common language, and in our thoughts, the two ideas are, I

believe, invariably connected, so that, when we wish to signify

any other than hereditary monarchy, we add a distinctive

epithet.

It is then monarchy, in this its common sense, and as ex-

pressive of the government really of one man, which he can

and does leave, as other property is left, to his sou, without

reference to the qualification of that son ; it is monarchy in

this sense, that is, I think, an idea of the past. It has been,

ever in the past, a fruitful source of political convulsions, and

the ideas and exigencies of the present are not calculated to

diminish its inherent dangers. I have no wish to treat in this

place of constitutional monarchy. The common opinion of

Western Europe is setting so strongly against this peculiar

institution that it is not likely to emban'ass political progress,

and in our own country, where it has apparently a firmer hold

than elsewhere, as a real government becomes more and more

indispensable, the anomaly we present will have a more un-

certain tenure.

To return to monarchy proper; the government of one

man wielding, not nominally, but really, the whole executive

power
;
owning no constitutional check, but controlled only by

that from which no one can exempt himself, the influences of

opinion, whether at home or abroad ; not the theoretic, but the

actual head of the state ; securing unity to its policy and the
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due responsibility of all subordinate functionaries; such a

power cannot, from its nature, be trusted to the accidents of

hereditary succession. Like the fiefs of the middle ages, it

requires the full energy of a man ; it is the highest function of

society and must not be entrusted to incapable hands, under

penalty of the disruption of that society. Its delegation, there-

fore, must be an act of deliberate judgment, not left to chance.

Such a power is one to which the objections are numerous

and palpable. And yet such a power as I have described

seems to be required under the present conditions of society.

The problem is then to secure it and free it from its obvious

dangers. This must be done in the first place by stripping it

of its hereditary character. The power must be monocratic,

not monarchical. It must be, that is, the personal power

vested in a dictator, which he holds by commission from the

state avowedly and in trust for the state, not as an heirloom in

his family, a power by its very supposition provisional,
—

' ad

tempus,' to meet certain emergencies^ to satisfy the wants of a

transitional state,—and not permanent ; a power which the

holder may, if necessary, transmit, but may transmit only to

one competent to wield it, one like himself in the full vigour

of his age and faculties. It is the dictatorship of Koman
history, only not in its earlier form of adaptation to some very

temporary need, but in its later form as modified by Sulla and

by Cgesar. Under that later form it was the concentration of

all political power in the hands of one man for his Hfetime,

and though the tendency then was to make it hereditary, still

none of those who held it would have admitted a question of

his power to thwart this tendency by choosing his successor.

The substitution of the adoptive for the hereditary principle

was felt to be only the perfecting of the system.

Such are the conditions of the monocratic, dictatorial power

which, as I have before said, seems desirable at present. It is

delicate ground I am aware, yet I cannot but think there is

adequate reason for this opinion. I know not what judgment

others form of the actual state of things in England, but there

are two features in that state which seem to me to warrant the

conclusion above given. The one is the eflfeteness of our

present system. This is shown by the incompetency of the
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classes in whom it places power, to produce rukrs of any

sufficient ability. This incompetency seems admitted by all.

It is the remedy that is disputed. Nor does the evil extend

only to the governing classes. The other classes, which though

hitherto excluded from, are yet considered as admissible to,

political power, are equally struck with this paralysis. This

proceeds in great measure from the absence of any intelligent

appreciation of their position, or in other words, from the

absence of any political convictions different from those enter-

tained by the governing classes whom they would supplant.

They think they could manage matters better, they do not see

that it is not a mere question of management, but of a

change in the very conditions of government. Both are in the

main agreed upon the ends, their difference as to means is

comparatively uninteresting, especially to those who observe

that within their own sphere the mercantile and commercial

seem as incapable of wise and successful conduct of their

concerns as the more directly political classes are in the affairs

of the nation.

With reference to these political classes, this result, this in-

competency, is not to be wondered at. The influences of what

is called society, are, to say the least, not favourable to the

growth of enlarged intellectual ability, and still less favourable

to that of the moral energy and strength of conviction which

are infinitely more important than the intellect, on which in

fact any large intellectual power depends. For to attain high

political power in England, I except of course those born in

the purple, a man must devote himself, for a long period, to

that object, must play a game, must push himself, either in so-

called influential circles, or on the hustings, or both, and the

chances are very strongly against him, the improbability very

•strong, that when his object is attained the character is not

warped or enfeebled by the length and nature of the struggle.

Such seems the cause, politically, of the weakness which is

allowed to characterise our present rulers, or ruling classes.

On the other hand no observer would, I suppose, deny that

over against these ruling classes there is shaping itself a defi-

nite power. That the majority of the more thoughtful

artisans are keenly scrutinising the conduct of their governors
;
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that they are entirely antagonistic to the existing institutions,

emancipated from any prejudices in favour of our monarchical

fictions, hostile to the aristocratic influences of our constitu-

tion, alien to the religion of the Church of England. And
below the more thoughtful and educated stratum of this

society, there is the vast mass of the uneducated, unreflective

poor, who need but the stimulus of bad times to ripen their

smouldering into the most active discontent, a mass on which

the others can act with great directness, and by so acting can

call in the momentum of numbers to give irresistible weight

to their own more calculated decisions.

If there is any one point on which the higher political

literature of the day, whether it be the expression of English

or foreign opinion, is unanimous, it is on the rapid growth and

formidable character, formidable I mean to existing institu-

tions, of this opposition. And there is now added an element

which, not novel in character, is yet novel in degree. I allude

to the sympathies, more active now than at any recent period,

and daily increasing in activity, between the proletariat of our

own and other countries. In this respect as in others, the

union of Western Europe is becoming intensified, and a cor-

responding increase of movement may be expected. But

apart from all considerations of the future, the present situa-

tion is eminently explosive. The danger has been insisted on

over and over again, and no systematic measures have been

adopted to meet it. It has certainly not decreased in conse-

quence of that neglect. There are indications of a consider-

able increase of late, the natural result of recent events.

Nor shall we have fully estimated the danger of the political

situation of England till we have taken into account another

consideration. Of course two bodies standing in such rela-

tion to one another can have no convictions in common.

Indeed it is only of the second that it can be said that it has

any conviction at all. The former merely clings to what is

established, with a profound sense of its insufficiency, but

with no idea what to substitute. But any new form of society is

impossible under such conditions. Such new form presupposes

for its establishment the existence of some unity of conviction.

Here lies the great difficulty. Considerable time must elapse,
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before the ideas of the new indiistnal society shall have suffi-

ciently spread to form the hasis for a construction. And
during that time, it is essential for all equally that a perfect

freedom of discussion should preA'ail, in order that those ideas

may he generally understood and largely accepted. It is

scarcely to he denied that at present we are steering on to an

unknown future without any conceptions to guide us. It is

most important that all vho have any counsel to offer should be

allowed to offer it.

If such are the phenomena of our actual society, or if they

seem to any one to be such, he who so judges will not be

averse to the conclusion, that for the security of order and the

securing at the same time the amount of progress necessary

to prevent order from becoming stagnation, there will be needed

a dictatorial power suflficieutly representing the interests of the

classes that are growing, and at the same time strong enough

to protect the weaker and decaying—a power able to act as a

mediator, under whose salutary compression quiet discussion

of the difficulties may proceed and their peaceful solution be

discovered without exposing society to any violent collisions.

It is from a conservative point of view that I advocate a

dictatorship—-not conservative, of course, of the present in-

stitutions which seem to have amply served their time, to

have been strained to the uttermost and to have given under

the strain, to be rather obstacles to, than the instruments of,

further progress, but conservative of the requisite amount

of order.

But whilst this should be one great object of such a pro-

visional dictatorship, there should be at the same time unmis-

takeably impressed upon it the character of progress. To se-

cure adhesion to it on the part of those whose adhesion alone

is absolutely essential, on the part of the proletariat, it must

make perfectly clear this other aspect of its position. It must

be distinctly seen that it aims at no compression in the inter-

ests of the old society, that it aims at no bolstering up of the

older institutions, that it is rea*dy to accept and practically

initiate any changes \vhich are desirable, and that it invites dis-

cussion of such changes. It must be distinctly seen that whilst

it prevents collision, it does not make its prevention of that a
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shield for a covert maintenance of the power actually in posses-

sion, but that its principal function is to facilitate the substi-

tution of a more satisfactory arrangement.

It may be urged against this : such a power is not without

example, but how are the dangers to which it is undeniably

exposed to be guarded against ? Tor after all precautions have

been taken to ensure a worthy choice, the dictator chosen may
prove unworthy, may belie the experience which justified the

nomination, and change the nature of the power entrusted to

him ; or after a right use of it himself, he may transmit it to

unworthy hands, even whilst observing the condition imposed

upon him, not attempting, that is, to make it hereditary. Without

disputing these difficulties, there are some considerations which

tend to make them less formidable than they at first appear.

Such a power can only originate in a general conviction that it

is necessary ; a sufficiently general conviction, that is, to make

the dissidents in opinion submit, and improbable as this

may seem, it is by no means impossible. The acquiescence of

France in its present government, in spite of the shock to all

republican sympathies unwisely given by the substitution of

the title of emperor for one more provisional, thus stamping it

with a dynastic, hereditary character, is an instance which may

throw light on our own future course. Such a conviction and

acquiescence would of course diminish the dangers attendant

on all great political changes. It would smooth the access to

power of the dictator, and render it easier for him to exercise

it beneficially.

This preliminary step over, there are other safeguards

against perversion of the power. There is, in the first place,

the inherent tendency of such a power, so originating and so

acquiesced in, to raise the character of its possessor, and make

him look on his power in its true light, as entrusted to him

for the common welfare. This acts on characters of a very

secondary order, it acts with redoubled force on those of the

higher.

A second safeguard I should place in the entire liberty of

discussion, which such a poAver must not only tolerate but

foster, a discussion of course honestly carried on. And I need

hardly add that the necessary condition of such an honest dis-
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cussion is, that each writer should substantiate his writings

by his signature. Anonymous Avriting shoukl be absohitely

illegal, in order that no more than its due weight might attach

to whatever is written. There should be no powerful literary

coi-por'ation in which the individual can merge his individuality,

and rid himself of his responsibility. Such discussion, so car-

ried on, the dictator would have no interest in pi'eventing, nor,

if he fancied that his interest dictated its suppression, would he

have the power requisite for its suppression.

A dictatorship, sprung from the general conviction of its

necessity, and supported by the adhesion of the proletariat, or

great body of the working classes, enabled, as so supported, to

disregard the clamorous interests of the few whom it con-

signed to political insignificance, would be less than most

governments of the present day liable to the danger of violent

interruption. For this, the extreme remedy, is equally appli-

cable to all forms, and in the full light of recent experience

must allow that the hereditary monarchies of Europe offer no

greater guarantees for stability than any other form.

After all, it is not on a conviction of the greater danger

of such a provisional power that the resistance to its

rise will in the main be based. The aristocracy, Avhich

now governs, Avill recoil from any interference with

their power. The classes which are aspiring to govern

will equally recoil from any interference with their hopes

of power. Those who, like myself, feel an insuperable

dislike to the actual constitution of our government, and a con-

siderable repugnance to its mere transfer to classes not yet

qualified for power, a change without adequate motives, will be

ready to welcome as a step in the progress to better things, a

provisional dictatorship to supersede the actual, and to give

time for the future order quietly to shape itself.

Discussions such as these could hardly find a place in

Aristotle. The question of monarchy, so far as it interested a

Greek state, presented itself to him from a wholly different

point of view, from that, viz., of the justice of recognising very

superior merit. Such merit had a claim, a right he thought,

which could not be put aside. And in the quiet acknowledg-

ment of this claim the other citizens would find their true in-
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terest. Under any other circumstances the existence of mono-
cratic power in a Greek state was only conceivahle in the form
of tyranny, and tyranny supported by mercenary troops, the

government of undisguised force. The city organisation is,

in fact, practically incompatible with the government of one.

The ruler and the ruled stand in such close proximity, the

forces on the two sides are so unequal, that except for tempo-

rary emergencies, such as war for instance, the relation can

hardly continue long on the footing of absolute power. The
interests of the whole are so in common that there would be

no temptation in ordinary times to trust them to one manage-

ment. The city government must ever, I conceive, remain in

principle such as it presented itself to Aristotle.

But the case is different with a.nation or great kingdom.

The ruler is not brought into such close proximity with

his subjects. The interests of these subjects are not so ob-

viously in common. The different parts are not biOught into

close relation to one another. There is needed a central

power to preserve harmony between them, and order through-

out the large aggregate. A large armed force is placed at

the disposal of this central power, and the numerical inequality

which still exists is balanced by concentration and discipline.

That the two problems of a city and a national organisation

are quite distinct in this particular point of view may be made

clear by our own experience. Wherever, in Europe, the actual

states approach the type of the Greek city, there the power

exercised is very different from that in the larger kingdoms.

The smaller states of Germany or Italy may serve to illustrate

my meaning.

Naples, with its Swiss mercenaries ; the Pope with the

French soldiers ; Tuscany with its capital held by Austrian

troops ; the wretched smaller courts which oppress Geirmany,

of which Hesse Cassel may be taken as the most eminent spe-

cimen,—are all instances to the point. Their size places them

more on a level with the Greek state, and their government

would long since have completely changed but for the pressuie

from without in some cases, the open aid in othei's,

guarantees them against the just retribution which some time

or other awaits them.
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On the other hand, as the states of Europe recede from the

Greek type in point of size, they recede also in the point of

government. The great kingdoms, so long as they remain

such, require a centralised power, and there is no perceptible

tendency in any of them to weaken that power hy the creation

of constitutional checks. If one result more than another

may be considered as established by the recent convulsions on

the continent, it is this general indisposition to that which we

call constitutional monarchy.

But let this present state of transition he passed, with its

difi&culties and peculiar requirements, then monarchy, in all

its forms, and monocracy also, may be considered for Western

Europe, as for Aristotle, as a completely obsolete institution.

Its services and its merits may then be calmly discussed equally

with those of other past institutions. It was good for Europe

in past times,—it may still continue to be good relatively to

the wants of other countries. It would be a mere encumbrance

in the different organisation which industrialism will require

and evolve.
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IV.

W AE.

yap / -, ) ^ .—IV. (VII.) XV. 3·

THE legitimate objects of war, as conceived by Aristotle,

are stated in tlie previous chapter. They are three, and

two of them are still allowed to be legitimate, by the general

practice, if not the theory, of mankind. They are self-defence

;

conquest for the good of the conquered ; the ground on which

rest, I suppose, the three great instances of attempts to con-

quer, with which we are at this day familiar, that of the French

in Algeria, of the English in India, of the Eussians in the Cau-

casian provinces
;

lastly, the conquest of those who, by na-

ture slaves, do not submit to this condition, unless compelled

by force of arms. This third kind we wholly reject, in common
with the theory of slavery, from which it is inseparable. And

of the second it may be remarked, that the assent to it becomes

every day more hesitating, whilst the number of those who

dissent from it increases. · Another ground for war, which has

assumed a certain prominence lately, finds no mention in

Aristotle, any more than does that principle on which so many

of the wars of the last three centuries have proceeded—the

maintenance of the balance of power. This last may be said,

however, to be a modification of war for self-defence. But the

other ground to which I allude is quite distinct from that of

self-defence ; it is a question of moral obligation. It is said

to be the duty of states which have the power, to interfere to

prevent oppression of the weaker by the stronger.

The justice of strictly defensive war is practically not con-

tested. From no point of view need it present any difiiculty.

There is much more room for discussion on the second case,

as there is evidently great danger in admitting, as a justifica-

tion for conquest, that it is meant to benefit the conquered.
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Each nation admits this defence for itself, whilst, in the case

of its neighbour, it can see the force of the objections urged.

Generally it may be said, that the time for wars conducted on

this principle is past, that it was good and right in antiquity,

whether \ve apply it to the Athenian expedition against

Syracuse, to Alexander's expedition into Asia, or to the con-

quest of the world by Kome. For it is only by its better

method and greater success that this last attempt at conquest

differs from the others. History affords, I think, ample justi-

fication for all of them. But since the break-up of the Koman

Empire, and the settlement of the barbarians, war, except for

the maintenance of that settlement, has been uncalled for,

speaking generally. The great modern instance in which a

deviation from this rule took place, the attempt of Napoleon

to found an empire by war, is open to the justest condemna-

tion. It found a practical condemnation in its entire failure

;

it finds a theoretic one in the sentence of his successor : The

era of conquests is closed. The defence of Wes'tern Europe

against the Saracen, the Saxon, the Mongol, or the Turk, has

been the only really legitimate cause of war. Most of the other

wars have been, on one side or the other, in principle indefen-

sible, and an unnecessary waste of the happiness and resources

of the nations engaged.

There remains the last of the grounds above named—the

moral obligation that rests on the strong. This is put forward

by some as that on which the present war with Russia rests.

But it is scarcely the real ground, though, in the confusion of

statement and thought prevalent on the subject, this point,

amongst others, may have been alleged. But avoiding so

slippery a subject as the present war, it is better to confine

oneself to the more general question—how far strength confers

the right, or rather imposes the duty of the interference, if ne-

cessary, by war to prevent oppression ? I cannot but think

that there is this duty resting on the stronger to act as the

protector of the weaker,—that this last ground of war is, in

fact, the only one that now remains as a justifiable one. I

cannot but think that, after eliminating from the discussion,

as obsolete, all ideas of conquest, all ideas of slavery, all ideas

of the defence against barbarian or semi-barbarian inroads,

A. F. ·'
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there does rest on the civilised nations of \Vestern Europe,

Avho form the vanguard of humanity, the duty of seeing an end

put to the reign of unlawful domination, hy whomsoever ex-

ercised, England, Erance, Austria, or Eussia, and over whom-
soever, be it India, Algeria, Italy, or Hungary. But the time

is distant yet when such a ground can fairly be taken. And
it is necessary, as the first condition, that the powers

that would take it should see that they themselves are

clear in the matter. To explain myself by an example.

The history and circumstances of our dominion in India render

it a mere hypocrisy in us to object to Eussia's advance either

across the Caucasus or the Balkan, on any ground but that

of the tendency of such advance to disturb the status quo in

Europe, which, in the absence of any policy of amelioration,

it seems desirable to maintain.

Passing from the objects of war, I proceed to the considera-

tion of the effects of war on the nations making war, the point

suggested by the words quoted from Aristotle, tie remarks,

that there are greater dangers to the moral condition of a

nation, in a state of peace and prosperity than in war. ' Eor

war exercises a wholesome constraint, compels justice, compels

moderation, whereas the enjoyment of prosperity, and peace,

and leisure has a tendency to foster a spirit of overweening

insolence.' It is the truth conveyed in this remark which has,

I suppose, led to the welcome given to the present war by so

many of the more cultivated and reflecting.

It is a strange and disheartening phenomenon that such a

welcome offers. We have enjoyed forty years of unbroken

peace, and we have made so little use of their opportunities

and benefits that we see them end without regret ; and the

nation finds itself engaged in war, not with the grave and sad

feelings of men who are forced by a hard necessity to forego

their proper work, and to take up arms to repress an unwar-

ranted aggression on the existing order. No such feeling

seems to be predominant. It is, doubtless, largely entertained,

but it is entertained in comparative silence. What we hear

loudly expressed, moving even the ' passionate heart' of the

Poet Laureate to express it in song, is an exulting welcome

of the war, on the ground that the evils of our social condition
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were too oppressive; that peace and the fruits of the peace, the

great development of industry and commerce, presented such

repulsive features, were so stifling to all the nobler feelings,

that we throw them aside as a nightmare, and turn gladly to

the scenes of war ; that we emerge from their atmosphere as into

the fresh air after a long confinement.

Putting aside all the accidents of the present war, all its

mismanagement in the past, all the apprehension that it justly

excites in the future, when we see no aim avowed, no policy

guiding us, and returning to the general question, we may
fairly ask what benefits it is to confer upon us over and above

the purely negative one of repression. No one thinks that war

is an end, the permanent condition of things. Grant, then,

that the present war be ended and peace restored to us. There

has been a great drain on our resources, an immense amount

of suffering. Grant that this has not been in vain, that we

have attained the just and honourable peace which is the vague

end set before us. With peace there return the difficulties of

peace, the questions that have been agitating us these last forty

years, whose answer has been postponed during the war. Have

we gained strength to meet these difficulties by the feverish

excitement in which we have been living ? Has any Light been

thrown upon these questions, any thought been given to them ?

The social evils have been fermenting unresisted. Be it edu-

cation, be it the question of labour, all have alike assumed

during the war an entirely subordinate importance. They can

only be solved in peace, and peace has been denied us.

If the welcome of war were but the expression of the selfish

feeling, we shall not see the evil in our day, it were intelligible

and contemptible. But that such evils as are complained of,

the want of education, the demoralisation of commerce, the

evils of competition, that such evils should be thought to find

any remedy in war passes comprehension. They are all en-

hanced by the pressure upon industry entailed by other wars,

as deplorable as the present and not so just, and to remedy

them you increase that pressure. It is the remedy of M. de

Calonne, whose financial genius, in the face of imminent

bankruptcy, had recourse to a more profuse expenditure. It

was attractive for the time to him and to those who profited by

33—3
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it—the courtiei's of Louis XVI.,—it is attractive to us appa-

rently, but its attractions were, we know, not enduring.

The difficulties that attend our present social condition,

a social condition recognised by most observers, as purely

transitional, in which the old form of society is decaying,

whilst the new is but visible in faintest outline, are so great as

imperatively to demand the undistracted attention of all who

are interested in their solution, be they philosophical enquirers

or practical statesmen. It was the conviction of this that

explains the natural repugnance manifested by our states-

men at the commencement of the war, though it by no means

excuses the feeble temporising by which they involved us in

it. The first step in meeting our difficulties is to accept them,

and to form a just estimate of their gravity. It is a more

difficult advance from this to learn that the form of society,

of which industry is the basis, is nobler than that which rests

on war. Here is the error which, I imagine, has misled

people. They turn to the heroism of our soldiers, and they

say the moral effect of such a sight on the nation is better

than the debasing selfishness of commercial pursuits. True,

if the alternative so put is the only one, and if any acqui-

esce in this statement as satisfactory, I know not what is

to be said. But I would urge that there is another point of

view. I would urge that whilst we admire the noble conduct

of our soldiers with the most just admiration, there is no reason

why we should be blind to the equally noble aspects of in-

dustry. The patient bearing of all privations, the steady

facing of all dangers, such are the traits that immortalise the

treuches before Sebastopol, and it is in them, as has justly

been remarked, more than at the Alma or Inkermann, that the

soldiers of England showed their greatness. The same

qualities, the same patient bearing, the same steady resolve,

and be it observed, without the same stimulus, have marked

for years the workmen of England in the great commercial

crises which have afflicted industry. It may be that they will

again be called forth in this very winter. Why cannot Ave

appreciate the one as well as the other ?

We feel we have a right cause in this war, and we submit

to the necessary sacrifices. In meeting the evils that press
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upon us in the constitution of the new industrial fom of

society we might have the same feeling, and submit, with equal

readiness, to the equally necessary sacrifices. But we must

lay aside all idea of indirect remedies. We must accept

industrialism as permanent, and grapple firmly with its diffi-

culties. We shall then look on any interruption of the peace-

ful order, which is the best condition for our overcoming

these difficulties, as simply an evil, to be endured, but not

welcomed. When there is no hope of any accidental rehef,

men will subdue their feverish impatience and set themselves

calmly to scan their available resources, and to modify, by a

judicious use of such resources, and from within, a situation

which admits of no modification from without. In the ab-

sence of the constraint of war, the justice and moderation,

which are as necessary in peace as in war, must originate in

right moral training and in the rational conviction of their

necessity.
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.
EDUCATION.

<.
NYTHING like a systematic view of the subject of educa-

difficult. Yet where there has heen so much discussion, and

where there is room for so much more,—where, moreover, the

question is one evidently not near any definitive settlement,

but in a remarkable manner susceptible of and requiring dis-

cussion, I may venture to offer some remarks. In them I

shall keep the Politics before me, and observe the order of

treatment adopted in them, without being bound to enter into

all the numerous points they suggest for consideration. In

fact, I shall confine myself to three, and touch first on the

general outline of early education which Aristotle gives

;

secondly, on the question of public education; thirdly, on that

of the things taught.

I have frequently had occasion to remark that on the ques-

tion of education we have but a fragment of Aristotle's views.

The care Avitli which, in that fragment, all the early stej)s in

the process are indicated, increases our regret that we have

not the fuller development, that we cannot trace the training

of the boy and the man as we can that of the infant and the

child.

Such, however, as we have it, his treatment suggests one

or two points bearing on our present practice. For instance,

in reading his remarks on the necessity of training the body

first, then the character, then the intellect, the contrast pre-

sented by our ordinary education is very striking. Of course

I am not speaking of the large classes with whom the pressure

of daily existence is so heavy, that it makes any education,

for its own sake, impossible. To meet the daily wants of the

family, the child must be made useful as soon as possible, and

It is far too wide and
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no question of its ultimate interests is allowed to interlcre.

The education I touch on is that of all those classes which

can fairly be brought within the range of the term educated,

in our sense of the word. With tliis limitation, I shall surely

not be exaggerating, when I say that the sound bodily training

and the right cultivation of the character in early life, are neg-

lected, and that the one great end aimed at is the bringing

forward, at as early a period as possible, the intellect. The

stimulus of immediate want acts on the very poor, and the

child suffers. The children of richer parents suffer because

success in life is the ultimate standard to which all education

is brought, and success in life at present mainly depends on a

certain kind of intellectual culture. And the success must be

early, so the intellectual must be prematurely developed. For

anything but early success, the calculation is an unsound

one. The early forcing system injures the bodily health,

vitiates the character, and weakens the intellect. The demand

made on the mental powers is too great for the physical in

their unsettled, growing state ; and the child shrinks from the

exertion required. If to this we add the complication intro-

duced by the peculiar food we submit to the young intellect, a

food for which it has no natural appetite,—Latin and Greek

grammars and exercises,—we shall then understand the neces-

sity of bringing in a moral evil to remedy this natural

shrinking from the mental exertion required. I allude to the

system of competition based on emulation, the specious name

Under which we delicately veil, and veiling ignore, the evils to

the character of early rivalry. And after all this sacrifice of

bodily health and moral training, the intellect, over-stimulated,

has lost its vigour at the time when it should be in full pos-

session of it. It is the same with it as with the victors in the

Olympic games. There were but rare instances, Aristotle

says, of early success followed by later. Their strength had

been overtasked in youth.

The very earliest stages of education having been gone

through, and the period passed during which the process of

education must necessarily be conducted at home, Aristotle

raises the question. Is it or is it not within the province of

the legislator to order the subsequent stages in the process.
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for the education of the boy and youth, for the interval between

childhood and manhood ? This question he answers, without

hesitation, in the affirmative. But the order agreed upon may
still leave the education in the hands of the family, or it may
take it out of the family, and make it a state concern, make it

a public, as distinct from a home education. And it is in

favour of the public, the education in common, that Aristotle

decides. Where the result is intimately bound up with the

interest of the community, the means taken to secure that

result should be under the supervision of the community.

Such is the ground for Aristotle's decision.

It introduces us to a question beset with difficulties, most of

which, however, I shall wholly avoid. For I do not intend to

enter on the propriety of a state education as opposed to the

voluntary system, of secular as opposed to rehgious, with all

the entanglements into which these discussions have got, and

from which there seems no immediate prospect of our extrica-

tion. When Aristotle speaks of education as a question con-

cerning the community, we must again call to mind the state

of things to which his remarks apply. It was the small city

community of Greece which he had in view. The Greek state

should see that its citizens were trained up in the right appre-

ciation of their position, and in such a way as to fit them for

becoming proper members of it. They would do this under

the eye of the generation they were to succeed, and with all

the influences of their home and their country strong upon

them. The aim of their education should be to form their

character in accordance with that of the institutions under

which, when men, they were to live.

So that when we use the word pubhc as applicable to the

system advocated by Aristotle, the sense the word bears is dif-

ferent from that which attaches to it in our own system. With

him it expresses an education free from the caprices of indivi-

dual parents, but not alienating the subject of it fi-om the legiti-

mate influences of his home and relations. With us it ex-

presses an education from which the element of home is wholly

eliminated for the far greater portion of the time devoted to it.

It is this difference to which I would draw attention. Speak-

ing generally, the education of England, as at present con-
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ducted, is the most systematic attack on the influences of the

family of which we have any record. The whole moral con-

nection between English parents and their sons ceases at a

very early age. To pay for their education, and to find them

the means of starting in Hfe, is the limit of the duty acknow-

ledged by the parents. All personal exertion, all direct at-

tempts at superintending the development of the intellect, or

at influencing the moral character, are given up as hopeless, as

a task for which they have no inclination, no time, no com-

petence, a responsibility which they wholly decline. It would

be well if, declining this responsibility, they would decline at

the same time that from which this flows as a strict, logical,

inevitable consequence.

The break up of the family, the loss at a very early period

of all its best influences, the evils to the parents and to the

children that are its consequences, the moral alienation between

father and son which forms so striking a feature of English

society, the precocious independence in the child which the

system fosters, the carelessness of their own self-discipline

which it fosters in the parents, the wide gulf which is placed

between the two by an education almost exclusively develop-

ing the intellect on the one hand, and the entire absence of all

cultivation of the intellect on the other, so that the natural in-

terval between one generation and another, the natural widen-

ing of the thoughts of man, is artificially increased—all these

evils admit but of one remedy, which it seems hopeless to pro-

pose, but which is indispensable if education is to be set on its

right footing. It is the destruction of our whole system of

distant school education, whether these schools be private or

public. The last are, I believe, a less evil than the first, from

the largeness of the numbers that they bring together, and the

comparative healthiness of tone. But both must be swept

away. And if asked what is to replace them I should answer

—referring to the distinction which is now universally drawn

between instruction and education—that whilst for instruction

and such discipline as necessarily attends instruction, and such

wholesome influences as necessarily proceed from a well quali-

fied instructor, I should look to the establishment of district

schools, at convenient distances, at which instruction should be
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given, for education in its stricter and higher sense I should de-

volve it on the parents. Doubtless they are ill qualified to under-

take even this. I know no answer to this objection but that the

sense of their duty must revive, they must quaUfy themselves.

In all cases they can qualify themselves morally, in very far

the majority, they could qualify themselves intellectually for

superintendence, not for direct instruction. How English

parents are to he made to feel this responsibility is a different

question.

Connected with this point is another, the position, vizr, of

the instructors, by whatever title they may he designated.

Sometime or other we may hope to see an educational semce

duly organised, with its members properly called and autho-

rised. With a body so constituted will lie the theoretical

guidance of education. Between them and the educated there

will be no antagonism, no clashing of interests. Their func-

tions will be permanent with relation to the educated
; they

will directly impart their teaching to the young, they will be

qualified to advise and influence the citizen in his whole

life.

Enough on this point; I aim rather at a criticism of the

existing, than a sketch of the future, order of things. The

present body of instructors is in no such position. There are

exceptions, but as a general rule their influence ceases with

the immediate connection. Escaped from scliool and from col-

lege, the Englishman owns no controlling influence on the

part of those under whom he was there placed. And as a con-

sequence of this state of things the educational function is

placed very low even yet by the vast majority of the so-called

educated classes of England. Into the causes of this I do not

enter. I pass to the third point.

With regard to the things taught, there are some questions

on which I need not touch. My entire dissent from the views

prevalent has been already expressed. But in the general

spirit of the instruction given there needs a great change.

The object of all education is correctly given by Aristotle as

the fitting the citizen for his position in after life, for his

membership in the state. This sense of citizenship is the

basis of Ari-stotle's system, as it was the noble element in
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Plato's social errors. But this sense of citizensliip is in our

systems in the prevalent theories and language, I do not fear

to afBrm it, wholly ignored. We talk of fitting a man for his

position in life, of enahling him to make his way in the

world, or even of doing his duty in the state of life to which

God has called him. True ; hut in all this language there is

no necessary sense of his being a citizen, no feeling of that

predominance of the social over the individual point of view,

of that necessity of the devotion of the various parts to the

welfare of the whole, of the citizens, that is, to the body of

wliich they are portions, which stands out so conspicuously in

the systems of the Greek philosophers.

It is a sound objection against the Eoman empire that it

exercised too great a force of compression on the different

nationalities it incorporated. The remedy for this weakness

was found in the violent disruption of that vast whole, and its

dissolution into its smaller component parts. It might be

urged as a sound objection to the great kingdoms of Europe,

that they too press heavily on their component parts, that to

secure the necessary political concentration they have been

obliged to sacrifice the members to the head, and to check all

citizen life and feeling. The remedy will be found for this

weakness in the system by a dissolution of these overgrown

aggregates, and a consequent increase of vitality in the parts

which compose them. As the national feeling superseded the

imperial, the city will in its turn supersede the nation.

In any case there needs a revival of the social point of

view, a return to the political theory of education. This must

be the spirit that informs the whole, and from this point of

view must all the questions as to what shall be taught be

answered. I cannot think that the answer will be favourable

to the existing system. I cannot but think that at a period

of life when the faculties are fresh and the observing powers

keen, when to attain a knowledge, I should not say, of common
things, but of things as opposed to words, is an easy task, the

powers of observation are neglected, and the study of words

the only one pursued. The consequence is, that we are left,

at a later period, and with great difficulty, to pick up, as

we can, knowledge which might have been easily gained, or we
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remain ignorant of the whole constitution of the world in

which we live. If in compensation for this ignorance, those

who are educated on the pure classical system had, according

to the fiction on which it rests, their taste raised, their judg-

ment and their reason strengthened, it were something. Though

even then it would be necessary to prove that the ignorance on

other points is a necessary condition of attaining these advan-

tages. There may be some slight advantage gained in point

of taste, though I think the effect is more often even here

purism than a manly correctness. But I am convinced that

the judgment suffers, and that the reasoning powers are en-

feebled, and that there is accordingly no real compensation for

the ignorance complained of

On social, political, and historical questions, on all the

higher points of morals, 1 believe that the majority of those

who are subjected to the so-called advantages of a classical

education, are deficient in judgment, not of course from the

want of faculties, but from the cramping tendency of their

education. I have no wish to use language that may offend,

hut I have watched for years the process as at present carried

on, and the impression left on my mind is that of its general

failure. There is a demand for strength of character in com-

bination with high intellect, and neither the one nor the other

are fostered by the present system, the only difference being

that the first is absolutely discouraged.

THE END.










